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1 Introduction

The OMS-500 User Manual contains a detailed description of OMS-500. The opening sections (What is OMS-500,
Process Overview, Solution Architecture and Tenancy Administration) briefly explain to both technical and non-technical
users the basic concept and intended use of the application. Further chapters describe the OMS-500 graphical user
interface option-by-option. Where necessary, they explain a particular option's interaction with related settings elsewhere
in the application, or with production.
The end users (i.e. Operators and Document Administrators) are responsible for submitting documents to OMS-500
for processing and for running and monitoring production. These tasks are easy to learn and only require that users
have basic computer skills. Operators and Document Administrators can find guidance on how to work in OMS-500 in
the Control Center chapter.
The users responsible for configuring the OMS-500 workflow (i.e. Business Users) require intermediate computer skills.
These users should mainly refer to the Configuration and Appendices chapters of the OMS-500 User Manual.
The users responsible for configuring hardware (i.e. Hardware Specialists) require detailed knowledge of printers,
inserters and other post-printing equipment. These users should mainly refer to the Configuration and System Settings
chapters of the OMS-500 User Manual.
Some OMS-500 configuration steps, such as setting up a database connection, may require advanced computer skills
(see External Datasources) or basic scripting skills (see Input Templates). These advanced tasks are performed mostly
by the Administrator, who is also responsible for the application installation. For the OMS-500 installation and deployment
with other components (OMS-500 Aggregator Manager or PS Writer Hot Folder) see the respective version of the
OMS-500 Release Notes and Installation Guide.
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OMS-500 (Output Management Software) is a customer communication management solution that helps small and
medium-size businesses facilitate and streamline the consolidation and delivery of outgoing customer communications.
OMS-500 is especially suited to automate and speed up the handling of regular transactional documents (invoices,
overviews, or statements).
Businesses no longer need to print out several types of documents (e.g. invoices, statements), store the printed
documents until all document types are ready for all customers, and have their employees manually sort and group the
documents according to individual customers, fold and insert them into envelopes. OMS-500 reduces these tedious
and repetitive tasks by automatically grouping documents for individual customers according to user-defined workflows
and forwarding them to production using a desired output channel (archive into a folder on a hard drive, print or email).
To prepare the communication pieces to be automatically folded and inserted into envelopes, OMS-500 places barcodes
/ optical marks on output documents so that they can be read by inserters or other post-printing equipment.

Folder

PDF

PCL

Input Files

OMS-500

Printer

Inserter

@
Email

Key OMS-500 benefits include:
Automation and reusability

Customizable processing scenarios automatically recognize input files, split them into

documents and merge them so that documents reach the correct customers. This minimizes manual document
handling and reduces related labor costs.
Security and integrity

Optical marks or barcodes placed onto output documents allow inserters or other post-printing

equipment to control every processed document, thus helping users instantly diagnose issues. This ensures that all
documents are printed, folded and inserted into envelopes.
Consistent message Shared media, a resources library and document templates apply consistent branding and prevent
unauthorized users from adding uncontrolled content. This ensures that your customers always receive a consistent
message across the documents.
Centralization The application dashboard (Control Center) allows you to manage production and view which documents
were sent to whom, when and via which channel. This increases control over outgoing customer communications
and centralizes archiving and document storage.
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Cooperation across the company Easy access via the client interface allows users to submit files for processing and/or
to configure the workflow from various company departments and geographical locations.
Easy use and integration

The solution is easy to install and quickly integrates into the existing company infrastructure.

OMS-500 supports most standard document formats (PDF, PCL, PS) and allows you to enrich and automate
documents that were created using legacy applications.
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3

Process Overview
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Several times a day, the application receives various input files from multiple subjects (e.g. invoices and account
statements from a financial department and overviews from an analytics department). Each input file usually contains
multiple documents for multiple customers. The documents can be of the same type (e.g. all invoices for the given
month for all customers) or each document can belong to a different type (e.g. all invoices and postal orders for the
given month for all customers in a single input file).
OMS-500 consolidates the input files so that each customer receives just the communications addressed to them via
the appropriate channel.
The process is based on the following main steps:
1. Files are uploaded via an input channel (manually or automatically forwarded from enterprise software
applications).
2. In a document profile, the files are split into documents according to user-defined document boundaries.
3. In a communication profile, the documents are merged into communication pieces so that each customer receives
documents addressed to them. Enclosures are added where needed.
4. In a production workflow, communication pieces can be sorted and forwarded to desired output channels. If
applicable, optical marks / barcodes are added to prepare communication pieces for folding and inserting into
envelopes. Communication pieces are then produced according to defined schedules.

Input Channels

Document Profile

Communication Profile

Production Workflow

Input Folder

Invoice

Customer B

Customer A

1-3

1-3

Customer A

Customer B

1-3

1-3

Customer C

Customer C

1-3

1-3

PDF

PCL

Input Files

3

Input Print Stream

DOC

LPD

Input Template

1

2

Overview

1

2

3

Account Statement

XML
TXT
2

3

1
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OMS-500 ensures maximum flexibility as you can fully customize:
● From which locations OMS-500 draws files for processing (input channels) and where output files are forwarded
(output channels).
● How files are split into documents and how the documents are put together to create a single envelope or email
for each customer.
● When and how individual types of communication pieces are produced.
In OMS-500 you can configure multiple scenarios to process multiple types of input files. Each scenario is based on a
real document which you process to fully respect the specifics of your company. These user-defined scenarios are
recognized automatically during the file input, so that each file is processed automatically by a suitable scenario. You
can create scenarios using business rules.
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4 Solution Architecture
4.1

OMS-500 On-premises

4.2

OMS-500 in Cloud

4.3 Logging In
4.4 OMS-500 Help
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Based on a selected scheme, OMS-500 can be deployed as follows:
● On premises
● In the cloud (OMS-500 in Cloud)

4.1

OMS-500 On-premises

OMS-500 on-premises is a server-client application. The server side ensures processing; the client side allows users to
configure the workflow and upload and/or collect processed files. The server and client sides can run on the same
hardware; alternatively, individual clients can run on a separate piece of hardware and access the server via a web
browser or remote location.

4.1.1

Server

The OMS-500 server is installed locally on the customer's premises. All processing is performed by the Oms500 service.

NOTE

4.1.2

For more information refer to the Installation Guide of the respective version of OMS-500.

Client

The client side is represented by:
●

OMS-500 web interface

●

OMS-500 Aggregator Manager

●

OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control

4.1.2.1

OMS-500 Web Interface

The application web interface is the application graphical user interface accessible from one of the supported browsers
(refer to Release Notes).
Application web interface allows users to:
● Configure the workflow using a user-friendly environment.
● Upload files for processing and collect communication pieces on output via Production Control.
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● Print the output via printers connected to the computer where the application is installed (OMS-500 server).

OMS-500
Control Centre

4.1.2.2

User

Input Folder

User

Input Folder

User

Input Folder

Processing

Output Folder

Printer

Output Folder

Printer

Output Folder

Printer

OMS-500 Aggregator Manager

OMS-500 Aggregator Manager is a desktop application that allows you to register hot folders that are mapped to and
communicate with the OMS-500 server URL.
OMS-500 Aggregator Manager serves as an interface between:
● OMS-500 server and other computers intended to work with OMS-500.
If OMS-500 Aggregator is installed, you can:
○ Upload files from a computer where OMS-500 Aggregator Manager is installed directly from the hot folder
located in the computer file system, without accessing the application.
○ Forward output files to designated folders in computers where OMS-500 Aggregator Manager is installed,
without accessing the application. This is especially suitable for archiving.
○ Forward output files to printers connected to computers other than OMS-500 server (those where OMS-500
Aggregator Manager is installed).
To do that, you need to purchase another license (contact your local representative).
To use printers outside the OMS-500 server network, you also have to enable the Printer Management licence
option in System Settings | Remote Location | Properties | Features.
● OMS-500 and other enterprise software applications.
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You can print the documents directly from common enterprise applications (e.g. MS Word) using input print
streams.
To use input print streams, you have to install the PS Writer Hot Folder virtual printer which converts input to
the PS format and link it to the respective hot folder.
Refer to the respective version of OMS-500 Installation Guide.

OMS-500
User

Aggregator

User

Aggregator

User

Aggregator

Input Folder

Output Folder

Aggregator

Output Folder

Aggregator

Output Folder

Aggregator

Aggregator

Printer

Aggregator

Printer

Aggregator

Printer

Processing
DOC

User’s Applications

User

User’s Applications

User

User’s Applications

DOC

DOC

4.1.2.3

PDF

User

PDF

PDF

Virtual PS Driver

.ps

Aggregator

Virtual PS Driver

.ps

Aggregator

Virtual PS Driver

Input Print
Stream

.ps

Aggregator

OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control

OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control is a desktop application that prints output files in user-controlled queues, using
customizable printer settings.
It installs automatically when installing OMS-500 Aggregator Manager.
For more information, refer to the OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control chapter.

4.2

OMS-500 in Cloud

OMS-500 in Cloud runs on the basis of a customer's subscription to the OMS-500 in Cloud portal. It requires no installation
or major changes to the existing infrastructure; all processing and data storage are ensured by the cloud. Individual
users can access OMS-500 by signing in to the OMS-500 in Cloud portal under their user account.
OMS-500 in Cloud allows you to use the same desktop client components as the on-premises version (refer to Related
Installers).
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The following specifics apply to OMS-500 in Cloud:
● Licensing
● User Management
● Tenants
● Plug-ins
● FTP
● Printers
● Related installers

4.2.1

Licensing

A negotiated license plan is included in your subscription to the OMS-500 in Cloud portal.
For more information concerning licensing, please contact your local representative.

4.2.2

User Management

The default company administrator, or so-called First User, is defined during a company's subscription to the OMS-500
in Cloud portal. This user has unlimited access rights within the application (see also the Tenant Administrator user role
in Default Application Users) and can create other users for a given company.
Individual users can manage their own credentials in the My Profile section.

4.2.3

Tenants

Tenants are created by the default company administrator.
For more information, refer to the OMS-500 In Cloud Specifics section of the Tenancy Administration chapter.

4.2.4

Plug-ins

OMS-500 in Cloud allows you to use plug-ins included in your license options (see also Plug-ins in the System Settings
chapter). This includes selected custom plug-ins, which you can download on demand (for details please contact your
local Neopost representative), and remote action plug-ins (see also the Plug-ins section of the OMS-500 Aggregator
Manager chapter).
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NOTE

The OMS-500 in Cloud version does not support the Quadient Presort plug-ins, and custom plug-ins

uploaded as ZIP files.

4.2.5

FTP

For security reasons, you can only archive output files at a File Transfer Protocol server that supports the SFTP transfer
protocol.
For more information, refer to the FTP/SFTP Server section in Output Folder.

4.2.6

Printers

In the OMS-500 in Cloud version, you can only use printers that are linked to a remote location. As the OMS-500 server
is hosted in the cloud, OMS-500 server printers are unavailable.
To link a printer to a remote location, refer to Printer Options in the Printer section.

4.2.7

Related Installers

To use a full range of OMS-500 capabilities, download all other OMS-500 client components, available for the on-premises
version, and install them on your local computer.
The components include:
● OMS-500 Aggregator Manager – Allows you to register remote locations, use OMS-500 Advanced Printer
Control, etc.
● PS Writer Hot Folder – Allows you to use input print streams.
To download these components, refer to the Related Installers section.

4.3

Logging In

How you log in to OMS-500 varies depending on the deployment:
● OMS-500 On-premises
● OMS-500 in Cloud
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4.3.1

OMS-500 On-premises

To log in to the OMS-500 on-premises version, follow these steps:
1. To access the application web interface, click on the OMS-500 Shortcut

icon created on your desktop after

OMS-500 has been installed.
Alternatively, open a web browser and enter the corresponding URL:
● http://localhost:690/local/#/login

– To access the web interface from the OMS-500 server computer

(refer to the corresponding version of OMS-500 Installation Guide).
● http://<serverIPaddress>:690/local/#/login

or http://<servercomputername>:690/local/#/login

– To

access the web interface from a client computer.
● http://localhost:690/<tenant name>/#/login

– To access the web interface of a tenant.

2. Enter the user credentials provided to you by the administrator and click on SIGN IN.

Options Description
Email / Password

Enter your login name (email) and password. For the default application credentials refer to

the respective version of OMS-500 Installation Guide.
To define your password, refer to Password Policy.
Language

Select the language of the application. Available languages are listed in the Localization section of

the Release Notes of the respective OMS-500 version.
Remember me

Check the option if you want the system to remember your credentials (email and password)

so that you do not have to enter them each time you log in to the application.
For security reasons, this option is disabled for users with the Administrator user role. This prevents
unauthorized users logging in to the application and changing its system settings.
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TIP

To easily access the web interface from a client computer, create a desktop shortcut which

refers to the OMS-500 server computer URL.

NOTE

For security reasons, change your password after the first login.

My Profile
Your user profile displays in the top-right corner. To display and manage your user details, select My Profile.
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Options Description
My Profile Displays information about your user account and the roles assigned to you. In the editable fields, you can
change your email, the name displayed in the application, and your password for logging in.

Leave Application Logs you out and opens the welcome screen with the Login section.

4.3.2

OMS-500 in Cloud

To sign in to the OMS-500 cloud portal, your administrator creates a user account and a corresponding user account
activation email is sent to your email address.
To log in to OMS-500, follow these steps:
1. Go to your inbox, open the activation email and click on the ACTIVATE ACCOUNT button.
The activation email is sent from the following address: oms500@omscloud.neopost.com

.

This redirects you to your company's OMS-500 in Cloud portal URL.
2. Enter a password that you wish to use for signing in to the portal and click on SIGN IN.
To define your password, refer to Password Policy.
You have signed in to the OMS-500 portal and can start working with the application.
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Next time you can access the OMS-500 portal from your company's OMS-500 URL (e.g.
https://<companyURL>-<tenantUrlPart>.oms500.com/#/login).

TIP

If you forget your password, click on the Forgot your password link and enter your email. Click on

the RESET PASSWORD button and follow the instructions that you received in your inbox.
If you delete your account activation email before you first sign in, ask the OMS-500 administrator to
resend your activation email.

My Profile
Your user profile displays in the upper-right corner. To display and manage your user details, select My Profile.
If any of the user permissions that you require are lacking, contact the administrator.
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Options Description
Name

Defines the name visible after you sign in to the application. This name was defined by the administrator while

creating your user account.
Email Displays the email under which you sign in to the portal. This email was defined by the administrator while
creating your user account.
Password

Allows users to change their password.

You can change your email/password under which you sign in to the portal.
1. Click on the Change link.
2. In the Change Email/Password pop-up window, indicate the new email/password and enter the current password.
This sends an activation email to your mailbox.
3. Follow the instructions in the email.

4.3.3

Password Policy

To sign in to OMS-500 (both on-premises and in Cloud), your password has to contain:
● At least 9 characters
● Both uppercase and lowercase letters
● At least 1 numeric character

NOTE

TIP

After 5 unsuccessful attempts to log in to the application, the user's account gets locked for 5 minutes.

The administrator can define the period after which an inactive user is logged out from the application in

System Timing.
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4.4 OMS-500 Help
The Help

icon next to your user name opens the context help (i.e. the OMS-500 User Manual) directly from the

application. You can open:
● A specific chapter that corresponds to your current location in the application.
● Getting Started which outlines basic steps to configure a simple scenario.
● Help Overview (it can be opened from any location in the application).

TIP

Click on Toggle left pane to display the left pane where you can navigate through the help and use full-text

search.
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Tenancy Administration

5.1

Licensing and User Rights

5.2

Tenant Configuration Options

5.3

OMS-500 On-Premises Specifics

5.4

OMS-500 In Cloud Specifics

5.5

Linking Tenants to Remote Locations
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Tenancy administration allows companies to create separate configuration and production environments for multiple
company units or divisions (tenants) within one OMS-500 installation (on-premises) or subscription (in Cloud). Users
with only one tenant signed in can only see the configuration or production of that tenant.
This helps companies to:
● Comply with internal security policies (e.g. restrict access to documents containing confidential information to
selected user groups).
● Easily monitor and manage individual units, as each tenant's users only handle relevant documents.

5.1

Licensing and User Rights

In this section

See also

Licensing

User Management

User Rights and Permissions

Licensing
To create and manage tenants, you need to have tenants included either in your license (for the on-premises version,
see also the MultiTenant Management license option), or OMS-500 in Cloud subscription.

User Rights and Permissions
Tenancy Administrator

Creates individual tenants and their administrators. Applies only to the OMS-500 on-premises

version.
See also Tenancy Administrator.
Tenant Administrator

Administers a tenant's configuration, including user management.

Has unlimited access within the respective tenant's environment (their user rights correspond to the default
administrator user, see also User Roles).
This role is created with the tenant creation either by the tenancy administrator (on-premises) or administrator (in
Cloud).
See also the Tenant Administrator configuration options.
Users

Configure the application and run production.

Their user rights are assigned by the tenant administrator (in both the on-premises and in Cloud versions).
If one person working with the application needs to access multiple tenants, each of the respective tenant's
administrators has to create a separate user for that person in each tenant.
See also Accessing Multiple Tenants in the User Management section.
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5.2

Tenant Configuration Options

In this section

Tenant Menu
Tenant Configuration
Tenant Administrator

The Tenancy Administration section is available to the following users:
● On-premises: Available to the tenancy administrator after they log in the tenancy administration URL.
For details, see also Tenancy Administrator.
● In Cloud: Available to the default OMS-500 in Cloud administrator after they navigate to System Settings |
Tenants.
Tenant Menu
Options Description

Edit Edits a tenant's settings.
Delete Object Deletes a tenant from the application.

WARNING

Deleting a tenant deletes all configuration and data that were created by the tenant. If you

want to preserve the data, log in to the tenant and export its configuration.

Redirect Allows you to log in to another tenant. Clicking on this icon redirects you to the OMS-500 login page.
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Alternatively, you can log in to another tenant by:
● Replacing the 'local' part of the application default URL with the tenant's URL:
○ On-premises: http://localhost:690/tenantURL/#/login
○ Cloud: https://companyURL-tenantURL.oms500.com
● Clicking on the My Profile drop-down menu and selecting the Login to: <tenant> option (on-premises
only).

Add New Adds a new tenant to the list. The number of active tenants is limited by the license.
To create a tenant, click on the Add New

icon in a tenant's menu and fill in the following details:

● Tenant Configuration
● Tenant Administrator

Tenant Configuration
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Options Description
Name
URL

Enters the name of the tenant.
Enters the part of the URL from where users can access the tenant. The URL path can have up to 10 characters.

In Cloud, the URL path starts with the company URL and is separated from the company URL by a hyphen <->.

EXAMPLE

Imagine that you want to create a tenant for the financial department of your company.

If you enter 'finances' in Tenant Configuration | URL, you can access the tenant from the following URL
(on-premises): http://localhost:690/finances/#/login

Description
Active

.

Enters a user-defined text (optional).

Activates a tenant so that users can run production within that tenant.

If this option is unchecked, users cannot log in to a tenant. Deactivating a tenant is only suitable if you irregularly
run production with it. Only active tenants are counted in the license, so you only pay for the tenants that you
currently use.
By default, this option is unchecked.
You cannot deactivate the "Local Installation" tenant (in the on-premises version).

Tenant Administrator

A tenant administrator is a user who has the Administrator role in the respective tenant (see also User Roles). This user
can create the rest of the users of a particular tenant.
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Options Description
Email Enters the e-mail which the tenant administrator will use to log in to the application.
Display name

Enters the name of the tenant administrator.

Password/Confirm password Enters the password which the tenant administrator will use to log in to the application.
This option is only available for the on-premises version. OMS-500 in Cloud users receive a user account activation
email, where they can set their password.

WARNING

For security reasons, the tenant administrator should change their password after the first login

in the My Profile section.
This applies to the on-premises version. OMS-500 in Cloud users define their password themselves.

TIP

The default application shortcut, created during the installation of the on-premises version, refers to

the local OMS-500 installation (http://localhost:690/local/#/login

).

To facilitate user access for a given tenant, the tenant administrator can create a separate OMS-500
shortcut on the other users' desktops. This shortcut can refer to the URL of the respective tenant (e.g.
http://localhost:690/finances/#/login

5.3

).

OMS-500 On-Premises Specifics

In this section

Tenancy Administrator
Default Tenant
Creating a Tenant in OMS-500
On-Premises Version

Tenancy Administrator
The tenancy administrator creates all tenants within an OMS-500 on-premises installation (except for the default tenant).
For security reasons, the tenancy administrator cannot access individual tenants' configuration and production
environment. This is done by the tenant administrator, who is created with the respective tenant.
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The tenancy administrator signs into the application under a designated tenancy administrator URL and user account.
● The tenancy administrator sign-in URL: http://localhost:690/admin/#/login
● The default tenancy administrator credentials: admin@admin.com

WARNING

.

, TestOms500.

For security reasons, change the default credentials after you sign in to the application for

the first time.

Default Tenant

When installed on-premises, OMS-500 creates a default tenant called "Local Installation".
The default tenant is administered by the default administrator user, signed to the application under admin@local.com

.

As the default tenant is created automatically, it does not require having an active MultiTenant management license
option.

Creating a Tenant in OMS-500 On-Premises Version
To create a tenant in an OMS-500 installation, follow these steps:
1. Make sure that your license includes the MultiTenant Management option.
2. Log in to the application as a tenancy administrator.
After the login, the Tenancy Administration section displays. This is the only section of the application which
the tenancy administrator can access.
3. Create a tenant by clicking on the Add New

icon and entering the required details.

For details, see Tenant Configuration Options.
4. Provide the access credentials to individual tenant administrators.
Tenant administrators and users can log in to the OMS-500 tenant by:
● Either selecting the respective tenant in the My Profile section in the upper-right corner of the application
window.
● Or logging in to the application directly from the tenant's URL.
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For this purpose, the tenant administrator can create the respective tenant's shortcut on the users' desktop.
5. If applicable, the tenant administrator can link remote locations to a respective tenant.
See also Linking Tenants to Remote Locations.

5.4

OMS-500 In Cloud Specifics

In this section

Tenant Configuration Options
How to Create a Tenant in
OMS-500 in Cloud

Subscribing to OMS-500 in Cloud creates an OMS-500 in Cloud company, which is administered by the default application
administrator (or so-called "first user").
An OMS-500 in Cloud company does not create any default tenants; all tenants are created manually by the default
application administrator.

Tenant Configuration Options

The application administrator can create tenants by navigating to System Settings | Tenants.
To create a tenant, follow the steps in How to Create a Tenant in OMS-500 in Cloud.
For the options description, refer to Tenant Configuration Options. Where needed, the differences between the
on-premises and in Cloud version are indicated.
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How to Create a Tenant in OMS-500 in Cloud
To create a tenant, follow these steps:
1. Make sure that your subscription includes the option to create tenants.
2. Log in as the default OMS-500 in Cloud company administrator.
Default administrators receive the instructions for signing in the portal in the User Account Activation email (see
also OMS-500 in Cloud).
3. Go to System Settings | Tenants and click on the Add New

icon.

This opens the Tenancy Administration section.
4. Fill in the details in the Tenant and Tenant Administration sections.
5. After you save the newly created tenant, a Company Account Activation email is sent to the tenant administrator's
email.
6. The tenant administrator opens a Company Account Activation email and clicks on the ACTIVATE ACCOUNT
button.
This redirects the tenant administrator to the tenant's URL.
7. The tenant administrator defines their password in the Set password page and logs in to the application.

8. The tenant administrator can create other users who have access to the respective tenant in the User Management
section.
9. If applicable, the tenant administrator can link remote locations to a respective tenant.
See also Linking Tenants to Remote Locations.
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5.5

Linking Tenants to Remote Locations

See also

Remote Locations
User Roles

OMS-500 tenants (both on-premises and in Cloud) typically require that remote locations, if defined, are mapped to a
corresponding OMS-500 tenant. This ensures that production files are only processed by the intended tenant's
configuration and accessed by authorized users.
To map a remote location to a corresponding tenant, the tenant administrator or hardware specialist needs to indicate
the tenant's URL while registering the remote location.
To register a remote location to work in conjunction with a tenant:
1. Launch OMS-500 Aggregator Manager.

TIP

In OMS-500 in Cloud, download OMS-500 Aggregator Manager from Related Installers.

2. Click on the

Add Remote Location button in the Remote Location tab.
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3. In the Remote Location Settings tab:
a) Fill in the respective tenant's URL in the OMS-500 server URL edit box. This requires that the tenant has
already been created.

NOTE

In OMS-500 in Cloud, fill in the company's tenant URL, e.g.

https://companyname-tenantname.oms500.com

.

b) Fill in the tenant's administrator user name and password.
4. Follow the steps described in the Remote Locations section of the OMS-500 Aggregator Manager chapter.
5. Sign in the tenant as the tenant administrator.
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You can see the newly registered remote location in System Settings | Remote Locations.

6. All files uploaded via the remote location are processed by the respective tenant's configuration and production
environment, and collected on output.
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Configuration

6.1

Configuration Overview

6.2

Input

6.3

Document Profiles

6.4 Communication Profiles
6.5

Production Workflows

6.6 Output
6.7

Hardware

6.8 Media
6.9 Resources
6.10

Design Components

This chapter describes option by option the Configuration tab settings. Where necessary, it describes their interaction
with related settings elsewhere in the application, or with production.
This chapter is mainly intended for Business Users.
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6.1

Configuration Overview

The settings of the Configuration tab allow you to configure processing scenarios. To configure a processing scenario,
you need to create individual configuration objects as indicated in the image below and define logical relationships
between the configuration objects using business rules.

Configuration objects are available under the following tabs:
● Input
● Document Profiles
● Communication Profiles
● Production Workflows
● Output
● Hardware
● Media
● Resources

TIP

As individual objects often depend on one or more related objects, you need to adjust the related object's

settings accordingly. You can do it easily by clicking on the

Manage... link that is available for a related object.

This redirects you to the related object's settings and allows you to edit it without the need to discard the current
object's configuration.
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For example, when configuring output in a production workflow, you can easily create a new output folder or
define a missing inserter.

6.2

Input

6.2.1

Input Overview

Input allows you to upload files to OMS-500 for processing.
Input files are typically documents (letters, invoices) which you created beforehand in a third-party application, for
example:
● Documents in the DOC, XLS or other formats which you manually created in standard editors (e.g. MS Word).
● Documents in the PDF, PCL 5, PS or other formats which were created manually or automatically by ERP
(Enterprise Resource Planning) software.
● Files containing raw data in the form of CSV, XML or TXT (line data). These are customer-specific data that serve
as variables (values which change with each customer) and require that users create the static document content
in OMS-500 (see also Input Templates).
● Files sent as print jobs from a remote print server via LPD.
There are the following input channels available:
● Input folders
● Input print streams
● Input templates
This table lists which channel or channels you can use to upload a particular file to OMS-500 depending on the input
file's format.
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Input File Format

Input Folder

Input Print Stream

Input Template

CSV
DOC
LPD
PCL 5
PDF

a

PS
TNO
TXT
XLS
XML
a

This applies to printing PDF files via LPD/LPR. Avoid printing PDF files via PS Writer Hot Folder.

NOTE

Input file formats are bound to the license settings (see the Accepted input file formats license option).

In addition, input print streams are bound to an active Contributor management license option. Uploading files
via LPD requires that you open a port during a remote location installation (see also LPD in Input Print Stream
or refer to the Remote Locations section in the OMS-500 Aggregator Manager chapter).

6.2.2

Input Folders

An input folder is a user-defined folder from which the application draws files for processing. You can manage the input
of files in the following ways:
● The input folder is linked to a remote location – You can upload files both manually via the application's web
interface (see the Input section in Production Control) and automatically via a remote location's hot folder.
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OMS-500 detects files the moment they appear in the input folder (e.g. when they are forwarded from enterprise
software applications such as SAP) and sends them directly for processing.
● The input folder is not linked to a remote location – You can only upload files manually via the application's web
interface (see the Input section in Production Control).

NOTE

After files have been sent to the application for processing via input folders linked to a remote

location, they are no longer stored in the remote location input folder (a hot folder) but are automatically
deleted. If you want to have access to these files, you can download them from the respective input folder
in Production Control | Input or archive them (see also the Archive section).

Input Folder Menu
Options Description

Filter Filters input folders according to selected tag(s) or other criteria (e.g. a name). To select a tag, click on
the Add

icon.

Edit Edits an input folder's settings.
Delete Object Deletes an input folder from the application.
Export Exports an input folder so that it can be reused in another OMS-500 installation or as backup (see also
Export).
Copy and Edit Creates a copy of an input folder. The copy has exactly the same settings and its name is
appended with - Copy to make it unique.

NOTE

The files contained in the copied input folder are not copied to a new one.

View Dependencies Shows dependencies of an input folder. This option displays a window showing all items
in which the selected input folder is used.
Add New Adds a new input folder to the list.
Details Displays the following input folder details:
● Accepted formats – All formats that an input folder accepts (see also Accepted formats).
● Remote locations – All remote locations an input folder is linked to.
● Upload URL – The URL of an input folder that can be used to upload input files via API.
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For more details, refer to the OMS-500 SFTP File Server section of a respective version of OMS-500
Installation Guide and OMS-500 Input API Developer's Notes.

To create an input folder, click on the Add New

icon in an input folder's menu and fill in the following details:

● General Preferences
● File Options
● Remote Locations
● Archive
● Font Replacement

6.2.2.1

General Preferences Section

Options Description
Name

Enter an input folder's name.

Description

Enter any text that helps the user identify the input folder from others.

Tags Allows you to tag an input folder.
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6.2.2.2

Input File Options Section

Options Description
Accepted formats Identify which formats will be accepted in the respective input folder.
OMS-500 supports the following input formats:
● PDF

NOTE Only the PDF format is supported by default, other formats must be licensed (see also License).

● PCL 5 – OMS-500 supports PCL 5 input files that contain text encoded in UTF-8.

WARNING When creating PCL files, OMS-500 encodes the original character information for printed
glyphs in the Latin 1 character set. This does not affect the final appearance of the output files. However,
it may cause issues if you want to reprocess the PCL files which have already been processed by
OMS-500 and want to extract text from a zone which may contain characters other than Latin 1.

● PS
● TNO
PCL/PS input size

Manually defines the default paper size of PCL5/PS input files.

Select the paper size manually only if input files do not include paper size information.
If the paper size information is included in input files, select the Auto detect option (other options are ignored).
Allow files containing mixed document profiles

If checked, the input files uploaded via this channel can only be

processed by document profiles which support mixed input files (see also the Mixed input files option in the General
tab).
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If unchecked, the input files uploaded via this channel can be processed by all document profiles. However, if an
input file matches an input condition of a document profile which supports mixed input files, OMS-500 processes
the file as nonmixed. This means that it only takes into account the first page of the input file, hence the whole file
can only match a single document profile.
Allow triggered production start Sets up an input folder to accept a production trigger file of a given name. If a
production workflow has a triggered start type that uses this input folder, uploading the trigger file to this input
folder starts the respective production batch.
Trigger file name Defines the name of the file that triggers production after it is uploaded to the input folder. The
production trigger file cannot include any content, the application only takes the file name into account. The
file name has to include the extension.
If defined, the Upload only specified supported file types settings do not apply to a trigger file, you can thus
upload any file type.

6.2.2.3

Script Section

Scripting allows you to modify your existing raw input data on input before they are sent for processing. It is designed
for non-binary data files, such as TXT, XML, or CSV files.
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Typically, modifying input files using a script helps to:
● Customize and enhance your existing raw input data (TXT, XML, or CSV format) to be used as input data for
input templates.
○ Change the file encoding.
○ Add/modify/remove selected attributes.
○ Change the input file format (e.g. convert a file from CSV to XML), etc.
This applies if the Scripted file destination is set to Input folder / Input template / Document profile.
See a step-by-step example in Use Scripting to Customize Input Template Data.
● Append documents with attributes coming from an external source (i.e. a TXT, XML, or CSV data file).
○ Use attributes for further processing (in business rules, output file / print job names, etc.)
○ Use attributes for reporting (i.e. create custom logs from attributes of the produced documents in the form
of output companion files)
This does not change the actual document content, it only creates an empty data document that includes
attributes.
This applies if the Scripted file destination is set to Data documents.
See a step-by-step example in Use Scripting to Append Documents with External Data.
Options Description
Modify input files using a script

Modifies input data files using a user-defined script.

Executes the script after you upload an input data file to an input folder that allows scripting. The scripts creates
a new data file, appended with [Scripted], or a data document.
Based on the Scripted file destination, the input data file:
● Is processed by an input template or other input folder, and subsequently by a document profile.
● Creates a data document which is appended to a standard document in a communication profile.
Sample file

Uploads a sample input data file that the script is executed on.

For the script to be executed correctly in production, the sample data file must have the same structure as the
input data files you intend to upload via this channel in production.
To check whether the script works for the sample file, click on the
Scripted file destination

PREVIEW icon.

Defines where to send the scripted file for further processing.

● Input folder – Sends the scripted file for processing by another input folder or the same input folder.
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If the destination input folder is also configured to script the incoming input files, the scripted file is processed
by the script defined in that destination input folder. You can thus process an input file using a script multiple
times.
This requires that the script is valid for the input file that has already been scripted. For this purpose, preferably
use the scripted file as the sample file for the script defined in the destination input folder.
● Input template – Sends the scripted file for processing by a selected input template.
The scripted file is then used as the input data file for the given input template.
See also Use Scripting to Customize Input Template Data.
● Document profile – Sends the scripted file for processing by a selected document profile.
● Data document – Creates empty documents with data coming from a data file.
This does not create physical documents. After a document (e.g. an invoice) is created, a corresponding set
of attributes is appended to it (e.g. all or selected values of a CSV row that represents a respective customer
in the CSV file). The attributes can be used for further processing.
See also Use Scripting to Append Documents with External Data.
Input folder / Input template / Document profile

Selects the name of an input folder, input template, or document

profile where to send the scripted file.
Depends on the option selected in the Scripted file destination combo box.
Script editor

Helps to write and edit scripts using the JavaScript programming language.

The code completion feature helps you keep the correct syntax as it suggests possible options depending on the
context.
Press the <Ctrl>+<Space> keys to display available objects and methods.
In addition to in-built objects and methods native to JavaScript, you can use OMS-500 specific objects and functions.
See a list in the Input File Scripting Reference section in Appendices.
FIND ERROR Finds formal syntax errors in the script.
PREVIEW Executes the script on the uploaded sample file, and downloads the created file in the selected
location in the file system.
This helps you verify whether the script works as you expect.
You cannot run preview when Scripted file destination is set to Data documents.

TIP

If you intend to use scripted data files as input data for an input template, download the

previewed scripted file and use it as a sample input data file for input templates.
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See also the Sample data combo box in the General Preferences section in Input Templates, or the
example in Use Scripting to Customize Input Template Data.

MAXIMIZE Maximizes the script editor window for easier and more comfortable editing.

Use Scripting to Customize Input Template Data
Imagine that you have your customers' billing data stored in a CSV file and need to send them monthly invoices using
this data.
You can create invoices by combining dynamic data from the CSV file with static content in an input template.
Using scripting, you can modify and optimize the existing CSV customer data file. For example, you can ensure that all
customer names are upper case and all telephone numbers have the required prefix.
Creating invoices that use optimized CSV input data:
1. Configure an input folder or input print stream to modify an input CSV data file with a script.
a) Upload the original CSV customer data file in the Sample file combo box in the Script section of the input
channel.
b) Set the Scripted file location to an input template that you intend to use to process the CSV data. At this
point, the selected input template does not have to have a valid configuration.
c) Type the script and execute it by clicking on the PREVIEW

icon.

2. Download the previewed (scripted) CSV data file into the file system.
The file name is appended with [Scripted].
You need this file as an input template sample file to create a valid input template configuration.
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3. Configure the input template to process the scripted CSV file.
a) Upload the scripted CSV file in the Sample data combo box in the input template's General Preferences
section.

b) Click on the CHECK DATA button in the CSV Definition section to verify whether the CSV file structure is
valid.
c) Define the layout and insert variable data from the sample CSV data file.
4. Generate a preview from the input template so that you can use it to define a document profile.
Select the Create a document profile with a document produced by this input template used as the sample file
option in the Use Preview section in the input template's General Preferences section.
5. Edit the created document profile and the rest of the workflow (a communication profile, etc.).
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6. Upload your existing CSV customer data file in the respective input folder or input print stream.
a) This executes the script and sends the scripted file to the input template.
The file status displays as Scripted in Production Control | Input | Input Folder or Input Print Stream.

b) Records are created based on the input template settings.
c) Records are recognized as documents based on the document profile's input condition and are forwarded
for further processing.
The scripted file status displays as Preprocessed in Production Control | Input | Input Template.

Use Scripting to Append Documents with External Data
You can enhance your documents with a number of additional attributes coming from an external source. Typically,
this is a CSV or XML file with your customers' data, product list information, etc.
Use a script to append these customer or product-specific data as attributes to individual documents, and use these
attributes for further processing and/or reporting.
To trace details of individual produced communications, create a customized log in the form of an output companion
file. This log can include additional attributes that are absent from the produced documents but present in the CSV
input data file.
Create the output companion file:
1. Identify the attributes present in the CSV customer data file that you want to use for processing.
● Attributes that you can use in the output companion file.
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The customers' data file is a CSV file with 3 columns containing attributes:
○ 'CustomerID'
○ 'CustomerName'
○ 'PhoneNumber'
● A unique attribute that clearly identifies the respective CSV input data file among other input data files.
A data document from an input data file and a standard document are merged in a communication profile.
This requires that the two documents are accepted by the same profile and merged. A unique attributes
helps to identify which of the multiple scripted input data files are to be accepted by the respective
communication profile.
For example, you can append each record (row) of the CSV data file with a column containing the following
text attribute:
○ 'Data to Communication Profile' – Contains the name of a communication profile that you intend to
use to process data from the CSV data file.
2. Create the attributes in Configuration | Resources | Attributes.
3. Map the attributes to individual columns of the CSV file in the script in an input folder or input print stream.
a) Upload a CSV customer data file in the Sample file combo box in the Script section of the input channel.
b) Set the Scripted file location to Data documents.
c) Type the script in the script editor. Use the documentWriter method to create a data document.
The following script uses the 4 attributes mentioned in step 1.
Make sure that the referenced value (e.g. 'Customer ID') matches the attributes' names defined in Resources
| Attributes. The value is case-sensitive.

let customerId = 'Customer ID';
let customerName = 'Customer Name';
let phoneNumber = 'Phone Number';
let dataToCommunicationProfile = 'Data To Communication Profile';

csvReader.readHeader();
while (!csvReader.isEndOfStream()) {
csvReader.readLine();
documentWriter.createDocument();
documentWriter.createTextAttribute(customerId, csvReader.get(customerId));
documentWriter.createTextAttribute(customerName, csvReader.get(customerName));
documentWriter.createTextAttribute(phoneNumber, csvReader.get(phoneNumber));
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documentWriter.createTextAttribute(dataToCommunicationProfile, csvReader.get(dataToCom→
municationProfile));}

4. Configure a document profile that processes your communications.
Make sure that the documents include an attribute that allows merging with the input data file (e.g. 'Customer
ID').

5. Configure a communication profile that merges a document created from a standard document profile or profiles,
with a corresponding data document created from the CSV file.
a) Set the respective communication profile to accept files coming from a CSV input data file using the attributes
created in step 1 in the communication profile's input condition.
Enter an input condition in the Input Condition section of the communication profile.
The following input condition merges a standard document ('Invoice') with an input data file that contains
an attribute defining which communication profile is to process the input data file ('Data To Communication
Profile').

b) Merge a standard document with a corresponding data document based on a unique attribute match (typically
'Customer ID').

The used attribute must be present in both a standard document and an input data file.

c) Define the rest of the settings and save the communication profile.
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6. Create an output companion file that contains attributes coming from the input data file.
a) Check the Create output companion file option in the Output Companion File section of a selected output
folder.

b) Click on the Add Attribute

icon to add attributes to be included in the companion file.

7. Create a production workflow using the respective output folder.
8. Upload a standard document (e.g. an invoice) in a selected input folder in Production Control | Input.
This creates a document that is forwarded to a communication profile.
9. Upload the input CSV data file in the input folder that defines scripting.
a) The input CSV file status displays as Scripted in Production Control | Input | Input Folder or Input Print
Stream.

b) Executing a script creates a data document in Production Control | Documents | Data documents.
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The Data documents profile is automatically created and you cannot change its name.

Opening the Data documents profile displays individual data documents. As they only contain attributes
coming from an input file, they do not have any sheets.

c) Click on the Details

icon to display all attributes coming from an input CSV file.

d) Based on the 'Customer ID' attribute value match, a standard document is merged with a data document
in Production Control | Communication Pieces.
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e) After you run production, output files and output companion files are available for download in the respective
output channel in Production Control | Output.

WARNING Although it has no sheets or document content, a data document is counted as a document
in all counters (e.g. Total Documents) and business rules (e.g. in the release condition).
Take this into account when creating business rules and collecting statistics or data from
system-defined attributes.

6.2.2.4

Remote Locations Section
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Options Description
Available locations Links an input folder to a remote location by checking the respective remote location check box.
If an input folder has a remote location assigned, you can upload the files to be processed via the hot folder defined
during the installation of the OMS-500 Aggregator without the need to access Control Center (see Upload via Hot
Folder).
Each input folder linked to a remote location (a hot folder) is subsequently created in the Inputs folder of the
respective remote location root folder.
One input folder can collect files from multiple remote locations. One remote location can be linked to more input
folders. To have a clear overview of the input channels available for each remote location, go to System Settings
| Remote Locations | Input Channels.
Input File Types
Upload only specified supported file types Defines which input file types can be uploaded from the hot folder
to the OMS-500 server for preprocessing.
This way you can either extend or limit the range of file formats that are sent for preprocessing. For example,
you can add the PRN file format, which the OMS-500 server can preprocess, but is by default ignored by
the remote location service, which deletes PRN files before they are sent to the OMS-500 server. You can
also limit the file types to be sent for preprocessing, which prevents the Input in Production Control from
getting cluttered with failed unsupported input files, and speeds up the whole process.
Other than specified file types are collected in the Unsupported files folder, typically located in the respective
remote location's hot folder root (see also Remote Locations). This folder is shared by all input folders
linked to a given remote location.
The following file extensions are predefined: PDF, PCL, TNO, PS. To add a file extension, click on the Add
icon. The entered value is case insensitive.
Input File Merge
Merge input files before uploading them into OMS-500

Merges input files uploaded via a hot folder into one

file.
This accelerates uploading high volumes of small files.
Merge and upload every

Defines a number of files that are merged into one file. After a number of files

have accumulated in the input folder, they are merged and uploaded as one file.
The default value is 100 files.
Or upload merged files every

Defines an interval after which accumulated input files are merged into

one.
The default value is 10 seconds.
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NOTE

Files are merged depending on which of the criteria are met first. With the default

settings, after 80 files have accumulated in the input folder within 10 seconds, they are merged
and uploaded.
This option is only available for TNO input files.

6.2.2.5

Archive Section

Option Description
Archive
Archive input files in an output folder

If checked, it archives all input files in a selected output folder.

After they are uploaded to the OMS-500 server, input files are automatically sent to a designated output folder.
This concerns all input files (including files with the Failed status, see also How to Upload Files), thus providing
a clear overview of what has been sent to the OMS-500 server for processing.
An input file is only archived when it is first uploaded to the OMS-500 server. Reprocessed input files are not
archived.
Output folder Selects the output folder, where the input files are sent, from the drop-down menu.
Preferably, select an output folder which is linked to a remote location. This saves input files on the local disk
and prevents the loss of data from Control Center if you use Production Cleansing.

6.2.2.6

Font Replacement Section
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You can prevent third-party applications (PDF viewers/readers) from substituting fonts that are not embedded in a
PDF file with their own fonts. This option replaces a font which is not embedded in an input file with another font. As
the replacement embeds the new (replaced) font in the output file, the produced output PDF file displays the desired
font, irrespective of a third-party application used by the recipient of a communication to view PDF files.
Options Description
Original font name Enter the name of a font that is not embedded in an input PDF file. To find font names, you can
typically go to a file's Properties | Fonts.
You can only replace fonts that are not already embedded in the input file.
Replace with font

Select a font from the fonts available in OMS-500. Uploading a PDF file via this channel replaces

the original font with this font.
Replace further font(s)

6.2.3

Allows you to replace multiple fonts in an input PDF file by clicking on the Add

icon.

Input Print Streams

An input print stream is an input channel that receives input files from applications other than OMS-500 and sends
them for processing. It seamlessly integrates OMS-500 into the existing company infrastructure and allows OMS-500
to work in conjunction with common business applications and non Windows-based systems:
● Third-party applications (text editors)
● Remote print servers (LPD)
● Other computers via TCP/IP protocol
Input print streams communicate with the OMS-500 server using a remote location mapped to the OMS-500 server.
● Third-party applications use the remote location root working directory.
● Remote print servers use the LPD directory.
● Raw print data use the DirectPrint directory (both located in the remote location root working directory).
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Immediately after an input file is located in the remote location root working directory (or in the LPD or DirectPrint
directories), the OMS-500 server detects the file and uploads it for processing.
To locate an input file in the remote location root directory you can use the following options:
● PS Writer Hot Folder (a virtual PS driver) – Converts the files to PostScript (PS) and forwards them to the
remote location root working directory.
To use PS Writer Hot Folder:
1. Install the PS Writer Hot Folder as a printer. In the PS Writer Hot folder setup, set the Hot folder directory
to the remote location root working directory (refer to the corresponding version of the OMS-500 Installation
Guide).
2. Create a document in a third-party application (e.g. Microsoft® Word).
3. Submit the document for printing using PS Writer Hot Folder as the printer.
The file is converted to the PS format and forwarded to the remote location root working directory. The
OMS-500 server detects the files in the directory and sends them for processing as an input print stream.

NOTE

Avoid submitting PDF files for processing via an input print stream. Converting PDF files to the

PS format may result in unwanted modifications of the PDF file (e.g. losing information about glyphs)
which affects preprocessing (i.e. matching an input file with a corresponding document profile).
To submit input PDF files for processing, send them via a hot folder (see also the Remote Locations
section in Input Folders).

● LPD (Line Printer Daemon) input – Submits print jobs from a remote print server via an open port.
To use LPD input:
1. Install OMS-500 Aggregator Manager.
2. Create a remote location in OMS-500 Aggregator Manager, and check the Enable LPD input check box in
the LPD Settings.
OMS-500 Aggregator Manager then creates an LPD folder in the remote location root working directory
where all print jobs submitted via LPD are collected.
3. Enable the Contributor Management license option in the respective remote location.
As soon as the OMS-500 server detects files in the LPD folder, it sends them for processing as an input print
stream.
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● Direct print (TCP/IP) input – Submits print jobs from a remote computer via an open port using TCP/IP.
1. Follow the same steps as for the LPD input.
2. When creating a remote location in OMS-500 Aggregator Manager, check the Enable TCP/IP option and
define a port to submit print data in TCP/IP Printer.
OMS-500 Aggregator Manager then creates a DirectPrint folder in the remote location root working
directory.
3. Enable the Contributor Management license option in the respective remote location.
As soon as the OMS-500 server detects files in the DirectPrint folder, it sends them for processing as an
input print stream.

Input Print Stream Menu
Options Description

Filter Filters input print streams according to selected tag(s) or other criteria (e.g. a name). To select a tag,
click on the Add

icon.

Edit Edits an input print stream's settings.
Delete Object Deletes an input print stream from the application.
Copy and Edit Creates a copy of an input print stream. The copy has exactly the same settings and its name is
appended with - Copy to make it unique.
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NOTE

As one remote location can only be linked to one input print stream, you can only clone an input

print stream if you have more remote locations available.

View Dependencies Shows dependencies of an input print stream. This option displays a window showing all
items in which the selected print stream is used.
Add New Adds a new input print stream to the list.
To create an input print stream, click on the Add New

icon in an input print stream's menu and fill in the following

details:
● General Preferences
● File Configuration
● Remote Locations
● Archive

General Preferences Section

Options Description
Name

Enter an input print stream's name.

Description

Enter any text that helps the user identify an input print stream from others.

Allow files containing mixed document profiles

See also the description of this option in the Input folder section.

Tags Allows you to tag an input print stream.
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File Configuration

Option Description
Allow files containing mixed document profiles

See also the description of this option in the Input folder section.

Script Section

Scripting allows you to modify your existing raw input data on input before they are sent for processing. It is designed
for non-binary data files, such as TXT, XML, or CSV files.
For details and examples, see the Script section in an input folder.
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Remote Locations Section

Option Description
Remote Locations

Indicates which remote location is referred to as a source of input files. Select the remote locations

from which the print stream will be accepted and check the respective remote location check box. You can only
select from among the remote locations which are not already used by another input print stream. One input print
stream object can collect print streams from more than one remote location.
In System Settings | Remote Locations | Input Channels you can see that the input print stream has been activated.
For one remote location you can define a single input print stream only.

Archive Section

Option Description
Archive

See also the description of the Archive option in the Input Folder section.

EXAMPLE

How to set up an input print stream using PS Writer Hot Folder

1. Make sure that you have a remote location and PS Writer Hot Folder installed.
2. Go to System Settings | Remote Locations and switch Contributor Management to On.
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A new category Input Print Streams is created. If you cannot switch Contributor Management to On, go
to System Settings | License and check whether you have it included in your licence.
3. Define an input print stream in Configuration | Input | Input print streams.
4. Upload files via an input print stream (see also Upload via Input Print Stream).

NOTE

Using input print streams requires an active Contributor Management license option. Input print streams

can only process the input file formats which are allowed in the license.

6.2.4

Input Templates

Input templates are input channels which create input files by combining record-specific data coming from XML, CSV,
or line data files with user-defined document layouts (including text, overlays, tables, etc.).
XML, CSV or line data files can contain repeatable data sets for each record (e.g. for each customer). Typically, the data
sets list the same type of customers' personal details or customers' transactions over a given period, or stock items
and their parameters, price lists, etc. Input templates can use record-specific values to fill the dynamic document content
with data using a document template. One input template can match each record with a corresponding layout depending
on the values found in the record.
As repeatable data sets which belong to individual records can return a different number of values (e.g. each customer's
invoice can include a different number of transactions or purchased items), the created input files can have a dynamic
number of pages to include all necessary data (see also Creating Documents of Variable Length Using an Overflow).
The input file in the desired template is created at the moment the XML / CSV / line data file is uploaded to the OMS-500
server via the respective input template channel (see also How to Upload a File, or the Input Template business rule
option).
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Similarly to any other input file uploaded for processing, input files created using an input template are then evaluated
in order to match them against document profiles' input conditions and be further processed. You can also create a
document profile tailored to the appearance of input files created using an input template (see also Use Preview).
Input Templates Menu
Options Description

Filter Filters input templates according to selected tag(s) or other criteria (e.g. a name). To select a tag, click
on the Add

icon.

Edit Edits an input template's settings.
Delete Object Deletes an input template from the application.
Export Exports an input template so that it can be reused in another OMS-500 installation or as backup (see
also Export).
Copy and Edit Creates a copy of an input template. The copy has exactly the same settings and its name is
appended with - Copy to make it unique.
View Dependencies Shows dependencies of an input template. This option displays a window showing all items
in which the selected input template is used.
Add New Adds a new input template to the list.
Details Displays the following input template details:
● Accepted formats – All formats that an input folder accepts (see also Data type).
● Remote locations – All remote locations an input template is linked to.
● Upload URL – The URL of an input template that can be used to upload input files via an API.
For more details, refer to the OMS-500 SFTP File Server section of the respective version of OMS-500
Installation Guide and OMS-500 Input API Developer's Notes.
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Input Template Licensing Requirements
Each data type for which an input template can be created is licensed separately by activating the respective license
option. If a license option is active, you can start creating the respective input template type by selecting the desired
data type in the Data type drop-down menu in Input | General Preferences). The following options are available:
● Input Template XML – Activates using XML data input templates.
● Input Template Line Printer – Activates using line data input templates.
● Input Template CSV – Activates using CSV input templates.
Mail Merge – Activates using mail merge.
If no option is included in the license, the Input Templates tab is not available.
Individual input template features are described in detail in the following sections:
● Input Template Window Overview
●

Input Tab

●

Data Extraction Tab

●

Data Modification Tab

●

Layouts Tab

●

Layout Specification Tab

●

Page Content Tab

●

Mail Merge Tab
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6.2.4.1

Input Template Window Overview

The input template window is structured as follows:
Navigation menu
Options Description

Zoom In Displays the file to fill the full width of the right window-pane. The page is not necessarily displayed
to its full height.
Zoom Out Displays the file so the entire page will fit within the right window-pane.
Actual Size Displays the actual page size.
Show Special Characters Shows special and non-printable characters in the file preview. Non-printable
characters can be used e.g. for record definition if the data type is Line Data.
If you hover the mouse pointer over a character in the file, the character displays in the hexadecimal
representation in the Character code box in the upper-right corner of the input template pop-up window.
By default, this option is enabled.
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Sample file area

Sample file area allows you to create an input template by placing objects (e.g. content areas)

on a page in the Layout mode. You can also visualize all changes as you make them and check the final
appearance of the input file in the Preview mode.
Input template settings

6.2.4.2

To create and edit input templates, use the settings available in the following tabs:

●

Document Identification

●

Data Extraction

●

Data Modification

●

Layouts Tab

●

Page Sequence

●

Page Content

Input Tab

The Input tab settings are available in the following sections:
● General Preferences
● CSV Definition
● Boundary Recognition
● Remote Locations
● Archive
● Use Preview
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General Preferences Section

Options Description
Name

Enters the name of the input template.

Description

Enters any text (e.g. a text specifying the use of the input template).

Tags Allow you to tag input templates.
Data type Identifies the data type of a file from which customer data are extracted.
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The following data types are available:
CSV

Allows you to process customer data in the form of a CSV (comma separated values) file.

Selecting the CSV data type displays the CSV Definition section.
XML

The XML data type input templates allow you to process data in the form of an XML file.

Sample data

Selects a sample file according to which the input template will be created.

The sample file size is limited to 50 MB.
XML schema

Selects an XSD (XML schema definition) file. The uploaded XML file has to be compatible with

the uploaded XSD.

NOTE

Avoid using an XML schema file that contains the <choice> element, because it is not

supported.

The data and their structure displays in the data tree in the Data Modification

tab. The data tree represents

the XML elements' content or attributes as variables which return individual values. Variables in the data
tree are structured and nested depending on the XSD file structure, you can thus see the relationship
between individual variables.
All variables with the Expand

icon include one or more nested data sets. These variables are called

repeated, because each value of the variable can return a corresponding data set. Repeated variables define,
among other things, how records are created from an input XML file (see also Data). You can also use
variables to create the dynamic content of a document. The variables are filled with values depending on
the record. Unlike line data, the variables from an XML file are extracted directly into the data tree and are
ready for use (e.g. to create content in content areas). If necessary, you can modify the content of the
variables, using data modification or calculated fields.
Line data Allows you to use line data files.
Line data are plain text files which are formatted using the line break character, which signifies the end of a
line. This format is especially suited for line-feed printers. In input templates, you can extract data from line data
and recreate the files in a new design applying formatting, such as, fonts, overlays, etc.
Unlike in the XML or CSV type of input template, where the data and their structure are defined by the CSV
definition or an XSD file, the data and their structure have to be defined by the user (see also Data Extraction).
After that, the user can insert data to create the dynamic content of the document.
Sample data

Uploads a sample line data file.

The sample file size is limited to 50 MB.
Encoding

Selects the character encoding type in which the sample file is encoded. The default encoding is

utf-8.
Selecting the line data type displays the Boundary Recognition section in the Input tab.
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Ignore unmatched data records

Ignores data records that do not match any of the data record input conditions,

defined for individual layouts in the Data Input section of the

Layout Specification tab.

If an unmatched record is found, no document is created for the record. The rest of the records that do match a
condition can be previewed and produced.
If this option is unchecked and one or more unmatched record is found, the preview and production fail and the
user is notified.
Allow files containing mixed document profiles

See also Allow files containing mixed document profiles in the Input

Folder section.

CSV Definition
The CSV data type input templates allow you to input data to OMS-500 in the form of a CSV (comma-separated values)
file. Using the CSV format you can transfer customer data to OMS-500 from a wide range of business applications.
CSV files store data in tabular format, where each column represents a variable. Variables are separated using a column
separator (e.g. a comma or semi-colon). Each line of a column contains a value (a text field) delimited by the text field
identifier. In the input templates CSV definition, a text field represents a value returned by a variable for a given record
(e.g. a particular customer's ID). The nesting of variables (and the complexity of the data tree) is limited to one level,
which is created by a single repeatable variable called Record. The Record variable represents individual lines of the
CSV file. To create a document in the CSV data type input template, select the Record option in Page Content | Data.
This section only displays if you select the CSV format in Input | General Preferences | Data type.
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Options Description
Start import at line Starts importing the data from the line indicated in the combo box.
The default value is 1.
Encoding Selects the CSV file's character encoding from the combo box. Ensures that language-specific or other
special characters are compatible with the corresponding values extracted from the input files.
The default encoding is UTF-8.
Column names on first line

If checked, the values in the first line of the CSV file are used as the names of variables.

If unchecked, the names of variables are represented by the column numbers (e.g. Column1).
Column separator A character used in a CSV file to separate individual values. The default value is a comma <,>.
You can use escape sequences, such as horizontal tab <\t>. For more information, refer to the Escape Sequences
section at msdn.microsoft.com
Text field identifier

.

A character identifying values in a CSV file.

The default value is a quotation mark <">.
CHECK DATA

Parses the sample file using the current settings in the Data Modification

tab.

Parsing identifies the records and individual variables present in the sample data file. As the result of parsing, a data
tree displays.

Boundary Recognition Section
In the Boundary Recognition section in the Input

tab, you can identify the start and end of each record in the input

file using boundaries. Typically, a record represents a document addressed to a customer. Each record includes a data
set which repeats for each customer. For example, a record can be an invoice including a customer name, address, ID,
a list of purchased products. These data sets are placed on a page using the same design, yet they are filled with different
values depending on the customer.
This section only displays if you select the Line data format in Input | General Preferences | Data type.
You can define record boundaries as follows:
● Fixed height – Defines the number of lines which constitute a record. Applicable to input files where each record
has the same number of lines.
Record height

Enters the number of rows that constitute a record. The maximum number is 1,000 rows.
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Records are only created if they have a defined number of rows. If the input file has fewer rows than defined
by the Record height, the whole file creates one record. If the last record in a file has fewer rows than defined,
the record is not created and is ignored during processing.

● Condition – Defines the start and end of a record using a condition. Allows you to define records of variable
length.
Begin condition

Sets a condition which defines the record's start. If the condition is fulfilled, a new record is

created.
For a description of individual rule editor options refer to Begin/End Condition in Appendices.
End condition

Sets a condition which defines the record's end. The end condition is optional. If left empty, the

record continues until the begin condition is fulfilled.
REFRESH BOUNDARIES Applies the defined boundaries and displays the boundaries on the sample file using
a thick black line. The thick black line is only displayed if the record length fits in the sample file preview.
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If no records are created, the preview file is grayed out.

NOTE

You can save an input template's configuration for later use, even if record boundaries of the

sample file are not found (e.g. the sample file does not contain a particular string to identify the beginning
of a document). If so, the boundary recognition section is highlighted in orange. However, saving an input
template with a sample file that does not match the boundary recognition condition is not recommended,
as you cannot configure the rest of the workflow (e.g. you cannot define zones to extract data).

● By form feed – Creates a record each time a form feed character occurs in a processed file. The line where a
form feed is found constitutes the last line of the record; the line which immediately follows the line with the
form feed starts a new record.
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Remote Locations

Options Description
Name

Selects a remote location to be linked to the input template. After an input template is linked to a remote

location, the Templates folder is created in the remote location's root working directory. Using this folder you can
upload XML / CSV / line data files to the OMS-500 server for processing.
See also Input Folder | Remote Location.
Advanced Options
Upload only specified supported file types

See also Input Folder | Remote Location.

Archive

Option Description
Archive

See also Archive in the Input Folder section.
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Use Preview

Uses the input template preview (after the input template has been configured and is ready for use) in a document
profile. This allows you to create a document profile tailored to the input files created using the respective input template.
The following options are available:
● Create a document profile with a document produced by this input template used as the sample file – Creates a
new document profile.

Document profile name
CREATE

Enters the document profile name.

Creates a document profile and uses the input template preview as the document profile's sample

file.
The sample file has the TNO format and is located in the OMS-500 internal database.
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● Replace a sample file in an existing document profile with a document produced by this input template – Replaces
the sample file of an existing document profile.

Document profile

Select the document profile where the input template preview is updated.

REPLACE SAMPLE FILE

Replaces the existing sample file of the selected document profile with a sample file

produced by the input template.

6.2.4.3

Data Extraction Tab

The Data Extraction

tab allows you to extract data from a line data file, structure the data and use them to create

input files. The data extracted from this tab are used as the dynamic content of the created input files, i.e. as variables
which return values depending on the record (e.g. on a customer), see also Insert Variable.
Creating an input template using line data requires that you extract the data from the line data file. Data are extracted
from user-defined zones, which are drawn directly on the sample line data file. Each zone has a defined name, which
represents the name of the variable, and a defined location within the record. From this location, values for individual
records are extracted.
The location of a zone within a record / search zone can be both fixed and dynamic. Unlike in a document profile, the
sample file area is divided into a fixed number of columns and rows, where the intersection of a column and a row
represents one character. Therefore, you can only draw a zone on the sample file so that it respects the boundaries of
individual columns and lines.
You can extract data from the files using the following options:
● Simple Zone
● Dynamic Zone
● Search Zone

Simple Zone
A zone is a defined location on a page, from where a value is extracted. A zone extracts all printable and non-printable
characters (e.g. tabs, spaces or line breaks) which are present in the zone. Every extracted line of a zone is thus separated
using a line break. Only the non-printable characters which come after the last printable character present in the zone
are trimmed (see Non-printable Characters in Zones). This way you can use larger parts of a page and use them in
content areas.
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You can also extract the whole page as one zone (see How to Use the Whole Page as a Zone at the end of this section).

Simple Zone Context Menu
To create a zone, draw a rectangle over the desired part of the text in a sample file and select Simple in the zone's
context menu.
By right-clicking on a zone you can display the context menu with the following options:

Options Description
Convert to:

Changes the zone type.

The available options are:
● Dynamic Zone
● Search Zone
Delete Deletes the zone.
You can only delete a zone if it is not referenced by any other object in a workflow.
Change placement

Allows you to change a zone's position (level of nesting) within the data structure.

See also How to Create a Structure of Nested Variables.

Simple Zone Settings
The zone settings are available in the right window-pane.
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Options Description

Display Zone Displays a zone in the preview window-pane.
Edit Zone Allows you to edit a zone's settings.
Validate Confirms the changes to a zone's settings.
Clear Discards the changes to a zone's settings that you made since you last saved them.
Name

Enters the name of a zone. The name must start with a character or an underscore and can contain lowercase

or uppercase characters from 'a' to 'z' or numbers.
Zone type

Allows you to select the zone type.

The available options are:
● Dynamic Zone
● Search Zone

EXAMPLE

Search a Zone within a Record

Imagine that you want to extract individual address lines from the input file. If the address is always placed in
the same place within a record, you can use static zones. Each zone extracts the content of one address line.
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As the values are searched within a record, the data tree in the Data Modification

tab displays the names of

the zones (which now represent the names of variables) at the highest level of the data tree.

EXAMPLE

Non-printable Characters in Zones

The following zone extracts all printable and non-printable characters. The last extracted character is the number
7 (in the lower-right corner). All non-printable characters which come after this number are trimmed.

EXAMPLE

How to Use the Whole Page as a Zone

Imagine that you want to preserve the layout of the input line data and only apply overlays or fonts to improve
the document's appearance. You can extract the whole page as one zone and place this zone into the content
area which spreads along the whole page.
To do that, follow these steps:
1. Draw a zone around the whole page area in the Data Extraction
2. Define one page in the Layout Specification

tab.

tab.

3. In the Overflow to drop-down menu in the page settings, select the same page (Layout Page 1).
4. Create a content area which spreads over the whole page in the Page Content

tab.
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5. In the content area settings, check the Allow overflow check box.
6. Click on the Preview mode button. Browse through the created documents using the options in the
navigation menu to check the results.
7. Go to the Input

tab and use the input file preview to create a new document profile in Use Preview.

In the document profile, you can enhance the document's appearance by applying overlays, adding text,
etc.

Dynamic Zone
A dynamic zone extracts a value from a zone whose position may vary depending on the record. The position of a
dynamic zone is relative to a certain reference position (or anchor) in the input file. The reference position is defined
on the basis of a string, number or a hexadecimal character found in a specific line within the record. Any time the
reference position is found, a green flag displays at the beginning of the line where it was found. The dynamic zone is
placed within a user-defined distance from this flag.
Using dynamic zones is especially suited for items which have a variable position in each record, e.g. the total amount
due can differ depending on the number of purchased items. Using the reference position also ensures that the zone
is always placed correctly with respect to a specific value.

Dynamic Zone Context Menu
To create a dynamic zone, draw a zone in the input file and select Dynamic in the zone's context menu.
To change a simple zone to a dynamic zone, right-click on the zone and select Convert to | Dynamic from the context
menu.
By right-clicking on a dynamic zone you can display the context menu. Click on the following link Simple Zone Context
Menu for a description of the menu's options.
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Dynamic Zone Settings
The dynamic zone settings are available in the right window-pane.

Options Description
Name

Enters the name of the zone. The name must start with a character or an underscore and can contain lowercase

or uppercase characters from 'a' to 'z' or numbers.
Relative to

Defines a reference position which is searched for within the search area / record. When found, the

beginning of the line, where the reference position was found, is marked with a green flag in the input file in the
right window-pane. Then a dynamic zone is placed within a defined distance from this flag. The distance is set in
the Extract Dynamic Zone section.
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The reference position can be defined using the following options:
Line containing string

Places the reference at the beginning of a line containing the string entered in the Text to

search edit box.
Text to search

TIP

Enters the string to be searched. This value is case sensitive and spaces are not trimmed.

You can also enter a non-printable character or characters:
1. Display non-printable characters in the preview by clicking on the Show special characters
icon in the document display toolbar.
2. Click on the Text selection

tool and select the text to search in the preview area in the left

window-pane.
3. Copy and paste the text in the Text to search edit box.

Line not containing string

Places the reference position at the beginning of a line which does not contain the

string specified in the Text to search edit box.
Text to search

See also Text to search.

Line beginning with string

Places the reference position at the beginning of a line which starts with the string

specified in the Text to search edit box.
Text to search

See also Text to search.

Line not beginning with string

Places the reference position at the beginning of a line which does not start with

the string specified in the Text to search edit box.
Text to search

See also Text to search.

Line with any value

Places the reference position at the beginning of a line which contains any printable character.

Trims all non-printable characters and spaces.
Line with empty value

Places the reference position at the beginning of a line which only contains non-printable

characters or no characters (an empty line).
Line containing char

Places the reference position at the beginning of a line which contains the character which

is specified in the Char to search edit box.
Char to search

Enters the character to be searched. The character must be in the hexadecimal format.

Optionally, the entered character can include the '0x' prefix.
For more information, refer to the ASCII table available at http://www.asciitable.com/
Line not containing char

.

Places the reference position at the beginning of a line which does not contain the

character which is specified in the Char to search edit box.
Char to search

See also Char to search.
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Line containing first char Places the reference position at the beginning of a line which starts with the character
which is specified in the Char to search edit box.
Char to search

See also Char to search.

Line not containing first char

Places the reference position at the beginning of a line which does not start with

the character which is specified in the Char to search edit box.
Char to search

See also Char to search.

Line with any first char Places the reference position at the beginning of a line which starts with any printable
character.
Line with empty first char Places the reference position at the beginning of a line which starts with a non-printable
character (e.g. space, line break, page break).
Repeat search

Repeats the search for the reference position within a record or a search area.

For an example refer to How to Create a Structure of Nested Variables.
Extraction Position

Defines the relative position (with respect to the reference position marked with a green flag)

from where the value is extracted. You can also define the relative position by dragging and dropping the zone.
If a dynamic zone is searched within a search area, the position of the zone can be outside the search area.
Horizontal relative (columns)

Defines the number of columns from the first column of the line where the reference

position was found.
Vertical relative (rows) Defines the number of rows from the line where the reference position was found.
Width (columns)
Height (rows)

EXAMPLE

Defines the width of the zone (in columns).

Defines the height of the zone (in rows). The height of a dynamic zone is always fixed.

How to Create Dynamic Zones

Imagine that you want to extract and use customer details from a phone bill. You can do so by creating dynamic
zones which are based on finding a text within a record. The first time the text is found within a record, a green
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flag displays at the beginning of the line. The zone is drawn within the distance from the green flag, specified in
the Extract Dynamic Zone section.

EXAMPLE

How to Create a Structure of Nested Variables

Imagine that a single record (a phone bill) includes two lists of phone calls, one for inland and the other one for
the foreign calls. For each type of call, you can define a different location within a record, from where individual
values are extracted.
To do that, follow these steps:
1. Create the 'Inland' and 'Foreign' search zones.
Below you can see the list of inland phone calls, where the 'Inland' search zone is defined. From this zone,
individual values are extracted using zones.
2. For the list of foreign phone calls, you can create a search zone called 'Foreign'.
3. Draw a zone around the whole line, right-click on the zone and click on Dynamic.
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4. In the Select placement pop-up window, place the dynamic zone under the 'Inland' search zone.

5. Phone calls are organized into a list where individual calls are separated by an empty line. You can extract
information about each call using a dynamic zone that extracts information from all lines containing a
value.
6. Set the Relative to option to Line with any value.
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7. To be able to extract the information about all phone calls within the search zone, check the Repeat
search option.

8. To check the data structure, go to the Data Modification

tab.

All lines which contain a value will be extracted as a value (see the 'Calls' variable in the data tree). Individual
calls are nested under the 'Inland' and 'Foreign' parent variables.
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Search Zone
Search zones can be used to nest and structure variables in the data tree. The name of a search zone defines the name
of a parent variable, and all child variables which are searched within this search zone are nested under this parent
variable. You can nest variables as many times as needed by searching a search zone in another search zone and so
forth.

Search Zone Context Menu
To create a search zone, draw a zone in a sample file and click on Search in the zone's context menu.
To change a simple zone to a search zone, right-click on the zone and click on Convert to | Search.

Search Zone Settings
The search zone settings are available in the right window-pane.

Options Description
Name

Enters the name of the zone. The name must start with a character or an underscore and can contain uppercase

or lowercase characters from 'a' to 'z' or numbers.
Zone type

Sets the type of zone.
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The following zone types are available:
● Fixed – The position of the search zone is the same within each record. The size of the search zone is fixed.
● Dynamic – The position of the search zone changes dynamically depending on the reference position (see
also dynamic zones).

Options Description
Name

Enters the name of the zone. The name must start with a character or an underscore and can contain

characters from 'a' to 'z' or numbers.
Zone type

See Zone type.

Relative to See Relative to in the dynamic zone section.
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Variable height

Defines that the bottom edge of a search zone is dynamic, the bottom edge will therefore

change depending on the content of individual records.
Variable height can be applied if the number of rows of a search zone for each record cannot be
determined in advance. This is especially suitable if records contain lists (e.g. lists of products), which
can have a variable length.
Relative to

Defines the reference position of the end of the search zone (the end reference position).

The end of the search zone is marked with a little red flag in the lower-right corner of the search
zone.
For the options description, see also Relative to.
End text to search Enters a string to be searched. This value is case sensitive and spaces are not
trimmed.
The height of a search zone is limited by the record boundaries. If no end string is found, the search
zone ends with the record. If a search zone is searched in another search zone, the end of the search
zone is limited by the area of that search zone (the one where the search zone is nested).
Search Zone Position
Horizontal relative (columns)

Defines the number of columns from the first column of the line (or the

line in a search area) where the reference position (marked with a green flag) was found.
Vertical relative position (rows)

Defines the number of rows from the line where the reference position

was found.
Width (columns)

Defines the width of the zone (in columns).

Position of end (rows)

Defines the relative position of the end of the search zone with respect to the

end reference position (marked with a red flag) found.
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6.2.4.4 Data Modification Tab

The Data Modification

tab allows you to access the values returned by the data fields and modify them, without

changing the values in the source.
OMS-500 uses JavaScript for scripting. For application-related scripting specifics, refer to Scripting Specifics in OMS-500.
Data modification includes the following:
● Scripting an existing data field, extracted from the input data from the uploaded sample file.
To access and modify a value in the data tree using a script, click on the Edit Zone

icon next to a variable and

use the scripting editor to enter the script.
The scripting editor offers you all standard JavaScript options. The script syntax is validated as you type. If a
script is invalid, the Invalid Script

icon displays in the respective line.

For example, you need to script a data field to convert a string format to a different data type (in this case, a
number). Format conversion is a prerequisite to using a data field in the Data record input condition.
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For more examples, refer to the Modifying Data Fields section.

TIP

For your convenience, you can enlarge the scripting area by clicking on the Launch

icon in the

bottom-right corner. This displays the scripting area in the left window-pane.

● Calculating a new data field, where you can create a new data field and nest it in a different array within a data
tree.
For example, you can create a calculated data field to make data available for processing, even if they are nested
beyond the scope defined in Data Input | Data.
To create a calculated field:
1. Click on the

Calculated Field icon next to a repeated data field.

2. Name the newly created data field and enter a script.
The word completion functionality offers you specific functions which are only available for use in OMS-500
input templates.
You can easily access the functions after you press <Ctrl> + <Space>.
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For the description of these functions and more examples, refer to Creating Calculated Data Fields.

TIP

If a variable has been inserted in the document layout (see the Page Content tab), you can check the result

of the modification by script in the input file preview in the left window-pane of the Data Modification

tab.

Scripting Specifics in OMS-500
In the OMS-500 web interface, you can use scripting to:
● Modify variables in Input Templates |

Data Modification.

● Define an attribute value in Document Profiles |

Attribute Mapping | Attributes | Define attribute value by a

script.
The scripting editor uses the ECMAScript® Language Specification, version 5.1. For more information, refer to the definitive
specification by ECMA International, available at https://www.ecma-international.org/ecma-262/5.1/

.

The following specifics apply to scripting in OMS-500:
● To perform mathematical or other operations using a script, you have to first define the data type of the variable
or attribute:
○ To define a data type of an input template variable, use a script (see Data Modification Examples).
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By default, all values returned by a variable are treated as a string.
○ To define a data type of a document profile attribute, set the data type in the respective attribute's settings
in Attributes | Type.
● To modify a variable/attribute value, you can only use a variable/attribute that is present in the same input
template, or selected in the same document profile (including external attributes).
● While modifying a data field, you can reference other data fields / attributes within an input template / document
profile. If the referenced data fields / attributes have already been modified by a script, the script referencing
them uses the original value of a data field / attribute, before the script or data type conversion (for attributes)
have been applied.
● The scripting editor is case-sensitive.
● You can only script data fields which are not repeated, because repeated data fields do not contain any values.
● Calculated fields cannot reference other calculated fields. If you need to reuse logic applied in an existing calculated
field, copy the existing script to the newly calculated field.
● To avoid using too complex JavaScript functions which may influence the optimal application performance,
OMS-500 only allows you to define scripts which meet the following requirements:
○ The script can be executed within up to 5 seconds.
○ If the script contains a recursive function, the function can only be nested up to 10 times.

Data Modification Examples
Modifying Data Fields
The following examples apply to data modification in input templates. For an example of scripting attributes in document
profiles, refer to Define attribute value by a script in the Document Profiles section.

Adding Text to a Value
The following script adds a currency abbreviation behind the value returned by a variable.

return input + 'EUR'

Converting to Imperial Units
The following script converts a numerical value from metric to imperial units (inches).

fuction toInch(input) {
var ret = parseFloat(input) / 25.4;
return Math.floor(ret * 100, 2) / 100;
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}
return toInch(input) + ' "';

Converting the Date Format
The following script converts a date from the YYYY.MM.dd format to a long format.

var months = ['Jan','Feb','Mar','Apr','May','Jun','Jul','Aug','Sep','Oct','Nov','Dec'];

var regex = /(\d{4})\.(\d{2})\.(\d{2})/;
var match = regex.exec(input);
var month = months[parseInt(match[2])-1];
return match[3] + ' ' +
month + ' ' +
match[1];

Changing the First Letter to Uppercase
The following script changes the first letter of a value returned by a variable to an uppercase letter.

return input[0].toUpperCase() +
input.slice(1).toLowerCase();

Creating Calculated Data Fields
The following examples demonstrate how to use OMS-500-specific JavaScript functions available in input templates:
● count
● currentIndexIn
● currentParent
● exists
● get
● getFromParent
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Calculated Data Fields Sample File
All examples below apply to an input data file which has the following structure:
● 'Client' array – Contains the personal details of all clients.
● 'Array-Net' – Contains the information of all Internet services purchased over a given period.
● 'Array-Call' – Contains the information of all phone call services purchased over a given period.

count
This function counts the number of values returned by an array.
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EXAMPLE

Referring to the calculated data fields sample file, imagine that you want to create a calculated data

field that counts the total price of all Internet services a customer purchased over a given period.
The following calculated field is placed under the 'Client' array. To count the total price of Internet services per
client, enter the following script. To enhance formatting, you can add a currency abbreviation.
This script assumes that there is a 'Net' array present in each record. If the 'Net' array is optional, you need to
include the exists function (see also the exists function).
var total=0;
for (var i=0; i<data.count(data.currentParent()+'.Array-Net.Net');i++){
total=total+parseFloat(data.getFromParent('Array-Net.Net['+i+'].NetPrice'));
}
return Math.round (total)+'EUR';

currentIndexIn
This function returns an index of a current value found in a data field. This allows you to create numbered lists of items
returned from a data field for each record.

EXAMPLE

Referring to the calculated data fields sample file, imagine that you want to indicate the number of

each call a customer made over a given period.
The following calculated field is placed under the 'Call' array and returns an index of each call a customer has
made.
data.currentIndexIn("Array-Clients.Client.Array-Call.Call");

For another example, refer to the get function.

currentParent
This function returns an absolute path to a value found in a data field, including indexes for arrays that may be present
in the path.

EXAMPLE

Referring to the calculated data fields sample file, imagine that you want to create a calculated field

which counts the number of Internet service sessions provided to each client.
The following calculated field is placed under the 'Client' array. It counts the number of Internet service sessions
found in the 'Net' array for a particular record (client).
return data.count (data.currentParent()+'.Array-Net.Net');
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For another example, refer to the exists function.

exists
This function identifies whether a referenced element exists (e.g. a given array or data field exists in the sample data
file), it is thus applicable to all optional elements.

TIP

Use this function whenever you reference an array which is optional for some records, this prevents the

script from failing due to a data field not being found.

EXAMPLE

Referring to the calculated data fields sample file, imagine that some clients only have purchased

phone call services (listed under the 'Calls' array), while others only Internet services (listed under the 'Net' array).
To count the total price of the calls, you can only reference the clients that have purchased the phone calls
service (i.e. those records with the 'Calls' array).
The following calculated field is located under the 'Client' array. If the 'Call' array is not found, the script returns
the value '0'. If it is found, the script counts the total sum of values returned by the 'Price' data fields nested
under the 'Call' array for a particular record.
var callExists = data.exists(data.currentParent() + '.Array-Call.Call');

if (!callExists) {
return 0;
}

var callCount = data.count(data.currentParent() + '.Array-Call.Call')

var totalPrice = 0;
for (var i = 0; i < callCount; i++) {
var currentPricePath = 'Array-Call.Call[' + i + '].Price';
var currentPrice = data.getFromParent(currentPricePath);
totalPrice = totalPrice + parseFloat(currentPrice);
}

return Math.round(totalPrice);

TIP

You can also create a simple calculated Boolean data type field, declaring whether an array exists or not,

and use it for conditional selection of the layout.
For an example, refer to Use a Boolean Data Field to Selecting a Layout.
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get
This function returns a value from a data field located at a defined place in the data tree.

EXAMPLE

Referring to the calculated data fields sample file, imagine that you want to repeat records by the

'Call' array (see also Input Data).

This limits the scope of the data available for processing to those nested under the 'Call' array.
To return a value which is nested above the level of the 'Call' array and make it available for processing (e.g.
'Name'), you can create a calculated field referencing the name of the client returned for the current record.
The following calculated field is located in the 'Call' array. It returns the customer name for each phone call.
return data.get("Array-Client.Client["+data.currentIndexIn("Array-Client.Client")+"].Name");

getFromParent
This function returns a value from a data field nested below a (parent) data field (indicated in brackets).

EXAMPLE

Referring to the calculated data fields sample file, imagine that you want to create a calculated field

which returns the full name of a client.
The following calculated field is placed under the 'Client' array. It returns the name and surname of the current
client, and enters a space between the two values found.
return data.getFromParent('Name')+' '+ data.getFromParent('SurName');

For another example, refer to the count function.

6.2.4.5

Layouts Tab

In the Layouts

tab, you can create document layouts that can be filled with record-specific data.
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You can create multiple layouts for each input template: every record coming from a data input file is evaluated and
an appropriate layout is selected based on a user-defined condition (see also Data record input condition).
If defined, individual layouts are listed under the Layouts

tab.

Options Description

Edit Edits a layout's settings.
Delete Object Deletes a layout from the application.
Copy and Edit Creates a copy of a layout. The copy has exactly the same settings and its name is appended
with - Copy to make it unique.
Add New Adds a new layout to the list.
Name

Displays a layout name.

Description
Layout Type

Displays a layout description.
Indicates the type of a layout.

The following options are available:
● Custom – A custom document layout created using the options in the Page Content

tab.

● Mail Merge – A document layout created by mapping variables to a layout file in the Mail Merge
Data Input

tab.

Indicates which data records are used for selecting a given layout.

See also Layout Specification | Data Input.
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Configuration Changes Indicates whether the changes made to the layout have been saved in the internal OMS-500
database.
To save changes after creating a new layout or editing an existing one:
1. Confirm the changes by clicking on the OK button in the bottom-right corner of the Layout Specification
or Page Content

tab.

2. This returns you to the list of the defined layouts and the respective layout shows the Changes Unsaved
icon.
Save the whole input template by clicking on the SAVE button in the upper-right corner of the application.
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Alternatively, you can save changes directly by clicking on the SAVE button in the Layout Specification
or Page Content

tab.

Changes Saved Indicates that the changes made to a layout have been saved.
Changes Unsaved Indicates that the changes made to a layout have been confirmed, but they are saved
only after you click on the SAVE button.
Each layout is configured in the following tabs:
●

Layout Specification

●

Page Content

●

Mail Merge Tab

Layout Specification Tab
In the Layout Specification

tab, you can define:

● Which records are to be processed by which layout
● How many pages the resulting document should have.
The layout specification settings are available in the following sections:
● Layout Preferences
● Data Input
● Page Sequence
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Layout Preferences Section

Options Description
Layout name
Description

Enters the name of the layout.
Enters any text (e.g. a text specifying the use of the layout).

Data Input Section
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The Data Input section defines:
● The data field according to which all document layouts within an input template are repeated
● The scope of input data that can be used for processing
● The condition or conditions for individual layouts to be applied on different records
Options Description
Data

Defines a data field according to which individual records (i.e. documents) are created. You can only select a

data field which is repeated (i.e. contains repeatable data sets).
For each value returned by this data field, a new document is created. Therefore, the number of values returned
by this data field determines the number of documents created from the input file. Typically, you can select the
customer ID to create one document for each customer. The layout of each document is the same (is repeated),
only the dynamic content (if defined by placing variables into content areas, see also Insert Variable) changes with
each document, depending on the values returned for the respective record.
By default, the Whole Data File option is selected.
The selected data field also determines the scope of data available for creating the document content, which is
limited to the data fields which are nested below the selected one.

TIP

To be able to use data fields nested above the selected data field, you can create a calculated field in

the Data Modification

tab.

NOTE Because the scope of data to which individual layouts are evaluated and applied has to be the same,
the data field selected in the Data drop-down menu applies to all layouts defined for a given input template.
Therefore, selecting a different data field in one layout automatically changes the settings of all existing
layouts.

WARNING

Changing the data field selected in the Data drop-down menu impacts the scope of data

available for processing in an existing layout (data fields in content areas, scripted/calculated data fields,
etc.).
To ensure that individual records return intended values, even after changing this data field, you need to
retest the updated layout.
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EXAMPLE
Imagine that you use an XML file with the following structure as the Sample data. Selecting the 'Client' array
in the Data drop-down menu creates one record (i.e. one document) for each data set returned by that
array (i.e. for each client).
For creating dynamic document content, you can only insert data fields which are nested below the 'Client'
array. If you select a variable from the 'Array-Net' or 'Array-Call' arrays in the Data drop-down menu, the
data fields nested under the 'Client' array will become unavailable (unless you create calculated data fields
at the level of the selected data field or below).
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NOTE Because the scope of data to which individual layouts are evaluated and applied has to be the same,
the data field selected in the Data drop-down menu applies to all layouts defined for a given input template.
Therefore, selecting a different data field in one layout automatically changes the settings of all existing
layouts.

Use this layout for all data records Applies the layout to all records found under the array specified in the Data
drop-down menu.
Use this layout for data records selected by condition Applies the layout to the records that fulfil a user-defined
condition. Creating multiple layouts and applying them to input data based on a condition, allows you to use a
single input data file to create documents based on multiple layouts.
Data record input condition

Defines a condition or conditions under which a given layout is applied to a specific

record. The condition has to include at least one data field. The layout is applied based on the value returned
by the data field for each record.
The following principles apply to selecting a layout based on a condition:
● The data fields which are taken into account are those nested under the array selected in the Data
drop-down menu.
To use data nested beyond the scope of the selected array, you can use a calculated data field (see also
Data Modification tab).
● The value is evaluated and matched against all defined data record input conditions, until a corresponding
layout is found.
Individual layout input conditions are evaluated alphabetically according to the layout name. If multiple
layouts are defined and one of them has the Use this layout for all data records option selected, the
layout is applied to all records that remain from the previous data record input condition evaluation.
Therefore, if a layout with the Use this layout for all data records option activated is evaluated first, it
is applied to all records and other data record input conditions (if defined) are ignored.
● Each record can only match one layout to prevent creating duplicate documents. Therefore, when
defining input conditions, make sure that they do not overlap (otherwise the preview/production would
fail).
● If a record does not match any of the existing data record input conditions, the layout preview and
production fail. If you do not want to preview and produce unmatched records, check the Ignore
unmatched records option in Input | General Preferences.

TIP

To check the preview of the layout page when selectively applying layouts based on records,

you can run a preview of records which apply to the current layout by clicking on the Preview
Current Layout Records

icon in the window-pane on the right side in the

Page Content tab.
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To define an input condition, enter an evaluation type of business rule using the following options offered by
the rule editor:
Boolean from DataField
Date from DataField

Evaluates the value coming from the selected data field as a date.

Number from DataField
String from DataField

Evaluates the value coming from the selected data field as a Boolean (true or false).

Evaluates the value coming from the selected data field as a number.

Evaluates the value coming from the selected data field as a string.

NOTE By default, all data field values are evaluated as a string.
To use a data field other than a string type in an input condition, you need to convert the data field to
the desired data type using a script. To do so, refer to the Data Modification

tab).
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EXAMPLE

Use a Boolean Data Field to Select a Layout

Imagine that, as a telecommunications provider, you provide phone call and Internet services.

To create a different invoice layout for customers using phone call services, you can base a data record
input condition on a calculated Boolean data type field. The calculated field is based on the presence
or absence of the 'Call' array for a particular client (record). If the 'Call' array is found for a record, the
layout is applied.
1. Create a calculated data field in the Data Modification

tab.

Place the calculated field in the 'Client' array and enter a script using the exists function. If the
'Call' array is found, the Boolean calculated data field is evaluated as true.
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var callExists = data.exists(data.currentParent() + '.Array-Call.Call');

return callExists;

2. Use the newly created calculated field in the data record input condition.

Page Sequence Section

The Page Sequence section allows you to define the sheets where the document content is placed, how many pages
the resulting document should have, and the order in which the pages appear in the resulting document (the document
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page order). The number of pages in a document can be both fixed and variable, depending on the number of values
returned by a variable (e.g. the number of transactions found for a customer).
If the number of values in a content area on a page is too big to fit all the values into that content area on one page,
the values which cannot fit can overflow to a content area on another page(s) (so-called overflow pages). These pages
are only added if needed. Otherwise, a next page is added with new content. This allows you to automatically create
documents of variable length, depending on the number of values found for each record (e.g. for each customer).
To add a new page, click on the ADD PAGE

icon. By clicking on a page in the left window-pane, you make the page

available for editing using the settings in the Page Content

tab.

Options Description
Sheet

Selects the sheet on which the input file is rendered. The input template only takes into account the sheet's

physical properties. A back-side overlay/image (if defined for the respective sheet) is ignored.
Next page

Selects the page that follows the given page in the document page order. If the Allow overflow check box

is checked in a content area on the given page and there is content to overflow, the document's Next page comes
after all of the overflow pages. The Next page is always present in the document order.
Overflow to Selects the page where the content of a content area overflows if the content is too big for the content
area on a single page and the content area allows overflow. The overflow page is only added in the document page
order if there is content to overflow. Otherwise, the page set as the Next page follows in the document page order.
An overflow page can also overflow to itself, which means that the overflow page is added as many times as required
by the overflowing content.
In order for the content to overflow from one page to another, both pages have to include content areas (the
original and the overflow content area) which have the Allow overflow check box checked.
For an example of use, refer to Creating Documents of Variable Length Using an Overflow at the end of this section.

Creating Documents of Variable Length Using an Overflow
Imagine that you want to generate invoices where each invoice consists of at least two pages. The first page contains
information identifying the customer (address, customer ID, etc.) and lists the purchased products or services. The
other page contains a personalized marketing message which has a fixed length for all customers. However, for some
customers, the list of the purchased products on the first page may be too long to fit on a single page. To ensure that
each customer receives a complete list of purchased products, no matter how long it is, you can define a so-called
overflow from the first page to overflow page(s).
An overflow means that if the list of purchased products is too long to fit on the first page, you can add another page,
or as many pages as needed, until the list of products is complete and there is no other content to overflow. Only after
the list of product is complete, can the other page with the marketing message be added. This way you can produce
documents that can have two or more pages using a single input template, as overflow pages are generated depending
on the number of values found for each customer (record).
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To create an invoice with a variable number of pages, you have to:
1. Define the pages and their order in the document.
2. Allow overflow in the necessary content areas.
To do that, follow these steps:
1. Define the pages and their order in the Layout Specification
a) Create three layout pages by clicking on the ADD PAGE

tab.
icon.

Although the invoice should have two pages, add another layout page where the content can overflow if
necessary. At this step, ignore the fact that the list of products can be so long that it requires more than one
overflow page.
b) Define the order in which the layout pages appear in the invoice. You know that all invoices will start with a
list of products on Layout Page 1. All invoices will also contain the personalized marketing message that
always fits on a single page. As the second page is intended to be an overflow page, where the list of purchased
products can overflow if necessary, the marketing message will be placed on Layout Page 3. Therefore, in
the settings of Layout Page 1, set the Next page to Layout page 3.
c) As the length of the list which starts on Layout Page 1 depends on the customer, leave Layout Page 2 as an
overflow page, which is only added if required by overflowing content. In the settings of Layout Page 1, set
the Overflow page to Layout page 2.
d) As the number of purchased products is unpredictable, the overflowing content may require more than a
single overflow page. To make sure that an invoice can have as many overflow pages as required by the
overflowing content, the overflowing page can also overflow to itself. In the settings of Layout Page 2, set
the Overflow to drop-down menu to Layout page 2.
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As Layout Page 3 should always be the last page of an invoice and its content has a fixed length, it requires
no further settings.

2. Create all necessary content areas in the Page Content

tab.

a) Click on Layout Page 1, create a content area for the list of products and check the Allow overflow check
box.
b) Click on Layout Page 2, which has been defined as an overflow page, and create a content area where the
list of products can overflow if necessary.
Check the Allow overflow check box. At this moment, the content area is empty in the

Layout mode.

c) In the Overflow to Layout Page 2 drop-down menu on Layout Page 1, select the content area where you
want the content to overflow.
3. Go to the

Preview mode and check whether the overflowing works by navigating through documents using

the options in the Navigation menu.

Page Content Tab
The Page Content

tab, available after you start editing a layout, allows you to create the content of a given page.

Typically, the page content includes both static objects, which are identical for all records, and dynamic objects, which
vary with each record (e.g. with each customer). The dynamic objects of the page layout are the data sets returned by
the variables from the file uploaded in the Input tab. During the production, these data come from XML / line data /
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CSV files uploaded to the OMS-500 server via the respective input template (see also How to Upload a File). This allows
you to create multiple documents of the same layout with variable values depending on the record (e.g. customer, see
also Data).
You can create the page layout using the space in the left window-pane in the Layout

mode. To insert an object into

the page layout draw content areas using the mouse pointer in the left window-pane.
You can check the final output appearance of the page in the Preview

mode.

Creating Content Areas
To create a content area, draw a zone in the left window-pane using the mouse pointer. Content area settings are
available in the right window-pane.
By right-clicking on the content area, you can display the context menu with the following options:
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Options Description
Change to image /

Change to text Changes the zone type to Image or Text, depending on the current

content area type.
Lock zone position Locks the zone so that it cannot be resized or relocated using the mouse pointer. You can
only make changes to the zone using the options in the respective content area settings in the right window-pane.
The locked zone is then bright gray and framed by a dotted line.
Position locking allows you to place one content area on the top of another without making unwanted changes
to the size and position of the existing content area. This is especially useful if you use a content area with a
whole-page overlay as a background image (e.g. overlays in the form of a blank form which can be filled out
with other content areas with customer data).
To unlock the zone position, right-click on the zone and select

Unlock zone position from the drop-down

menu.

NOTE

To facilitate working with the content areas in the input template

Layout view, the locked

zone of a content area is bright gray and displays behind the other zones. However, locking/ulocking
zones does not influence the real order in which the content areas are placed over each other (the layer
order) in the document preview and produced output (see also Up/Down).

Delete zone Deletes the zone. You can only delete a zone if it is not referenced by any other object in the
workflow.
Copy content area Creates a copy of the existing area.
To create a copy:
1. Right-click on a zone and select the

Copy content area option.

2. Right-click on a page next to the zone and click on the

Paste content area option.

This inserts a copy of the zone to the sample place as the original zone and increments it to the lowest
zone number available in the given layout page. In terms of the layer order, the copied zone is placed
above the existing zones.
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3. If you paste a zone on the same layout page, drag the copied zone to the desired place on a page.

NOTE

Overflow settings are not copied. A pasted zone is always unlocked.

Content Area Section
Content areas allow you to place the document content on a page, thus tailor a layout according to your needs. The
document content may include fixed and dynamic text or images. An input template can contain multiple content areas;
each of them can allow overflowing to another page or pages.
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Options Description
Content Area
Lock /

Unlock position Locks/unlocks the zone position so that it cannot be resized or relocated. A

zone position can also be locked/unlocked using the

Lock zone position option in the zone context menu.

Delete Deletes a content area from the layout.
Up /Down

Changes the order in which individual content areas are placed over each other in a document

(so-called 'front-to-back order' or 'layer order'). This enables you to place multiple content areas over each
other, e.g. to place a whole-page overlay behind the document's content as background.
Content type

Selects the type of a content area. The following options are available:

● Text – Activates a text editor, where you can create the document content.
For details refer to Text Editor at the end of this section.
● Image – Inserts an overlay/image to be placed in the content area.
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This zone can only contain a single overlay/image and no text. You can resize the overlay/image by
dragging a corner of the content area from or towards the center of the overlay/image. Resizing keeps
the overlay's proportions.
If you select a dynamic overlay, you need to map the attribute defined in the dynamic overlay to a data
field.

WARNING If a language-dependent overlay/image is selected, the input template only applies
the overlay/image selected as the default Language-dependent file in Overlays/Images. To apply
a language-dependent overlay/image in a document created on the basis of an input template,
add the overlay/image in Document Profile | Document Enhancement | Overlays/Images.

Text Editor

Refer to Text Editor at the end of this section.

Allow overflow Allows the content area to overflow to another content area on another page or pages, if the
number of values found for a variable is too big to fit into a content area on a single page. This allows you to
create documents of variable lengths, depending on the number of values returned by a variable.
Overflow to Layout Page <number> Selects the content area on another page where the content can overflow
to.
The drop-down menu displays all content areas, which have the Allow overflow option checked, and are
placed on the layout page selected in the Overflow to drop-down menu in the Page Sequence section of
the Layout Specification

EXAMPLE

tab.

If Layout Page 1 is set to overflow to Layout Page 2, the Overflow to Layout Page

<number> drop-down menu displays all content areas, which have the Allow overflow checked, on
Layout Page 2.

This drop-down menu is only available if the layout page overflow is set to another page. If a layout page
is set to overflow to itself, the content area can only overflow to the same content area on the same layout
page, which is added as many times as required by the overflowing content.
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One content area cannot overflow to multiple content areas. A content area, which has an overflow coming
from another content area on another page, can only overflow to itself (if overflowing to itself is defined
in the Page Sequence section).
If a layout page is set to overflow to itself, contains multiple content areas that allow overflowing, and each
content area requires a different number of pages to be repeated, the final layout includes as many pages
as required by the content area that requires more pages to repeat.
After overflowing is set, it is visualized in a content area using the Overflow

icon, which represents the

following cases, depending on its position within a zone:

1. Indicates that the content area overflows to another content area on another layout page (the
overflow layout page), or to itself.
2. Indicates that the content area is a target of overflowing for another content area or another layout
page.
3. Indicates that the content area is a target of overflowing for another layout page, and also overflows
to itself.

TIP
● For an example of creating documents of variable length, refer to Creating Documents of Variable
Length Using an Overflow.
● If the content is too big to fit into the content area, you cannot run the preview and preprocessing
fails.
To see which content areas are affected by content being too big, download the failure report
by clicking on the

Download failure report button in an input file context menu in Production

Control | Input.

Dynamic text formatting

If input data read from a data field include markup elements, activating this option

formats the text accordingly.
See also Dynamic Text Formatting.
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When deactivated, the system ignores the markup elements and places all text from the data fields as text,
including the markup elements.

Options Description
Area position and size

Sets the exact position of a content area on a page. When a document has multiple pages,

it allows you to place two content areas in the same position on all pages.
Top

Defines the position of the upper edge of a content area with respect to the upper edge of a sheet.

Left

Defines the position of the upper-left corner of a content area with respect to the left edge of a sheet.

Height

Defines the height of a content area.

Width

Defines the width of a content area.
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Content Areas Positioning Possibilities
To position the content areas, you can use the following:
Basic positioning For a single content area, use the basic positioning options as described in the Area position
and size section, or drag it to the selected place.
Positioning using the guiding lines Position one content area to align with another with the help of the guiding
lines. The guiding line appears when you drag the selected content area and approach the one with which
you want to align it. When you are on the right spot, drop the content area.

Positioning multiple content areas at once Select multiple content areas and align them according to the
left or top edge of the sheet:
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1. Select multiple content areas:
● Hold down<Ctrl> while clicking the left mouse button on all areas
● Check the check boxes

2

1

you wish to select

of the selected areas in the Content area section

This displays the Top and Left boxes

3

2. Insert the position (top or left). Click on the

at the top of the window.
Apply icon

4

, and the content areas automatically

align.
Fit area height to content Shrinks the content area vertically if it is bigger than what the current content requires.
This ensures that borders (if applied and appropriate padding is set) always flow around the text. The content
area can only shrink; it cannot expand beyond the size you draw on the layout page.
By default, this option is disabled, which means that the content area height remains the same irrespective of
the current content size.
Fill color

Selects a color to fill the content area.

By default, no fill color is applied.
Border style

Selects a border style to frame the content area.

To ensure that the border always flow around the text, check the Fit area height to content option and ensure
that the border style applies the appropriate padding.
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Text Editor

The text editor allows you to create and format both the static and dynamic content of a document. In the Layout
mode, all variables and applied formatting are displayed as XML elements. The final appearance of an input template
displays in the Preview

mode. The Preview

mode also displays the number of generated pages for each document

and thus allows you to check how overflowing works (if defined).
You can edit the content of a content area:
● In the respective content area in the right window-pane of the Page Content
● In the Text Editor window after clicking on the Launch

tab.

icon in the bottom-right corner of a content area.

Options Description
Undo /

Redo Undo reverts changes that you made to the content, redo reverts the undo action.

You can undo/redo your changes up to a 100 times.
Insert Variable Inserts a data field value into a content area. Values can be used as dynamic objects in the text,
as the value returned by a data field depends on the record for which the document is created (e.g. on each
customer). Records are determined by the repeated array selected in the Data drop-down menu.
Inserting Values from Data Fields
To insert a data field which returns one value per record (i.e. one which is not repeated):
1. Click on the Insert Variable

icon and select the data field from the Add Data Identifier pop-up window.

It displays the data available for processing, which are limited by the array selected in the Data drop-down
menu in Layout Specification | Data Input (unless the tree contains calculated fields).
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For example, the following data tree is nested under the 'Client' array (selected in the Data drop-down
menu). You can insert a customer ID, which is only present once in each record.

2. Select the data field and click on the ADD button.
Inserting Repeated Values from Arrays
To insert a value that is repeated multiple times within a record, you have to insert the data field inside the
repeated array, under which the data field is nested (marked as repeated in parentheses <()>):
1. Click on the Insert Variable

icon and select the repeated array under which a desired data field is

nested in the Add Data Identifier pop-up window.
For example, you can insert a value returning all prices of all calls a customer made over a defined period
(i.e. the 'Price' data field nested under the 'Calls' array).
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Firstly, you need to insert the 'Call' repeated array.

2. In the content area editor, in front of the end tag of the </repeat> element, click on the Insert Variable
icon.
3. Select the data field nested under this array (the 'Price' data field).
This data field can be repeated for each record as many times as required by the number of values found
in this data field for each record.

Add Conditional Content Adds content (text, a value returned by a data field, image, or table) if the user-defined
condition is fulfilled.
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To add conditional content, click on the icon and select a data field from the Add Conditional Content dialog.

Condition

Defines a condition using values returned by a selected variable.

To define a condition, you can use the following operators:
● == (is equal), != (is not equal)
● < (is less than), <= (is less or equal than), > (is more than), >= (is more or equal than)
By default, data field values are treated as strings. To use mathematical operations or treat the value as
Boolean, you need to convert the values to the respective format using a script (see also Data Modification).
Click on the ADD button to insert a condition tag in the content area. To add the actual content to be added
if the condition is met, insert fixed text, a variable returned by a data field, or a table between the if
condition tag.
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EXAMPLE
You can insert a table based on a customer's country. In the Add Conditional Content window, select
the 'Country' data field and insert a condition
=='United Kingdom'

Between the <if> tag, insert a table.
If the value returned from the data field is United Kingdom, the specified table is inserted in the
content area.

Font Activates the Font menu.

Options Description
<Font>
Font size

Sets the font of the selected text.
Selects the size of the font. The available range is 3 to 72 pt.
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The default font size is 12.
<Font color>

Selects the font color from the drop-down menu.

The available colors are: Black, Dark red, Red, Orange, Yellow, Light green, Green, Light blue, Blue, Dark blue,
Purple.
ADD

Applies a selected font to the text.

Text Style Applies a selected text style to the selected text.
The following options are available:
Bold Sets the selected text in bold face.
Italics Sets the selected text in italics.
Underline Underlines the selected text.
Text Alignment Aligns the content of the area.
The available options are:
Left Alignment Aligns the content of the area to the left.
Center Alignment Aligns the content of the area to the center.
Right Alignment Aligns the content of the area to the right.
Justify Alignment Aligns the content of the area evenly according to both the left and right edge. The
last line of text is aligned to the left.
You may get different results while using Justify Alignment depending on how you separate text in the
Text editor.
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You can apply

Justify Alignment in the following ways:

● On all the text and treat it as one paragraph.

● On parts of the text you wish to split into separate paragraphs.
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NOTE

Line Break cannot be used to form a new paragraph. If you apply the

Justify

Alignment, you will get the following result:

Page Number and Breaks One of the following can be inserted:
Page Number Inserts the number of the current page.
Total Pages Inserts the total number of pages of a record.

NOTE Page Number and Total pages cannot be used in a content area where overflow is allowed.

Line Break Splits text into two lines. If used with data, each value returned by a data field for a particular
record is inserted into a new line.
Page Break Splits text into two pages. If used with data, each value returned by a data field for a particular
record is inserted onto a new page (the one set as the Overflow to page). You can only enter a page
break if overflow is defined for the content area.

NOTE

A page break adds an overflow page into the document layout even if there is no content

to overflow. Therefore, the last overflowing page is followed by an extra empty page in the
document layout.
To avoid generating an extra empty page after overflowing pages, you need to place a page
break into the layout using a condition.
For example, the condition can evaluate whether or not a data value coming from a data field
(which is added as the overflowing content) is the last data value returned by that data field for
a particular record. You can use a Boolean calculated data field which you can script in the
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Data Modification tab. Then add a page break into the layout as conditional content using the
calculated data field.

Image Inserts an overlay/image. If a content area also includes text, the text is wrapped around the image.
Unlike the content area of the Image zone type, resizing the image inserted as part of the content area of the
Text type ignores the overlay's proportions.

Options Description
Select overlay

Selects an overlay from the predefined overlays/images.

Width

Selects the width of the image.

Height

Selects the height of the image.

ADD

Adds a selected overlay to the content area.

EXAMPLE

You can add an image with a signature below the person's printed name. Include line breaks

below the image and individual lines of text.
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Insert Table Inserts a table in a content area. This allows you to easily structure repeated data on a page and
apply advanced formatting.
The following options are available:
Create New Table Creates a new table using the options available in the table editor.
Click on the

Create New Table icon to open the following dialog:

● New table – Allows you to create a new table by opening the table editor.
To create a new table, click on the OK button. You can edit the number of columns and rows
later in the table editor.
● Use existing table – Reuses an existing table's settings to create a new table.
Selecting this option opens an existing table (selected in the Select table drop-down menu) and
makes it available for editing in the table editor.
Keep table content and format linked

If checked, all saved changes, made to the instance of

the existing table that you are working on, are reflected in the original table and instances
created on the basis of this table, which also have the Keep table content and format linked
option activated. This allows you to centrally manage all instances of a given table inserted
into various content areas across one input template.
If unchecked, a new instance of the existing table is created and all changes made to this
new instance are saved as a new table. Therefore, the original table stays unaffected.
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Edit Existing Table Allows you to edit an existing table by opening a selected table in the table editor.
All changes that you make to the existing table are reflected in all instances of the table inserted in
various content areas across the input template.
Click on the Edit Existing Table

NOTE

icon and select a table from the Edit Existing Table dialog.

Tables are stored as objects in the OMS-500 internal database and can only be accessed

from the Insert Table or Edit Existing Table dialogs.
Tables can be reused within all layouts defined within one input template. If a table is not inserted
in any content area within a layout, it is automatically deleted.

Table Editor
The table editor allows you to create table designs, fill them with record-specific data and apply advanced formatting.
To launch the table editor, click on the Insert Table

icon (see also Insert Table).

To preview a table, confirm the settings by clicking on the OK button in the bottom-right corner of the editor. This
returns you to the Page Content tab, where you can run a preview by clicking on the Preview

icon.
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Tables created using the table editor are only inserted into a content area as a reference. All content and format editing
can only be done in the table editor (except for repeating the whole table, see an example in Data Repeating in Tables).

To access a table for editing or create a new table, click on the Insert Table

icon.

This launches the table editor.

● To add content, select a table cell and write text or insert data fields in the insert line.
To enlarge the insert line, click on the Enlarge

icon on the right side.
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The insert line works on the same principles as the text editor. All formatting and repeating (if applied) are
displayed as tags.

● To add a missing element (a font, border style, etc.), click on the MANAGE

link in the bottom-left corner of

the table editor.

● To edit a column or a row, click on the column character or row number.
The table editor options differ based on the object selected:
○ General table options
○ Table column options
○ Table cell options
○ Table row options

General Table Options

Options Description
Undo /

Redo Undo reverts changes that you made to the content, redo reverts the undo action.

You can undo/redo your changes up to a 100 times.
Zoom In /

Zoom Out Zooms in/out on a table.

This only zooms the preview for the purpose of editing, not the actual table size.
Fit to Width Adjusts the table width so that all columns are visible in the table editor.
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Row Management See Table Row Options.
Column Management See Table Column Options.
Equalize Column Width See Table Column Options.
Eraser Removes the border style and fill color from selected cells, columns, or rows.
Fill Applies a color to selected cells, columns, or rows.
Select the color from the drop-down menu and click on the Fill

icon.

The default option is No color.
To remove a color, click on the

Eraser icon, or select an area and apply No style.

Table Border Applies a border style to selected cells, columns, or rows:
1. Select the area where to apply borders (a cell or cells, a column or columns, rows, or the whole table).
2. Select the border style from the drop-down menu.
The default option is No style.
3. Click on the Table Border

icon.

Define where to apply borders in the selected area:
All Borders Applies the selected border style to all borders of the selected area.
No Border Removes the border style from all borders of the selected area.
To remove border styles, you can also click on the

Eraser icon.

Outside Borders Applies the selected border style to the outside borders of the selected area.
Column Borders Applies the selected border style to all column borders of the selected area.
Row Borders Applies the selected border style to all row borders of the selected area.

NOTE

For table view purposes, the table editor displays border lines with a maximum width of 4 pixels.

In production, the border style corresponds to a line width set in Border Options in Design Components.
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Data Repeating in Tables
In tables, you can repeat data by a selected array as follows:
● Repeat data within a cell (see also the Insert Variable option in the Table Cell Options section)
● Repeat rows within a table (see also the Repeat rows by option in the Table Row Options section)
● Repeat a table within a content area (see the example below)

EXAMPLE

Repeating Tables within a Content Area

Imagine you process a data file which lists information about the employees of all local offices in all
countries where a company is present. The XML data file contains the 'Country' array, each country
contains the 'Local Office' array, and each local office contains the 'Employee' array.
You can create one document per country, which contains multiple tables, each table representing one
local office and listing the respective local office's employees and their details.
To create such documents:
1. Repeat the layout by the 'Country' array in Layout Specification | Data Input | Data.
This returns one record for each country found and limits the scope of arrays to 'Local Office' and
'Employee'.
2. Create a table which lists employees' details. To return one row per employee, repeat the row by the
'Employee' array:
a) Insert the individual data fields representing the employee details into cells (see also Insert Variable).
b) Select the whole row and check the Repeat row by check box.
c) In the Repeated Item Specification dialog, select the 'Employee' array.
3. Click on the INSERT button to insert the table in the content area.
This inserts the table into the content area as a reference.
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4. To repeat the table within a content area, insert the table's reference into the 'Local Office' array in
the content area's text editor. You can insert a page break to start each table for a local office on a
new page.

Table Column Options
In addition to General Table Options, the following options for editing table columns are available in the table editor
(after selecting a column or columns):
Options Description

Column Management Adds a new column or removes a selected column from the table.
Add Column to Left Adds a new column to the left of the current position.
Add Column to Right Adds a new column to the right of the current position.
Remove Selected Column(s) Removes a selected column or columns from the table.
Equalize Column Width Sets the column width of the selected columns to an equal size.
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Column Width

Proportional column width

Defines the width of a selected column or columns. The width is relative to

the actual width of the table (e.g., if 4 columns are inserted, the proportional column width of each
column is 25%). The actual table width is limited by the content area where the table is inserted.
Lock columns width

Locks the width of a selected column or columns. When changing other columns'

widths, the selected column's or columns' width stays unaffected.

Table Cell Options
Table cells are the place where you define the table content, which includes text (fixed text, or a value returned by a
data field), and images. You cannot enter another table in a table cell.
Editing table cells' content follows the same principles as editing a content area text in the text editor.
Table cell editing specifics are listed below.

Options Description

Insert Variable See also Insert Variable in the Text Editor section.

NOTE

If overflowing is set and a table contains repeated items, a table cell can overflow from one page

to another.
However, the number of repeated values returned from a data field is limited to as many values as can
fit in the row height (see also Max. row height). To list greater amounts of repeated values in a table,
you can also repeat rows (see also Repeat Rows).

Font See Font in the Text Editor section.
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Text Style See Text Style in the Text Editor section.
Alignment See Alignment in the Text Editor section.
Vertical Alignment Aligns the content of the cell vertically.
The available options are:
Top Alignment Aligns the content of the cell to the top.
Center Alignment Aligns the content of the cell to the center.
Bottom Alignment Aligns the content of the cell to the right.

TIP

You can apply vertical alignment to multiple rows or columns at the same time by selecting the

rows or columns (or the whole table by clicking on the Table

icon) and selecting the desired alignment.

Line Break Inserts each value returned by a data field for a particular record into a new line.

NOTE

For more information on data repeating within a cell, refer to the note in the Insert Variable

section of the Table Editor description.
As cells cannot overflow from one page to another, you cannot insert a page break in a table cell.

Image See also Image in the Text Editor section.

Table Row Options
In addition to General Table Options, the following options for editing table rows are available in the table editor (after
selecting a row or rows):

Minimum row height Defines the minimum row height. If no content is added to the cell (e.g. a record returns
no values to be inserted in a row), a row with the minimum height is added.
The default value is 5 mm.
Maximum row height Defines the maximum row height.
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Defines the maximum row height. If a cell contains multiple lines due to multiple values returned by a repeated
data field, it can expand its height and add as many lines as allowed by the maximum row height (see also Insert
Variable in the Table Editor section).
If the content is too big to fit to the maximum cell height, the preview and production fails.
The default value is 100 mm.
Repeat row by Allows you to repeat a row as many times as required by the number of values returned by a data
field inserted into a cell. Each time a value is found, a new row is added.
If overflowing is applied for a given content area, it allows you to create tables of variable length. If the number of
rows in a table is higher than the current content area allows, the overflowing rows are added to the table in the
content area on the overflow page (or pages, if the overflow page also overflows to itself).
If checked, the Repeat Rows

icon appears next to the number of a repeated row.

If unchecked, the row is added to the table only once.
Select from tree Defines an array the data field is repeated by. The number of values found for an array
determines the number of rows added into the table.
Clicking on the icon opens the Repeated Item Specification window.

Flatten

If checked, the respective array is skipped during processing, and the data fields nested under

this array are moved one level up in the data structure. This simplifies the data structure and allows you
to repeat rows for data fields located in multiple arrays at the same level of nesting.
To flatten the data structure, select the array you want to repeat data by and check the Flatten check
box. The selected array skips all parent arrays under which it is nested.
For an example, see also Flatten Data Structure to Repeat Data Sets for Multiple Arrays.
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Data Structure Displays all arrays which are nested below the array selected in Layout Specification
| Data Input | Data.
Select the array you want to repeat rows by and click on the SELECT button.
Place a data field to a cell:
1. Click on the cell and insert a data field by clicking on the Insert Variable

icon.

This displays the data fields nested under the array selected in the Select from tree window.

2. Select a data field and click on the ADD button.
This inserts a data field into a cell. As repeating is a row's property, the array that a data field is
repeated by does not display in the insert line.
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EXAMPLE Flatten Data Structure to Repeat Data Sets for Multiple Arrays
Imagine you process a data file which lists information about the employees of all local offices
in all countries where a company is present. The XML data file contains the 'Country' array, each
country contains the 'Local Office' array, and each local office contains the 'Employee' array.
To create one document per country, which lists the names and local office affiliation of all
employees of all local offices:
1. Repeat the layout by the 'Country' array in Layout Specification | Data Input | Data.
This limits the scope of arrays to 'Local Office' and 'Employee'. Selecting the 'Employee'
array without flattening the data structure would only list employees of the current local
office, returned for a particular record.
2. To list all employees of all local offices for a country in one document, flatten the data
structure to skip the 'Local Office' array by checking the Flatten check box.

Even/Odd Sets a different formatting for alternate repeated rows (even and odd). This allows document
recipients to easily navigate within the table rows.
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Selecting a row and clicking on the icon inserts a copy of the selected row with identical content and
formatting (fonts, border styles, fill colors, etc.). The inserted alternate row has the same row number
(indicated on the left) and an icon representing the order of a row within a table (

Odd /

Even).

You can apply different formatting to the alternate row that has been inserted. When rows are repeated,
alternate rows apply the defined formatting.
Alternate rows can also apply alternate content.

If this option is disabled, all repeated rows have the same formatting.

NOTE

Once you have enabled the Even/Odd

option and set alternate formatting, disabling the

option removes the alternate row and only leaves the original row's content and formatting.
If overflowing is defined and a table contains a header and footer, they are not present on each
overflow page. The header only displays on the first page at the beginning of the table, and the
footer on the last page at the end of the table, after all rows with repeated content have been added.
Therefore, if a table overflows to more than two pages (a page overflows to itself), the middle
overflow pages display neither the header nor the footer.

Mail Merge Tab
In the Mail Merge

tab, you can easily create high volumes of documents based on a PDF template and fill them with

record-specific data. Unlike a custom layout, which fully customizes document formatting and content (including
document length using overflow), mail merge is designed for documents of identical layout which only require inserting
a limited amount of variable data for each record.
Typically, you can use mail merge to create personalized promotional materials, letters, or notices, which require inserting
customer-specific information (e.g., postal address, salutation, or purchased service scheme).
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To create an input template using mail merge, click on the Add New

icon and select Mail Merge.

To fill document content with record-specific values, use an XML, CSV or line data sample file uploaded in the Input
tab. If necessary, you can modify input data by scripting in the Data Modification

tab, or calculate new data fields.

For the rest of the configuration, refer to the Layout Preferences Section and Variable Mapping Section.
● How it Works
● Layout Preferences Section
● Data Input Section
● Variable Mapping Section

How it Works
1. You can create a PDF template file in a common third-party business application (e.g. Microsoft

©

Office).

To be able to fill the PDF template with variable data using mail merge, you need to plan their location in the
PDF document layout when you create it in the third-party application.
To do so, indicate the location of the variable input using double angle brackets: <<dataField>>. The name can
include spaces.
At this moment, the name of the variable input does not have to be the same as the name of the data field in
the respective input data file. The mapping of variable input to data fields is defined in the following step, after
you upload the sample PDF file to OMS-500.
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2. After you have prepared the sample PDF file, launch OMS-500, navigate to Input Templates | Create New | Mail
Merge | Layout Preferences and upload the file in the Layout file combo box.
3. Define the array by which records are repeated in Data Input | Data.
For each record returned by this array, a new document is created.
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4. Map the variable input in double angle brackets (<<>>) with the data fields available in the sample input data
file, uploaded in Input | General Preferences | Sample data.

a) To display the PDF files with the variable input in double angle brackets (<<>>), click on the Preview Template
icon in upper-left corner of the application window.
b) Define the array under which the data fields that you need to use are nested in the Data context drop-down
menu in the Variable Mapping section.
c) Map the values found in the sample PDF layout file in the double angle brackets (<<>>) with data fields
available in the data file in the Mapping section.
This ensures that correct data fields are inserted even if the data field names differ from the layout values in
the double angle brackets (<<>>).
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5. Check whether the layout returns the correct data and click on the Preview

icon to run a preview.
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This fills the data in the angle brackets with values found for the respective record in the input data file.

Layout Preferences Section
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Options Description
Layout name
Description
Layout file

Enters the name of the layout.
Enters any text (e.g. a text specifying the use of the layout).

Uploads a PDF file that represents the layout which should be repeated for each record.

You can only upload PDF files.
The layout file size is limited to 50 MB.

Data Input Section
For one input template, you can define multiple layouts and assign them to individual records based on user-defined
conditions. Each input template can only contain layouts of the same type: either custom layouts, or mail merge layouts.
For more information and option descriptions, refer to Data Input Section.

Variable Mapping Section
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Options Description
Data context

TIP

Defines the array under which the data fields to be inserted into the layout are nested.

To be able to use data fields nested above the array selected in the Data context drop-down menu,

you can create a calculated field.

Mapping Maps the variable input, which is indicated in the sample PDF layout in the double angle brackets (<<>>) to
data fields available in the sample data, uploaded in the

Input tab.

Layout value Indicates the name of the variable input in double angle brackets (<<>>).
Data variable Maps the layout value to the value present in the sample data file, or extracted from a line data file.
If no data variable is mapped to a layout value which is present in the sample document, or no value is found
for a current record, no value is added in the resulting document.

NOTE Variables inserted in the document use the same font as applied to the layout value indicated
in the double angle brackets (<<>>). To ensure that the variables are completely rendered in the same
font, upload a sample file where the desired font is embedded.

6.3
6.3.1

Document Profiles
Document Profile Overview

Document profiles read data from input files and, based on the data found, split the input files into documents and/or
enrich the documents' content. This includes adding/replacing/hiding parts of a document's text or overlays, positioning
optical marks on a page, and so on (see Enhancements). Document profiles produce documents that are ready to be
consolidated into communication pieces by a communication profile (see also Process Overview).
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6.3.1.1

Document Profile Menu

Options Description

Filter Filters document profiles according to selected tag(s) or other criteria (e.g. a name). To select a tag, click
on the Add

icon.

Edit Edits a document profile's settings.
Delete Object Deletes a document profile from the application.
Export Exports a document profile so that it can be reused in another OMS-500 installation or as backup (see
also Export).
Copy and Edit
Copy and Edit

Creates a copy of a document profile. The copy has exactly the same settings but its name

is appended with - Copy to make it unique.
Create and Edit Linked Copy

Creates a linked copy of a document profile. The copy has exactly the same

settings and is linked to the original document profile.
Quality Tools See also Quality Tools.
View Dependencies Shows dependencies of a document profile. This option displays a window showing all
items in which the selected document profile is used.
Add New Adds a new document profile to the list.

Create and Edit Linked Copy
You can create a copy of a document profile that is linked to the original document profile. The copy has the same
settings as the original document profile.
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The name of the linked copy is inherited from the original document profile and is appended with an underscore. The
name of the original document profile appears below the Name text box. If you change the name of the original document
profile, this change is reflected in here.
The linked copy shares the sample file and input condition from the original document profile. This means that they
cannot be edited in the linked copy. The input condition is not visible in the linked copy. If the input condition in the
original document profile changes, it also changes in the linked copy.
Zones are also inherited from the original document profile. Zones created in the linked copy are independent.

Quality Tools
Quality Tools allow you to upload an input file and visualize all existing document and communication profiles' input
conditions directly on that file. This helps you find out whether an input file already matches an existing document or
communication profile or whether you need to create a new one. Additionally, it helps you troubleshoot during production.
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For example, if an input file upload fails due to an unrecognized document profile, you can upload the file via Quality
Tools to see whether the uploaded file's text fits into the desired zones.
The Quality Tools window is structured as follows:

1. Document navigation toolbar – See the description in the Document Profile Window.
2. Document display toolbar – See the description in the Document Profile Window.
3. Document preview window-pane – Displays the sample document and visualizes input conditions directly on
the document.
4. Quality Tools window-pane – Displays the document profile settings, which are described in detail in the following
tabs:
● General Preferences
● Document Profiles Matched
● Communication Profiles Matched
● Document / Page Data
● Document Attributes
● Document Overlays
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General Preferences Section

Options Description
Sample file Uploads an input file to be displayed in the left window-pane.
The maximum sample file size is 50 MB.
Input channel Selects from among available input channels (e.g. input folders or input print streams). Select the input
channel from where you plan to upload the input file to OMS-500.
Use inactive document profiles

If checked, an input file is compared with both active and inactive document profiles'

input conditions. If unchecked, an input file is only compared with active document profiles' input conditions.

Document Profiles Matched Section

Options Description
Profile

Displays the document profile that matches the uploaded input file.

Input condition Displays the input condition defined for the matching document profile.
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Communication Profiles Matched Section

Options Description
Profile

Displays the communication profile or profiles that match the uploaded input file.

Input condition Displays the input condition defined for the matching communication profile.

Document / Page Data Section

Options Description
Document Profile Displays the document profile that matches the uploaded input file.
Communication Profiles
Page in Document

Displays the communication profile or profiles that match the uploaded input file.

Displays the number of the page within a document which is currently being viewed in the left

window-pane.
Other entries are custom-defined attributes which depend on individual document profile configurations.
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Document Attributes Section

Document Attributes display attribute values read from the document that is currently being displayed.
See also the Document Attributes section described in Data.

Document Overlays Section
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Document Overlays list overlays that are placed onto a document page that is currently being viewed, based on the
respective document profile settings (see also Document Enhancements | Overlays).

6.3.1.2

Document Profile Window

The document profile window is structured as follows:

1. Document navigation toolbar – Navigates through a sample file.
Option Description
Document/Page Browse Indicates the number of documents / pages identified in an input file and enables
a user to browse through them.
2. Document display toolbar – Adjusts the sample file preview to visualize any enhancements you made to the
document.
Options Description
Thumbnails Displays how the input file was split into documents.
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A differently formatted sheet corner icon identifies pages rendered on the following sheets:
●

Backside Overlay – A simplex sheet that applies a backside overlay (thumbnails do not display
the backside with the overlay)

●

Duplex Front – The front page of a duplex sheet

●

Duplex Back – The back page of a duplex sheet

Drag and Drop Moves a displayed page within the document preview window-pane. If unchecked, moving
a mouse pointer in the document preview window pane draws zones in the document.
Zoom Out Zooms out from the sample file.
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Zoom In Zooms in on the sample file.

TIP

To define zones, zoom in to one hundred per cent or higher. If a zone touches some text at

its border, the text may be read even if this action is unwanted.

Fit Width Fits the page width to the size of the preview area.
Actual Size Displays the actual page size.
Fit Page Fits the whole page to the size of the preview area.
Show Zones Shows all zones (including dynamic ones) defined in a document profile. Displays all zones
as captured by the user (i.e. without enhancements).
Show Enhancements Shows all document enhancements applied in the Document Enhancement

tab

(overlays, page scaling, optical marks), including all zones which apply these enhancements (e.g.
hidden/moved zones).
Show Text Shows the document's text, excluding the text which is part of images/overlays. This helps
you identify which text can be used for attribute extraction, because the text which is part of
images/overlays is also treated as an image and cannot be read and extracted.
Show Overlays Shows the document's overlays, including both the images/overlays applied in the
Document Enhancement

tab and the overlays which are part of the original file submitted to OMS-500

for processing. This includes text which is part of overlays.
3. Document preview window-pane – Displays the sample document and your enhancements and changes as you
make them.
To define document enhancements and other configurations, you can use zones, which are locations on a
document page from where you can read data.
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To capture a zone, draw a rectangle on a page using the mouse pointer. Right-click on a zone to display the
context menu:

Options Description
Delete Deletes the zone. This opens a confirmation dialog listing all objects referenced by the zone that
is being deleted (e.g. dynamic zones, scaling/moving content, etc.).
You can also delete a zone by clicking on the Delete Zone

icon or pressing the <Delete> key.

NOTE After the zone is deleted, it is automatically unlinked from the existing references, which
may require their reconfiguration.
This excludes references in business rules (e.g. input condition, sheet/overlay rules), where a zone
can only be deleted after it has been removed from a respective business rule.

Dynamic Zone See also Dynamic Zone.
Scale/Move Content See also Scale/Move Content.
Hide Content See also Hide Content.
Assign Attribute See also Attributes.
Additional Text See also Additional Text.
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Go to Settings Redirects you to the existing settings of a zone, so that you can easily edit them in the
respective section of the document profile.
4. Document profile settings window-pane – Displays the document profile settings, which are described in detail
in the following tabs:

6.3.2

●

General

●

Attribute Mapping

●

Document Enhancement

●

Plug-ins

●

Document Properties

General

In the General

tab in the document profile's right window-pane, you can specify the following settings:

● General Preferences
● Input condition
● Document boundaries
● Sheets
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General Preferences Section

Options Description
Name

Enter a document profile's name.

Description

Enter any text that helps the user identify the document profile from others.

Tags Allows you to tag a document profile.
Sample file

Upload a sample file which then displays in the document preview area.

To upload a file, click on the Select File

icon and select a file from the file system, or drag and drop a file.

The sample file can have the following formats: PDF, PCL, TNO, PS.
To process files coming from input templates, use the file generated as the input template preview (see also Use
Preview).
The maximum sample file size is 50 MB.
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TIP

Make sure that the sample document layout reflects a typical document that you process. For example,

to create a document profile for an invoice, use an invoice which was produced in a third-party application
using a company document template. The layout and position of individual items is important for exact data
capturing (see also Attributes).
Select a small file to avoid a long preview load time.

Active

Activates the document profile so that it can process input files which match the input condition.

If this option is unchecked, the document profile cannot process any input files, even if they match the input
condition. In such cases, matching input files display as Failed in Control Center | Production Control | Input.
By default, this option is unchecked.

NOTE If the document profile is not active, you can save it without an input condition. When you activate
the document profile, you have to set the input condition, otherwise it cannot be saved.

Input Condition Section

A document profile input condition defines which input files can be processed by a given document profile. This allows
you to automatically recognize files on input and forward them for processing by a suitable business scenario. The
criteria which you can apply include a particular piece of text found in an input file, the input channel from where it is
forwarded, the file name, and so on. After you upload a file for processing, it is automatically compared with every
active document profile's input condition until a corresponding document profile is found. The file is then split and
enhanced according to the given document profile settings. If no document profile is found, the input file upload fails,
see also Production Control | Documents. The input condition is only mandatory if a document profile is active.
By default, document profiles read the first page of the input file for the input condition, which means that the whole
input file can only match one document profile. To recognize more document profiles within a single input file, you have
to enable the Mixed input files option.
Options Description
Allow mixed input files Accepts and processes input files where each individual document might belong to a different
document profile (e.g. one input file contains invoices and postal orders). If this option is checked, the document
profile reads every page of the input file and compares it with all active input conditions. If an input file page matches
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a document profile input condition, the respective document profile is assigned to all subsequent pages that do
not match any other document profile input condition. The document profile then processes the respective part
of the input file as defined by the document profile settings (e.g. splitting into individual documents, rescaling, etc.).
By default this option is unchecked, which means that the whole input file can only match one document profile.

EXAMPLE

Imagine that an input file contains two types of document, invoices and postal orders. You can

automatically split the input file so that invoices and postal orders are each processed by a corresponding
document profile.
To process input files containing mixed document profiles:
1. Create a document profile for each document type, i.e. 'Invoice' and 'Postal Order' document profiles
in Configuration | Document Profiles.
2. Check the Mixed input files option in General | Input Condition in both document profiles.
3. Go to the input channel(s) via which you will upload the input files and check the Allow files containing
mixed document profiles option.

Input condition Enter a user-defined business rule in the rule editor using the available options. The input condition
is an evaluation type business rule. For a complete overview of the business rule options, refer to Document Profile
Input Condition.
Clear

Deletes the entered business rule.

Validate Checks whether the business rule syntax is valid. This only checks the business rule structure, not the
applicability or usefulness of the rule to the given business scenario.
To save an active document profile, you can only enter a valid business rule.

NOTE An input condition must be unique so that each page of an input file can only match one document
profile.
The input condition for mixed input files has to contain a zone (see also Zone).

Boundary Recognition Section
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Boundary recognition defines where individual documents within the input file start and end. Input files are then split
according to the boundaries to create documents for individual customers. This enables you to process automatically
high-volume files with variable numbers of pages in each document.
By default, the identification of the document boundaries is unchecked, which means that the whole input file is treated
as one document.
Option Description
Identify document boundaries

Define document boundaries using a business rule. Click into the rule editor area and

enter a business rule. For a complete overview of the business rule options, refer to Document Boundaries.
After you disable a rule by unchecking this option, the rule is still available for editing until the document profile is
saved. Saving a document profile with a disabled rule deletes the rule.
See also Execution Type Business Rule Example of Use.
Clear

Deletes the entered business rule.

Validate Checks whether the business rule syntax is valid. This only checks the business rule structure, not the
applicability or usefulness of the rule to the given business scenario.
To save an active document profile, you can only enter a valid business rule.

TIP

Click on the REFRESH button and check how the document was split by clicking on the

Thumbnails

icon in the document display toolbar.

Sheets Section
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Sheets define the media on which individual pages of the output document are rendered. Only the sheets defined in
Media are available.
Options Description
Use selection by rule

Renders a page on a given sheet if the page fulfills a user-defined condition. The sheet selection

business rule is an evaluation type business rule.
Click into the rule editor area and enter a business rule. For a complete overview of the options available for creating
this business rule, refer to Sheet Selection.
By default, this option is unchecked.

EXAMPLE
A document contains a page with a chart which requires the landscape sheet orientation, and this page is
neither the first nor the last one of the document. You can assign a landscape-oriented sheet to a page with
the chart using the following rule:
1. Navigate to the page with the chart and draw a zone around the chart title.
2. Switch on the Use selection by rule option.
3. In the rule editor area, enter a rule where the condition is based on the content of the zone.

Target Page

Places a selected page on a given sheet. This option is available if the Use selection by rule option is

unchecked.
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The following target pages are available:
Single

Applies to documents consisting of one page.

Selecting a double-sided sheet adds an empty page after the page on which the document is printed. The total
number of pages then results in two.
First

Applies to the very first sheet of a multi-sheet document.

Middle
Last

6.3.3

Applies to any sheet of a multi-sheet document which is neither the first nor the last sheet.

Applies to the very last sheet in a multi-sheet document.

Attribute Mapping

In the Attribute Mapping

tab in the document profile's right window-pane, you can specify the following settings:

● Attributes
● Languages
● Dynamic Zones

Attributes Section
Attributes capture data from documents, which allows you to use document-specific data for processing (see also
Attributes).
In the Attributes section, you can capture data by:
● Mapping individual attributes to zones defined in a sample file.
When the zone content is read, the captured values are saved as a document's attributes.
If a zone's position varies depending on a document, use a dynamic zone.
● Using a business rule.
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Doing so, you can modify the values that were read from documents (e.g. capture part of the data using regular
expressions, perform calculations, etc.).
● Defining a value using a script.

Options Description
Select attributes for mapping

Identifies the attributes that you want to use in the respective document profile. You

can select from the user-defined attributes available in Resources.
Name
Type

Displays an attribute's name.
Displays the data type of the value, which determines how the captured value is parsed and used in business

rules (e.g., as a number, see also the Type option in Attributes).
Details Displays an attribute's options.
Zone

Sets how the attribute value is captured.

The following options are available:
Zone
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Captures all recognized characters and numbers that were read from a given zone and saves them as an
attribute value.
Zone

Identifies a zone that captures the required data. To define a zone, draw a rectangle around the required

value on the sample file in the left window-pane using the mouse pointer.
Read from

Selects the page of a document from where the attribute value is read.

The available options are: First page, Last page.
Define attribute value by a script

Defines an attribute value using scripting.

You can only script a value if the attribute type is set to Zone. However, to script an attribute value, you
can leave the Zone combo box empty.
The scripting language is JavaScript. In addition to standard JavaScript options, you can use the following
options:
●
getAttributeValue('name-of-another-attribute')

This function reads an attribute value coming from another attribute. This includes other attributes
selected for a given document profile (including external attributes).
See the example How to Use Another Attribute's Value.
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NOTE

If a script references an attribute value which has already been modified by another

script, this function returns the original value of that attribute.

●
originalValue

This variable returns the original value of the attribute being modified by a script.
It is equivalent to the following function:

getAttributeValue('name-of-this-attribute')

For more information concerning scripting, please refer to Scripting Specifics in OMS-500.

TIP

To validate the script syntax, click on the REFRESH button. The tooltip helps you find formal

syntax issues in the script.
To ensure that the entered script can set the attribute to a desired value, use a sample file that
contains a document or documents that fulfil the conditions defined in the script. While refreshing
the preview, the script is validated against the uploaded sample file.
To verify the attribute values returned by the script, navigate to the document that fulfils the condition
defined in the script and go to the Document Attributes section of the

EXAMPLE

Data tab.

How to Use Another Attribute's Value

Imagine that you want to create a reminder policy for the customers who have not settled invoices
in time and the amount due is lower than 2,000 GBP. To easily set dates when to send email reminders
with a respective invoice attached, you can create attributes that increment a certain number of
days to the due date.
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This example shows you how to create an attribute that increments 10 days to the due date. In
addition, this attribute only has a value if the balance due is lower than 2,000 GBP.
1. In Document Profiles | Document Data, create and select the following attributes for mapping
(the data type is in brackets):
● 'Due Date' (Date/Time)
● 'Balance Due' (Number/Currency)
● 'Reminder 10d' (Date/Time)
2. In the 'Reminder 10d' attribute, check the Define attribute value by a script option and enter
a script in the scripting editor area.
If the 'Balance Due' attribute has a value lower than 2,000, set the value of the 'Reminder
10d' attribute to the value of the 'Due Date' attribute and increment it by 10 (days).
To do so, use the following script:
var balanceDue = getAttributeValue('Balance Due');
if (balanceDue < 2000) {var dueDate = getAttributeValue('Due Date');
return new Date(dueDate.setDate(dueDate.getDate() + 10));}
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3. Check whether an attribute has been read in the Document Attributes section of the

Data

tab.

EXAMPLE

Place a Current Date on Documents

You can place a system date (i.e. the current date) on your documents to indicate when a document
was created.
1. Create a Date/Time custom-defined attribute and set the formatting of the attribute to the
desired format in Resources | Attributes | Format pattern.
2. Select the created attribute for mapping in Attribute Mapping | Select attributes for mapping.
3. Script the value of the attribute so that it returns the current date when the document is
created.
Check the Define attribute value by script option and enter the following script:
return new Date ()

4. Place the attribute in the document in Document Enhancements | Additional Text.

Rule
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Modifies the value captured from a zone or input file name according to user-defined criteria. The modified
value is then used as an attribute.
Click into the rule editor area and enter a business rule. An attribute rule is an execution-type business rule. For
the options available for creating this rule, refer to Business Rules Overview.
Using a business rule to map attributes to documents allows you to:
● Map an attribute to a specific part of the zone content (selected numbers or characters only, see e.g.
Substring, Regex). This also makes it possible to use a single zone to define multiple attributes, especially
in the case that a certain item contains several pieces of information.
For example, a reference number can also contain a customer country code, and drawing multiple zones
close to each other may be inconvenient.
● Define a fixed value for an attribute under a specific condition (see e.g. Use a number in a condition).
● Parse the attributes with the attribute type Date/Time into a customized format (see e.g. Parse Date).
● Define multiple conditions and values for a single attribute depending on a zone, input file name or their
parts (see e.g. Split).

NOTE You can only edit and switch between the Zone and Rule settings until you save a document
profile. If a rule has been defined for an attribute but the attribute is set to Zone when the document
profile is saved, the attribute is saved as a Zone and the rule is no longer available.

Language Section
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In the Language section, you can recognize the language of the processed documents so that an appropriate language
version of enclosures or overlays can be automatically added.
By default the identification of the language is unchecked, which means that the language used is the default language.
Option Description
Identify language Identifies the language of a document using a business rule.
Click into the rule editor area and enter a business rule. For a complete overview of the business rule options, refer
to Document Profile Input Condition.
Clear Deletes the entered business rule.
Validate Checks whether the business rule syntax is valid. This only checks the business rule structure, not the
applicability or usefulness of the rule to the given business scenario.

TIP

If the rule editor does not offer any languages, you have to define them in System Settings | Languages.

Dynamic Zones Section
A dynamic zone extracts a desired value from a zone whose position does not have to be the same in all documents.
This enables you to extract and process data which are located in different positions than in the sample file, e.g. the
total amount due, whose position cannot be predicted as it depends on the number of items charged.
The position of a dynamic zone is relative to the position of some text. The text (usually the title of the item) is searched
for and if found, the dynamic zone is located within a given distance from this text. You can handle a dynamic zone the
same way as any other zone, i.e. use the zone in document profile business rules, assign an attribute, etc.
To make a zone dynamic, right-click on the zone and select Dynamic zone.
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Options Description
Dynamic Zone
Text to search

Types a word which relates to and always accompanies the value you want to extract. Typically,

it is the name of the item located in the same line or row as the value you want to extract, e.g. Total if you want
to extract the total amount.
Search direction
Backward
Forward

Defines the direction in which the document should be searched:

Searches a document or a page from the end to the beginning.
Searches a document or a page from the beginning to the end.
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Search scope

Selects the area within the input file where the text is searched:

● Full page – The text is searched within the whole page.
● <zone number> – The text is searched within selected the zone.
When you select a zone and click on the REFRESH button, the search zone is highlighted.

NOTE

Target Page

Dynamic zones cannot be selected as a search scope.

Defines which pages within a document (as split by Document Boundaries) are used for the search

(see also the Scale/Move Content section).
Vertical relative position Indicates the distance between the dynamic zone's lower-left corner and the first character
of the value found as Text to search with respect to the vertical axis.
Horizontal relative position Indicates the distance between the dynamic zone's lower-left corner and the first character
of the value found as Text to search with respect to the horizontal axis.
Width

Indicates the dynamic zone's width.

Height Indicates the dynamic zone's height.
Search

Finds the first letter or number of the value entered in the Text to search edit box on the sample file. Marks

the beginning of the value found with a little flag.
Add text Enters additional text to the dynamic zone. This option is available if you right-click on the dynamic zone
and select the Add text option.
Undo dynamic zone Changes a dynamic zone to a zone with a fixed position. This option is available after you right-click
on a dynamic zone and select Undo dynamic zone.
Alternatively, you can click on the Delete

icon in the upper-right corner of the respective dynamic zone section

in the right-window pane.
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EXAMPLE

How to Use a Dynamic zone

The number of purchased items on invoices varies with each customer and the position of the total amount
differs with the number of rows in each invoice. Therefore, to extract an attribute called 'Balance due', you need
to use a dynamic zone: it can search the total amount value on the basis of the row title 'Balance due'.
1. Split the input file into documents by defining a Document Boundaries rule in the General
2. Go to the Attribute Mapping

tab.

tab and draw a zone around the total amount which a customer should

pay.

3. Right-click on the zone and select Dynamic zone. In the upper-left corner of the zone, a zone number
appears.
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4. Enter 'Balance due' in the Text to search edit box and edit the rest of the options in the Dynamic Zones
section.

5. Click on the Test search button. When the first character of the text is found, a green line connects the
flag to the dynamic zone.
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6. Browse through the documents to see whether the position of the zone changes accordingly using the
Document combo box in the Document Navigation horizontal menu.

NOTE

You cannot scale/move or hide a dynamic zone. If you apply one of these options on a dynamic zone,

it automatically changes to a zone with a fixed position.

6.3.4

Enhancements

In the Enhancements

tab in the document profile's right window-pane, you can specify the following settings:

● Overlays
● Additional Texts
● Hide/Move Content
● Scale/Move Pages
● Optical Mark
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Overlays Section

In the Overlays section you can apply selected overlays or images in the documents processed.
Options Description

Select overlays Adds an overlay to a document layout.
You can select overlays from the list of their thumbnails. To search among the overlays, use tags or other criteria
(e.g. type a name in the Filter

edit box).
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If no overlay has been defined, click on the

First layer / Then

MANAGE OVERLAYS link.

Defines the order in which individual overlays and the document layer are placed over each other

in a document. This enables you to place multiple overlays over each other or place overlays behind the document's
content as a background.
[DOCUMENT LAYER]

The document's content including both text and overlays (if they are part of the original

document).
Up /

Target Page

Down Changes the overlay order.

Selects the target page or pages of a document where a given overlay or image should display.
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The following options are available: First, Middle, Last.
By default, no target page is selected, which means that no overlay is applied.
Use selection by rule Uses an evaluation type business rule to define a condition under which an overlay is applied
to selected target pages of a document.
To display the rule editor and enter a rule, click on the Details

icon.

By default, this option is unchecked.
Top

Defines the position of an overlay (its upper edge) from the upper edge of a page.
The default value is 7 mm.

Left

Defines the position of an overlay (its left edge) from the left edge of a page.

The default value is 7 mm.
Scale

Changes the scale of an overlay.

The default value is 100%.

Additional Texts Section
In the Additional Text section you can add a user-defined text to a document, which enables you to modify the content
of input files without changing the source text (e.g. to add short-term notices or advertising slogans). The position of
the added text depends on the zone and selected page(s) of a document. One zone can have several added texts
defined, e.g. variable added texts depending on the document's language. You can add text to a hidden zone (the
added text displays on output) or to the original (grayed out) position of a moved zone. Click on the REFRESH button
to display the changes.
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Options Description
Zone

Selects the zone which displays the added text.

Text to be added

Enters the text to be added to the document.

You can also add a variable by clicking on the Add Variable

icon.
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You can insert either Custom-defined Attributes or Page-number Tags.
Page-number tags are:
● Page number – Inserts the number of the current page.
● Total pages – Inserts the total number of pages of a document.
Suppress empty lines

See also Suppress empty lines in Address Carrier.

Target page Defines pages of a document which display the added text. You can select multiple pages.
By default, no page is selected, which means that no text is added.
Use selection by rule Defines a condition under which a text is added to selected target pages of a document. Check
this option to display the rule editor and enter a evaluation type business rule rule.
If the condition is not met, no text is added.
By default, this option is unchecked.
Text size

Selects the size of the text.

Orientation

Rotates the text zone by 0, 90, 180 or 270 degrees.

Horizontal alignment

Aligns the text horizontally with respect to the zone: Left, Right, Center.

Vertical alignment Aligns the text vertically with respect to the zone: Top, Bottom, Middle.
Language

Selects from among the languages defined in System Settings | Languages.

Font type

Selects the font from among the fonts installed in System Settings | Fonts.

If no fonts are installed, a default font is available.
Font color

Selects the color of the font.

Delete Deletes the added text.

Barcodes
You can enhance a document with a barcode which encodes user-defined information into a machine-readable barcode.
Typically, you can encode payment information into transactional documents, product/item identification, etc.
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Options Description
Target page

Defines the pages of a document which display a barcode. You can select multiple pages.

By default, the page of a document where you place a zone with a barcode is selected.
Use selection by rule Defines a condition under which a barcode is added to selected target pages of a document.
Check this option to display the rule editor and enter a evaluation type business rule.
If the condition is not met, no barcode is added on the target page.
By default, this option is unchecked.
Barcode type Defines the type of the barcode.
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Each barcode type has its own barcode definition.
The supported barcode types are: Code 128, Code 39, EAN 128, EAN 13, EAN 8 and QR Code.
Text to be added

Enters the text to be encoded in the barcode.

You can either type fixed text, or click on the Add Variable

icon to add a custom-defined attribute.

Vertical alignment Defines the vertical alignment of a barcode with respect to a zone (Center, Top, Bottom).
Horizontal alignment Defines the horizontal alignment of a barcode with respect to a zone (Let, Center, Right).
Barcode orientation Rotates a barcode in a zone by 90, 180 and 270°.
Position
Top/Left

Defines a position of the zone where to place a barcode with respect to the upper-left corner of a sheet.

NOTE If a barcode is part of multi-layer content (e.g. if an overlay is applied to the same position on
a sheet), the barcode is always placed above any other content (the document layer or overlays). This
improves the readability of the barcode.
Avoid placing a barcode in the same position as an inserter optical mark. Production places the inserter
optical mark above the layer of the barcode.

Barcode definition The definition of each barcode type is subject to a standard which defines the number of digits
to encode in the barcode, their allowed type (alphanumeric, special function characters, etc.), and more.

TIP

For detailed information about individual barcode types, refer to the respective barcode standard. For

example, for the EAN 13/EAN 8 and Code 39 standard, you can refer to http://www.barcodeisland.com

.

The barcode definition settings depend on the selected barcode type:
● Code 128
● Code 39
● EAN 128
● EAN 13 / EAN 8
● QR code
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Code 128

Module width

Width of the narrowest barcode element (either bar or space).

The minimum (and default) width is 0.19 mm.
Height

Height of the barcode.

The default value is 10 mm. The minimum height is 6.35 mm, or 15% of a barcode's length, whichever is greater.
Using subsets

ASCII character subsets to use in a barcode.

● A – Emphasizes a full set of special characters, but excludes lower case letters.
● B – Includes upper and lower case letters, numbers, and some special characters.
● C – Consists of 100 two-digit pairs - 00 to 99.
The total of the two digits, when added, must be an even number.
Each character is encoded according to those subsets which are determined by:
● Start character
● Shift character
● A functional character (ASCII subset selection character)
You can insert an ASCII subset selection character into text to change a subset.
For example, if the data begins with a Start character from subset A, the following characters will be
coded as subset A.
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The subset starts with the character that follows that selection character:
○ ASCII 242 – Switches to subset A
○ ASCII 243 – Switches to subset B.
○ ASCII 244 – Switches to subset C.
○ ASCII 245 – Switches between subset A and B for the one single character that follows it.
I.e. it detects whether a subset A or B is currently used and switches to the other.
To select from multiple subsets, select one of the following options: ABC, AC, BC, or AB.

NOTE Subset selection should support the characters you need to encode into a selected barcode,
and eventually also the decoder capabilities.

Prefer C subset
Quiet zone ratio

Switches to the C subset when two-digit pairs make up the rest of the value.
Defines the size of a quite zone around the barcode where no other content is placed. This

increases barcode readability.
The entered number is a multiple of the module width.
The default ratio is 10. This means that the quiet zone next to each side of the barcode is 10 times wider than
the module width.
Don't add start, stop, check digits

Checking this option excludes the start, stop, and check digit form a barcode.

This shortens the barcode.
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Code 39

Module width

Width of the narrowest barcode element (either bar or space).

The minimum (and default) width is 0.19 mm.
Height

Height of the barcode.

The default value is 10 mm.
Use control check digit
Quiet zone ratio

Adds a check sum to the barcode.

Defines the size of a quite zone around the barcode where no other content is placed. This

increases barcode readability.
The entered number is a multiple of the module width.
The default ratio is 10. This means that the quiet zone next to each side of the barcode is 10 times wider than
the module width.
Ratio

The width of wide bars in comparison to the module width.

The default ratio is 3.
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EAN 128

Module width

Width of the narrowest barcode element (either bar or space).

The minimum (and default) width is 0.26 mm.
Height

Height of the barcode.

The default value is 10 mm.
Validate string
Use check digit

Checking this option validates the entered string before it is encoded in a barcode.
Checking this option adds a check sum to the barcode.

Unchecking this option excludes a check sum from a barcode.
● Modulo 10 – Positions the check sum as the last digit of the data.
This is part of the human-readable presentation of data.
● Modulo 103 – Positions the check sum as the last digit of the data.
This is not part of the human-readable presentation of data.
Using subsets

See also Using subsets in the Code 128 section.
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EAN 13 / EAN 8

Module width

Width of the narrowest barcode element (either bar or space).

The default width is 0.33 mm.
Write digits Checking this option writes the encoded digits below the barcode.
Each digit has 2 corresponding bars. The Start, Central and Stop characters/bars have no corresponding digits.
QR Code

Module width

Width of a square module.

The default width is 1 mm.
Barcode size

Size of the barcode.

The default option is Auto. This means that the size is based on the number of characters encoded, and that a
barcode is as large as the encoded data requires.
If you define a bigger size than necessary, any extra space (added to enlarge the barcode) is filled with redundant
data. You cannot define a smaller size than the data requires (otherwise a warning is raised).
Error correction level

A level of damage allowed for a barcode to remain readable (a percantage value).
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The higher the percentage of allowed damage, the more redundant information is included in the barcode to
ensure there is enough information preserved for the reading.
● M (recover up to 15% damage) – The barcode remains readable after 15% of the barcode is damaged.
This is the default option.
● L (recover up to 7% damage) – The barcode remains readable after 7% of the barcode is damaged.
● Q (recover up to 25% damage) – The barcode remains readable after 25% of the barcode is damaged.
● H (recover up to 30 % damage) – The barcode remains readable after 30% of the barcode is damaged.

Hide Content Section

In case you do not want certain zones to appear in the documents after the processing, you can hide the content of a
selected zone. In case a zone is hidden, the content of the zone is still available for the processing and the values can
be extracted. However, the content is not displayed on output.
Options Description
Hide zone

Displays the number of a hidden zone.

Target page
First

Defines the document page or pages where a zone should be hidden.

The first page of the document (as identified by the document boundaries).

Middle Any of the pages which occur between the first and the last page (excluding the first and the last page).
Last

The last page of the document (as identified by the document boundaries).

For each zone you can select more than one target pages.
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Use selection by rule

Defines a condition under which text is hidden on selected target pages of a document.

Check this option to display the rule editor and enter a evaluation type business rule.
If the condition is not met, the text displays on a page.
By default, this option is unchecked.
Orientation

Rotates the zone by 0, 90, 180 or 270 degrees.

Delete Displays a hidden zone (shows a zone).
Alternatively, you can display the zone by right-clicking on the hidden zone and selecting the Show Content
icon from the context menu.

EXAMPLE

How to hide content

To hide the content of a zone, follow these steps:
1. Right-click on a zone and select the Hide Content

icon from the context menu.

2. Click on the REFRESH button. The zone is displayed as crosshatched.

3. In the Hide Content section, indicate the Target Page where the zone is hidden within the document.

NOTE

You cannot hide a scaled/moved or dynamic zone. If you select this option on a dynamic zone, it

automatically changes to a zone with a fixed position.

WARNING

Avoid placing any further content over a hidden zone. Once a zone is hidden, the whole zone area

hides any content within the zone. For example, if a part of an overlay is placed above a hidden zone, the
respective part of the overlay is not displayed in the output file.
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Scale/Move Content Section

Scales the content of a zone and/or moves the zone to a new user-defined position. For example, you can move the
address to a different position so that it is visible in the envelope window.
When selected, the original zone is grayed out and an alternative blue frame is created. All changes are applied to the
new zone while the original one stays the same. Click on the REFRESH button to see the changes.
Right-click on the zone and selecting the

Undo Scale/Move Content option to return to the original zone.

Options Description
Scale / Move zone Displays the number of the scaled/moved zone.
Target page Indicates the page(s) where the zone is scaled/moved within the document.
● First – The first page of the document (as identified by the document boundaries).
● Middle – Any of the pages which occur between the first and the last page (not including the first and the
last page).
● Last – The last page of the document (as identified by the document boundaries).
Use selection by rule

Defines a condition under which text is moved/scaled on selected target pages of a document.

Check this option to display the rule editor and enter an evaluation type business rule rule.
If the condition is not met, the content's position and scale remain the same.
By default, this option is unchecked.
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Top

Defines the distance of the zone's upper-left corner with respect to the top sheet edge.

Left

Defines the distance of the zone's upper-left corner with respect to the left sheet edge.

Scale

Indicates the ratio used to scale the content of the zone (both text and images/overlays).

Orientation

Rotates the zone by 0, 90, 180 or 270 degrees.

Delete Restores the original position and size of a zone.

EXAMPLE

How to Move Content

To move the content of a zone, follow these steps:
1. Right-click on a zone and select the Scale/Move Content

icon from the context menu.

The original position of the zone is grayed out and an alternative frame is created.

2. Drag the frame with a mouse pointer and place it in a new position.
3. Click on the REFRESH button.
The zone displays in the new position. The gray area in the position the zone previously occupied is still
visible.

4. For more exact positioning, you can use the Scale/Move Content section in the right window-pane.
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NOTE

You cannot scale/move a hidden or dynamic zone. If you select this option on a dynamic zone, it

automatically changes to a zone with a fixed position.

Scale/Move Pages Section

Manipulates with the file scale and offset to provide space for additional elements such as barcodes or overlays.
Scale

Defines the ratio within which the page is displayed as opposed to its original size.
● Minimum value – 25
● Maximum value – 400
● Default value – 100

Vertical Offset Moves the page along the vertical axis.
● Minimum value – -5000 mm / -196.85 in
● Maximum value – -5000 mm / -196.85 in
● Default value – 0
Horizontal Offset Moves the page along the horizontal axis.
● Minimum value – -5000 mm / -196.85 in
● Maximum value – -5000 mm / -196.85 in
● Default value – 0
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Optical Mark Section

In the Optical Mark section, you can preview an optical mark as defined in the Inserter. This prevents an optical mark
being placed on top of the document's text or beyond the quiet zone and therefore out of the reach of post-printing
scanners.
If an optical mark overlaps some other content, such as text (both the document layer or added text) or an image/overlay,
the optical mark is always placed on the top of all content (i.e. at the topmost layer of a document). This ensures that
the optical mark can be read by post-printing scanners.
If you need to adjust the optical mark position, click on the Manage Inserters

icon and adjust the optical mark's

position in the inserter's settings.
If the AIMS Desktop DS75 to DS90 plug-in is used by a respective inserter, the preview also displays the AIMS desktop
mark (on the first page of a document only).
Option Description
Inserter Selects an inserter from the drop-down menu.
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EXAMPLE
The displayed optical mark hides a part of an overlay with a company logo as well as a part of an address.

To ensure that all text and overlays are visible, you can:
1. Adjust the top alignment of the barcode by going to Hardware | Inserters | Optical Mark Options.
2. Adjust the horizontal offset of the document page to the right by going to Document Profile | Document
Enhancement | Scale/Move Pages.
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The resulting optical mark then displays as follows:

6.3.5

Plug-ins

In the Plug-ins

tab in the document profile's right window-pane, you can specify the following settings:

● Address Block Management
● Attribute Management
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Address Block Management Section

The Address Block Management section allows you to set up a document profile so that it can work in conjunction with
an address cleansing (or address validation) plug-in.
You can deploy the following types of address cleansing plug-in:
● Quadient Address Cleansing plug-in – A plug-in downloaded from the plug-in storage in System Settings |
Plug-ins.
See the options description below.
● A custom plug-in of the address cleansing type – A customer-defined, purpose-made plug-in uploaded from the
file system via System Settings | Plug-ins.
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Deploying this plug-in does not display a user interface in the Plug-ins

tab; it only applies the given plug-in's

settings to a respective document profile.
Options Description
Plug-in

Selects a plug-in from the drop-down menu.

The user interface described below only displays if you select the Quadient Address Cleansing plug-in.
Country identification Defines the recipient country using a business rule. To enter a rule, click into the rule editor
area and enter a business rule.
For a complete overview of the options available for creating this rule, see Country Identification.
The country abbreviations available are:
● UK for the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.
● US for the United States of America.

NOTE Country identification is optional, you can thus save a document profile with an empty rule. However,
you have to enter a valid rule so that a document profile can use address cleansing during production.

Identify address block

Defines the attribute from where the plug-in reads the data (i.e., the recipient postal address).

The attribute has to have the Postal Address attribute type.
Font Defines the font of the address block.
The plug-in returns the cleansed address in its own default font. Therefore, if you want to use the same font which
is used for the whole document, you have to reselect the font in this drop-down menu.
Font size

Defines the font size of the address block.

Do not use the validated address

Does not use the validated addresses in a document, but stores the addresses that

require updating in a selected custom-defined attribute (see also Attribute for result in Plug-ins | Quadient Address
Cleansing).
Set address block background color Returns a cleansed address block on a background filled with a user-defined
color. This allows you to seamlessly fit the address block on color sheets.
By default, this option is unchecked, which means that after cleansing, the address block is returned on a transparent
background.
Background color

Selects one of the colors predefined in the Design Components tab.

CLEANSE ADDRESS Calls the plug-in, which returns the address in the standardized format.
Only perform this step to check that the address cleansing returns the address in the correct format. Once the
Address Block Management plug-in is enabled in a document profile and the appropriate zone and country rule
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are set, the cleansing is done automatically after the input file is assigned to the respective document profile during
processing.
If you click on the Refresh button, the address in the address block is displayed in its original format (however,
refreshing has no impact on the actual address block management).

EXAMPLE

How to Cleanse Addresses

To cleanse recipient addresses in a document, follow these steps:
1. Download and enable the plug-in in System Settings | Plug-ins | Quadient Address Cleansing or upload
a custom plug-in package.
2. Define the address block in a sample file.
a) Go to a Document Profile and draw a zone around the address block.
b) Go to the Attribute Mapping

tab and assign the zone to an attribute with the Postal Address

attribute type (see also Attributes).
3. Right-click on the zone and select the Address Cleansing option from the context menu. Alternatively,
go to Document Profile | Plug-ins.
4. In the Plug-ins

tab, select the plug-in from the Plug-in drop down menu.

5. Select the correct attribute (the one with the Postal Address attribute assigned) in the Identify address
block drop-down menu.
6. Go to Country identification and define the country of the addressee by clicking into the rule editor area
and entering a business rule.
7. Click on the Cleanse Address button and wait until the plug-in returns the address in the standardized
format.
8. Save the document profile, upload an input file and run production.
The produced output files contain addresses in the correct format.
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Attribute Management Section

The Attribute Management Section allows you to set up a document profile so that it can work in conjunction with a
custom plug-in of the address block management type.
Selecting a custom plug-in does not display a user interface in the Plug-ins

tab; it only applies the given plug-in's

settings to a respective document profile.

6.3.6

Data

In the Data

tab in the document profile's right window-pane, you can display the following properties:

● Page Zones
● Page/Sheet Properties
● Document Attributes

Page Zones Section
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This section displays data as they have been read from user-defined zones on the current document page. This allows
you to check whether the zones were drawn correctly (e.g. no overlaps occurred). Data display without any modification;
to display data after modifications (if applied), go to the Document Attributes section.
The left column displays the zone number; the right column displays the value read from the zone.
Option Description
Switch off sorting glyphs Switching off the sorting of glyphs reads the text from a zone as is.
It can also help you if a text displayed in Page Zones differs from what you see in the zones in the document
preview. For example, when characters of individual words, or whole words within a sentence, are misplaced. This
might happen if an input file has already been processed by another application.
By default, this option is unchecked. This means that glyphs are automatically sorted.

Page/Sheet Properties Section

Page/Sheet Properties display the properties of the current document page.
Options Description
Page

Indicates the number of the current page within a document as defined by Boundary Recognition.

Sheet in document

Indicates the number of a sheet within a document.

Sheet type

Indicates on which sheet the current page is rendered.

Sheet side

Indicates the side of the sheet where the current page is rendered (Front or Back) and the sheet options

(Single-sided or Both-sided).

Document Attributes Section
Document Attributes display attribute values read from the document. Unlike Page Zones, the attributes display any
modifications made to a value captured from a document (e.g., if an attribute is modified using a rule, see also the Rule
option in the Attributes section). You can thus check whether the attribute value is modified according to your settings.
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Show unprintable characters Shows special and non-printable characters in document attributes. These characters
are not printed or displayed on sheets, but they might be used in, e.g. an input condition. By default, this option is
unchecked.
Show Hexa code values

Shows hexadecimal code values of the special and non-printable characters. This option is

only displayed if the Show unprintable characters option is checked. By default, this option is unchecked.

6.4

Communication Profiles

6.4.1

Communication Profile

Communication profiles create complete communication pieces (which can be included in one email or envelope for a
particular customer) that can be produced by a production workflow (see also Process Overview). Communication
profiles accept documents, previously processed by document profiles, and consolidate them into deliverable
communication pieces. This includes merging (grouping documents that belong to one customer), sorting (ordering
documents within an envelope or email), adding enclosures or address carriers, and so on.
For example, a communication piece may include an invoice and an overview (which are both addressed to the same
customer) and a promotional leaflet.
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Communication Profile Menu
Options Description

Filter Filters communication profiles according to selected tag(s) or other criteria (e.g. a name). To select a tag,
click on the Add

icon.

Edit Edits a communication profile's settings.
Delete Object Deletes a communication profile from the application.

WARNING

If you delete a communication profile after respective communication pieces have already

been created and are waiting to be released for production (i.e. have the Pending Release status in
Control Center | Communication Pieces), the communication pieces created on the basis of the deleted
profile are deleted. Deleting a communication profile does not affect the communication pieces with the
Released status.

Export Exports a communication profile so that it can be reused in another OMS-500 installation or as backup
(see also Export).
Copy and Edit Creates a copy of a communication profile. The copy has exactly the same settings but its name
is appended with - Copy to make it unique.
Quality Tools See also Quality Tools in document profiles.
View Dependencies Shows dependencies of a communication profile. This option displays a window showing
all items in which the selected communication profile is used.
Add New Adds a new communication profile to the list.
To create a communication profile, click on the Add New

icon in the communication profile's menu and fill in the

following details.
● General Preferences
● Input Condition
● Merging & Sorting
● Delivery
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6.4.1.1

General Preferences Section

Options Description
Name

Enter a communication profile's name.

Description

Enter any text that helps the user identify a communication profile from others.

Tags Allows you to tag a communication profile.
Active

Activates the communication profile so that it can process documents which match the input condition.

If this option is unchecked, the communication profile cannot process any documents, even if they match the input
condition. In such cases, matching communication pieces display as Unassigned in Control Center | Production
Control | Documents.
By default, this option is unchecked.

NOTE If the communication profile is not active, you can save it without an input condition. When you
activate the communication profile, you have to set the input condition, otherwise it cannot be saved.

6.4.1.2

Input Condition Section

A communication profile input condition defines which documents can be processed by a particular communication
profile (see also Process Overview). The criteria which you can apply include specific attribute values found in a document,
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number of sheets in a document, and so on. Every document is compared with every communication profile input
condition. If the input condition is fulfilled, the document will be processed according to the given communication
profile settings (i.e. merged, sorted, etc). If no communication profile is found, the document is forwarded to Documents
| Unassigned.
Option Description
Input condition Enter a user-defined business rule in the rule editor using the available options. The input condition
is an evaluation type business rule. For a complete overview of the business rule options, refer to Business rules
overview.
Cancel Deletes the entered business rule.
Validate Checks whether the business rule syntax is valid. This only checks the business rule structure, not the
applicability or usefulness of the rule to the given business scenario.

TIP Multiple communication profiles can have an identical input condition. For example, a single document
can be processed twice, once forwarded to printers and once to a folder for archiving.

6.4.1.3

Merging and Sorting Section

Merging and Sorting automatically groups multiple documents that belong to one customer into one communication
piece and places them in a user-defined order within that communication piece. This saves time and effort and minimizes
manual handling of documents. For example, one communication piece may consist of an invoice and a personalized
letter addressed to one customer, and a promotional leaflet as an enclosure.
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Options Description
Use Merging & sorting

Activates merging and sorting options.

If merging is not activated, each document which fulfils the input condition creates a single communication piece
(e.g. an envelope with an invoice and an overview for one customer). If you cannot activate this option, go to System
Settings | License and check the enabled license options.
Merging Includes multiple documents into a single communication piece on the basis of an attribute or a combination
of attributes. If the value of the attribute selected is identical for multiple documents (e.g. a customer ID), the
respective documents are grouped in one communication piece.
Add Attribute Selects the attribute or attributes according to which the documents should be merged.

NOTE

In case documents are merged according to multiple attributes, only the documents

where the values of attributes are identical for all selected attributes are merged. The order of
attributes is not taken into account.
If an attribute in a particular document has no value, the document creates a new communication
piece which only contains this document.

Sorting

Sorts individual documents within a communication piece in a desired order.

If sorting is not activated, the documents merged into a communication piece appear in a non-specified order.
Add Attribute Selects the attribute or attributes according to which you want to sort documents. The
attribute order is taken into account; this means that documents are first sorted according to the first
attribute, then if multiple documents with the same attribute value are found, these documents are
sorted according to the next attribute.
You can also sort documents according to the document profile to which individual documents belong
using the Document profile option. This ensures that the documents in a communication piece are in a
purposeful order (e.g. a letter followed by an invoice).
Down /

Up Changes the order of the attributes.

Ascending/Descending

Sorts documents according to the values extracted from the respective attributes

in ascending/descending order.
Sorting depends on the attribute type:
● Text – The attribute whose first letter comes earliest in the alphabet is placed first.
● Number/Currency – The attribute with the lowest value is placed first.
● Date/Time – The attribute whose date comes earliest in chronological order is placed first.
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● Postal Address – See Text.
● Boolean – The attribute which has the value false is placed first (see also Text).

TIP

For the order of system-defined attributes, refer to System-defined Attributes.

NOTE Sorting only concerns the order of documents within a communication piece. For sorting of
individual communication pieces within a production batch, refer to sorting in Production Workflow.

EXAMPLE
A communication piece is merged according to the customer ID. The documents within a communication
piece are sorted at first according to the document profile (e.g. in an envelope each customer finds a
personalized letter followed by an invoice).
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If there are multiple transactional documents for one customer (e.g. an invoice and an overview), they
are sorted in an alphabetical order. If there are multiple invoices in a single envelope, they are sorted
according to the date.

Release
Release condition

Defines a condition or conditions under which an existing communication piece can be

released into production. If released, a communication piece appears in Production Control | Production
with the status displayed as Ready. The release condition is optional. If no release condition is defined, the
communication piece is released immediately into a production batch.
Click into the rule editor area and enter a business rule. For a complete overview of the available creation
options, refer to Release Condition.
Cancel Deletes an entered business rule.
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Validate Checks whether a business rule syntax is valid. This only checks the business rule structure,
not the applicability or usefulness of the rule to the given business scenario.

NOTE

Unless the release condition has been changed, documents can be merged with already

released communication pieces. Therefore, the number of documents within a communication
piece can increase until the production starts (unless the number of documents is limited by the
release condition).

Repeat communication profile match

Forwards communication pieces to other communication profiles for

further processing. In the communication profiles to follow, the original communication pieces can be
merged with other communication pieces that have been processed by different communication profiles,
or with other documents. This allows you to apply multiple merging and sorting criteria within one
communication piece, thus creating complex communication pieces.
As repeated matching takes place before communication pieces are released for production, it saves
processing capacity and optimizes performance (compared with the Moving output files into an input folder
option).
Communication profile matching applies the following principles:
● After a communication piece is created, repeating communication profile match returns it to the
pool of documents and/or communication pieces and the piece is matched against input conditions
of other communication profiles (i.e. is repeatedly matched). If a matching communication profile is
found, the original communication piece can be merged with a communication piece or pieces
created by a different communication profile, or with a newly created document or documents.

NOTE To allow repeated matching, the communication profiles which are designed to accept
communication pieces that have previously been processed by another communication profile,
require the following:
○ To include the Preceding Communication Profile business rule option input condition
(see also the example below).
○ To allow merging and have merging attributes defined.
The attribute value to be taken into account for merging is read from the first document
(i.e. the first one which includes the respective attribute) of the original communication
piece).

● After communication pieces are released for repeated match, they have the Matched repeatedly
status in Production Control | Communication Pieces.
● Repeated matching preserves the documents included in the original communication piece and their
sorting order, as defined by the original communication profile.
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Complete communication pieces or newly added documents can be sorted within the resulting
communication piece according to the respective communication profile sorting settings. The attribute
value to be taken into account for sorting is read from the first document (i.e. the first which includes
the respective attribute) of the original communication piece, or from a document (if a new document
is merged). A newly added document cannot be placed within an already existing communication
piece.
● An original communication piece includes electronic enclosures and physical enclosures defined in
the Delivery section of the preceding communication profiles.
○ If new electronic enclosures are added during the repeated match and the enclosure business
rule option of the new communication profile is set to Per communication piece, the enclosures
are added at the end of the newly created communication piece.
○ If new electronic enclosures are added and the enclosure business rule option is set to Per
document, the enclosures are added at the end of the respective document and all enclosures
that have previously been added to this document.
Other delivery settings (delivery type, envelopes, address carriers) are applied as defined by the last
communication profile that processes the given communication piece (i.e. the one which releases
the communication piece into production).
See also the Matched repeatedly status in Production Control | Communication Pieces.
● If repeated matching only adds electronic and physical enclosures and makes no other changes to
the communication piece (e.g. merging a new document or communication piece), all other settings
of the respective communication profile are ignored (i.e. all except for the electronic and physical
enclosure settings).
This also means the details of the respective communication profile in Production Control |
Communication Pieces indicate that the communication piece has been last processed by the
communication profile that last changed the number of documents.
● A communication piece can be processed by each communication profile only once, which prevents
creating infinite loops and duplicating communication pieces.
If, during production, duplicate processing by a communication profile is found, the communication
piece is forwarded to Unassigned in Production Control | Communication Pieces before the duplicate
repeated match can take place.
This includes reprocessing: once a communication piece has been processed by a communication
profile, it cannot be reprocessed by the same profile, even if its settings have been changed in the
meantime.

EXAMPLE

Repeated Matching of Communication Pieces

Imagine that you want to send to your new customers a welcome kit that would include general
personalized documents and transactional documents for the first month.
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You can send them a single communication piece that includes both types of documents, each
merged in a separate communication piece and sorted using its own criteria:
● Personalized welcome documents (a copy of a contract, a receipt of payment for subscription,
and a welcome letter), sorted according to the document profile.
● Transactional documents (invoices), sorted according to the due date.
To create a welcome kit:
1. Create a communication profile that consolidates personalized documents.
a) In the Merging and Sorting section of the communication profile, activate merging
according to a custom-defined attribute (e.g. Customer ID).
b) Sort documents according to the document profile (e.g. Welcome Letter, Contract, Receipt
of Payment).
c) In the Release section, enable the Repeat communication profile match option.
2. Create a communication profile that consolidates invoices.
a) In the Merging and Sorting section of the communication profile, activate merging
according to a custom-defined attribute (e.g. Customer ID).
b) Sort documents according to a corresponding custom-defined attribute, e.g. Due Date.
c) In the Release section, enable the Repeat communication profile match option.
3. Create a communication profile that merges the communication pieces, processed by the
preceding two communication profiles, into one.
a) Reference the two communication profiles in the input condition using the Previous
Communication Profile business rule option.

b) In the Merging and Sorting section of the communication profile, activate merging
according to a custom-defined attribute (e.g. Customer ID).
c) Sort communication pieces according to a document profile, so that a communication
piece starts with personalized letters and ends with transactional ones.
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Based on step 1b, the first document profile of a communication piece is Welcome Letter.
This document profile will be taken into account during sorting. Transactional documents,
consolidated in the other communication piece, only contain documents of the Invoice
document profile.
d) Configure the rest of the communication profile so that it can be released for production.

4. Upload the input documents.
The documents are first merged and sorted according to the respective communication
profiles, and the communication profile match is repeated.
5. After a second communication profile match, the consolidated communication piece is
released for production.
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Release all at

By activating this option, you can set regular intervals in which all communication pieces with the Pending
status are released, even if the release condition for a particular communication piece has not been fulfilled.
This ensures that recipients can receive and respond to the communications you sent them in time.
Recurrence

Identifies the regular interval in which pending communication pieces are released.

The following intervals are available:
● Daily – Releases pending communication pieces once a day.
● Weekly – Releases pending communication pieces once or several times a week on the day or
days indicated in the menu.
● Monthly – Releases pending communication pieces once a month on the day and week indicated
in the menu.
Start at Enters the time when pending communication pieces are released.
Time zone

Selects the time zone in which pending communication pieces are released according to the

above settings. The default time zone is the one selected in Region.

TIP

You can also release pending communication pieces manually on a one-time basis by hovering

the mouse pointer over a communication profile tile in Control Center | Communication pieces and
clicking on the Release Pending

icon.

Alternatively, you can release selected communication pieces by selecting them and clicking on the
Release Selected Pending icon.

6.4.1.4

Delivery Section

Delivery allows users to apply highly selective criteria for adding desired Media and Resources to selected communication
pieces.
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The available delivery types are:
● Physical
● Electronic

Physical Delivery
Setting the delivery type to Physical forwards communication pieces to a printer or output folder.

Options Description
Priority Determines the order in which individual print batches are sent for production. In case high volumes of files
are waiting for production, the ones with a higher priority are processed first. See also the system-defined attribute
Priority.

Electronic Enclosures Defines which electronic enclosures to add to individual communication pieces and under which
conditions.
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This enables you to add suitable enclosures depending on the customer you want to address.
ADD ELECTRONIC ENCLOSURE Adds an enclosure from the drop-down menu.
FOR ALL / CONDITIONAL

Defines to which communication pieces a given enclosure is added.

● FOR ALL – Adds an enclosure to all communication pieces processed by a given communication profile.
The enclosure is added at the end of all the documents of that communication piece.
● CONDITIONAL – Enters a business rule that sets conditions under which the enclosure is added. This
allows you to select the most convenient enclosure for each customer.
To define a rule, click on the Details

icon. For a complete overview of available creation options, refer

to Business rules overview.
The rule can be evaluated multiple times for one communication piece:
○ When a communication piece is created in Production Control | Communication Pieces.
○ When a communication piece's properties change.
For example, when a new document is merged with a communication piece, which has been waiting
for that document to be released for production (see release condition), or when a repeated match
takes place.
For this purpose, all counters (e.g. Total Documents, Total Sheets) are updated. If a communication
piece has been repeatedly matched and the enclosure rule uses attribute values, the attribute value
to be taken into account comes from the first document (where the attribute is found) of the newly
created communication piece.
Per document

Evaluates the condition for each document within a communication piece. If a document

matches the condition, the enclosure is added at the end of that document.

NOTE

If a communication piece is repeatedly matched, an enclosure is placed at the end

of the respective document and other electronic enclosures that have been added to that
document by a preceding communication profile or profiles.

Per communication piece

Evaluates the condition for the first document of a communication piece. If

the first document matches the condition, the enclosure is added at the end of all documents at the
end of the communication piece.

NOTE

If a communication piece is repeatedly matched, an enclosure is placed at the very

end of the newly created communication piece.

Physical Enclosures

Defines which physical enclosures to add to individual communication pieces and under which

conditions.
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Each physical enclosure can be added to a communication piece only once.
You cannot add a physical enclosure to communication pieces if the delivery type is set to Email.
ADD PHYSICAL ENCLOSURE Adds an enclosure from the drop-down menu.
FOR ALL / CONDITIONAL

Defines to which communication pieces a given enclosure is added.

● FOR ALL – Adds an enclosure to all communication pieces processed by a given communication profile.
● CONDITIONAL – Enters a business rule that sets conditions under which the enclosure is added. This
allows you to select the most convenient enclosure for each customer.
To define a rule, click on the Details

icon. For a complete overview of available creation options, refer

to Business rules overview.

EXAMPLE

Use the following business rule to enclose the 'Terms and Conditions' electronic enclosure

to the communication pieces which include an invoice.

Envelopes

Defines the simple envelopes or smart envelopes where to insert communication pieces, processed by the

respective communication profile.
Add Adds a selected envelope from the drop-down menu.
FOR ALL / CONDITIONAL Defines which communication pieces to insert into a given envelope.
● FOR ALL – Inserts all communication pieces processed by a given communication profile to a given
envelope.
● CONDITIONAL – Enters a business rule that sets a condition or conditions that a communication piece
has to fulfil to be inserted into a given envelope.
To define a rule, click on the Details

icon. For a complete overview of the available creation options,

refer to Business rules overview.

TIP

If your inserter supports multiple envelope selections, you also have to encode the information about

envelope selection in the optical mark / barcode (see the Inserter Settings).
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WARNING

Rules must be set so that each communication piece can be inserted to one envelope only. If

the rules overlap and multiple envelopes are found for a single communication piece, the communication
piece is assigned to the envelope which comes first in the alphabetical order.

Address Carriers

Adds a selected address carrier to selected communication pieces. This is useful e.g. when

communication pieces within a single communication profile are inserted into several envelope types where the
position of the envelope window differs.
Add Adds a selected address carrier to the communication piece.
FOR ALL / CONDITIONAL Defines to which communication pieces an address carrier is added.
● FOR ALL – Inserts the address carrier to all communication pieces processed by a given communication
profile.
● CONDITIONAL – Enters a business rule that sets a condition or conditions under which an address carrier
is added to a communication piece.
To define a rule, click on the Details

icon. For a complete overview of the available creation options,

refer to Business rules overview.

NOTE If a communication profile uses a smart envelope that has an address carrier assigned, the
address carrier defined in the smart envelope's settings is used.
See also Address Carrier Usage.

WARNING

Rules must be set so that only one address carrier can be added to a communication piece.

If the rules overlap and multiple address carriers apply to a single communication piece, the address
carrier which is added to the communication piece is the one whose name comes first alphabetically.
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Electronic Delivery
In this section

How to Deliver Communications
Electronically
How to Configure Electronic
Channels
How to Create Email Message
Content

Setting the delivery type to Electronic sends communication pieces and/or other user-defined messages electronically,
either via an SMTP protocol, or to a third-party provider (e.g. the Neotouch portal).
Electronic delivery requires that you deploy an electronic output plug-in (SMTP, Neotouch or a custom plug-in).
Electronic delivery only allows you to include electronic enclosures in communication pieces.

How to Deliver Communications Electronically
The following example outlines how to deliver communication pieces electronically as attachments to emails:
1. Download and activate the SMTP, Neotouch or custom plug-ins in System Settings | Plug-ins.
2. Define a respective electronic output channel in Output.
3. Go to Communication Profiles | Delivery and set the Delivery Type to Electronic.
4. Check the Define email settings option in the Email section and define the email's recipients and content.
See also How to Create Email Message Content.
5. Go to Production Workflow | Output and select the respective output channel in the Type drop-down menu.
6. Upload input files in an input channel of your choice in Production Control | Input.
7. Schedule production or run production manually in Production Control | Production.
After the production is finished, the communication pieces, created out of the uploaded input files, are sent as
attachments to emails.
8. Check if the emails have been sent in the respective electronic output channel tile in Production Control | Output.
To use different electronic channels (fax, SMS, archive), follow the same principles and check the respective channel
(fax, SMS, archive) in step 4.
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How to Configure Electronic Channels
The following electronic channels are available:
● Email
● Archive
● Postal mail
● SMS
● Fax
● Custom
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Email
The email channel uses an email service (defined by the used plug-in) to send output to recipients as attachments to
email.
Check Define email settings to configure and customize the content of the email message.

Options Description
Define email settings

Defines email settings.

Sender / Recipient Defines the sender / recipient of a communication.
Cc / Bcc

Defines the recipient of a copy / blind copy of a communication.

TIP

You can type text or select from available custom-defined attributes (including external attributes)

by clicking on the Insert Attribute

icon.

To separate individual email addresses, use a semi-colon <;>.

Subject

Defines the email subject.

Body Defines the text of the email message (email body).
See also How to Create an Email Message.
Importance

Marks the email message with the following importance levels: Low, Normal (default), High.
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How to Create an Email Message
You can create email content that contains:
● Personalized message that varies depending on the recipient.
See also How to Personalize Message Content.
● An identical message for all recipients.
To do so, type a message in the email editor. You can use the wide range of formatting available:

HTML Defines the message body by entering content encoded in HTML.
You can type the HTML content or copy and paste HTML content created in a third-party application.
Formatting Applies or removes pre-defined formatting to a selected part of a text.
Bold /

Italics /

Underline Sets the selected text in bold face / italics / underlines it.

Alignment Aligns the content of message vertically: Align left, Center, Align right, Justify.
Bulleted List /
Decrease Indent /

Ordered List Inserts or removes a bulleted/ordered list.
Increase Indent Decreases/increases text indent.

Link Inserts a URL link that redirects the recipient to a specified URL.
URL

Enter a URL where to redirect the email recipient.

Text

Enter a text to embed in the link.
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Open link in new tab

If checked, it opens a link in a new tab after an email recipient clicks on the

link.

To remove a link, click on the Link
Font Color /

icon and select Unlink.

Background Color /

Font Family Applies a font color / background color / font to

selected text.
Insert Attribute Inserts a custom-defined, system-defined or external attribute into the text.
See also Insert Variable Data in the Message Content.

How to Personalize Message Content
To personalize message content, you can:
● Insert variable data
● Personalize messages for each recipient group

Insert Variable Data in the Message Content
You can personalize your messages so that each customer finds their own name or other customer-specific data (e.g.
invoice details, payment scheme) in the email text.
You can insert customer-specific data by pulling them from documents (custom-defined attributes) or external
datasources (external attributes).
Use the attributes as variables by clicking on the Insert Attribute

icon and selecting a respective attribute.
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With each communication piece, the variables are replaced by customer-specific data (e.g. customer name).

Personalize Messages for each Recipient Group
You can use multiple customized messages, each for a different recipient group. To match a message to a respective
group, use a condition.
A default email body (called Email Body 0) is available. If no other email body is defined, it is sent to all recipients of a
given communication.
To add a conditional message or messages, click on the Add

icon.

This inserts a conditional message above the default message. The default message name is Email Body <number>.
Adding each conditional message increments this number by 1.

To create a conditional message:
1. Click on the Details

icon.
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This displays the email message and business rule editors.

2. Define an evaluation type for a business rule to specify under which condition a specific message is sent to a
selected customer group (see also the example below).
3. Type the message or insert attributes in the text using the Insert Attribute

icon.

4. Define as many conditional email bodies as necessary by clicking on the Add

NOTE

icon.

Make sure that the conditional email bodies are in the desired order.

Conditions are evaluated in the order from top to bottom. Therefore, place the most selective condition
at the top, the less selective conditions at the bottom.
To do so, use the Up

or Down

icons available after you hover over the email body name.

If necessary, rename the email body by clicking on the Edit

icon.

5. The default email body is at the very bottom of all email bodies.
It is used if a communication piece does not match any of the preceding email bodies' conditions.

EXAMPLE

Imagine that you want to offer your customers a new loyalty scheme in the form of discount loyalty

cards. You can send them an email with a different body depending on the loyalty scheme each customer
qualifies for.
You can base a condition on the Loyalty Scheme custom-defined attribute, pulled from your customers' year-end
statements. If the value of the attribute is Gold, Silver, or Bronze, you can send a specific message offering the
respective card.
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If a customer has not qualified for a loyalty scheme yet (i.e. the Loyalty Scheme attribute is empty), you can
send them an invitation as the default message.

Archive
Allows you to archive communication pieces in the Neotouch portal.
To archive communication pieces, you also have to select the Archive channel in the Channel Selection section and
define its settings in the Archive Settings section in the Neotouch plug-in.
Options Description
Archive
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Options Description
Define archive settings
Archive name

Defines the name of the archive in the Neotouch portal.

You can type a name or use a custom-defined attribute by clicking on the Add Attribute

icon.

Subject Defines the subject of the archived communication piece.
Recipient name Defines the name of the recipient of the communication piece.
Recipient company
Advanced field

Defines the name of the recipient company.

Defines the value of the advanced field.

The range of available advanced fields is restricted (see the Job and Message Advanced Properties
section of the online Neotouch documentation portal).

Postal Email
Allows you to define postal addresses to be applied to communication pieces and printed in a Neotouch production
center.
To use postal mail, you also have to select the Postal mail channel in the Channel Selection section and define its settings
in the Postal Mail section in the Neotouch plug-in.
Postal Mail
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Options Description
Define the recipient's address
Subject

Enter the subject that displays in the Subject column of the respective communication piece details

in the Neotouch portal.
You can type a subject or use a custom-defined attribute by clicking on the Add Attribute
Recipient's address
Preview

icon.

Enter the address of the recipient.

Displays the layout of the text you type or attributes you insert as they appear in the address block.

For more information on the Postal Mail options, refer to the official online Neotouch documentation

TIP

.

To ensure that address lines are placed correctly in the envelope window, seperate individual

lines by pressing <Enter> between two variables.

SMS
Allows you to define text message content and recipients.
To send text messages, you also have to select the SMS channel in the Channel Selection section in the Neotouch
plug-in.
SMS
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Options Description
Define SMS settings
Phone number

Enter the recipient's phone number.

You can type a phone number or use a custom-defined attribute by clicking on the Add Attribute
Message

icon.

Define the content of a text message.

You can customize the content by entering custom-defined attributes. To do so, click on the Add Attribute
icon.
For more information, refer to the official online Neotouch documentation

.

Fax
Allows you to define fax message content and recipients.
To send faxes, you also have to select the Fax channel in the Channel Selection section and define its settings in the
Fax Settings section in the Neotouch plug-in.
Fax
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Options Description
Define fax settings
Fax number

Enter the recipient's fax number.

You can type a fax number or use a custom-defined attribute by clicking on the Add Attribute
Message

icon.

Define the content of a fax message.

You can customize the content by entering custom-defined attributes. To do so, click on the Add Attribute
icon.
For more information refer to the official online Neotouch documentation

.

Custom
Uses the custom channel defined in the respective plug-in.
To use a custom output channel, you also have to select the Process channel channel in the Channel Selection section
and define its settings in the Process Channel section in the Neotouch plug-in.
Custom

Use custom output channel

NOTE You can select multiple electronic channel types in one communication profile and thus produce
them in one production run (e.g. archive and send emails). However, if issues occur when producing
files using one electronic channel type (e.g. the Archive name is not set), the whole production run fails
(including the communications that were sent via email). To prevent such issues occurring, you can
define one communication profile per each channel.
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Document Delivery Portal
You can define the settings for sending electronic communications via the Document Delivery Portal channel.

Options Description
Recipient

Define the recipient of electronic communications.

For each email address that you process for the first time, a Web Portal Inbox is created.
The recipient also receives a notification email with a link to the inbox.

NOTE Entering multiple recipients using a delimiter (colon, semi-colon, etc.) is not supported and results
in undelivered communications.
This also applies to values returned from attributes. If you use a custom-defined or external attributes, ensure
that the attribute only returns one email per communication.

Subject Define the subject of the electronic communication.
Click on the Add

icon to add an attribute.

6.5

Production Workflows

6.5.1

Production Workflow
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Production workflows define how and when to produce individual communication pieces (see also Process Overview).
To reduce costs and time related to manually running print or sending emails, production workflows can assemble
communication pieces into batches and schedule their production. Operators or administrators can run and manage
individual production batches in Control Center | Production.
Production Workflow Menu
Options Description

Filter Filters production workflows according to selected tag(s) or other criteria (e.g. a name). To select a tag,
click on the Add

icon.

Edit Edits a production workflow's settings.
Delete Object Deletes a production workflow from the application.

WARNING

If you delete a production workflow after a respective production batch has already been

created, the communication pieces belonging to the batch will be treated in the following ways, depending
on the status of the batch:
● Ready or Canceled – Compares communication pieces against all remaining production workflow
input conditions. If no match is found, the communication pieces will be forwarded into Unassigned
in Control Center | Communication Pieces.
● Failed – Forwards communication pieces into Unassigned in Control Center | Communication
Pieces.
● Completed – Does not affect the communication pieces with this status.
● Production Running – Cannot be deleted.

Export Exports a production workflow so that it can be reused in another OMS-500 installation or as backup
(see also Export).
Copy and Edit Creates a copy of a production workflow. The copy has exactly the same settings and its name
is appended with - Copy to make it unique.
Add New Adds a new production workflow to the list.
To create a production workflow, click on the Add New

icon in the production workflow's menu and fill in the following

details:
● General Preferences
● Input Condition
● Output
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● Batch Sorting
● Production Start
● Remote Actions

General Preferences Section

Options description
Name

Enter a production workflow's name.

Description

Enter any text that helps the user identify a production workflow from others.

Tags Allows you to tag a production workflow.
Active Activates the production workflow so that it can process communication pieces which match the input condition.
If this option is unchecked, the production workflow cannot process any communication pieces, even if they match
the input condition. In such cases, matching communication pieces display as Unassigned in Control Center |
Production Control | Communication Pieces.
By default, this option is unchecked.

NOTE If the production workflow is not active, you can save it without an input condition. When you
activate the production workflow, you have to set the input condition, otherwise it cannot be saved.

Input Condition Section
A production workflow input condition defines which communication pieces can be processed by a particular production
workflow (see also Process Overview). The criteria which you can apply include specific attribute values found in a
document (the first document of a communication piece), number of sheets, envelope type or weight of a communication
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piece, and so on. Every communication piece is compared with every production workflow input condition. If the input
condition is fulfilled, the communication piece is processed according to the respective production workflow settings.
Every matching input condition either generates a new production batch or adds the communication piece to an existing
production batch under the respective production workflow. If no production workflow is found, the communication
piece is forwarded to Communication Pieces | Unassigned.

Option Description
Input condition Enters a user-defined business rule.
The input condition is an evaluation type business rule. For a complete overview of the business rule options, refer
to Business rules overview.
Cancel Deletes the entered business rule.
Validate Checks whether the business rule syntax is valid. This only checks the business rule structure, not the
applicability or usefulness of the rule to the given business scenario.

NOTE

If a new document is merged into a communication piece, the production workflow input condition is

evaluated again. Therefore, the number of communication pieces in a production batch can both increase and
decrease as the communication piece may be forwarded to a different production batch after a new document
has been added.

Output Section
The Output section allows you to set up the desired output channel.
Options Description
Type

Selects the output channel where the communication pieces fulfilling the input condition are forwarded.

The following options are available:
● Folder
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Forwards output files to an output folder.
Output folder

Selects the output folder from the drop-down menu.

Banner sheet

Selects a banner sheet to accompany the output file.

By default, no banner sheet is selected.
Banner sheet position

Defines the position of a banner sheet with respect to the output file:

○ Banner sheet before the document – Places the banner sheet at the beginning of an output file (i.e.
before the first page of the first document).
○ Banner sheet after the document – Places the banner sheet at the end of an output file (i.e. after the
last page of the last document).
This is especially suitable for reverse printing.
Set output file password

Sets a password which is used to password-protect output files and thus prevent

an unauthorized person opening a file.
You can type a fixed text or insert a custom-defined attribute (e.g. customer ID, see also Attributes) by
clicking on the Insert Attribute

icon. If the password only consists of attributes and no custom-defined

attributes are extracted, the file can be opened without a password. This ensures that you can only use
a password to protect communication pieces where it is applicable (e.g. depending on the document
profile).
This option is only available if you check the Produce secured PDF check box in the respective output
folder.
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NOTE

During the opening of a password-protected document, language-specific characters

are converted depending on the operation system locale settings. To avoid issues while opening
protected files, preferably use the Latin 1 character set.
The generated password can have up to 32 characters.

Inserter

Selects an inserter from the drop-down menu. This option is only available if the output channel

is set to Folder or Printer. If inserter settings are not needed for the defined production workflow, select
None.
Sheet side to place optical mark

Defines the sheet side onto which an optical mark is printed (including

sheets of a document, electronic enclosure or address carrier). This applies to all inserter-controlled
optical marks (including those generated by the AIMS Desktop plug-in), thus customizing the output for
various types of inserters' optical mark scanning system placement.
Optical marks generated by sorting or custom plug-ins are placed on the frontside of a sheet, irrespective
of the option selected.
The following options are available:
○ Front Applies an optical mark on the frontside of a sheet.
○ Back Applies an optical mark on the backside of a sheet.

NOTE

You can only place an optical mark on the backside of a duplex sheet (see also Sheet

Options). If a production batch, produced by a production workflow that places an optical
mark on the backside of a sheet, contains one or more simplex sheets, the production of the
whole batch fails.

TIP

Check whether the optical mark and its quiet zone do not overlap with the document

content in the respective document profile (see Enhancements | Optical Mark). Make sure
that you navigate to the backside of a duplex sheet.

Remove clipped content

Ensures that recipients of output PDF documents cannot copy a hidden text, or

extract it when reprocessing a file in OMS-500. This also applies to the original position of moved text.
See also Document Enhancements.
Reverse print order

If selected, the print batch will be printed in reverse order. This also means the order

of pages is in reverse for the whole communication piece.
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This option is disabled by default.
Inserter settings
Conditional functions

Enters a business rule which triggers a conditional function if some of the

conditional function code definitions were enabled in inserter. The rules take into account information
about individual communication pieces.
For the business rule options see also Conditional functions in Appendices.

EXAMPLE If you select the Weight system attribute, the conditional function takes into
account the weight of a communication piece.

Document Functions

Enters a business rule which triggers a conditional function if some of the

conditional function code definitions were enabled in the inserter. The rules take into account
information about individual documents within communication pieces.
For business rule options see also Document functions in Appendices.

EXAMPLE Typically, a document function is applied if you need to fold individual documents
within an envelope (see also Forced Fold). You can force the folding of documents based on
a custom-defined attribute (see also Attribute Value Changed).

AIMS parameters AIMS Parameters define additional settings of the AIMS plug-in.
Maximum delay

Defines how long the production should take after it has started. This enables the

inserter operator to prioritize the production sequence.
AIMS field

Displays the names of individual fields that are present in JAF files (see also AIMS) and

can be filled with a custom or system-defined attribute extracted from each communication
piece. This allows you to create detailed statistics of processed communication pieces and apply
advanced filtering options.
The available AIMS fields are: Full Name, Organization, Address Line 1-4, Postal Code, User
Field 1-3.

If the Use dynamic envelope printer (DEP) fields (OMS Integration Configuration version 1.5.1
and later) option is checked, the following AIMS fields are available: DEP Title, DEP First Name,
DEP Surname, DEP Return Address Line 1-5, DEP User Field 1-5, and DEP Image Reference
1-5 (see also the Delivery section of the AIMS plug-in).

The AIMS field names are determined by AIMS and cannot be changed.
Assigned attribute

Selects a custom or system-defined attribute whose value is extracted from a

communication piece and displayed in the corresponding AIMS field in a JAF file.
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The default value is Not Set. If the assigned attribute is Not Set, or the attribute value was not
found, the attribute value is dashed out.
● Printer

Forwards print jobs to a printer.
The following section describes printer-specific settings.
For the rest of the settings, refer to the Folder section.
Printer

Selects one of the available printers.

Output bin

Selects an output bin of the printer where the printed jobs are forwarded. This option is available

if the printer has the PCL 5 or PostScript driver and OMS-500 can recognize the printer's output bins. If
the output bin is set to Printer default, the production workflow uses the default output bin of the
respective printer (as defined in the printer device settings).

TIP

If no output bins display, refresh the printer settings by clicking on the Refresh button in

Hardware & Channels | Printer (see Refresh).

Stapling Selects one of the available stapling methods. This option is only available if the printer embedded
in the selected channel has a stapler. If the stapling method is set to Printer default, the production
workflow uses the default stapling method of the respective printer (as defined in the printer device
settings).

NOTE

To staple communication pieces one by one, check the Create one print job per

communication piece check box when configuring the respective printer.

● Discard
Discards the production batch so that no output is produced. The production batch is discarded after clicking
on the Start button. The respective communication pieces in Control Center | Communication Pieces then
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have the Discarded status and are available for PDF preview only. Although no output is produced, the
production batch displays the Production Completed status.
No transactions are counted for running this production type.
● Other channels (e.g. electronic output) can be added by employing some of the plug-ins.

Batch Sorting Section

Sorting orders communication pieces within a batch according to user-defined criteria.
Options Description
Native Sorting

Native sorting sorts communication pieces within a production batch according to an attribute or a combination
of attributes. This allows you to prioritize the production according to your needs. If sorting is not defined,
communication pieces are produced in an unspecified order.
Include a banner sheet in front of communication pieces not sorted by the plug-in Distinguishes between pieces
sorted by the plug-in and the native sorting by placing a banner sheet behind the last communication piece
sorted by the plug-in (if applied).
The banner sheet selected in the Banner sheet for each container combo box is used.
Add Attribute Selects an attribute or attributes according to which communication pieces within a production
batch are sorted. The order of the attributes is taken into account; this means that communication pieces
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are first sorted according to the first attribute, then if multiple communication pieces with the same attribute
value are found, these communication pieces are sorted according to the next attribute.
For the order of system-defined attributes, refer to System-defined Attributes.
Up /

Down Changes the order of attributes.

Ascending/Descending

Sorts communication pieces according to the values extracted from the respective

attributes in ascending/descending order.
Sorting depends on the attribute type:
● Text – The attribute whose first letter comes earliest in the alphabet is placed first.
● Number/Currency – The attribute with the lowest value is placed first.
● Date/Time – The attribute whose date comes earliest in chronological order is placed first.
● Postal Address – See Text.
● Boolean – The attribute which has the value false is placed first (see also Text).

TIP

For the order of system-defined attributes, refer to System-defined Attributes.

NOTE The value of the custom-defined attribute which is considered comes from the corresponding
attribute in the first document within a communication piece where the attribute is found (even if the attribute
found has no value).
Custom-defined attributes with the attribute type Postal Address are sorted alphabetically. To sort
communication pieces according to the customer residence, refer to Sorting Plug-in.

Use a sorting plug-in Activates a sorting plug-in to sort communication pieces within a production batch.
The following types of sorting plug-ins are available:
● Quadient Presort plug-in – Sorts communication pieces according to recipient addresses, and places a
barcode / container number onto the processed documents to be used by postal services.
For the Quadient Presort plug-in configuration, see the Options Description below.
● Custom plug-in – Sorts communication pieces according to user-defined criteria, and/or places customized
content onto the documents processed.
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The available options depend on the custom plug-in settings.

Options Description
Plug-in

Select a plug-in from the drop-down menu.

Postal address attribute Select an attribute according to which the communication pieces are sorted. The attribute
must have the Postal Address attribute type.
Print container number

Print the number of the container which the communication piece belongs to. A container

is a group of communication pieces belonging to the same postal area. The number is displayed above the
address.
Banner sheet for each container

Include a banner sheet at the beginning of each container including information

about the number of communication pieces and sheets in the respective container.
By default, no banner sheet is selected.
When the Quadient-US-Presort plug-in is used, OMS-500 generates a report with information about each
produced batch which is presented to the post office together with the sorted envelopes (see also Sorting
Report).

NOTE Banner sheets are only added if the respective sorting plug-in includes the Break Mark. For more
information, contact your local Neopost representative.

Use sorting plug-in for AIMS reprint

Defines whether or not to run a sorting plug-in while a print job is being

reprinted using the AIMS plug-in (for reprint see also the AIMS Status section in the Production Control chapter).
Running a sorting plug-in during reprint resorts communication pieces (their order, however, remains the same
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as no other communication pieces can be added to a print job in the meantime) and updates the information
in the accompanying banner sheet (if applied) and other related information returned by the sorting plug-in.
This option is by default disabled. This means that the reprint preserves the order in which the communication
pieces were sorted during the original print run, the banner sheet information and other information returned
by the respective sorting plug-in (e.g. container number, mailmark).

NOTE The rest of the settings (e.g. Despatch post code) depend on the used Quadient Presort plug-in
(UK or US) or the contract with the sorting and postal service provider.
If the Use a sorting plug-in option is checked, the respective plug-in is used during production irrespective
of the Delivery type set in the respective communication profile (i.e. even if the Delivery type is set to
Electronic).

Production Start Section

Production start defines when a production starts after communication pieces have been identified and assembled in
production batches.
Options Description
Start type
Manual

Selects how to start production.
Starts production manually in Control Center | Production.

Immediate

Starts production immediately after a communication piece has been released.
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Scheduled

Starts production automatically on the basis of a pre-defined schedule.

Recurrence
Daily

Starts production at regular intervals.

Starts production at defined daily intervals.

Start time

Selects the time when production starts.

Repetition

Defines the interval after which production starts.

Weekly

Starts production on a selected day or days of the week.

Start day

Selects the day or days of the week when production starts. By default, all options are

unchecked.
Start time

Selects the time when production starts.

Repetition

Defines the interval after which production starts.

Monthly

Starts production on a selected day or days of the month.

Start day

Selects the day or days of the week when production starts. By default, the first Monday

of the month is selected.

Triggered

Start time

Selects the time when production starts.

Repetition

Defines the interval after which production starts.

Starts production after a trigger file is uploaded to a defined input folder. This allows you to start

production from a remote location by uploading a file to a hot folder after you have submitted input files for
processing.
All production batches, produced by production workflows using the same input folder, wait until all input files
have been processed, and the respective communication pieces are released for production (have the Ready
status). The production can start after you upload the trigger file to a given input folder.
Communication pieces that originate from input files uploaded after the trigger file creates a new batch.
After the trigger file is uploaded, the application checks, every 5 minutes, whether all input files, submitted
before the trigger file, have been processed and are ready for production.
Triggered input folder

Selects an input folder which has the Allow triggered production start option checked.

To trigger production, upload the trigger file of a given name to this input folder.
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The production workflow in Production Control | Production indicates the need to upload a trigger file, by
a tooltip highlighted in orange.

Conditional

Starts production after the production start condition is fulfilled.

Production start condition

Sets a condition which a production batch with the Ready production status must

meet so that the production can be started. The production starts immediately after the condition is fulfilled.
Click into the rule editor and enter a business rule.
For a complete overview of the options available for creating this business rule, refer to Production Start
Condition.
Cancel Deletes the entered business rule.
Validate Checks whether the business rule syntax is valid. This only checks the business rule structure,
not the applicability or usefulness of the rule to the given business scenario.
Production time zone Selects the time zone in which production starts. By default the time zone is set to the
time zone indicated in System Settings | Region. You can change the default time zone. You can also define
multiple production workflows with a different production time zone set.

NOTE

The date and time of scheduled production displayed in Control Center reflects the date

and time settings of the operator's browser.

Remote Actions
The Remote Actions section allows you to define which remote actions to be used by a given production workflow,
when and in which order. This allows you to customize and combine multiple reporting, data management and notification
capabilities for each production batch.
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To create remote actions, see also Remote Actions.

Options Description
Trigger before production of each batch starts Triggers a selected remote action or actions immediately after a
production batch starts but before the actual output is produced. During this period, attribute values from the first
assembled communication pieces are used. This allows you to gather production data irrespective of the production
result.

NOTE You can gather data from system-defined attributes.
If a system-defined attribute is only applicable to a communication piece (e.g. Communication Piece ID)
and you trigger an action for a batch, the value of the system-defined attribute in the generated file is empty.

Trigger before production of each communication piece starts

Triggers a selected remote action or actions

immediately after the production of each communication pieces starts but before the actual output is produced.
During this period, attribute values from the respective communication piece are used. This allows you to gather
production data irrespective of the production result.
Trigger after production of each batch has finished

Triggers a selected remote action or actions immediately after

the production of a batch has finished (i.e. after the actual output is produced). A remote action or actions are
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triggered, either for all production batches or selected production batches only, depending on the production result.
This allows you to efficiently filter batches that require further attention.

First action to trigger / Then

Allows you to add one or more remote actions to trigger.

To add a remote action, click on the Add
Up /

icon and select from the available remote actions.

Down Allows you to trigger remote actions in a specific order. This queues remote action requests

in the respective remote location's service, so that they can be performed one after another.
For example, you can first trigger the creation of a log file and then send an email notification to an operator,
who can then check the created log file.
The user-specified order only applies if remote actions originate from action instances associated with the
same remote location. When triggering remote actions, originating from multiple remote locations, individual
remote locations can have other tasks waiting in their queue, and the final order of remote actions may not
correspond to the user-defined one.

WARNING If multiple remote actions are performed and share the same target (a CSV file or SQL
Server table), each subsequent remote action rewrites the information written by a preceding action
(in the user-defined order).
For example, if one remote action of the CSV Data Control type creates a CSV log file of all
communication pieces that went to production (using the Append command), and is followed by a
remote action of the same type that removes selected records from the same CSV file (using the
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Remove command), the resulting CSV file only contains records that have not been removed by the
latter remote action.

Use action

Triggers a given remote action based on the production result:

● Always – Triggers an action irrespective of the production result.
● When success – Triggers an action if a production run is successfully completed and output is created.
● When failure – Triggers an action if a production run fails.
Trigger after production of each communication piece has finished Triggers a selected remote action or actions
immediately after the production of individual communication pieces has finished (i.e. after the actual output is
produced). A remote action or actions are triggered either for all communication pieces of a given production
batch, or for selected communication pieces only, depending on the production result. This allows you to efficiently
filter communication pieces that require further attention.
Use action

Triggers a given remote action based on the production result of each communication piece:

● Always – Triggers an action for each communication piece of a production batch irrespective of the
production result.
● When success – Triggers an action for each communication piece of a production batch if a production
run is successfully completed and output is created.
● When failure – Triggers an action for each communication piece of a production batch if a production
run fails.
Refresh external datasource after production has finished Forces the refreshing of data in a selected external
datasource of the SQL Server type after the production of a print batch has finished. This allows you to keep the
external datasource up to date, and to force a data refresh outside a scheduled refresh interval defined in the
respective SQL Server external datasource.
To specify the external datasource to be updated, click on the Add

icon and select from the available SQL Server

external datasources.

TIP

Monitor the Production Log tile in the application's Dashboard to detect any remote action issues that

occur during production.

EXAMPLE

Failed Production Logging and Notification

Imagine that you want the operator to be notified immediately if a production run fails and also easily find which
communication pieces failed to be produced.
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To do so, you can trigger the following two actions in one production workflow:

1. Create a Failed Production Log – Creates a CSV log only containing details of failed communication
pieces that require further attention.
This remote action uses an action instance based on the CSV Data Control plug-in with the Append
command selected and is only triggered if the production fails.
2. Failed Production Notification Email – Sends an email notification to an operator after a production
batch fails.
This remote action uses an action instance based on the SMTP Email Notification plug-in, where the
recipient is set to the operator's email.

6.6
6.6.1

Output
Output Overview

Output defines where to forward the produced communication pieces. You can either save files in an electronic format
in a folder, where they can be archived or printed later, or send them as attachments to emails. To directly send files
to a printer without saving them in a folder, refer to Printers.
In addition to the selected output type, OMS-500 stores each output file in its internal database, from where you can
download it (see Production Control | Output). Advanced file naming and archiving options ensure consistency and
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facilitate searching (see Output file options, or the Create a subfolder within the output folder option in Output Folder
| Remote Locations section).
You can select from the following output types:
● Output folders
● Electronic output

6.6.2

Output Folders

Output folders collect the output files after processing, thus making them available for download and/or storage in a
digital form.
You can access the output files in an output folder in the following ways:
● Via the application web interface – All files are available for download via Production Control | Output under
the respective output folder tile.
● Via a remote location – If you link an output folder to a remote location, the output files are available for both
download via Production Control, and saved on the remote location's hard disk, where they can be archived
according to your company's policy.
To link an output folder to a remote location, see the Remote Location section of the output folder.
Output Folder Menu
Options Description

Filter Filters output folders according to selected tag(s) or other criteria (e.g. a name). To select a tag, click on
the Add

icon.

Edit Edits an output folder's settings.
Delete Object Deletes an output folder from the application.
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WARNING

Deleting an output folder deletes all files included in the respective folder in Production

Control | Output. Output files stored in the output folder in the linked remote location (if any) will be
preserved.

Export Exports an output folder so that it can be reused in another OMS-500 installation or as backup (see also
Export).
Copy and Edit Creates a copy of an output folder. The copy has exactly the same settings and its name is
appended with - Copy to make it unique.

NOTE

The files contained in the cloned output folder are not copied to the newly created folder.

View Dependencies Shows dependencies of an output folder. This option displays a window showing all items
in which the selected output folder is used.
Add New Adds a new output folder to the list.
To create an output folder, click on the Add New

icon in an output folder's menu and fill in the following details:

● General Preferences
● PDF Settings
● Digital Signature
● Output File Options
● Output Companion File
● Remote Locations
● Delivery Output Server
● Input Folder
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General Preferences Section

Options Description
Name

Enter an output folder's name.

Description

Enter any text that helps the user identify an output folder from others.

Tags Allows you to tag an output folder.
Format

Select the formats in which the output files are written.

OMS-500 supports the following output formats:
● PCL 5 – To process a PCL file which has already been processed by OMS-500, see the limitations in the input
folder's Accepted formats.
● PDF
● PostScript
● TNO

PDF Settings Section
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PDF Settings specify PDF format settings to customize the PDF output for an intended purpose. If no PDF format is
selected, the output files contain features of all subsets.
Options Description
PDF format
● PDF/A – Applies the PDF/A-1b restriction to the generated PDF file. PDF/A-1b ensures archiving and
reproduction of selfcontained documents independently of tools and operating systems. For more information
about PDF/A specification, refer to http://www.pdf-tools.com

.

● PDF/X-4 – Applies the PDF/X-4 restriction to the generated PDF file. PDF/X-4 ensures that a document
contains all elements necessary for final print reproduction. As this format is designed for print, input
documents should exclude references to external files (videos, images). External references do not work in
produced output files. The PDF/X-4 subset does not support URL links and requires using exclusively CMYK
color space (and spot colors).
● PDF/VT – Applies the PDF/VT ('V' for variable and 'T' for transactional) restriction to the generated file.
PDF/VT subset is meant for VDP (Variable Document Printing). This restriction can define graphical objects
to be referenced, so that the files' sizes can be reduced and readers can apply various optimization techniques
while document processing. It also supports transparency.
OMS-500 supports the PDF/VT-1 conformance level – self included files (conforming with PDF/X-4).
Produce secured PDF Protects a produced PDF file with a password to prevent an unintended recipient or unauthorized
person opening the file. You can set the password for selected output files in the respective production workflow
by checking the Set output file password in the Output section.

NOTE New files start to be password protected after production. However, users with the Operator role
can still preview the file in Control Center | Document Pool or Control Center | Communication Pieces.

Font settings
● Create embedded fonts – Creates new font(s) for each used font, and embeds them in the PDF file. Creates
subset fonts, which means that it only includes used glyphs.
● Include original fonts – Includes the original font files in the PDF file. Only applies to TrueType and Type1 PFB
fonts; other fonts are created as embedded subset fonts. Includes complete font files, which might result in
large PDF files being created. Use this option if you require a fully editable, self-sufficient PDF file.
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Digital Signature Section

Digital Signature ensures the authenticity of a document by adding a digital signature to the output file.
Options Description
Use digital signature for output file
Sign with

Activates the digital signature options.

Signs the output file with a digital signature. A valid digital signature gives the recipient of the document

evidence that the person who created the document is the person who was meant to have signed it, and that
the signed document has not been altered since it was created.
The following options are available:
● Certificate – Uses a private Personal Information Exchange certificate in the form of a PFX or P12 file.
The private certificate is embedded in the produced document. To verify that the document's certificate
belongs to the document's author, the recipient of the document must have a corresponding public
certificate file (a CER file) installed in the Trusted Root Certification Authorities directory in their computer
file system.
Certificate file
Select File

Uploads the private Personal Information Exchange certificate file by clicking on the
icon. After the private certificate file is uploaded, you will be asked to enter the private

key password in the Digital Signature Password dialog. Enter the password which you specified
when the Personal Information Exchange file was created. The password is stored encrypted and
will automatically be used to open the certificate each time that a PDF file is created using this output
folder. You can only use certificates with a password.
● Plug-in – Uses a user-defined, purpose-made custom plug-in to insert user-defined content into the
output document as a digital signature.
Use plug-in to add a timestamp

Uses a plug-in to add a digital timestamp, which verifies that a digital signature

was applied on a certain date and time.
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The following plug-ins are available:
● PDF Timestamp Service
● Custom

NOTE Moving output files into an input folder (if applied in the respective output folder) removes the
digital signature (including both the certificate and timestamp) from the output file.

Output File Options Section

Options Description
Split output file by Defines whether and how the output file is split.
The following split options are available for splitting an output file or a print job (see also Split print job by):
● One file per batch – Creates one output file or print job for the whole production batch.
● One file per communication piece – Creates one output file or print job for each communication piece of a
given production batch.
● Number of communication pieces – Creates one output file or print job for a specified number of
communication pieces.
Maximum number of pieces

Defines the number of communication pieces that create one output file or

print job. A single output file or print job can only be created within one production batch.
If the number of communication pieces produced in a batch is lower than indicated, an output file or
print job is created from as many communication pieces as available in the batch.

EXAMPLE If the Maximum number communication pieces is set to 50 and a production batch
contains 32 communication pieces, the output file or print job contains 32 communication pieces.
If the production batch contains 62 communication pieces, two output files or print jobs are
created, the first one containing 50, the other one containing 12 communication pieces.
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● Number of pages – Creates one output file or print job for a specified number of pages.
Maximum number of pages

Defines the number of pages that create one output file or print job. A single

output file or print job can only be created within one production batch.
The maximum number of pages is estimated: the output file or print job is split so that the integrity of
the last communication piece is preserved (see also the example below).
If the number of pages produced in a batch is lower than indicated, an output file or print job is created
from as many pages as available in the batch.

EXAMPLE The Maximum number of pages option is set to 500. If a production batch contains
1,000 pages and the page counter indicates 500 on page 2 of a 5-page communication piece,
the production batch splits into two output files or print jobs.
The first one contains 503 pages to include all pages of the last communication piece of the
output file or job, the second one contains 497 pages.

● One file per Sorting Break Mark – Creates one output file for each container. Containers are groups of
communication pieces that belong to one postal area. A new container starts with a communication piece
for which the Sorting Break Mark system-defined attribute has the true value.
This option is only available if a sorting plug-in is activated and employed by a given production workflow
(see also Use a Sorting Plug-in).
Output file name

Defines a pattern for creating the names of output files, so that each output file can have a unique

name. This ensures consistency and facilitates searching.
A file name can consist of:
● A user-defined name (by default set to Output).
● A combination of attributes.
When an output file is produced, each attribute place-holder is replaced by the respective value of the
attribute. If the Split the output file by communication piece option is unchecked, the placeholder is replaced
by the first available attribute from the first communication piece of a given output file.
To define a filename pattern:
1. Indicate the name of the file by rewriting the Output predefined name in the Filename edit-box. You can use
up to 255 characters.
2. Click on the Insert Attribute

icon and select at least one attribute from the drop-down menu:
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You can choose from among the following attributes:
● System-defined attributes
● Selected custom-defined attributes
The filename pattern must contain at least one attribute. You cannot rename the attributes as they are
pre-defined.

NOTE

If an output file is saved in an output folder linked to a remote location where a file with

the same name already exists, the name of the file being saved is appended with a number to
prevent overwriting files. In Production Control, files stored in the same folder can have identical
names.

Include electronic enclosures

For each output folder, you can decide whether to include the enclosures or not. As

you do not often need to refer to them in future, not including enclosures may be useful for example when archiving
the files, where you are often limited by the space available on your hard drive.

Output Companion File Section

The output companion file is a CSV or XML file, where the values are user-selected attributes (including custom /
system-defined and external attributes) captured from communication pieces included in an output file.
Output companion files are saved in the respective output folder. By generating an output companion file, you can
convert customer data present in documents to a format (CSV or XML) which can be easily transferred among standard
business applications.
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If the Split the output file by option is set to One file per communication piece, an output companion file is created for
each communication piece:
● A CSV output companion file only contains one row.
● An XML output companion file contains a set of attributes belonging to a communication piece.
If Split the output file by is unchecked, an output companion file is created for the entire output file:
● A CSV output companion file contains multiple rows, each referring to one communication piece.
● An XML output companion file contains a set of attributes for each communication piece.
An output companion file Output companion files can only be generated if the Move output files to an input folder
check box is unchecked.
Options Description
Create output companion file
File format

Activates the output companion file options.

Defines the format of the output companion file.

● CSV – Creates a CSV file, where the values are the attributes captured from produced communication pieces.
Each communication piece creates a row in the CSV file. Individual columns of the CSV file are filled with a
value which comes from the first non-empty attribute of the respective communication piece.
This is the default option.
For a CSV output companion file, specify:
Column separator Enters a character used in a CSV file to separate individual values (e.g. a comma <,>).
Text field identifier

Enters a character identifying values in a CSV file (e.g. quotation marks <">). This

prevents splitting an attribute if the attribute value contains a character which is used as the column
separator.
Display column names on first row

Activates Column name edit boxes next to selected attributes. Column

names display user-defined text on the first line of the CSV file.
By default, the column name is set to the attribute name.
● XML – Creates an XML file, where each set of values are the attribute values captured from a produced
communication piece. The captured value comes from the first document (of that communication piece)
where the attribute has a value.
Filename

See Filename in the Output File Options section.

Attributes in companion file

Inserts attributes to be included in the CSV file. Each attribute creates a CSV file column,

separated by a column separator. Insert an attribute by clicking on the Insert Attribute

icon. You can change

the order of the attributes by hovering the mouse pointer over an attribute row and clicking on the Up

or Down

icon.
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Remote Locations Section

In the Remote Locations section, you can link an output folder to a remote location. This allows you to collect and store
the processed files on a hard disk. This is especially suitable for archiving, as the files may require a larger space on the
disk and can be manipulated according to your needs.
Options Description
Available locations

Allow you to select a remote location where you can link an output folder.

If an output folder has a remote location assigned, a folder of the same name is subsequently created in the Outputs
folder of the respective remote location's hard disk. As the output folder is available only for the selected remote
location, you can select only one remote location. Other remote locations do not have access to the selected output
folder.
Include printer information for Advanced Printer Control Allows you to print output files via OMS-500 Advanced
Printer Control using print-related settings defined in OMS-500. This includes sheet orientation, duplex print and
paper source (printer tray selection).
If checked, OMS-500 generates a metadata file and sends it to an output folder together with produced output
files in a ZIP file. This metadata file, traysinfo.data, contains information concerning all printers defined in OMS-500
for a particular remote location (see also the Printer location option in Printers | General Preferences). After the
ZIP file appears in an output folder, a printer (assigned to the respective output folder or print queue) reads the
file and prints the output documents using the settings defined for that printer in OMS-500.
To use this option, you need to activate the Printer Management license feature.
If this option is unchecked, OMS-500 sends unzipped output files to a given output folder. A printer, linked to the
output folder or to a print queue, then prints the output files according to the settings defined in Print Settings in
Advanced Printer Control (see also How to Set up Automatic Printing from a Folder). The Paper Source selection
and other settings defined in Sheets are thus ignored.

WARNING

If a printer device is used by two or more printer objects, and each has different
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EXAMPLE

Select Trays for Remote Print via Advanced Printer Control

To use the correct printer trays when printing via a printer that is linked to a remote location, follow these
steps:
1. Install OMS-500 Aggregator and create a remote location (see also the corresponding version of the
OMS-500 Installation Guide).
2. Log in to OMS-500 and activate the Hot Folder Management and Printer Management license features
in the respective remote location in System Settings | Remote Locations.
3. Define a printer in Hardware | Printers and select the remote location in the Printer location drop-down
menu.
4. Select the desired printer in the Print device drop-down menu.
5. Go to Output | Output folder to create an output folder and link it to the remote location where the
printer is available.
6. In the Remote Locations section, check the Include printer information for Advanced Printer Control.
7. Use the respective printer and output folder to set up print via OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control.
8. Run production. The output files are sent to the output folder with a metadata file in a ZIP file. A
suitable printer prints the files using the related settings defined in OMS-500.

Create a subfolder within the output folder

Creates subfolders in the output folder which is being defined. Subfolders

are created simultaneously with the output file production on the remote location's hard disk. Using subfolders you
can sort output files according to your criteria, e.g. individual customers or planned archiving periods, which ensures
the files are stored in compliance with your company archiving policy. This option is only available if an output
folder is linked to a remote location.
Subfolder path Enter the subfolder path and name. The path is relative to the output folder: to create one subfolder,
enter the subfolder name. To create a nested structure of subfolders, separate them using a slash (/) or a
backslash (\).
You can enter a fixed or a variable subfolder name (using an attribute) or a combination of both. To enter an
attribute, click on the Insert Attribute

icon and select a corresponding attribute from the drop-down menu.

NOTE A subfolder is only created if an attribute value has been extracted from the document (i.e. is
not empty) and does not belong to the set of values restricted by the operating system (e.g. 'NUL').
Subfolders display in the corresponding output folder in the computer file system of the selected remote
location; the Output tab in Control Center and the Channel drop-down menu in Production Workflows
| Output only display the parent output folder.
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If output files are sent to an SFTP/FPT server for storage and the Create a subfolder within the output
folder option is checked, subfolders (if created) are only created in the output folder in the remote
location file system, not in the folder on the SFTP/FTP server (see also Delivery Output Server).

EXAMPLE

How to Archive Invoices According to Year and Customer

Imagine you use an output folder called 'Archive' to archive transactional documents in a digital form.
To have a clear overview of which documents were sent to which customers during a particular year,
create 3 levels of subfolders within this output folder. The subfolders can be created automatically on
the basis of the attributes extracted from individual documents.
1. Extract values from documents by creating attributes, according to which individual subfolders
can be created. Create attributes in the Attribute Mapping

tab in Document Profiles.

● Document Name – Each value extracted from a document creates a subfolder (e.g. one
subfolder for the value 'invoice', another one for the value 'account statement'). This is only
suitable if the output file contains one type of document.
● Year – Each year extracted from a document creates a subfolder. You can create an attribute
which extracts a year e.g. using the Regex Zone Group rule editor option (see also Regex
Group).
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● Customer ID – Each customer ID value creates a subfolder to store files for the respective
customer.

2. Enter the attributes and separate them using a backslash (\) in the Subfolder path combo box
in Hardware & Channels | Output Folder.

3. Set up the rest of the workflow and run the production which uses the respective output folder.
Subfolders for individual customers are created in the nested structure of subfolders on the
remote location's hard disk.
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FTP/SFTP Archive

Options Description
Create File Transfer Protocol connection Sets up a connection to a folder on an SFTP/FTP server, where you can
store output files.
After output files have been produced and saved in the internal OMS-500 database (in Production Control | Output),
they are automatically sent to the selected folder on the SFTP/FTP server.
During the SFTP/FTP configuration, your connection and access permissions to the given folder are tested. If
SFTP/FTP server connection issues occur during production, or another user has made changes to the SFTP/FTP
settings without reflecting the changes in the SFTP/FTP server connection set up in OMS-500, the output files fail
to be transfered to the SFTP/FTP server. However, they have been produced and are available in Production
Control | Output. The user is notified about the failure to transfer output files to the SFTP/FTP server in Control
Center | Dashboard. In such cases, the output files have to be manually transferred to the SFTP/FTP server.
If an output folder is linked to a remote location and the Create a subfolder within the output folder option is
checked, all subfolders (if created) are only created in the remote location's output folder in the computer file
system, not in the output folder on the SFTP/FTP server.
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To use this option, your license has to include the Delivery Output Server option.
Transfer Protocol Configuration
Transfer protocol

Defines the connection to an SFTP/FTP server.

Identifies the type of transfer protocol:

SFTP user name and password
SFTP user name and private key

Uses a Secure File Transfer Protocol, secured with SSH.
Uses a Secure File Transfer Protocol, secured with a private key and

(optionally) a passphrase.
FTP

Uses a standard File Transfer Protocol.
FTP connection mode Select the FTP connection mode that corresponds to your current FTP server
setup.
The following options are available: Passive, Active.

NOTE

For security reasons, the FTP option is not available in OMS-500 in Cloud.

WARNING Selecting the FTP option transfers all files, user names and passwords in an
unencrypted form. Using this protocol type is only recommended if the data transfer is
made within an internal network, protected by the firewall and other security measures.

Hostname

Enter the IP address of the SFTP/FTP server.

The host name can contain up to 2048 characters.
Port

Enter the port that allows communication between the client computer and the SFTP/FTP server.

The default ports are 21 (for FTP) or 22 (for SFTP).
Username/Password

Enter the user credentials to connect to the SFTP/FTP server.

The credentials can contain up to 255 characters.
Private key Authenticate the connection using a private key. Use a private key that is paired with the public
key stored on the SFTP server.
Copy and paste the private key in the edit box; the entered text is masked.
You can only use a OpenSSH type private key. You can use up to 100,000 characters.
Passphrase

Enter a passphrase that secures your private key. Using a passphrase is optional.
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The entered passphrase is masked. You can use up to 255 characters.
TEST CONNECTION

Tests whether the application can connect to the SFTP/FTP server using the entered

settings.
Output File Storage
Folder path

Enter the path to the folder on the SFTP/FTP server, where you want to store output files.

After a successful test connection, click on the Select

icon. This opens a dialog displaying the SFTP/FTP

server folder structure. Select the folder where you want to store output files and click on the SELECT
button.
You can only select a folder where you have access permissions. To verify your permissions, a test file is
automatically sent to selected folder. Wait until the verification has finished.
The folder path can contain up to 4,000 characters.

Input Folder Section

Option Description
Move output files to an input folder Sends output files to an input folder, from where the files can be sent for processing
by another scenario. This extends the range of modifications made to files while keeping individual scenarios
uncluttered. After they have been moved, output files are no longer present in the respective output folder in Control
Center. You can only use this option in an output folder which is not linked to a remote location and does not
produce secured PDF (see PDF Settings).
Input folder

Selects an input folder, where output files are moved, from the drop-down menu.

NOTE Moving output files to an input folder and processing them again deducts transactions from
your license. To avoid duplicate transactions, set the output file format of the files you plan to move to
an input folder to TNO (see also General Preferences).

WARNING

Avoid creating a production workflow which uses an output folder with the Move output

files to an input folder option checked and an inserter with AIMS at the same time because the production
would fail.
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6.6.3 Electronic Output

In conjunction with either an SMTP or Neotouch plug-in, electronic output channels allow you to deliver communication
pieces electronically as attachments to emails. In this section, you can set up: naming conventions for attachments,
email sending speed and the service provider. To set up the rest of the workflow, refer to How to Send Emails. Electronic
output is only available after a respective email plug-in is deployed.
Electronic Output Menu
Options Description

Filter Filters electronic output channels according to selected tag(s) or other criteria (e.g. a name). To select a
tag, click on the Add

icon.

Edit Edits an electronic output channel's settings.
Delete Object Deletes an electronic output channel from the application.
Export Exports an electronic output channel so that it can be reused in another OMS-500 installation or as
backup (see also Export).
Copy and Edit Creates a copy of an electronic output channel. The copy has exactly the same settings and its
name is appended with - Copy to make it unique.
View Dependencies Shows dependencies of an electronic output. This option displays a window showing all
items in which the selected electronic output folder is used.
Add New Adds a new electronic output channel to the list.
To create an electronic output channel, click on the Add New

icon in an electronic output channel's menu and fill in

the following details:
● General Preferences
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General Preferences

Options Description
Name

Enter an electronic output's channel name.

Description

Enter any text that helps the user identify the electronic output channel from others.

Tags Allow you to tag an electronic output channel.
File split type

When sending two or more documents to a single recipient in one communication piece (see merging),

you can define the following split types here:
● One file per a communication piece – The documents belonging to one recipient will be enclosed in the email
as a single file.
● One file per each document in a communication piece – The documents belonging to one recipient will be
enclosed in the email as multiple files (the files will be split according to the document boundaries).
File name pattern

Define the pattern on the basis of which the names of individual attached files will be created.

Each filename consists of:
● A user-defined name (by default it is set to Attachment).
● A combination of attributes.
When a file is processed, each attribute place-holder is replaced by the respective value of the attribute. This
allows you to define a unique name for each attachment automatically – ensuring consistency and facilitating
searches.
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To define a filename pattern:
1. Indicate the name of the file by rewriting the predefined Attachment filename in the Attachment filename
edit-box.
2. Click on the Add

icon and select at least one attribute from the drop-down menu.

You can choose from the following attributes:
● System-defined attributes
● Custom-defined attributes

NOTE The filename pattern must contain at least one attribute. You cannot rename the attributes
as they are pre-defined.

Use plug-in Identifies the plug-in that is used for email sending. The available options are: SMTP, Neotouch, Custom.
Emails per minute

Sets the number of e-mails that are sent by the server per minute. This prevents the server

overloading.
The default value is 60 emails per minute.
Tags Allows you to tag an electronic output channel.

PDF Settings Section
For more information, refer to the PDF Settings section in Output | Output Folders.

Digital Signature Section
For more information, refer to the Digital Signature section in Output | Output Folders.

6.7
6.7.1

Hardware
Hardware Overview

The following hardware is available to configure in OMS-500:
● Inserters
● Printers
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6.7.2

Inserters

Inserters define optical mark reading (OMR) / barcodes (generally referred to as optical marks) to be placed on individual
sheets. The information encoded in an optical mark is then read by the inserter, which treats each sheet of paper in the
way indicated in the optical mark.
Depending on the coding scheme supported by the inserter, placing optical marks onto documents brings the following
advantages:
● Automatically inserts documents of variable length addressed to one customer in a single envelope.
● Adds enclosures to selected communication pieces.
● Detects and diverts communication pieces which require e.g. manual handling to alternative exits.
● Sorts communication pieces to multiple destinations by setting multiple exits.
● Ensures that all sheets have been processed in the correct order, etc.
After you configure an inserter in Hardware | Inserters, you can deploy the inserter for production in Production
Workflows | Output (see also the Inserter Settings section).
Inserter Menu
Options Description

Filter Filters inserters according to selected tag(s) or other criteria. To select a tag, click on the Add

icon.

Edit Edits an inserter's settings.
Delete Object Deletes an inserter from the application.
Export Exports an inserter so that it can be reused in another OMS-500 installation or as backup (see also
Export).
Copy and Edit Creates a copy of an inserter. The copy has exactly the same settings but its name is appended
with - Copy to make it unique.
View Dependencies Shows dependencies of an inserter. This option displays a window showing all items in
which the selected inserter is used.
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Add New Adds a new inserter to the list.
To add an inserter, click on the Add New

icon in an inserter's menu.

This displays the inserter editor.

1. Preview toolbar – Adjusts the optical mark preview to help the user visualize changes.
Options Description
Zoom Out Zooms out from the page.
Zoom In Zooms in on the page.
Fit Width Fits the page width to the size of the preview area.
Actual Size Displays the actual page size.
Fit Page Fits the whole page to the size of the preview area.
2. Preview window-pane – Displays a document page and your changes as you make them.
3. Inserter settings – Displays an inserter's settings. These are described in detail in the following sections:
● General Preferences
● Code Definition
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● Optical Mark Options
● Fold
● AIMS
● Testing and Debugging
4. Configuration sheet

General Preferences Section

Options Description
Name

Enters the inserter's name.

Description

Enters any text that helps the user identify the inserter from others.

Tags Allows you to tag an inserter.
Sheet

Selects a sheet onto which to place the optical mark / barcode.
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This visualizes the optical mark / barcode on the sheet and helps to define the appropriate position of the optical
mark / barcode (see also Optical Mark Options).

NOTE Selecting a sheet here helps you visualize the optical mark / barcode on a sheet that you intend to
use in production. However, in production, sheets are assigned to individual pages of a document in a
document profile (see also the Sheets section in Document Profiles). Therefore, the sheet where an optical
mark / barcode is placed in an output file may differ from the one defined here.

Code Definition Section
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A code definition is information encoded in an optical mark which is to be read by the inserter. The range of code
definitions available is determined by a selected optical mark scheme.
Code definitions can serve the following purposes:
● Integrity – Ensures that optical marks were read by the inserter and all sheets were processed in the correct
order.
● Grouping – Ensures that each envelope includes only documents and enclosures addressed to one customer.
● Conditional functions – Perform an action under user-defined conditions (e.g. if you want to divert high-volume
communication pieces to a special exit where they can be handled manually, you can define the limit for diverting).
You can define conditional functions in Inserter Settings in Production Workflows | Output | Inserter.
The action/information indicated by individual code definitions is set in your inserter firmware. In Hardware | Inserters,
you can select which of the code definitions are available for the optical mark scheme to use. This coding scheme has
to reflect the capabilities of your inserter.
Code definitions below are listed in alphabetical order. The exact functions of each code definition may vary according
to the inserter type and may not be available for all inserter types. For detailed information, consult your inserter's
documentation.
Code Definition

Description

Accumulate

Accumulates the sheet to the same envelope as the preceding sheet. The Insert and
Accumulate functions are always combined, the Accumulate function is the opposite
of the Insert function.

Customer ID

Accumulates the sheets until the customer ID value changes. Only the sheets of the
same customer ID will be inserted into one envelope. Requires the customer ID to be
identified as a zone and set in Communication Profile | Conditional Inserter Functions.

Demand Feed (EOG)

Is present on all sheets of a communication piece except for the last one, which
triggers the insertion of all accumulated sheets into an envelope (see also Insert on
Space).

Demand Feed (FOG)

Accumulates sheets until the optical mark on the first sheet of a following
communication piece is read. The accumulation of the sheets in the collator stops
and the sheets are inserted (see First of Group).

Demand Feed & First of

Accumulates sheets until the optical mark on the first sheet of the next communication

Group

piece is read. Inserts what is contained in the accumulator.

Demand Feed & End of

Accumulates sheets belonging to a single communication piece including the last

Group

sheet (End of Group) and inserts what lies in the accumulator into an envelope.

Demand Feed, End of

In addition to Demand Feed & End of Group, it indicates that the envelope is the last

Group and End of Job

envelope belonging to a job and the inserter can stop.
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Code Definition

Description
This function is suitable for inserter feeders that feed sheets from the top of the stack
(i.e. the first sheet of a print job is on the top).

Demand Feed, First of

Indicates that a preceding sheet is the last sheet of a communication piece and inserts

Group and End of Job

what lies in the accumulator into an envelope. Also indicates that the envelope is the
last envelope belonging to the job and the inserter can stop.
This function is suitable for inserter feeders that feed sheets from the top of the stack
(i.e. the first sheet of a print job is on the top).

Demand Feed, First of

In addition to Demand Feed & First of Group, it indicates that the envelope is the last

Group and Start of Job

envelope belonging to the job and the inserter can enter the auto-end mode.
This function is suitable for inserter feeders that feed sheets from the bottom of the
stack (i.e. the first sheet of a print job is at the bottom, the front side of the page is
turned up).

Divert 1–2

Diverts the communication piece into a selected divert exit and continues inserting.

Divert 3 (FFPD)

Full Format Pack Divert (FFPD) diverts the communication pieces which do not
require to be folded (for example if the number of sheets exceeds a certain limit) for
processing into C4 envelopes, where the sheets are unfolded.

Divert & Continue

Diverts the communication piece and continues inserting.

Divert & Stop

Diverts the communication piece and stops inserting.

End of Group Mark (EOG)

Marks the last sheet of the communication piece to be inserted into the same envelope.
Inserts what lies in the accumulator.

Envelope Selection,

Inserts the communication piece into an alternative envelope (other than the default

Envelope Selection 1 – 3

one). If available, the envelope can be selected from among the envelopes placed in
the respective hoppers (hopper 1–3). You can also define the envelope by selecting
a particular tray in Media | Simple Envelopes | Envelope Source. The settings in Media
& Resources | Envelope have priority over the conditional function triggered in
Production Workflows | Output.

Envelope Divert 1–3

Diverts the filled envelopes to the envelope divert tray selected. This function can be
used e.g. to sort the mail sets.

Exit Control

Transports the envelope into another exit than the default exit (if supported by the
inserter).

Exit Selection 1–3

Indicates the exit via which the envelope leaves the inserter. This function can be used
e.g. to sort the mail sets.

First of Group Mark (FOG)

Placed on the first sheet of a communication piece. When read by the inserter, the
sheet stays in the tower and the sheets accumulated in the collator are inserted into
an envelope.
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Code Definition

Description

Forced Fold

Forces a sub-group of sheets (typically a document) within a communication piece
to be passed to the folder and folded. This eases the orientation within an envelope,
especially the envelopes where each addressee receives documents for multiple
persons. For example, an envelope containing separately folded documents for multiple
patients can be addressed to a doctor. To use forced fold, enter a business rule in
Production Workflows | Document functions.

Form Sequence within a

Numbers the sheets to be inserted into an envelope. The numbering restarts with

Group

each communication piece. It ensures that sheets are processed in the same order
that they were printed, and that there are no missing sheets within a communication
piece. Any deviation from the correct order is detected and a warning is raised.

Form Sequence within a Job

Numbers the sheets to be processed within a print job. The numbering restarts with
each print job. It ensures that sheets are processed in the same order that they were
printed, and that there are no missing sheets within a communication piece. Any
deviation from the correct order is detected and a warning is raised.

Franker 1–2

Controls frankers 1 bit and 2 bit respectively.

Gate Mark

See Start Mark.

Groups Sequence

Defines the number of each communication piece (identical for all sheets within a
communication piece). If a sheet number differs from the others within a
communication piece, an error is raised.

Ink Mark, Ink Mark 2

Prints a mark on envelopes so that e.g. individual print jobs can be identified within
a stack of envelopes produced by the inserter.

Insert

Inserts the sheet in the folder. The Insert and Accumulate functions are always
combined together, the Accumulate function is the opposite of the Insert function.

Insert on Mark (EOG)

Triggers inserting if the mark is printed (if Insert on space is selected, the check box
must be unchecked).

Insert on Space (EOG)

Triggers inserting if the mark is not printed (if Insert on mark is selected, the check
box must be unchecked).

Jog Control

Differentiates individual envelopes or whole print batches within a stack of envelopes
produced by the inserter, e.g. by pushing an envelope which starts a new print batch
several centimeters out of the batch, so that it is visible where print jobs start and
end.

Matching

Ensures that each envelope contains only sheets addressed to one recipient. If sheets
(single or grouped) come from multiple feed stations, each of these sheets has the
same match code character. In case of mismatch, an error is raised.

Page Count, Print Only on

Prints the barcode with total number of pages on the first page of a communication

First Page

piece. Inserter then counts the pages instead of reading a barcode on each page.
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Code Definition

Description

Page N of M

The number of pages out of total pages belonging to the same communication piece.
Sheets are accumulated until N is equal to M.

Parity

Checks if the correct number of marks have been read.

Present on Deck and Stop

A communication piece folded in an envelope (but not sealed) leaves the inserter via
a special exit and the inserter stops inserting.

Present on Deck and

A communication piece folded in an envelope (but not sealed) leaves the inserter via

Continue

a special exit and the inserter continues inserting.

Safety Mark

Present on every sheet to indicate optically where the OMR code ends.

Sealing Control

Controls the gluing of envelopes. Envelopes are not glued when the mark is present
on the sheet.

Selective Feed (1–15)

Indicates that a sheet from feeder N is added to the communication piece. If several
selective feeders have been activated, they can be checked independently. For
example, it is possible to check selective feeders 1, 3, 6 and 8. Only these feeders will
then be available for the configuration.

Sequence Check

Detects whether a sheet in a stack deviated from the sequence or is missing. All sheets
are numbered counting a sequence. If a sheet number differs from the local sequence
compared to the previous sheet, an error is raised.

Sheet Sequence

See Sequence Check.

Start Mark

Present on every sheet to indicate optically where the OMR code begins.

Stop

Stops the inserter (machine in standby mode).

Total Number of Forms in a

Counts whether all sheets belonging to a single communication piece have been

Group

inserted.
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Optical Mark Options Section
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Options Description
Position

Defines the position of the optical mark on a document page. Alternatively, you can drag an optical mark

into the preview area.
Top

Sets the distance between the top of sheets and the optical marks.
● Minimum: 0 mm / 0 inches
● Maximum: 377 mm / 14.84 inches
● Default: 15 mm / 0.59 inches

Left

Sets the distance between the left border of sheets and optical marks.
● Minimum: 0 mm / 0 inches
● Maximum: 377 mm / 14.84 inches
● Default: 7 mm / 0.28 inches

Quiet Zone

Defines a quiet zone between an optical mark and a document's content.

This prevents document content interfering with optical mark scanners ability to read optical marks.
Horizontal padding

Sets the quiet zone size between an optical mark's left and right edge and a document's

content.
● Minimum: 0 mm / 0 inches
● Maximum: 20 mm / 0.7874 inches
● Default: 8.5 mm / 0.3346 inches
Vertical padding Sets the quiet zone size between an optical mark's upper and bottom edge and a document's
content.
● Minimum: 0 mm / 0 inches
● Maximum: 20 mm / 0.7874 inches
● Default: 8.5 mm / 0.3346 inches
Size

The Size parameters depend on the optical mark scheme selected:

OMR Std / OMR Adv
Width of mark

Defines the width of an optical mark.

● Minimum: 5 mm / 0.2 inches
● Maximum: 10 mm / 0.39 inches
● Default: 9 mm / 0.35 inches
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Thickness of mark

Defines the thickness of an optical mark.

● Minimum: 0.2 mm / 0.008 inches
● Maximum: 1.5 mm / 0.0591 inches
● Default: 0.25 mm / 0.01 inches
Line spacing

Defines the distance between the starting edges of optical mark bars. As bars grow thicker the

distance remains the same, however, the white space between the bars reduces.
● Minimum: 2.54 mm / 0.1 inches
● Maximum: 6.35 mm / 0.25 inches
● Default: 4.23 mm / 0.167 inches
Orientation

Rotates the optical mark in a given direction. Reversed orientation allows you to place the printed

sheets in the inserter feeder so that the sheets' front side faces down.
●

Current horizontal – Reads horizontally from left-to-right.

●

Current vertical – Reads vertically from top-to-bottom.

●

Reversed horizontal – Reads horizontally from right-to-left.

●

Reversed vertical – Reads vertically from bottom-to- top.

Code 39 (H) / Code 39 (G) /NTL BCR
Height

Defines the height of a bar.
● Minimum: 5 mm / 0.2 inches
● Maximum: 10 mm / 0.39 inches
● Default: 9 mm / 0.35 inches

Thickness of narrow bar

Defines the thickness of a narrow bar.

● Minimum: 0.2 mm / 0.008 inches
● Maximum: 0.5 mm / 0.02 inches
● Default: 0.25 mm / 0.01 inches
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Ratio

Defines the thickness ratio of thick bars versus thin bars.
● Minimum: 2.2
● Maximum: 3
● Default: 3

Orientation See also Orientation in the OMR Std / OMR Adv section.
Datamatrix (G) / Datamatrix (H) / NTL 2DMatrix
Cell size Defines the size of a cell (module/square) within the Datamatrix.
● Minimum: 0.35 mm / 0.0138 inches
● Maximum: 1.5 mm / 0.0591 inches
● Default: 0.381 mm / 0.015 inches

Fold Section

Fold types calculate the thickness of an envelope by indicating whether and how the sheets are folded into an envelope.
Option Description
Fold after assembly Check this option if your inserter accumulates all sheets of a communication piece and subsequently
folds the sheets as a whole. If unchecked, it indicates that all sheets of a communication piece are folded one by
one.

NOTE Folding the sheets of a communication piece after assembly results in a thicker envelope.
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AIMS Section

The AIMS section allows you to deploy the AIMS plug-in with a particular inserter. The AIMS section is only available
after you download and enable the plug-in in System Settings.
Further AIMS's settings are available in the AIMS Parameters section in Production Workflow | Output.
Options Description
Disable

Disables the AIMS plug-in, so that it is not applied when using a particular inserter.

Enable AIMS

Allows you to define the AIMS plug-in settings which are applied when an inserter is used.

Enable AIMS Desktop

Allows you to define the AIMS Desktop DS75 to DS90 plug-in settings which are applied when

an inserter is used.
AIMS Desktop mark options

Allows you to position the AIMS desktop mark so that it is visible in the envelope

window.
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For the desktop mark settings see also the Optical Marks Options section.

IMOS job name If applicable, enter a suitable IMOS Job name (defined in the inserter's firmware), so that the inserter
can process the respective job in the way indicated by the IMOS Job.
AIMS plug-in Select the corresponding AIMS plug-in from the drop-down menu.
The availability of selectable plug-ins depends on the optical mark scheme. The AIMS plug-in is only available if the
selected optical mark scheme is NTL BCR, NTL 2DMatrix, Code 3 of 9 (H) and DataMatrix (H).
Remote location

Select the remote location where you enabled AIMS and defined the AIMS hot folder during the

OMS-500 Aggregator installation (refer to the corresponding version of the OMS-500 Installation Guide).
OMS Integration prefix

Three alphabetic characters form part of job IDs and job file names and enable the AIMS server

to distinguish between different companies' OMS-500 installations.
OMS integration prefixes are generated automatically and are identical for all inserter objects within one OMS-500
installation. You can change prefixes if necessary; changing a prefix is reflected in all Inserters & Jobs objects within
the OMS-500 installation.

NOTE OMS integration prefixes are ignored during export. After importing an inserter into another
installation, OMS integration prefixes reflect the inserter's settings of the current OMS-500 installation.
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Testing and Debugging

You can test whether the coding scheme and inserter functions selected fit the type of documents you process. By
checking the following options, you can print the values extracted from a particular document and see how the optical
marks will work for your communication pieces.
If the AIMS Desktop DS75 to DS90 is applied, all values are also printed for the generated AIMS desktop mark.
Options Description
Print the content of optical marks as text on each sheet

Prints the content of optical marks (i.e. numerical values)

on every sheet.
Print function names/values on each sheet

Prints individual inserter functions selected in the code definition and the

values extracted from a particular document.

Configuration Sheet
A configuration sheet is a PDF document that contains all user-defined inserter settings. You can print this sheet and
use it to configure your inserter firmware manually or by scanning a generated optical mark. An optical mark is only
generated when the DataMatrix (G), DataMatrix (H) or Code 39 (H) and Code 39 (H) coding schemes are set. A
configuration sheet is not available when an optical mark is based on a custom optical mark scheme.

TIP

After you have saved the inserter settings, you can view where precisely on a sample document the optical

mark is placed in Document Profiles | Optical mark.

6.7.3

Printers
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Printers are output channels that collect and print production batches using pre-defined print settings. You can also
save one printer as more printer objects with different printing options. To use a particular printer, you need to define
a printer in Hardware | Printers and select the printer in the Type drop-down menu in Production Workflow | Output.
If a remote location is installed, you can also print using a printer that is connected to the respective remote location
(see also the Printer location option in the General Preferences section). After they have been printed, communication
pieces can be further processed using inserters or other print finishing machines.
To use printers outside the OMS-500 server network, you have to enable the Printer Management licence option in
System Settings | Remote Location | Properties | Features.
Printer Menu
Options Description

Filter Filters printers according to the selected tag(s) or other criteria (e.g. a name). To select a tag, click on
the Add

icon.

Edit Edits a printer's settings.
Delete Object Deletes a printer from the application.
Export Exports a printer so that it can be reused in another OMS-500 installation or as backup (see also Export).
Copy and Edit Creates a copy of a printer. The copy has exactly the same settings and its name is appended
with - Copy to make it unique.
View Dependencies Shows dependencies of a printer. This option displays a window showing all items in which
the selected printer is used.
Add New Adds a new printer to the list.

6.7.3.1

Printer Setup

To define a printer, click on the Add New

icon in a printer's menu and fill in the following details:

● General Preferences
● Printer Options
● Printer Settings
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General Preferences Section

Options Description
Name

Enter a printer's name.

Description

Enter any text that helps the user identify a printer from others.

Tags Allows you to tag a printer.

Printer Options

Options Description
Printer location Selects the computer to which the printer device is connected:
● OMS-500 Server – The printer to be used is connected to the computer where the application is installed
(see Deployment).
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This option is unavailable in the OMS-500 in Cloud version because the OMS-500 server is not installed on
customers' premises.
● <Remote location name> – The printer is connected to a computer where OMS-500 Aggregator is installed.

NOTE If you import a printer linked to a remote location, the printer location is left empty: you have to
select an available printer location for the current server.

Printer device Selects a printer from the drop-down menu. If you cannot see a desired printer, refer to Cannot find a
printer.
Refresh Refreshes the current list of print devices and their settings (e.g. available printer drivers, paper trays
or output bins) available under the selected printer location. Refreshing printer devices is necessary after making
any changes to installed print devices or their addition/removal.
If printer settings are unavailable even after the refresh, you can allow more time for detecting the print device
settings by customizing the print device refresh timeout (see also Missing Printer Settings in Configuration).
Format

Selects the format of the printer device.

The supported formats are:
● PostScript
● PCL 5
● The PCL 6 format does not support the following text or image transformation:
○ Shearing (i.e. causing an object's shape to slant)
○ Semitransparency
○ Filling or stroking text with images or color gradients
○ Non-tiled filling of a region with images or color gradients
○ Rotating a region filled with images or color gradients by anything other than 90° intervals (e.g. it cannot
rotate by 35°)
● Windows driver (GDI) – Available for each printer irrespective of the license settings.
This format does not support non-tiled filling of a region with images or color gradients.
● Windows driver (GDI - Bitmap) – Available for each printer irrespective of the license settings
This format is unsuitable for production purposes, as it generates large spool files, which considerably slow
the performance. To guarantee optimal performance and speed of processing, select the Windows driver
(GDI) or another specific format supported by your printer.
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Use sequential printing

Allows the printer to print and finish one production batch at a time, even if more production

batches run and use the same printer device on output.
It has been designed for production batches that contain multiple print jobs (e.g. when a batch is split into print
jobs by a number of pages). A production batch can only be printed after the printing of all print jobs that belong
to the preceding production batch has finished. This ensures that all print jobs are sent to the printer in a single
production batch to which they belong.
If this option is disabled and more production batches use the same printer, individual print jobs from multiple
production batches can be sent in parallel. This means print jobs of one production batch do not wait until the
preceding batch has been printed.
This option applies globally to a printer device. Therefore, if two or more printer objects use the same printer device,
all printer objects have to either enable or disable this option. If a conflicting printer object is found, a dialog displays,
that allows the user to change the settings of the conflicting printer objects.
PRINT TEST SHEET

Prints a test sheet using the printer selected to test the printer capabilities with the defined

settings.

Print Job Options

Options Description
Split print job by Defines whether and how a print job is split.
For more information, see the Split the output file by option in the Output File Options section.

TIP

If the selected printer has a stapler, selecting the One print job per communication piece allows you

to staple communication pieces one by one.

Print job name Defines the name of a print job. Print job names display in the respective printer's spooler during the
printing process and in Production Control | Output | Printers.
A job name can contain both fixed text and attributes (both custom and system-defined). It must always contain
at least one attribute. You can select an attribute by clicking on the Insert Attribute

icon. If the Create one print
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job per communication piece is unchecked, a job name uses the first attribute value of the first communication
piece of the print job.

NOTE Avoid setting an excessively long job name (i.e. more than 259 characters including the extension
and path, as defined by Windows API) when using the PS Writer Hot Folder virtual printer as an output
printer device. This printer cannot process longer file names, which prevents them from being saved on the
drive and causes production to fail.
In case production has already failed, you can reprint failed communication pieces by using a different
printing device (see also Production Control | Output | Printer).

Split print job by paper source change Splits a print job if the paper source of a document sheet changes (see also
Sheets Selection). Individual parts of the split print job create separate print tasks, where each task is printed using
the given paper source. This allows you to print jobs containing sheets from multiple paper sources even on printers
that can only print one job using a single paper source (paper tray).
Split print jobs by simplex/duplex sheets

Splits a print job when a simplex sheet is followed by a duplex sheet or

vice versa. Individual parts of the split print job create separate print tasks, where each task is printed either as
simplex or duplex. This allows you to print jobs on print devices that cannot handle printing simplex and duplex
sheets simultaneously in one print job.

NOTE Avoid activating the Split print job by paper source change on printers that can handle multiple
paper sources or simplex/duplex printing within one print job. Unnecessary splitting of a print job into print
tasks slows printing down.
Irrespective of the number of print tasks created per print job, the number of print job outputs remains the
same (see also the Output section in the Production Control chapter). For example, if the Create one print
job per communication piece option is unchecked, production only creates one print job that is available in
the Printer tab.
Unless a print task contains document pages rendered solely on simplex sheets, all paper sheets–including
simplex–are reversed after the front page has been printed. Although reversed by the printer, the back pages
of simplex sheets are left empty.

WARNING

OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control can only use one setup of one printer device.

If you intend to use a printer device for remote printing using OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control, and two or
more printer objects use the same printer device linked to a remote location, ensure that the respective printer
objects have the same Split print job by paper source change and Split print jobs by simplex/duplex sheets
settings.
If the printer device settings of the printer objects differ, OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control cannot specify
which of the respective printer objects to use and randomly selects one.
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6.7.3.2

Printer Troubleshooting

The following section outlines selected printer usage specifics in OMS-500:
● Using Virtual Printers
● Cannot Find a Printer
● Missing Printer Settings in Configuration
● Speed up Black and White Printing of Overlays
● Disable Delta Row Image Compression
● Providing Resources for OMS-500 Support

Using Virtual Printers
If you want to install a virtual printer driver for the output production (excluding the PS virtual printer used for the input
print stream), make sure the virtual printer driver does not raise any dialogs after the production is triggered. If a dialog
is raised, the printer enters into a conflict with the Oms500 service and the production is stopped.
If you have virtual printers installed but do not plan to use them for production, you can disable virtual printers to
prevent conflicts occurring:
1. Go to c:\Program Files\Neopost OMS-500\Oms500.exe.config.
2. Find the following string: <add key="SupportVirtualPrinters" value="true" />.
3. Replace the string with <add key="SupportVirtualPrinters" value="false" />.

TIP

If the production is stopped because a dialog was raised by a virtual printer driver, uninstall the virtual

printer driver and restart the Oms500 service.

Cannot Find a Printer
If you cannot see a particular printer in Hardware | Printers | General Preferences | Printer device, accessing the printer
might be forbidden by user account rights (e.g. it is a network printer where the access is limited to administrators).
To include a desired printer in the drop-down menu, change the user account under which the Oms500 service is
running:
1. Go to Local Services and right-click on the respective service.
2. In Properties | Log On, select This account.
3. Enter the respective user account and credentials with the required user access rights.
Both services have to run under the same account.
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Missing Printer Settings in Configuration
Once installed, OMS-500 ignores any changes that you make to print devices settings, or a print device addition/removal.
For example, a reinstalled printer driver does not automatically display in the Format drop-down menu of the respective
printer. Therefore, after making changes to printer devices, you have to update the printer settings manually.
To update print device settings, follow these steps:
1. Go to Hardware | Printers and click on the Refresh button in General Preferences | Print device.
Wait until the refresh has finished. If the print device settings remain unchanged even after refreshing, the timeout
allowed for refreshing the printer settings may be insufficient.
2. To customize the print device refresh timeout, go to the OMS-500 installation directory, typically located in
C:\Program Files\Neopost OMS-500.

3. Open the Oms500.exe.config file and adjust the values of the following parameters:
● <add key="PrinterGetInfoTimeout" value="120000" />
● <add key="TestPrintTimeout" value="30000" />
The parameters define the timeout (in milliseconds) during which OMS-500 refreshes the list of available print
devices and their settings. The print device refresh timeout applies to all printers, including the printers connected
to the OMS-500 server and OMS-500 Aggregator.

Speed up Black and White Printing of Overlays
Due to transparency rendering, printing documents that contain transparent black and white images may take some
time using the Windows GDI format. If you do not need the given image to be transparent (e.g. you use it behind the
document layer as a background image, see the Overlays section in Document Profiles), you can manually configure
OMS-500 to ignore transparency of black and white images.
To set OMS-500 to ignore transparency:
1. Go to the OMS-500 installation directory, typically located in C:\Program Files\Neopost OMS-500.
2. Open the Oms500.exe.config file.
3. Enter the following parameter in the <appSettings> section:
● <add key="WinGdiIgnoreTransparentImagesBW" value="true" />
The parameter is optional. To reenable transparency, set the parameter value to "false", or delete the parameter from
the file.

Disable Delta Row Image Compression
Since OMS-500 version 7.1, delta row image compression automatically takes place when using the PCL 6 output. This
results in smaller spool files and faster print.
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Delta row image compression is compatible with printers using a PCL 6 class revision 2.1 and later. If your printer uses
a PCL 6 class revision earlier than 2.1, you can avoid compatibility issues by manually disabling delta row image
compression.
When disabled, PCL 6 output uses the RLE (Run-Length Encoding) compression, compatible with PCL 6 class revision
1.1.
To disable delta row image compression:
1. Go to the OMS-500 installation directory, typically located in C:\Program Files\Neopost OMS-500.
2. Open the Oms500.exe.config file.
3. Enter the following parameter in the <appSettings> section:
● <add key="EnableUseDeltaRowCompressionPcl6" value="false" />

Providing Resources for OMS-500 Support
If you experience print issues, you can contact OMS-500 Support.
To speed up troubleshooting, provide OMS-500 Support with the respective printer's spool files for analysis.
To generate spool files:
1. Select the respective print job in the Printers tab of the Output section in Control Center | Production Control.
2. Click on the Generate Spoolfile

icon.

See also the Printer tab.

6.8 Media
6.8.1

Media Overview

Media are objects where output documents are rendered or inserted. You can define their physical properties so that
the communication piece properties (weight, thickness) and the related postal costs can be calculated.
The following media are available:
● Sheets
● Simple Envelopes
● Smart Envelopes
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6.8.2

Sheets

Sheets are media on which to render the output (both physical and electronic). Each page of the document has to have
a sheet defined (see the Sheets section in General), which enables you to:
● Reflect the capabilities of your printers/inserters.
● Calculate the resulting costs of postal services.
By default, there are two pre-defined sheets available (A4 and Letter).
Sheet Menu
Options Description

Filter Filters sheets according to selected tag(s) or other criteria (e.g. a name). To select a tag, click on the Add
icon.
Edit Edits a sheet's settings.
Delete Object Deletes a sheet from the application.
Export Exports a sheet so that it can be reused in another OMS-500 installation or as backup (see also Export).
Copy and Edit Creates a copy of a sheet. The copy has exactly the same settings but its name is appended
with - Copy to make it unique.
Default Marks a sheet as the default. The default sheet suggests itself automatically when you define objects
which need to be rendered on a sheet, e.g. electronic enclosures.
View Dependencies Shows dependencies of a sheet. This option displays a window showing all items in which
the selected sheet is used.
Add New Adds a new sheet to the list.
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To create a sheet, click on the Add New

icon in the sheet's menu and fill in the details in the following sections:

● General Preferences
● Sheet Options
● Paper Source

General Preferences Section

Options Description
Name

Enters the sheet's name.

Description

Enters any text that helps the user identify the sheet from others.

Tags Allows you to tag a sheet.

Sheet Options Section
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Options Description
Size

Selects the paper size from the drop-down menu.

In addition to predefined paper sizes, you can also create custom ones (see also Paper Sizes).
Orientation

Switches the orientation of the sheet.

The available options are: Portrait, Landscape. By default, the orientation is set to Portrait.
If the Duplex print option is activated, the sheets are rotated the following way, depending on the orientation:
● Portrait – Rotates the sheet along the long side.
● Landscape – Rotates the sheet along the short side.
Page orientation adjustment If activated, the application detects whether the orientation of a page in an input file
corresponds to the orientation of the sheet that is applied to that page in document profiles (Portrait or Landscape).
If it differs, it automatically rotates a given page's content by 90 degrees to fit the sheet. This ensures that all pages
of an input file can be correctly read, previewed, and processed.
Page orientation adjustment applies to input files and electronic enclosures.
The available options are:
● Clockwise – Rotates the content clockwise by 90 degrees.
This is the default option.
● Counterclockwise – Rotates the content counterclockwise by 90 degrees.
● None – Keeps the original orientation of the input / enclosure file, whether or not the orientation corresponds
to the intended sheet.
Weight

Enters the weight of a sheet so that the weight of the printed output and thus the costs related to mail services

can be calculated. See also the system-defined attribute Weight.
Duplex print

Prints document pages on both sides of the sheet.

Backside overlay Places a selected overlay on the backside of the sheet, which is not covered by text. Suitable
especially for printing static text (e.g. forms, terms and conditions) on the backside of customized documents. This
option is only available if the Duplex print option is switched off. Backside pages count as transactions.

NOTE You can use only static overlay as a backside overlay. See also Static overlays.
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Paper Source Section

Options Description
<Printer-name> Displays all printers defined in the Hardware section.
Paper Source

Selects from which printer and feeder (tray) the paper source will be selected. The section lists all

pre-defined printers; each printer's drop-down menu only contains the paper sources which are supported by a
particular printer.
If the output format is PCL 5 or PostScript, the spool file sent to the printer contains information about the sheet
size. If a printer device selects the tray/feeder automatically depending on the sheet size, do not adjust this selection.

NOTE When you spool communication pieces which contain at least one sheet with an activated Duplex
print option into the PDF format (i.e. into an output folder), each sheet with single-side printing is followed
with a blank page in the output PDF file (unless a back-side overlay is applied). If you want to print PDF files
on paper, set the printing preferences of your printer to two-side printing, so that the resulting printed output
corresponds to the configuration.

6.8.3

Simple Envelopes

Envelopes are media into which communication pieces are inserted. Envelopes carry information about the size, weight,
and thickness of communication pieces. This information can be used for cost analysis.
Simple envelopes are designed for communication pieces whose number of sheets is predictable and does not exceed
a certain limit. Unlike smart envelopes, each communication piece has to fit into one simple envelope (splitting is not
possible).
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How to Insert Communication Pieces into Envelopes
After you create envelopes, you can insert communication pieces into suitable envelopes:
● Use an envelope business rule.
See Communication Profiles | Delivery | Envelopes.
● Use an inserter conditional function.
See Production Workflows | Output | Inserter Settings.
● Use a smart envelope.
Envelope Menu
Options Description

Filter Filters envelopes according to selected tag(s) or other criteria (e.g. a name). To select a tag, click on the
Add

icon.

Edit Edits an envelope's settings.
Delete Object Deletes an envelope from the application.
Export Exports an envelope so that it can be reused in another OMS-500 installation or as backup (see also
Export).
Copy and Edit Creates a copy of an envelope. The copy has exactly the same settings but its name is appended
with - Copy to make it unique.
View Dependencies Shows dependencies of an envelope. This option displays a window showing all items in
which the selected envelope is used.
Add New Adds a new envelope to the list.
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General Preferences Section

Options Description
Name

Enters the envelope's name.

Description

Enters any text that helps the user identify the envelope from others.

Tags Allows you to tag an envelope.
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Envelope Options Section

Options Description
Size

Selects the size of the envelope: C6/C5, C5, C4, No. 9, No. 10, 6x9 inches, 9x12 inches, Custom Size.

Weight

Enters the weight of the envelope.

The default value is 7.5 g.
Thickness / For number of envelopes

Indicates the thickness of envelopes.

The default value is 20 mm for 100 envelopes.
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Address Window Section

Options Description
Enable envelope window
Position from top

Specifies where the address window is positioned on the address carrier sheet.

Defines the distance of the upper edge of the address window from the upper edge of the

sheet.
The default value is 15 mm.
Position from left

Defines the distance of the left edge of the address window from the left edge of the sheet.

The default value is 45 mm.
Height / Width

Defines the height/width of the address window.

Display address block preview

Displays the address block content, defined by a selected address carrier. This

helps you to place the address window content correctly within the envelope window.
Leaving the option unchecked only displays the address window.
Address Carrier

Selects an address carrier on which an address window is placed.

To place the address block content correctly:
● It has to fit within the envelope address window.
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To do so, adjust the Horizontal/Vertical alignment in the Address Block Content section.
● It has to respect the selected envelope fold type.

Envelope Source Section

<InserterName> Displays all inserters defined in Hardware. Select the inserter and tray from where the envelope is
drawn.

TIP

If no selection options are displayed, go to the respective inserter settings and check the Envelope

Selection code definition.

NOTE If you select the inserter envelope tray now, you do not need to trigger the envelope selection by
using a conditional function later in Production Workflow | Inserter Settings.
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Envelope Preview

The envelope preview displays where to place the address block content within the envelope, given the selected address
carrier and envelope fold type.
If the address block content does not display, check whether it is placed on the part of the address carrier sheet that
is visible after the sheet is folded using the respective envelope fold type.
Options Description
Zoom Out /

Zoom In Zooms out/in on the envelope.

Fit Width Fits the envelope width to the size of the preview area.
Actual Size Displays the actual envelope size.
Fit Page Fits the whole envelope to the size of the preview area.
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6.8.4

Smart Envelopes

See also

Simple Envelopes
Address Carriers

Smart envelopes are designed for communication pieces with a high volume, or those containing a variable number of
sheets. To ensure that each communication piece is inserted into as many envelopes as the number of sheets require,
a communication piece which does not fit into a single envelope can be split and inserted into multiple simple envelopes.
The selection of the most cost-effective envelope solution takes place during the production of each communication
piece, taking into account the cost of envelopes and the maximum number of sheets allowed in each envelope. This
does not imply that all envelopes need to contain the maximum number of sheets allowed.
To ensure that each communication piece is provided with a respective postal address that fits into the envelope
window, selected address carriers can be added to individual envelopes.
Splitting a communication piece preserves the order of documents and enclosures of the original communication piece.
Specifics concerning the distribution of sheets across envelopes apply for individual split types (see Communication
piece split and Address Carrier Usage).
For envelope menu options, see Envelope Menu.

General Preferences Section
See also the General Preferences section in Simple Envelopes.
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Envelope Options Section

Options Description
Communication piece split

Defines where a communication piece is split, if it does not fit onto a single envelope.

A communication piece cannot be split between the front and back page of a duplex sheet.
● Anywhere – Splits a communication piece anywhere, irrespective of document boundaries or individual
electronic enclosures.
Splitting a communication piece anywhere applies these principles:
○ Electronic enclosure sheets can be inserted separately from the primary documents into one or multiple
envelopes with an address carrier applied.
○ Physical enclosure sheets require that at least one sheet of a primary document is present in an envelope.
Otherwise, the communication cannot be split and the production fails.

TIP

When configuring smart envelopes to be used with physical enclosures, make sure that at

least one of the available envelopes can contain as many sheets as required by the physical
enclosure (see Number of sheets to feed in Physical Enclosure Options), (optionally) an address
carrier, and a document sheet.

● Along document boundaries – Splits a communication piece between individual documents, so that each
envelope contains a complete document or documents.
Splitting a communication piece along document boundaries applies these principles:
○ Electronic enclosure sheets can be inserted into a separate envelope as a whole.
It means either all enclosure sheets belonging to a particular document, or communication piece, depending
on whether the electronic enclosure business rule is set to be evaluated Per document or Per
communication piece (see also the Electronic Enclosures section in Communication Profiles | Delivery).
Electronic enclosures require that at least one complete document is present in the envelope.
○ Physical enclosure sheets can only be inserted into a separate envelope as a whole, and require that at
least one complete document is present in the envelope.
Otherwise, the communication cannot be split and the production fails.
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Address Carrier Usage Places an address carrier, defined for a particular envelope in the Envelopes section, in a
respective envelope or envelopes.
Assigning an address carrier to each envelope type, defined in the respective smart envelope, ensures that, whichever
envelope is used in the production, the placement of the address carrier's content fits into the envelope window.
If address carrier usage is unchecked, no address carrier is placed in the envelope, irrespective of the address carrier
settings in Communication Profiles | Delivery. I.e. the address carrier settings defined in the communication profile
are always ignored when using smart envelopes.
If this option is checked and an address carrier is also set to be added to a communication piece in Communication
Profiles | Delivery, the communication piece contains the address carrier defined in the smart envelope. If no
address carrier is defined in the smart envelope, none is added to a communication piece, even if an address carrier
is defined in a communication profile.
Placing an address carrier differs based on the communication piece split:
Anywhere
●

First envelope – Places an address carrier in the first envelope.
Checking this option automatically checks the All envelopes (except first) check box. This ensures that no
matter where a document or enclosure is split, the envelope always displays an address.
By default, the option is unchecked. This means that an address carrier is not placed in the first envelope.
● All envelopes (except first) – Places an address carrier in all envelopes except the first one.
The first envelope where a communication piece is placed in starts on the first page of the first document.
The first document page typically includes an address, so it may not require an address carrier.
By default, the option is checked.

NOTE

Leaving both options unchecked places no address carrier into any of the envelopes. Avoid

using no address carriers unless you are sure that every document page of a communication piece
includes an address.
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Along document boundaries
●

All envelopes – Places an address carrier in each envelope where a communication piece is split.
If unchecked, no address carriers are used, irrespective of the address carrier settings in Communication
Profiles | Delivery.

NOTE

Avoid using no address carriers unless you are sure that the first document page of each

document of a communication piece includes an address.

Envelopes Section
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Options Description

Add Adds envelopes which are available when selecting the optimal envelopes for a given communication piece.
You can select one or more simple envelopes (which were defined beforehand) from the drop-down menu. The
order of inserted envelopes is not considered when selecting the optimal envelope.
Address carrier
Cost

Selects an address carrier to be inserted into the envelope from the drop-down menu.

Enters the total cost related to a particular envelope type, i.e. the cost of the envelope, stamp or

related postal services. The envelope cost is used to prioritize which envelope to use to minimize expenditure.
Where applicable, an envelope with lower cost is selected. This may include placing a communication piece
into multiple small and less expensive envelopes instead of one big envelope.
Maximum number of sheets Enters the maximum number of sheets that can be inserted into one envelope.
The number includes an address carrier.
The default value is 2.
The minimum value is 1. This is suitable for envelopes designed to contain a sheet with an address carrier
placed on the sheet's backside (see also the General Preferences section in Address Carriers).

EXAMPLE

Imagine that the Maximum number of sheets allowed for one envelope is 3. If the

communication piece contains exactly 3 sheets and an address carrier is defined, the communication
piece is split into 2 envelopes. The first one contains the first two sheets and an address carrier, and
the second one contains the last sheet of the communication piece and an address carrier.
This example applies to smart envelopes where the Communication piece split is set to Anywhere
and the Use address carrier for first envelope option is checked.

TIP

Smart envelopes can also work in conjunction with a Sorting plug-in, thus maximizing postal cost savings

(see also Sorting).

6.9
6.9.1

Resources
Resources Overview

Resources allow you to capture document-specific content (i.e. attributes) and manage content that comes from
external sources. This includes external attributes (coming from an external datasource), enclosures, address carriers,
overlays (e.g. company logo), etc.
A single storage place allows you to easily manage content and to immediately reflect changes, e.g. to company branding
(logos) or campaigns (promotional leaflets as enclosures) by replacing original files with updated ones.
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The following resources are available:
● Address Carriers
● Attributes
● Banner Sheets
● Electronic Enclosures
● External Attributes
● Overlays/Images
● Physical Enclosures

6.9.2

Address Carriers

The address carrier is a separate sheet placed at the beginning or end of a communication piece. It displays user-defined
attributes (primarily the recipients' addresses) or fixed text in a required position on the sheet. This ensures that the
address (or other text) is visible in the envelope window irrespective of the position of the address within a document.
The recipient address is extracted from a selected Postal Address attribute (see also Attribute) from the given
communication piece. If the Quadient Presort plug-in is deployed, the address carrier also displays the generated postal
barcode and container number.
To add an address carrier to a communication piece, see the Address Carriers option in Communication Profiles |
Delivery.
Address Carrier Menu
Options Description

Filter Filters address carriers according to selected tag(s) or other criteria (e.g. a name). To select a tag, click
on the Add

icon.

Edit Edits an address carrier's settings.
Delete Object Deletes an address carrier from the application.
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Export Exports an address carrier so that it can be reused in another OMS-500 installation or as backup (see
also Export).
Copy and Edit Creates a copy of an address carrier. The copy has exactly the same settings but its name is
appended with - Copy to make it unique.
View Dependencies Shows dependencies of an address carrier. This option displays a window showing all items
in which the selected address carrier is used.
Add New Adds a new address carrier to the list.
To create an address carrier, click on the Add New

icon in the address carrier's menu.

This displays the address carrier editor.

1. Preview toolbar – Adjusts the address carrier preview to help the user visualize changes.
Options Description
Zoom Out Zooms out from the address carrier.
Zoom In Zooms in on the address carrier.
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Fit Width Fits the page width to the size of the preview area.
Actual Size Displays the actual page size.
Fit Page Fits the whole page to the size of the preview area.
2. Preview window-pane – Displays an address carrier and your enhancements and changes as you make them.
3. Address carrier settings – Displays an address carrier's settings, which are described in detail in the following
sections:
● General Preferences
● Additional Text
● Address Block Size and Position
● Address Block Content
● Overlays
● Optical Mark
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General Preferences Section

Options Description
Name

Enters the address carrier's name.

Description

Enters any text that helps the user identify the address carrier from others.

Tags Allows you to tag an address carrier.
Sheet

Select a sheet on which the address carrier is rendered. The drop-down menu includes all sheets defined in

Media.
Sheet position Select the position of the address carrier within a communication piece.
If a communication piece is distributed in a smart envelope and is split among multiple envelopes, the address
carrier can also be added to individual envelopes (not only to the beginning or end of the whole communication
piece). This depends on the respective envelope's settings in the Envelopes Section and on Address Carrier Usage.
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The following options are available:
● After the communication piece – The address carrier is placed after the last sheet of the last document of a
communication piece.
● Before the communication piece – The address carrier is placed in front of the first sheet of the first document
of a communication piece.
● After the communication piece on backside – The address carrier is placed on the backside of the last sheet
of the last document of a communication piece.
● Before the communication piece on backside – The address carrier is placed on the backside of the first sheet
of the first document of a communication piece.
To place the address carrier on the backside of a sheet, the following conditions have to apply:
○ The sheet that is assigned to the first (applies to Before the communication piece on backside) or last
(applies to After the communication piece on backside) sheet of a communication piece and to the
address carrier, has to be the same.
○ The sheet on whose backside the address carrier is to be placed has to allow duplex print (see also Sheet
Options).
○ The backside of that sheet must be empty.
If one of these conditions does not apply, the address carrier is placed on a separate new sheet.

EXAMPLE

Imagine you produce documents of variable lengths (1 to 8 pages) and want to send

them in envelopes that each can contain up to 3 sheets.
1. Define an address carrier and set the Sheet position option to After communication piece on
backside.
2. Define a smart envelope and set the Maximum number of sheets option to 3.
3. Select the respective address carrier for the smart envelope.
4. During production, communication pieces are divided into separate envelopes if the total
number of sheets exceeds this limit, and an address carrier is added to each envelope.
The address carrier is placed as follows:
■ If a document contains 3 sheets that carry 5 pages of content and the backside of the
last sheet is empty, the address carrier is placed on the backside of the last sheet.
Therefore, the envelope contains 3 sheets, including the address carrier.
■ If a document contains 3 sheets that carry 6 pages of content, the address carrier is placed
on the backside of a separate sheet.
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Therefore, the document is split into 2 envelopes: The first one includes 2 sheets that carry
4 pages of content and an address carrier sheet. The second envelope contains a sheet
that carries 2 pages of content, and an address carrier sheet.
The example assumes that there are no other envelope types defined that could contain a greater
number of sheets, or save more costs.

Additional Text
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Enters additional text to a zone. This option is available if you right-click on a zone and select the Add text option.
Options Description
Zone

Selects the zone which displays the added text.

Text to be added

Enters the text to be added to the address carrier.

Click on the Add Variable
Suppress empty lines
Text size

icon to add Custom-defined Attributes.

See Suppress empty lines in the Address Block Content section.

Selects the size of the text.

Orientation

Rotates the text zone by 90, 180 or 270 degrees.

Horizontal alignment Aligns the text horizontally with respect to the zone: Left, Right, Center.
Vertical alignment Aligns the text vertically with respect to the zone: Top, Bottom, Middle.
Language

Selects from among the languages defined in System Settings | Languages.

Font type

Selects from among the fonts installed in System Settings | Fonts.

If no fonts are installed, a default font is available.
Font color

Selects the color of the font.

Delete Deletes the added text.
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Address Block Size and Position Section

Options Description
Position from top

Defines the position from the top edge of the sheet.

Position from left

Defines the position from the left edge of the sheet.

Height

Defines the height of the field where the address block text is placed.

Width

Defines the width of the field where the address block text is placed.

Display fold type and envelope preview

Previews the envelope and fold on an address carrier sheet. This helps you

define the optimal position of an address block and envelope window (if defined in a given simple envelope).
Envelope

Allows you to select an envelope where you plan to insert communication pieces with an address carrier.

Fold type

Allows you to select a fold type that is applied to all sheets inserted into an envelope.

The following fold types are available:
C-fold (or letter fold) Folds a sheet to create three parts of the same size. The outer parts are folded
towards one another.
Z-fold (or zigzag fold) Folds a sheet to create three parts of the same size. No part is folded into another.
V-fold (or single fold) Folds a sheet in half to create two parts of the same size.
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Double V-fold (or double fold) Folds a sheet twice in half along the sheet's longer edge to create four parts
of the same size. The upper (first) part folds in between the second and third part.
No fold Leaves the sheet unfolded.

Address Block Content Section

Options Description
Content

Enters the text to display on the address carrier. You can insert attributes by clicking on the Insert Attribute

icon.
Vertical alignment Aligns the text vertically along the given edge of the address block field: Top, Bottom, Middle.
Horizontal alignment Aligns the text horizontally along the given edge of the address block field: Left, Right, Center.
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Font

Selects the font, which is used for the address block text, and the font color.

Font size

Selects the size of the font.

Suppress empty lines Suppresses all empty lines from the text. The text can contain empty lines for the following
reasons:
● An attribute is empty (no attribute value has been found for a particular customer).
● An attribute value itself contains empty lines.
● The user unintentionally hits the <Enter> key.
If checked, all empty lines are suppressed and instead, the line which immediately follows the empty line is displayed.
The resulting text thus displays no empty lines, which is useful e.g. if an address has an empty Line 2, or a person
uses no middle name.
Customize font settings of content lines

Defines the font settings of individual lines of the address carrier text. The order of lines is absolute. This means
that if an empty line is suppressed (see the Suppress empty lines option), the line following the suppressed line
applies the font of the suppressed line. If no font settings are specified for a particular line, the font settings selected
in Content Template | Font are applied on the line.
To define the font settings, click on the Add

icon and select a line.
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Options Description
Font

Selects a font and its color.

Font color
Font size

Selects a font color from the colors defined in Design Components.
Selects a font size.

Overlays Section

Options Description

Select overlays Selects an overlay/image so that it can display in the envelope window or other parts of an
address carrier.
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You can select overlays from the list of their thumbnails. To search among the overlays, you can use tags or
other criteria (e.g. type a name in the Filter

NOTE

First layer
Then

edit box).

If you use a dynamic overlay, it is not possible to display it in preview of the address carrier.

Displays an image/overlay on the top of the other images/overlays.

Displays an image/overlay behind the top layer but on top of other images/overlays listed below the given

overlay/image.
You can switch the position of overlays/images by clicking on the Up

or Down

icons.
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To delete an image, hovering the mouse pointer over the overlay/image row and clicking on the Cancel

button.

Top / Left Defines the position of an overlay (its upper/left edge) from the upper/left edge of a page.
The default value is 7 mm.
Scale

Changes the scale of an overlay.

The default value is 100%.

Optical Mark Section

Option Description
Inserter

Allows you to select one of the defined inserters. This displays the optical marks defined by the respective

inserter and helps you ensure that the optical mark is positioned correctly on a page with respect to the envelope
window.

TIP

Check the optical mark preview if you use the AIMS Desktop DS75 to DS90 plug-in to ensure that the

AIMS desktop mark is visible in the envelope window and can be scanned by the inserter.

6.9.3

Attributes
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Attributes (also referred to as custom-defined attributes) are data containers designed to capture variable customer
data which are present in the processed documents (e.g. customer ID, document number). Attributes can be captured
either from documents' text, by applying the optical character recognition, or from file names. In Attributes you create
the attributes which you plan to use in the workflow and define the attribute data type. Attributes are later filled with
data in the workflow, when the input files are being processed by a document profile.
Attribute Menu
Options Description

Filter Filters attributes according to selected tag(s) or other criteria (e.g. a name). To select a tag, click on the
Add

icon.

Edit Edits an attribute's settings.
Delete Object Deletes an attribute from the application.
Export Exports an attribute so that it can be reused in another OMS-500 installation or as backup (see also
Export).
Copy and Edit Creates a copy of the attribute. The copy has exactly the same settings but its name is appended
with - Copy to make it unique.
View Dependencies Shows dependencies of an attribute. This option displays a window showing all items in
which the selected attribute is used.
Add New Adds a new attribute to the list.
To create an attribute, click on the Add New

icon in the attribute menu and fill in the following details:
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Options Description
Name

Enters the attribute's name.

Description
Type

Enters any text that helps the user identify the attribute from others.

Selects the attribute data type from the drop-down menu. The attribute data type determines how the data in

the attribute will be treated (e.g. as a number, date or text) after input files have been uploaded for processing and
the attribute data captured.
For example, data type determines whether an attribute value can subsequently be calculated, compared to a date
or to specific text when the attribute is used in business rules. Some business rule options are only selectable if the
attribute has the appropriate type.
The following attribute types are available:
● Text – The attribute content is treated as a text (string). This allows for text searching within the attribute
and matching the found text against user-defined text patterns in business rules (e.g. in input conditions).
It also allows for highly selective searching using regular expressions (see e.g. Regex).
● Number / Currency – The attribute content is treated as a number. This allows the attribute value to be
compared to a number or calculation (e.g. using the is greater/less than rule editor option) or performing
numerical operations with the attribute (e.g. see Sum or Average).
● Date / Time – The attribute content is treated as a date. This allows the attribute value to be compared to a
user-defined date (e.g. using the is after or equal to rule editor option) or an interval (see e.g. Date
Attribute Range Expired).

● Postal Address – The attribute content is treated as an address. This attribute type must be created and
assigned to the recipient address if the address is used for sorting within a production batch (see Sorting)
and/or for address management (see the Plug-ins tab).
This attribute type also recognizes individual lines of an address. Address lines do not form standalone
attributes but are only available in selected business rules or settings where other custom-defined attributes
can be used (e.g. in the Filename option in Output Folder | Output File Options).
The following address lines are available: Address.Line 1-6, Address.Last Line. Address.Last Line extracts
the last line of an address, irrespective of the number of lines.

EXAMPLE

Address Lines in AIMS

If the AIMS plug-in is deployed, you can create detailed statistics providing information about the
processing of individual customers' communication pieces by folder inserters. You can do that by
extracting selected address lines and placing them directly into the designated AIMS fields in a Job
Allocation File (JAF). To do so, assign individual address lines to the respective AIMS fields in the
AIMS Parameters section in Production Workflow | Output.
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NOTE

All documents and communication pieces which were created before the upgrade to version

4.1 Beta and have not been produced can only extract the Postal Address attribute as a whole.

● Boolean – The attribute content is treated as a Boolean value. The Boolean data type allows a found value
to be evaluated against a user-defined condition. Depending on the evaluation result, the attribute value is
set either to true or false.
The attribute value is set to true, if the found value is:
○ Any string except false and no
○ Any number except 0 (zero)
If no value is found (the attribute is empty), the attribute value is set to false.

TIP

You can also use attributes of the Number / Currency type if the attribute value is

alphanumerical, e.g. the attribute 'Total Amount' may consist of a number and the currency symbol.
To only capture the numerical value, you can apply regular expressions using the Attribute
Value from String rule editor option.

If the value of the attribute is set to Number / Currency or Date / Time, the content of the attribute
is parsed according to the Culture/format settings defined in Region. To process dates which
are in a different format from the one set in Region, set a rule in Document Profiles | Document
Data | Attributes and parse the content of the attribute using Parse Date or Parse Number.

○
NOTE

To use custom-defined attributes in the workflow, you need to assign them to a particular

zone or define them using a rule (see also Document Data).
When the attribute data type is set to Date/Time or Number/Currency and the value found in the
input file cannot be parsed correctly (e.g. there is no value in a zone, or the value is a text string),
the respective attribute is ignored in the workflow (e.g. in a release condition).

Removed pattern

Removes unwanted characters from the text defined as the postal address. You can remove both

printable and nonprintable characters by entering a regular expression. The character(s) defined by the regular
expression are automatically deleted, thus the attribute value only contains the desired characters.
This option is only available if the attribute type is Postal Address.
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EXAMPLE

Remove nonprintable characters

You can remove the first 32 nonprintable characters of the Unicode table

by entering the [\u0000-\u001F]

regular expression in the Removed pattern edit box. The nonprintable characters are represented in the
hexadecimal coding.

EXAMPLE

Remove empty lines

You can remove empty lines from the address by entering the ^(?:[\t ]*(?:\r?\n|\r)) regular expression
in the Removed pattern edit box.

Format pattern

Defines the date/time format in which the attribute value displays when applied, e.g., as additional

text. The format pattern is independent of the Culture/format settings defined in Region.
Use standard date/time conventions, e.g. hh:mm:ss MM/dd/yyyy.
Tags Allows you to tag an attribute.

6.9.4 Banner Sheets

A banner sheet is a separate sheet placed at the beginning or end of an output file or print job. When printed out, it
visually separates one print job from another. It displays customer-defined information that ease post-printing processes
and mail sorting.
Typically, banner sheets can display attributes (including custom-defined, system-defined or external attributes), fixed
text, barcodes or optical marks, and/or overlays.
You can define multiple banner sheets to reflect the needs of individual production workflows. You can assign a banner
sheet to a respective production workflow in Production Workflows | Output | Banner Sheets.
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Banner Sheets Menu
Options Description

Filter Filters banner sheets according to selected tags or other criteria (e.g. a name). To select a tag, click on
the Add

icon.

Edit Edits a banner sheet's settings.
Delete Object Deletes a banner sheet from the application.
Export Exports the banner sheet so that it can be reused in another OMS-500 installation or as a backup (see
also Export).
Copy and Edit Creates a copy of a banner sheet. The copy has exactly the same settings but its name is appended
with - Copy to make it unique.
View Dependencies Shows the dependencies of a banner sheet. This option displays a window showing all
items in which the selected banner sheet is used.
Add New Adds a new banner sheet to the list.
To create a banner sheet, click on the Add New

icon in the banner sheet's menu.

This displays the banner sheet editor.

1. Preview toolbar – Adjusts the banner sheet preview to help visualize changes.
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Options Description

Zoom Out Zooms out from the banner sheets.
Zoom In Zooms in on the banner sheet.
Actual Size Displays the actual page size.
Fit Width Fits the page width to the size of the preview area.
Fit Page Fits the whole page to the size of the preview area.
2. Preview window-pane – Displays a banner sheet and your enhancements, and changes as you make them.
3. Settings – Displays a banner sheet's settings which are described in detail in the following sections:
● General Preferences
● Address Block Size and Position
● Address Block Content
● Overlays
● Optical Mark
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General Preferences Section

Options Description
Name

Enters the banner sheet's name.

Description

Enters any text that helps the user identify the banner sheet from others.

Tags Allows you to tag a banner sheet.
Sheet

Select a sheet on which the banner sheet is rendered. The drop-down menu includes all sheets defined in Media.
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Additional Text

Places user-defined text on a selected place on a banner sheet.
Options Description
Text to be added

Enters the text to be placed on the banner sheet:

● Type fixed text.
● And/or use custom or system-defined attributes by clicking on the Insert Attribute

icon.
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The banner sheet displays the first attribute coming from the first communication piece of the output file or
print job.
If the banner sheet is created for each communication piece, it displays the first attribute coming from the
first document of that communication piece.
Suppress empty lines

Suppresses all empty lines from the text. The text can contain empty lines for the following

reasons:
● An attribute is empty (no attribute value has been found for a particular customer).
● An attribute value itself contains empty lines.
● The user unintentionally hits the <Enter> key.
If checked, all empty lines are suppressed, and the line which immediately follows the empty line is displayed instead.
Text size

Selects the size of the text.

Text orientation

Rotates the text zone by 0, 90, 180 or 270 degrees.

Vertical alignment

Aligns the text vertically along the given edge of the zone: Top, Bottom, or Middle.

Horizontal alignment Aligns the text horizontally along the given edge of the zone: Left, Right, or Center.
Language

Selects from the languages defined in System Settings | Languages.

Font type

Selects from the fonts installed in System Settings | Fonts.

If no fonts are installed, a default font is available.
Font color

Selects the color of the font.
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Overlays Section

Options Description

Select overlays Selects an overlay/image to place on the banner sheet.
You can select overlays from the list of their thumbnails. To search among the overlays, you can use tags or
other criteria (e.g. type a name in the Filter
First layer
Then

edit box).

Displays an image/overlay on the top of the other images/overlays.

Displays an image/overlay behind the top layer but on top of other images/overlays listed below the given

overlay/image.
Click on the Up

or Down

icons to switch the position of the overlays/images.

To delete an image, hover over the overlay/image row and click on the Cancel

button.

Top / Left Defines the position of an overlay (its upper/left edge) from the upper/left edge of a page.
The default value is 7 mm.
Scale

Changes the scale of an overlay.

The default value is 100%.
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NOTE

If you use a dynamic overlay, it is not possible to display it in preview of the banner sheet.

Optical Mark Section

Option Description
Inserter

Allows you to select one of the defined inserters. This displays the optical marks defined by the respective

inserter and helps you ensure that the optical mark is positioned correctly on a page with respect to the inserter's
scanner.
The left-side window displays an optical mark preview only. You can edit the optical mark's position in the respective
inserter.

NOTE Printing an optical mark on a banner sheet requires that you use the inserter in the respected
production workflow.
See also Production Workflow | Output.

6.9.5

Electronic Enclosures

Electronic enclosures are unaddressed documents (e.g. promotional leaflets) that are stored in an electronic format
either in the computer file system or network. Unlike physical enclosures, electronic enclosures are produced with the
document (i.e. are part of the created output file / print job, see also Production Control | Output). You can define
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multiple enclosures and subsequently add them to communication pieces using highly selective criteria (see the
Enclosures section in Communication Profiles | Delivery).
The file uploaded as an electronic enclosure can only have the following formats: PDF, TNO, PCL, JPG, JPEG, PNG, GIF,
PS.
The maximum enclosure file size is 50 MB.
Electronic Enclosure Menu
Options Description

Filter Filters electronic enclosures according to selected tag(s) or other criteria (e.g. a name). To add a tag,
click on the Add

icon.

Edit Edits an electronic enclosure's settings.
Delete Object Deletes an electronic enclosure from the application.
Export Exports an electronic enclosure so that it can be reused in another OMS-500 installation or as backup
(see also Export).
Copy and Edit Creates a copy of an electronic enclosure. The copy has exactly the same settings but its name
is appended with - Copy to make it unique.
View Dependencies Shows dependencies of an electronic enclosure. This option displays a window showing
all items in which the selected electronic enclosure is used.
Add New Adds a new electronic enclosure to the list.
To create an electronic enclosure, click on the Add New

icon in the electronic enclosure's menu and fill in the details

in the following tabs:
● General Preferences
● Enclosure Options
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General Preferences Section

Options Description
Name

Enters the electronic enclosure's name.

Description

Enters any text that helps the user identify the enclosure from others.

Tags Allows you to tag an electronic enclosure.

Enclosure Options Section

Options Description
Sheet
Type

Selects the sheet on which the enclosure file is rendered.
Defines the enclosure file source.

Static

Manually uploads an enclosure file from the file system. The uploaded file is stored in the internal OMS-500

database. When needed, the enclosure file is retrieved from the internal database and added to a communication
piece.
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See also File/Files.
Multiple languages If checked, it allows you to upload a different enclosure file for each language (see also
File/Files).
Dynamic

Defines a location in the file system or a URL from which the application draws an enclosure file during production
to add it to a selected communication piece. This allows you to match enclosures with documents based on
selective criteria (e.g. attribute value). The file can be drawn either from a local disk or network (via a URL)
where the enclosure file is stored. This allows you to store and manage enclosure files in a central location
outside the OMS-500 internal database, and make changes to the enclosure files without having to log in to
OMS-500 and re-upload the files.
File path / URL

Enters the relative path / URL into a location where an enclosure file is stored (includes the

file name).
The file path / URL can refer to a location on a local/shared disk or an HTTP/HTTPS server.
Make sure that no user credentials are required to access the file. The Oms500 service has to run under a
user account which has the necessary access rights and permissions to the given directory. Avoid locating
enclosure files in the remote location working directory.
This option is only available if the Type option is set to Dynamic.

NOTE

You can only draw electronic enclosure files from a URL location in OMS-500 Cloud.

Add Attribute Inserts a custom-defined attribute from the drop-down menu.
Custom-defined attributes serve as placeholders either for a folder name, or part of the file name.
The location that the file path / URL refers to can contain multiple folders, which are named according
to individual attribute values (e.g. according to the enclosure language, see also Language-dependent
dynamic enclosures). When documents are processed and an attribute value for a particular
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document is found, the file from the folder with a name corresponding to the attribute value is
added to a communication piece.
Ignore errors

If checked, a communication piece is produced even if an enclosure file is not found for that

piece in the given path/URL. The given communication piece is then produced without the respective
enclosure, without raising an issue or notifying the user in Control Center or elsewhere.
If unchecked, the production of the communication piece, for which an enclosure was not found, fails and
the user is notified about it in the Control Center.
By default, this option is unchecked.

NOTE

Avoid running production immediately after you make electronic enclosure file changes.

This includes, for example, modifying and saving an existing file in the given path/URL, adding a
new one or deleting a file.
It may take up to 30 minutes to reflect the changes in the file system or URL. If you run production
sooner, the communication pieces may include electronic enclosure files that have already been
deleted or are out-of-date.

File/<Language> file

Uploads an enclosure file from the file system by clicking on the Upload

icon and selecting

the corresponding file. The file is then stored in the OMS-500 internal database.
If the Multiple languages option is checked, it allows you to upload a different enclosure file for each of the
languages defined in System Settings | Languages. During processing, the correct language-dependent file is
added according to the language identified by the document profile (see also the Language section in Document
Profile | Attribute Mapping).
This option is only available if the Type option is set to Static.

EXAMPLE

Language-dependent dynamic enclosures

Imagine that you process communications in English, French and German and you want to enclose
"Terms and Conditions" in the corresponding language to each communication piece. You can store the
enclosure files on the local disk and use them as a dynamic enclosure.
To create dynamic enclosures follow these steps:
1. Create a custom-defined attribute called 'Language' and set the attribute value to 'English', 'French'
and 'German' using an attribute rule.
a) Go to Attributes and Document Types | Attributes and create an attribute of the Text attribute
type.
b) Define the attribute value using an attribute rule in the Attributes section in Document Profile
| Attribute Mapping.
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In this case, you can set an attribute value to the respective language on the basis of a word
found in a document.

2. Create a structure of folders in the designated location in the file system from where the dynamic
enclosure is retrieved.
a) Name the folders according to the attribute values defined in the document profile (i.e.
'English', 'French', 'German').
b) Place an enclosure file in the respective language into each folder. The name of the file can
be the same for each language.
3. Enter the path to the enclosure files by inserting the 'Language' attribute into the File path edit
box in Resources | Electronic Enclosure | Enclosure Options.

During processing, the enclosure file will be retrieved from the corresponding folder based on
the attribute value found in each processed document.
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6.9.6

External Attributes

External Attributes can use data which are absent from processed documents: stored in an external source of data
such as a database or a CSV file (see also External Datasources). An external attribute extracts a value, which is relevant
for a particular document, from the external datasource and makes the value available for processing (e.g. in business
rules or when defining an output file name). The value is extracted based on a data match between a custom-defined
attribute in the document and a corresponding row and column in the external datasource.
When OMS-500 extracts the value from the indicated custom-defined attribute in a particular document, it searches
for an identical value in the internal OMS-500 database connected to an external datasource. When a corresponding
value is found, the external attribute can extract a defined value from anywhere in the corresponding row.
External Attribute Menu
Options Description

Filter Filters external attributes according to selected tag(s) or other criteria (e.g. a name). To select a tag, click
on the Add

icon.

Edit Edits an external attribute's settings.
Delete Object Deletes an external attribute from the application.
Export Exports an external attribute so that it can be reused in another OMS-500 installation or as backup (see
also Export).
Copy and Edit Creates a copy of an external attribute. The copy has exactly the same settings but its name is
appended with - Copy to make it unique.
View Dependencies Shows dependencies of an external attribute. This option displays a window showing all
items in which the selected external attribute is used.
Add New Adds a new external attribute to the list.
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To create an external attribute, click on the Add New

icon in the external attribute's menu and fill in the details

described in the following sections:
● General Preferences
● Request
● Local/Live Data Preview

General Preferences Section

Options Description
Properties
Name

Enters the external attribute's name.

Description
Type

Enters any text that helps the user identify the object from others.

Selects the attribute type. See also Type in custom-defined attribute.

Datasource
Key columns

Selects from among the datasources defined in System Settings | External Datasources.
Displays automatically according to the Key Columns value indicated in the selected external

datasource.
Tags Allows you to tag an external attribute.
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Request Section

Key Attribute

Selects a custom-defined attribute where the values extracted correspond to the values in the Key

Columns of the database or CSV file. E.g. if the key column in the database contains customer IDs, select the
custom-defined attribute which extracts customer IDs from documents.
Value Column

Selects the column in the database from where an external attribute value is extracted.

Specify value Specifies (uses part of a value) or modifies the value found in the Value column without modifying the
source database.
● None – Uses a value as a whole (applies no specification).
● Regular expression – Uses a regular expression to extract part of a value / modify a value found in the
database.
Pattern

Enters the regular expression pattern which is searched within a value. The value is parsed and the

first occurrence which matches the entered pattern is used as an attribute.

EXAMPLE How to extract postal codes from addresses
Imagine that you store a customer's address in one database column (which includes the street,
city, postal code and country). To only use the postal code, you can extract the postal code from
the column using the Regular expression option. For example, in Germany the postal code always
has 5 numbers. Type a regular expression which only extracts a value from the address which
has exactly 5 numbers.
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● Regular expression group – In addition to Regular expression, it defines a so-called group. A group is a
character set which is treated as a unit and which is searched for when defining an attribute. To capture a
group, place the selected part of the regular expression pattern in between () parentheses. You need to
capture groups in a regular expression in case the value in the Value Column contains multiple character
sets which match the character set defined as a group. The number of the group determines which one of
the matching character sets will be used as an attribute.
Pattern Enters the regular expression pattern which is searched within a value. Use () parentheses to capture
groups.
Group

Selects the group number. Defines which of the character sets matching the character set captured

in between parentheses is used as an attribute. The value entered in the Pattern edit box is also considered
as a group and has the value 1.

TIP

For more information concerning regular expressions, refer to Regular Expression Language –

Quick Reference

EXAMPLE

on the Microsoft Developer Network website.

How to extract a year from a date

Imagine that you want to acknowledge long-term customers (those who signed a contract 10 years
ago) and enclose special promotional leaflets to their annual overviews. You store the date when the
contract was signed in a database together with the rest of the customer information. You can extract
this date from the database and place it into an external attribute and parse the date so that the
attribute only contains a year using the Regular expression group option.
To extract a year from a date in the database:
1. Set up a connection with a database in System Settings | External Datasources.
2. Create an external attribute in Resources | External Attributes.
a) Imagine the database stores dates in the dd.MM.YYYY format and you only need to extract the
year. Select the Regular expression group option in External Attributes | Request | Specify
Value.
b) Type a regular expression which stands for the date in the dd.MM.YYYY format in the Pattern
edit box. Identify the dd, MM and YYYY characters as groups using parentheses (). To indicate
that the full stop (.) is only used as a date parser, use the escape character (\).
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c) Define which group within the pattern will be considered as the external attribute (i.e. the
YYYY group) in the Group combo box. As the entire regular expression pattern is considered

as a group, the YYYY group has the number 4.

d) Check how the external attribute is extracted in the Value Preview column in the Local Data
Preview section (scroll right if necessary).

3. Use the external attribute in the Enclosure rule in Communication Profiles | Enclosures.

Live/Local Data Preview Section

Option Description
Live/Local Data Preview Previews databases or CSV file records. Local data preview displays the state of the OMS-500
internal database (its refresh interval depends on the settings in External Datasources).
The Value Preview column (the last column in the table header) displays the extracted external attribute.
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How to Create and Use External Attributes
You can unclutter invoices and avoid displaying customers' email addresses in favor of more relevant information (due
date, total amount). Instead of extracting email addresses from invoices using zones, extract them directly from a
customer database (e.g. a CSV file). Each invoice displays a unique customer ID, which is also part of each customer's
record in the database. On the basis of a match between customer ID in individual invoices and the respective customer
ID in the database, you can retrieve email addresses from the database and create an external attribute called 'Recipient
Email'.

1. Set up a connection between OMS-500 and the external database by defining the external datasource.
a) Export the database into a CSV file and save it in a remote location's file system.
b) Create an external datasource in System Settings | External Datasources:
● Select the Comma separated values (.csv) option from the Datasource type drop-down menu and enter
the path where the CSV file is saved in Datasource parameters | Source file path.
● Enter 'Customer ID' in External Datasource | General Preferences | Key Columns.
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To set up the rest of the external datasource see also External Datasources.
2. Use a custom-defined attribute 'Customer ID' to match an individual customer's record row in the external
datasource with the corresponding customer's invoices.
a) Go to Resources | External Attributes and select the external datasource from the Datasource drop-down
menu in General Preferences. The Key Columns value is automatically set to Customer ID.
b) Select the 'Customer ID' custom-defined attribute in Request | Key Attribute. OMS-500 compares customer
IDs extracted from invoices with the external datasource's Key Columns until a corresponding customer ID
is found.
c) Define the column from where OMS-500 retrieves the email address in the Value Column edit box.
3. To email invoices to customers, go to Communication Profiles | Delivery | Email Content and enter the external
attribute in the Recipient combo box.

6.9.7

Overlays/Images

Overlays/images are graphic objects (e.g. company logos) which you can place onto selected documents - this enhances
the documents' appearance and helps build a unique and consistent corporate identity. You can also use whole-page
overlays/images to create questionnaires or other filling forms.
Overlay/Image Menu
Options Description

Filter Filters overlays/images according to selected tag(s) or other criteria (e.g. a name). To add a tag, click on
the Add

icon.

Edit Edits an overlay/image's settings.
Delete Object Deletes an overlay/image from the application.
Export Exports an overlay/image so that it can be reused in another OMS-500 installation or as backup (see
also Export).
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Copy and Edit Creates a copy of an overlay/image. The copy has exactly the same settings but its name is
appended with - Copy to make it unique.
View Dependencies Shows dependencies of an overlay/image. This option displays a window showing all items
in which the selected overlay/image is used.
Add New Adds a new overlay/image to the list.
To create an overlay/image, click on the Add New

icon in the overlay/image's menu and fill in the details in the

following tabs:
● General Preferences
● Overlay/Image Options

General Preferences Section

Options Description
Name

Enters the overlay/images's name.

Description

Enters any text that helps the user identify the overlay/image from others.

Tags Allows you to tag an overlay/image

Overlay/Image Options
Enables to configure overlay/image's position, source, etc.
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Options Description
Position from top

Defines the distance of the overlay/image's upper edge from the upper edge of the page.

● Minimum value: -5000 mm / -196.85 in
● Maximum value: 5000 mm / 196.85 in
● Default value: 7 mm / 0.28 in
Position from left

Defines the distance of the overlay/image's left edge from the left edge of the page.

● Minimum value: -5000 mm / -196.85 in
● Maximum value: 5000 mm / 196.85 in
● Default value: 7 mm / 0.28 in
Type

Defines the overlay/image's file source.

Types can be:
● Static
● Dynamic
Static

Manually uploads an overlay/image from the file system. The uploaded file is stored in the internal OMS-500
database.
Multiple languages Uploads a different overlay/image file for each language (see also the File option below).
When a document is processed, the correct overlay/image is placed onto the document based on the
language of the document identified in the document profile (see also Document Data | Languages).
By default, this option is unchecked. This means that the same overlay/image file is placed onto all
documents, irrespective of the language recognized in the document profile.
File

Uploads the image/overlay file.
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If the Multiple languages option is enabled, upload an overlay/image file for each language in the respective
language's upload dialog.

NOTE The file uploaded as an overlay/image can only have the following formats: JPG, JPEG, PNG,
GIF, or PDF.
The maximum overlay/image file size is 50 MB.

TIP

You can also use a whole-page overlay so that a document's text is not covered by an overlay (e.g.

an overlay with a letter header and footer with a company logo) if the overlay has a PDF or PNG format
and transparent background.

Dynamic

OMS-500 uses an overlay/image from a different location specified by the file path or URL. The overlay/image
can be accessed either from a local disk or network (via URL).
This allows you to store and manage overlays/images in a central location and reflect changes without having
to log in to OMS-500 and re-upload the files.
File path / URL

Enters the relative path / URL into a location where an overlay/image is stored (includes the

file name). The file path / URL can refer to a location on a local/shared disk or an HTTP/HTTPS server.

NOTE

When using OMS-500 Cloud, you can only use overlays/images accessed via a URL

(HTTP/HTTPS).

Make sure that no user credentials are required to access the overlay/image. The Oms500 service has to run
under a user account which has the necessary access rights and permissions to the given directory. Avoid
storing files in the remote location working directory.

Add variable Inserts a custom-defined attribute from the drop-down menu.
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Custom-defined attributes serve as placeholders either for a folder name, or a part of the file name.
Ignore errors

If unchecked and an error occurs, the processing of the preview or a production will end with

an error.
If checked, errors in processing are ignored (e.g. the file is not found) and overlay/image is not added.

NOTE If you modify an overlay/image in its original place, it may take up to 30 minutes until the changes
are reflected in OMS-500. Avoid generating a preview or running production immediately after you
make overlay/image file changes.

6.9.8

Physical Enclosures

Physical enclosures are unaddressed documents (e.g. promotional leaflets) that are already printed and designed to
be enclosed in individual communication pieces using an inserter. Here you define the inserter feeder from where to
draw individual enclosures, and the enclosure's physical properties (which helps analyze costs related to shipping and
postal services). You can define multiple enclosures and subsequently add them to communication pieces using highly
selective criteria (see the Enclosures section in Communication Profiles | Delivery).
If you store enclosures in an electronic format and want to produce them with communication pieces, refer to Electronic
Enclosures.
Physical Enclosure Menu
Options Description

Filter Filters physical enclosures according to selected tag(s) or other criteria (e.g. a name). To select a tag,
click on the Add

icon.

Edit Edits a physical enclosure's settings.
Delete Object Deletes a physical enclosure from the application.
Export Exports a physical enclosure so that it can be reused in another OMS-500 installation or as backup (see
also Export).
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Copy and Edit Creates a copy of a physical enclosure. The copy has exactly the same settings but its name is
appended with - Copy to make it unique.
View Dependencies Shows dependencies of a physical enclosure. This option displays a window showing all
items in which the selected physical enclosure is used.
Add New Adds a new physical enclosure to the list.
To create a physical enclosure, click on the Add New

icon in the physical enclosure's menu and fill in the details in

the following sections:
● General Preferences
● Enclosure Options
● Inserter Feeders

General Preferences Section

Options Description
Name

Enters the physical enclosure's name.

Description

Enters any text that helps the user identify the physical enclosure from others.

Tags Allows you to tag a physical enclosure.
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Enclosure Options Section

Options Description
Size

Selects the paper size of an enclosure sheet from the drop-down menu.

In addition to predefined paper sizes, you can also create custom ones (see also Paper Sizes).
Weight

Enters the weight of a physical enclosure (i.e. the total weight of all the enclosure sheets to be added to a

communication piece) so that the weight of the printed output and costs related to mail services can be calculated.
● Minimum weight is 0.1 g
● Maximum weight is 1,000 g
Thickness/for

Enters the thickness of a physical enclosure (i.e. the total thickness of all the enclosure sheets to be

added to a communication piece).
In case of very low values, you can define thickness for multiple enclosures (e. g. 100).

NOTE Thickness does not concern sheets but enclosures (which may contain several sheets per
communication piece).

Multiple languages If checked, it allows you to define an inserter feeder for each language version of the enclosure
(see also the Inserter Feeders section below). The correct language version of the enclosure is then selected (and
the appropriate inserter feeder is used) depending on the language of the document identified in the document
profile (see also the Language section in Document Data).
Set number of sheets to feed as

Indicates the number of sheets to be drawn from the inserter and added to one

communication piece.
The following options are available:
● Fixed number – Inserts a fixed number of sheets to all communication pieces for which the enclosure rule is
valid.
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You can enter the number in the Number of sheets to feed combo box.
● Attribute value – Inserts a variable number of sheets depending on a value of a selected attribute.
You can select an attribute of the Number/Currency data type in the Number of sheets to feed combo box.
Number of sheets to feed

Enter the number of sheets to be drawn from the inserter and added to one communication

piece.

Inserter Feeders Section

Options Description
Inserter

Displays the name of the inserter or inserters available. This option is only available when the respective

inserter's settings include one or more Selective Feed options (see also Code definition).
If the Multiple languages option is checked, the respective inserter displays for each language. In each inserter,
select the feeder from which to draw a particular language version of the enclosure.
Feeder

Displays the available inserter feeders (see also the Selective feed option in the Inserter section). By default,

No selection is selected, which means that no enclosure is included in the communication piece.

EXAMPLE

How to Add Multiple Language Enclosures

Imagine that you want to launch a product campaign in the form of promotional leaflets in multiple countries.
In System Settings, you defined three languages (English, German, French); however, you only want to
launch the campaign in Germany and the United Kingdom.
To enclose the English and German-language versions of the promotional leaflet to the corresponding
communication pieces, follow these steps:
1. Place the English-language promotional leaflets in the selective feeder 1, and the German-language
promotional leaflets in the selective feeder 2 of your inserter machine.
2. In Hardware | Inserter | Code definition, check the Selective Feed 1 and Selective Feed 2 options.
3. In Media | Physical Enclosures | Inserter Feeders (English) section, select Selective Feed 1 in the
Feeder drop-down menu.
4. In the Inserter Feeders (German) section, select Selective Feed 2 in the Feeder drop-down menu.
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5. In the Inserter Feeders (French) section, leave No selection in the Feeder drop-down menu.

6. Save the physical enclosure and assign it to the respective communication pieces in Communication
Profiles | Delivery.
7. Configure the rest of the workflow and upload an input file containing documents in English, German
and French.
If the recognized document language is English or German, the respective language version of the enclosure
is added to the communication piece. If the recognized document language is French, this physical enclosure
is not added to the communication piece (see also the Language section in the Document Data tab).

6.10
6.10.1

Design Components
Design Components Overview

You can configure the following design components:
● Colors
● Border Styles
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6.10.2

Colors

You can create your own colors and use them either as the text color or fill color of selected workflow objects.
Customizable colors help you to apply consistent branding across your documents.
You can apply colors in various parts of the workflow, for example:
● Border styles
● Input templates' table cell fill color (see General Table Options in Table Editor)
● Additional text
● Address carriers
Color Menu
Options Description

Filter Filters colors according to selected tag(s) or other criteria (e.g. a name). To select a tag, click on the Add
icon.
Edit Edits a color's settings.
Delete Object Deletes a color from the application.
Export Exports a color so that it can be reused in another OMS-500 installation or as backup (see also Export).
Copy and Edit Creates a copy of a color. The copy has exactly the same settings but its name is appended with
- Copy to make it unique.
View Dependencies Shows dependencies of a color. This option displays a window showing all items in which
the selected color is used.
Add New Adds a new color to the list.
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To add a color, click on the Add New

icon in the color's menu and fill in the following details:

Options Description
Name

Enters the color's name.

Description
Color

Enters any text that helps the user identify the color from others.

Defines the color using the color picker.

To launch the color picker, click on the color rectangle.
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You can select a color from the palette, or define it using RGB or hexadecimal color codes.

Tags

Allows you to tag a color.

6.10.3

Border Styles

A border style defines a line and its properties that flows around the text (e.g. thickness, color, etc.). Border styles help
you emphasize a given text on a page, while applying consistent branding throughout documents using your company
colors.
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You can apply border styles in various parts of the workflow, for example:
● Input templates' content area border (see Border style in the Page Content

tab)

● Input template's table border (see Table Border in the Table Editor section)
Border Style Menu
Options Description

Filter Filters border styles according to selected tag(s) or other criteria (e.g. a name). To select a tag, click on
the Add

icon.

Edit Edits a border style's settings.
Delete Object Deletes a border style from the application.
Export Exports a border style so that it can be reused in another OMS-500 installation or as backup (see also
Export).
Copy and Edit Creates a copy of a border style. The copy has exactly the same settings but its name is appended
with - Copy to make it unique.
View Dependencies Shows dependencies of a border style. This option displays a window showing all items in
which the selected border style is used.
Add New Adds a new border style to the list.
To add a border style, click on the Add New

icon in the border style's menu and fill in the details in the following

sections:
● General Preferences
● Border Options
● Padding
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General Preferences Section

Options Description
Name

Enters the border style's name.

Description

Enters any text that helps the user identify the border style from others.

Tags Allows you to tag a border style.

Border Options Section

Options Description
Line width

Defines the line width (in millimeters).

Line color Selects a user-defined color.
Preview

Previews a border style using the applied settings.
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Padding Section

Padding defines the distance between the center of the border line and the text it flows around.
Options Description
Top

The distance between the center of the border style and the top part of the text.

Left

The distance between the center of the border style and the left-side of the text.

Bottom
Right

The distance between the center of the border style and the bottom of the text.

The distance between the center of the border style and the right-side of the text.

EXAMPLE

To prevent a thicker border line from interfering with the text, set appropriate padding.

The following content areas apply a border style line 4 mm wide.
The resulting layout differs depending on the padding:
1. The padding of the border style is set to 0 mm (top, left, bottom, right).
The line interferes with the text and may render the text unreadable (especially if the border style and
text have the same color).
2. The padding of the border style is set to 3 mm (top, left, bottom, right).
The line flows around the text.
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System Settings

7.1

System Settings Overview

7.2

General

7.3

Remote Locations

7.4

Plug-Ins

7.5

Fonts

7.6

Languages

7.7

Paper Sizes

7.8

Tags

7.9

Optical Mark Schemes

7.10

External Datasources

7.11

Remote Actions

7.12

License

7.13

User Management and Access Rights

7.14

Related Installers

7.15

Tenants

7.16

About

This chapter describes option by option the System Settings tab settings. Where necessary, it describes their interaction
with related settings elsewhere in the application, or with production.
This chapter is mainly intended for System Administrators.
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7.1

System Settings Overview

The System Settings customize the OMS-500 environment according to your needs.
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7.2

General

7.2.1

Region

In the Region section, you can customize the environment according to the country and preferred language.
Options Description
Culture/format Parses and coverts the content of a zone (string) to the correct regional format (date, number and
currency). Parsing and conversion are performed only if the zone is assigned to an attribute with the formats
Number/Currency and Date/Time. If the attribute type is set to Text, the content of a zone is treated only as a string.
Measurement system

Select which measurement units to use to indicate and calculate the weight and thickness of

sheets, physical enclosures and envelopes.
You can select the following measurement systems with the following units:
● Metric – Weight is indicated in grams (g) and thickness in millimeters (mm).
● Imperial – Weight is indicated in ounces (oz) and thickness in inches (in).
Location

Selected automatically with Culture/format (but not vice versa).

Company production time zone Defines the time zone in which custom-defined Date/Time attributes, or system-defined
attributes display (e.g. Creation Date), irrespective of the production time zone (see also Production Start). Select
your time zone from the drop-down menu.
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This time zone is displayed by default in Production Workflows | Production Start.

7.2.2

Production Cleansing

Production cleansing deletes high volumes of unused or obsolete items from Production Control according to predefined
criteria. This avoids having to delete items one-by-one in Production Control.
Depending on whether you want to delete the items on a regular basis or not, you can use the following schemes:
● Manual Cleansing
● Automated Cleansing

Manual Cleansing

Manual Cleansing deletes selected items created within a specified time span. Items are only deleted after you manually
trigger the cleansing.
You can run manual cleansing even if automatic cleansing is set.
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Options Description
Items to cleanse Defines which items to delete from the respective tab in Production Control:
● Input files – Input files uploaded to the OMS-500 server (displayed in Control Center | Input). Production
Cleansing only deletes input files if the status of the related communication pieces permits deleting (see also
Input Files Menu).
● Completed production batches – Production batches displayed in Production Control | Production. Production
Cleansing only deletes production batches if their status permits deleting (see also Production Batch Menu
in Production Control | Production).
● Output files – Output files displayed in Control Center | Output. Deleting output files preserves the files
stored in the linked remote location (if any).
Advanced settings

Further specify items to cleanse according to their status.

Irrespective of the settings below, cleansing only deletes items with the following AIMS status: Job closed and
Reassign.
● Keep input files of not completed communication pieces – If checked, cleansing keeps (i.e. does not delete)
input files which belong to communication pieces that have the following status: Pending, Repeatedly matched
and Released.
If unchecked, cleansing deletes all input files irrespective of the status of the communication piece that input
files belong to.
This option only applies if Input files is checked in Items to cleanse.
● Keep not completed production batches – If checked, cleansing keeps production batches that have the
following statuses: Ready, In production and Optimizing.
If unchecked, cleansing deletes all production batches.
This option only applies if Production batches is checked in Items to cleanse.
Cleanse items created from/to

Enters a time span (in days), any items created within this span are selected for

cleansing. The creation date is the date indicated in the Date column of the respective item in Control Center (e.g.
the creation date of a production batch can be found in Production Control | Production). You can select dates
by clicking on the Calendar

icon.

Alternatively, you can select one of the predefined periods by clicking on the Select Predefined

icon. The following

options are available: Older than 7 days, Older than 14 days, Older than 1 month, Older than 2 months, Older than 3
months, Older than 1 year, All up to now.

NOTE Cleansing includes the items which were created on the date(s) entered in the Cleanse items created
from/To combo box(es). If the Cleanse items created from combo box is empty, production cleansing
deletes all items including the items created on the date indicated in the To combo box.
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CLEANSE

Cleanses (deletes) the selected items.

To cleanse items, confirm the selection in the Confirmation dialog. It displays how many items meet your criteria.
Selecting input files also displays the number of communication pieces created out of the respective input files.
Cleansing deletes these communication pieces.

Automatic Cleansing
Automatic Cleansing deletes items with an earlier creation date than that defined by a user. Automated cleansing is
triggered every hour.
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Options Description
Enable automatic cleansing

Activates automatic cleansing.

Items to cleanse See also Manual Cleansing.
Advanced settings

See also Manual Cleansing.

Cleans items older than

Indicates the number of days (including the item's creation date) during which the selected

items are preserved in Control Center. When an item is older than the indicated number of days, production cleansing
automatically deletes the item.

7.2.3

Clear System Data

In this section, the OMS-500 administrator or tenant administrator can delete all data stored in the OMS-500 web
interface.
To clear data:
1. Click on the CLEAR DATA button.
2. Confirm this in the dialog that opens.

WARNING

After you clear system data, you cannot restore it. No automatic backup is performed before data

is cleared.

7.2.3.1

Deployment Specifics

The scope of deleted data depends on the tenant for which system data is cleared:
● OMS-500 on-premises
● OMS-500 cloud
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OMS-500 On-premises
Clearing system data in an on-premises OMS-500 deployment works as follows:
Local Installation (default tenant) System data can be cleared by the OMS-500 Local Installation administrator.

WARNING

Clearing system data in the Local Installation tenant deletes all data for all tenants, including

the Local installation tenant.

Tenants

System data can be cleared by:

● The OMS-500 Local Installation administrator, who can clear all data of all tenants.
● The respective tenant's administrator, who can only clear data of the tenant where they are the administrator.
Document Delivery Portal

Clearing system data in the System Settings section of the OMS-500 on-premises version

ignores Document Delivery Portal settings and the related inboxes.
To clear Document Delivery Portal data, you must clear system data in the related OMS-500 cloud company which
was created for the sake of Document Delivery Portal.
1. Sign in to the OMS-500 cloud company as the company administrator or tenant administrator.
2. Go to System Settings | Clear System Data and click on the CLEAR DATA button.
This deletes the portal (either for the respective cloud tenant or for the whole cloud company) and related
inboxes.

OMS-500 Cloud
Clearing system data in the cloud OMS-500 deployment works as follows:
Company

System data can be cleared by the OMS-500 company (the parent company) administrator.

WARNING

Clearing system data in the company deletes all data for all tenants, including the data of the

parent company.

Tenants

System data can be cleared by:

● The company administrator, who can clear all data of all tenants.
● The respective tenant's administrator, who can only clear data of the tenant where they are the administrator.
Document Delivery Portal Clearing system data in an OMS-500 cloud company deletes all Document Delivery Portals
within the cloud company (including cloud tenants).
Clearing system data in an OMS-500 cloud tenant deletes the Document Delivery Portal linked to the respective
tenant.
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7.2.3.2

Scope of Data to Clear

Data to Clear
Clearing system data deletes the following data:
● Configuration objects.
All objects in the Configuration tab, e.g. document profiles, output folders, sheets, etc.
● Production files.
Files stored in the internal database in Production Control, e.g. input and output files, documents, communication
pieces, etc.
This also includes:
○ Dashboard data
○ Remote location overview data
● System settings.
Objects and settings in the System Settings tab (languages, paper sizes, etc.).
This also includes:
○ Remote locations – Deletes remote locations as objects in the OMS-500 web interface.
Clearing system data does not unregister the respective remote locations' services.
○ External datasources – Deletes external datasources as objects.
Clearing system data does not delete the associated external datasource database (see also Locally stored
data).
● Document Delivery Portal.
This includes the portal administration interface objects (portals, email templates) and all inboxes created for
clients.

Data to Preserve
Clearing system data preserves the following data in the OMS-500 web interface:
OMS-500 Web Interface
● License
● Users
● Default configuration objects (default attributes, paper sizes, optical mark schemes, etc.)
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Related Components
● Remote location services and their settings.
● OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control settings.
● OMS-500 SFTP File Server Manager settings.
● PS Writer Hot folder settings.
Locally Stored Data
● Files stored in remote locations' folders.
This includes unsupported input files and output files stored in output folders.
Note that the current location of input and output folders, linked to a remote location, may differ from the original
one (see also Remap folders location).
● Files stored at the SFTP server.
● Locally stored (downloaded) production log files (e.g. production log, custom logs created by remote actions,
etc.)
● Locally stored reports (e.g. Document Delivery Portal clients reports).
● Associated external datasources (Microsoft SQL Server® database or CSV file).
● Other locally stored files (exported files, configuration backup files created during uninstallation, etc.)

7.2.4

Import

You can import selected objects from an existing workflow on one OMS-500 server and integrate them into a workflow
on another OMS-500 server. OMS-500 also allows you to import optical mark profiles from OMS-200 (see also Import
Optical Mark Profiles (Inserters & Schemes) from OMS-200).
To import objects to the OMS-500 server:
1. In your computer file system, locate a compressed exported file with the EXPORT file extension.
This is the file which you previously exported from another OMS-500 server (see also Export).
2. Go to System Settings | General Settings | Import.
3. Click on the Upload

icon in the Import section and select the EXPORT file from your computer file system.

Uploading the file may take some time (indicated by the Uploading status).
OMS-500 displays the objects ready for importing in the Import section.
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The Status column indicates if any inconsistencies between the existing and imported objects exist (see also
Import Status).

4. To import the objects, click on the Import

icon.

Importing a configuration may take some time and display the following states:
● Preparing for import – The file is being prepared for import.
● Importing (x of y) – Individual items are being imported (x is the number of the currently imported item, y is
the total number of objects to import).
Importing objects may return several statuses (see also Import Status).

NOTE

The size of an EXPORT file that can be imported is limited to 2 GB.

Import Status
During the import, OMS-500 compares the configuration of the imported objects with the existing objects and searches
for potential inconsistencies. This includes objects you explicitly selected for import and objects which depend on them
(e.g. a document profile also imports related custom-defined attributes, even if you have not explicitly selected them
for export).
Depending on inconsistencies found between the imported and current configuration of the object, the import preview
returns the following statuses:
● OK – Imports the object and its configuration (the object is either unique with no conflicting dependencies or
identical to a corresponding object in the current workflow).
If the imported object's description differs from the current object's one, the imported description overrides the
current one during the import.
● Override – Overrides the object's current configuration with the imported configuration. Returned if the current
workflow includes an object with an identical name. Import can only override an object after you explicitly select
the object for export.
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● Conflict – Ignores the object during the import because of inconsistencies found between the imported and
current configuration of the object.
● Not supported – Ignores the object during the import because the object is not supported in the Cloud deployment
scheme. After the import, the object and its dependent objects display the Conflicted status.
This status concerns plug-ins that are not supported in the Cloud (see also the Plug-ins section in OMS-500 in
Cloud).
The colour of the object helps you identify whether you explicitly selected the object during the export:
● Black – An object explicitly selected for export can be imported.
● Gray – An object which depends on an object which you explicitly selected for export can be imported.
● Dark red – An object explicitly selected for export is in a conflict.
● Bright red – An object which depends on an object which you explicitly selected for export is in a conflict.
The import can return the following statuses:
● Imported – The object was imported into the current workflow.
● Overridden – The current object's configuration was overridden by the exported object's configuration.
● Conflicted – The object was ignored during the import.
The following principles apply to importing a configuration into another installation:
● You cannot save any changes to configuration objects while import is running.
● The text in the Description column is ignored during the import: if an imported object has a different description
but otherwise the configuration is the same, the object is overridden without raising a conflict.
● Importing a printer ignores the print device selected in the Print device drop-down menu of the respective
printer, and all settings related to the printer (e.g. Print quality).
After the import, the Print device drop-down menu displays one of the printers available for the given Printer
location (not necessarily the default printer of the selected Printer location). To ensure that you use the correct
printer after the import, you have to reselect the print device in the Print device drop-down menu of the respective
printer and save the settings. Afterwards, make sure that you check the settings of all objects which use the
imported printer (e.g. sheets or production workflows).
● Plug-ins which are enabled in the configuration being imported, remain enabled in the current workflow (if the
license permits).
● Unlicensed plug-ins in the current installation/subscription are disabled after the import. They can only be enabled
after they have been included in the license.
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Import Optical Mark Profiles (Inserters & Schemes) from OMS-200
You can import Inserters & Schemes from OMS-200 (output management software provided by Neopost) and use
them in OMS-500.
1. Export an optical mark profile from OMS-200 (refer to the respective version of the OMS-200 User Guide).
2. Import the exported optical mark profile into OMS-500.
During the import, possible differences in the optical mark / barcode configuration between OMS-200 and OMS-500
are resolved as follows:
● If some OMS-500 Inserters & Schemes settings are unavailable in the OMS-200 optical mark profile settings,
they are set to the default values of the respective OMS-500 Inserter & Scheme. This applies e.g. to the Ratio
option in the Code 39 advanced optical marks options.
● If OMS-500 Inserters & Schemes already include a scheme which is part of the imported OMS-200 optical mark
profile settings, the import ignores the scheme and only displays the inserter & job object to import.
● If some of the OMS-200 optical mark profile settings are set to a maximum or minimum value which is unsupported
by OMS-500, the value is set to the maximum or minimum value supported by OMS-500. This applies to the
minimum value of the Cell size option in the DataMatrix and NTL 2DMatrix schemes and to the maximum value
of the Line spacing option of the OMR Std and OMR Adv schemes.
● If some of the OMS-200 optical mark profile settings have a different label (e.g. labels of code definitions), the
optical mark profile settings are imported under the corresponding labels of the OMS-500 settings (without
raising a conflict).
● If some of the OMS-200 optical mark profile settings are specific to OMS-200, they are ignored during the import
into OMS-500.

7.2.5

Export

You can export selected objects from an existing workflow on one OMS-500 server so that you can integrate them
into a workflow on another OMS-500 server. Export generates a file with the EXPORT file extension which contains the
selected objects and their configuration. The EXPORT file is encrypted and cannot be read.
After the export, you can import the generated file to another OMS-500 server (see also Import).
You can export objects from an existing workflow via:
● Export in System Settings
● Export via Objects' Context Menu
● Export a Remote Location
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7.2.5.1

Export in System Settings

To export objects from an existing workflow:
1. Go to System Settings | General Settings | Export.
2. In the Export section, select the objects you want to export. To select all objects, check the check box next to
the Name column.

3. Export the selected objects by clicking on the Export

icon.

The export compresses the objects into a file with the EXPORT file extension. During this compression, it displays
the Preparing export file status.
4. The EXPORT file can be imported into another OMS-500 server.
5. To import the exported objects into another OMS-500 server, locate the EXPORT file in your computer file
system.
6. Log in to the OMS-500 server to which you want to import the objects and go to System Settings | General
Settings | Import.
7. Upload the EXPORT file by clicking on the Upload
8. To import the objects, click on the Import

7.2.5.2

icon. This displays the objects to be imported.

icon.

Export via Objects' Menu

You can export a specific object from the workflow by clicking on the Export

icon in the respective object's menu

(see e.g. the Input folder menu section in Input Folders).

7.2.5.3

Export a Remote Location

You can export a remote location in OMS-500 Aggregator Manager.
See also Export Remote Location.
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7.2.6

System Timing

System Timing defines advanced application time settings.

Session Tracking Info
Option Description
Session timeout interval Defines an interval after which an inactive user is logged out of the application. This optimizes
the performance by preventing unnecessary consumption of processing time and memory while users are inactive.
It also reduces the risk of an unauthorized person accessing the application. By default, the session timeout interval
is set to 20 minutes.

7.2.7

Production Log

The production log records events related to the OMS-500 configuration and production and their details. The logged
events include changes to the objects which were made by users in the OMS-500 web interface, and processing and
production details of individual input files. This includes input files uploaded to the OMS-500 server via both the OMS-500
web interface and OMS-500 Aggregator. The production log is generated in the form of a CSV file which is downloaded
to a selected output folder. The CSV file presents all events in an easy-to-read tabular form, which helps the Customer
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System Administrator to monitor production, trace user activity and diagnose issues. For details see also Production
Log File Details at the end of this section.

Options Description
Enable production log

Activates the production log settings. After this option is switched on and the production log

tile is saved, OMS-500 starts generating the production log. If the production log is temporarily switched off and
then switched back on, the next production log file contains the events which happened after the last regular log
file was generated, and the new events which happened after the production log was switched on again. By default,
generating the production log is switched off because it consumes memory and processing capacity.
Filename

Enters the filename of the generated CSV file. You can insert the CreationDate system-defined attribute by

clicking on the Insert Attribute
Publish to output folder

icon.

Selects an output folder where the generated CSV file is saved.

Time zone of log file dates Selects a time zone of all log file dates (e.g. document creation dates). You can select a
different time zone than the Default production time zone (see also Region) and Production time zone (see also
Production Start).
Publish period Selects a period after which the production log is generated and saved into the selected output folder.
Each production log file only contains the events which happened during the selected period - once a production
log file is generated and saved into the output folder, the logging starts anew.
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The following options are available:
● Daily – The production log is generated once a day.
Publish every Selects the number of days after which the production log is generated. The default value
is 1.
Publish at

Selects the exact time when the production log file is published to the selected output folder.

The time reflects the date and time settings of the local computer. The default value is 12:00 am.
● Weekly – The production log is generated once a week.
Publish on

Selects the day of the week when the production log is generated.

Publish at

See Publish at.

● Monthly – The production log is generated once a month.
Publish on

Selects the day of the month when the production log is generated.

○ First day of the month
○ Last day of the month
○ Exact day – Selects the exact day of the month in the Day of the month edit box.
Publish at

See Publish at.

Download partial log file

Downloads the production log file containing all events which happened after the regular

production log was last saved. If the Enable production log option has been switched off, the downloaded file is
empty. Downloading a partial production log file preserves the events, which happened after the last regular
production log was saved, in the following regular production log file. Therefore, no events are missing in regular
production log files.

Production Log File Details
The following section presents typical logged events which occur during configuration and production. As each event
gives rise to different types of details, the CSV file has no header. The details of each event, in the order they are
presented in the CSV file, are listed below.
Configuration changed

A change to an object's configuration was made in the OMS-500 web interface (e.g. in a

document profile). The CSV file columns represent the following values:
● Date and time when the configuration was changed
● Event category (ConfigurationChange)
● Change type (Created, Updated, Deleted)
● Object type (e.g. document profile)
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● Object name
● User name of the user who made the change
New input file uploaded A new file was uploaded to the OMS-500 server. The CSV file columns represent the following
values:
● Date and time when the file was uploaded to the server (and saved to the OMS-500 internal database)
● Event category (NewFile)
● Input file ID
● Input channel name
● Input file name
New documents created

Documents were created out of a newly uploaded input file. The CSV file columns represent

the following values:
● Date and time when the document was created out of an input file
● Event category (NewDocuments)
● Documents' IDs (separated by commas)
● Document profile name
● Input file ID
Document split A document was split. The CSV file columns represent the following values:
● Date and time when the document was split
● Event category (DocSplit)
● Original document ID
● Resulting documents' IDs (after the split), separated by commas
Communication piece split

A communication piece was split to fit into multiple envelopes (see also Smart Envelopes).

The CSV file columns represent the following values:
● Date and time when the communication piece was split
● Event category (CPSplit)
● Original communication piece ID
● Resulting communication pieces' IDs (after the split), separated by commas
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Production started

A production batch started running. The CSV file columns represent the following values:

● Date and time when the production started
● Event category (ProdStarted)
● Batch ID
● Communication pieces' IDs (separated by commas)
● Production workflow name
● Production start type; if the production batch was started manually, the name of the user who started the
production
Communication piece produced

A complete communication piece was produced to a selected output channel. The

CSV file columns represent the following values:
● Date and time when the communication piece was produced
● Event category (CPProduced)
● Communication piece ID
● Documents' IDs (separated by commas)
● Number of pages
● Communication profile name
● AIMS communication piece information
Output file created

An output file was created. The CSV file columns represent the following values:

● Date and time when the output file was created
● Event category (Output)
● Output file ID
● Production batch ID
● Communication pieces' IDs (separated by commas)
● Output folder name
● Output file name
Email sent An email was sent to a given recipient. The CSV file columns represent the following values:
● Date and time when the email was sent
● Event category (EmailOutput)
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● File ID
● Production batch ID
● Communication piece ID
● Output channel name
● Attachment name
● Email recipients (including recipients in carbon copy and blind carbon copy)
Job printed

A print job was printed. The CSV file columns represent the following values:

● Date and time when the job was printed
● Event category (PrinterOutput)
● File ID
● Production batch ID
● Communication pieces' IDs (separated by commas)
● Printer name
AIMS status changed

The AIMS status of a print batch changed. The CSV file columns represent the following details:

● Date and time when the AIMS status changed
● Event category (DeliveryStatusChanged)
● AIMS status
● AIMS communication piece information
File upload failed An input file upload to the OMS-500 server failed. The CSV file columns represent the following
details:
● Date and time when the uploaded file's status changed to Failed
● Event category (FailedFile)
● Input file ID
● Input channel name
● Input file name
● Error message (also displayed in a tooltip next to the failed file in Control Center | Input)
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Unassigned document

An uploaded input file was identified as unassigned. The CSV file columns represent the

following details:
● Date and time when the input file was identified as unassigned
● Event category (UnassignedDoc)
● Document ID
Unassigned communication piece A communication piece was identified as unassigned. The CSV file columns represent
the following details:
● Date and time when the communication piece was identified as unassigned
● Event category (CPUnassigned)
● Communication piece ID
● Documents' IDs (separated by commas)
● Number of pages
● Communication profile
Validated address An address was validated (cleansed) using an Address Cleansing plug-in. The CSV file columns
represent the following details:
● Date and time when the plug-in call was finished
● Event category (Address Validated)
● Plug-in ID
● Plug-in name
● Address before the validation
● Address after the validation
● Validation status (OK, Suggestion, Error, Confirmed)
● Error message (if the status is Error)
Sorted address

An address was sorted using a Sorting plug-in. The CSV file columns represent the following details:

● Tate and time when the plug-in call was finished
● Event category (AddressSorting)
● Plug-in ID
● Plug-in name
● List of communication pieces' IDs after they have been sorted using the plug-in
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● Result status
● Error message (if the status is Error)
Plug-in call information

A plug-in call logged an internal message. The CSV file columns represent the following

details:
● Date and time when the plug-in was called
● Event category (Plug-inCallInfo)
● Plug-in ID
● Plug-in name
● Log message

7.2.8

Public API Keys

Public API keys authenticate the access of users to upload input files to OMS-500 via APIs (Application Programming
Interface).
Uploading input via an API is especially designed for remote users who neither have access to the OMS-500 web
interface nor have a remote location installed on their computer.
To give access to a remote user to upload input files via an API:
1. Create an OMS-500 user and generate a unique API key for each user in System Settings | Public API Keys).
Make sure that the assigned user role allows the OMS-500 user to upload files to OMS-500 (a document
administrator, business user, or administrator).
2. Install OMS-500 SFTP File Server on a remote location.
For more information, refer to OMS-500 Installation Guide.
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3. Launch OMS-500 SFTP File Server Settings Manager:
a) Create an OMS-500 SFTP File Server user in the Server Users tab.
The user should use different credentials than the OMS-500 user.
b) Define an input folder from where the OMS-500 SFTP File Server user can upload input files in the Path edit
box.
c) Assign the API key to the OMS-500 SFTP File Server user in the API key edit box in the Server Users tab.
d) Define an input folder or input print stream where the uploaded input files are forwarded in the Upload edit
box.
You can find the upload URL after you select an input channel and click on the Details

icon.

4. Configure a request to upload input files into OMS-500 using an API.
For more information, refer to OMS-500 Input API Developer's Notes.

Add a Public API Key
Click on the ADD API KEY

icon to add a public API key to be assigned to an OMS-500 SFTP File Server user.
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Options Description
Select user

Select an OMS-500 user that has permissions to upload files to OMS-500.

If an OMS-500 SFTP File Server user does not have an OMS-500 account, you need to create a new OMS-500 user
solely for the purpose of generating an API key.
The generated API key matches an OMS-500 SFTP File Server user with an OMS-500 user, without the OMS-500
SFTP File Server user needing to know OMS-500 user credentials.

NOTE To ensure the security and traceability of individual users, create a unique API key for each user.

CREATE NEW API KEY

Generates a new API key for a selected user.

The API key identifies the user and authenticates the access to an input folder where they can upload files for
processing.
Click on the View

button to display the API key.

When creating an OMS-500 SFTP File Server user, enter the API key in the API key edit box.
You also need the API key to define the upload request in the API. For more information, refer to OMS-500 Input
API Developer's Notes.
REGENERATE API KEY

Creates a new API key for a selected user.

For better security, you can periodically regenerate API keys. This requires that you also update the keys in the
user's settings in OMS-500 SFTP File Server Settings Manager and in the API request.

7.3

Remote Locations

A remote location is a client interface which enables users to upload and collect files directly from and to their computer's
file system (without the need to access the application web interface). It is a structure of folders, which are located in
the file system of either client computers or the OMS-500 server, and mapped to the OMS-500 server.
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Using a remote location you can:
● Integrate OMS-500 with other enterprise software applications (see External Datasources).
● Send files directly from common editors (e.g. Microsoft Word) as input print streams.
● Forward documents to printers other than those connected to the OMS-500 server.
See also Deployment.
To control the user access to individual remote locations, administrators can create remote locations that are
only available for the users of individual tenants (see also TenancyAdministration).
To start using remote locations in OMS-500:
1. Install OMS-500 Aggregator Manager on a computer.
For more information, refer to the respective version of the OMS-500 Installation Guide.
2. Launch the OMS-500 Aggregator Manager and create a remote location.
To do so, follow the steps described in the Remote Locations section in the OMS-500 Aggregator Manager
chapter.
3. The newly created remote location displays automatically in System Settings | Remote Location under the name
which was indicated in Remote Location Settings.
After the installation, the folder automatically creates the following sub-folders:
● Inputs – Includes all input folders linked to a remote location (hot folders).
● Outputs – Includes all output folders linked to a remote location.
● Templates – Includes all input templates linked to a remote location.
● Unsupported_files_folder – Includes files with a format which has been filtered out as unsupported (see
also Unsupported files folder).
● LPD – Collects input print jobs if LPD has been enabled in the remote location.
● DirectPrint – Collects raw print data if TCP/IP has been enabled in the remote location.
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The folders display in the remote location's file system. Files sent as input print streams from a third-party
application are stored in the remote location root folder.

4. If necessary, edit the remote location properties (e.g. licensing options, see also the sections below).
5. Upload input files using a hot folder (see Hot Folder) or an input print stream (see Input Print Stream).
Remote Location Menu
Options Description

Filter Filters output folders according to selected tag(s) or other criteria (e.g. a name). To select a tag, click on
the Add

icon.

Edit Edits a remote location's settings.
Delete Object Deletes a remote location from the application.
To learn how to install OMS-500 Aggregator and create remote locations for a local installation or individual tenants,
refer to the respective version of the OMS-500 Installation Guide.
After you install a remote location, fill in the details in the following sections:
● General Preferences
● License Settings
● Input Channels
● Output Channels
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General Preferences Section

Options Description
Name

Displays the name defined when a remote location was created in OMS-500 Aggregator Manager.

Description

Enter any text that helps the user identify an output folder from others.

Tags Allows you to tag a remote location.

License Settings

Options Description
Features
Hot folder management Enables users to upload files to the OMS-500 server from input folders located in the
remote location (hot folders). After a file is placed into an input folder linked to a remote location, it is
automatically uploaded to the server (unless the file types are limited to those defined in the Upload only
specified supported file types section in Input Folders | Remote Locations).
Printer management

Enables users to use printers which are linked to a remote location.

Activating this feature may take some time, as it requires the application to retrieve the information about
available printer devices.
Contributor management

Enables users to use input print streams.
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NOTE If you cannot activate the features, go to System Settings | License and check whether:
● The functionality is included in your license options.
● The number of required remote location functionalities has not exceeded the licensed limit.

Input Channels Section

Options Description
Input Folders Displays input folders linked to a remote location.
One remote location can be linked to several input folders.
Input Templates

Displays input templates linked to a remote location.

One remote location can be linked to one input print stream only.
Input Print Streams

Displays input print streams linked to a remote location.

Output Channels

Option Description
Output Folders

Displays output folders linked to a remote location.

If you uncheck the check box next to a channel, the channel will be disconnected from the remote location.
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NOTE Only the user who can access the computer where a particular remote location has been installed
can view where in the file system the remote location root folder is located.
To access this information, go to the OMS-500 Aggregator log file aggregatorlog.txt, which is typically
located in c:\Program Files\Neopost OMS-500 Aggregator\. Alternatively you can launch OMS-500
Aggregator Manager by right-clicking on a selected remote location and selecting Properties.

WARNING

If you delete a printer from the Printers list in the Remote Location tile, the respective printer

cannot be added in future (it will not be available in the Print device drop-down menu in Hardware &
Channels | Printer.

7.4

Plug-Ins

Plug-ins are optional modules which extend the functionality of OMS-500.
To deploy a plug-in to work in conjunction with OMS-500 you can:
● Create your own custom plug-in package.
● Download a plug-in with a ready-made functionality from plug-in storage.

7.4.1

Custom Plug-ins

A custom plug-in integrates a customer-defined, purpose-made functionality into OMS-500, adding flexibility to its
existing functionalities. Before custom plug-ins can be deployed with OMS-500, they must be verified by Neopost and
digitally signed. To learn how to obtain a digitally signed custom plug-in from Neopost, contact Support or a local
representative.
For the on-premises OMS-500 version, custom plug-ins are delivered as ZIP files. To deploy a custom plug-in with
OMS-500, click on the Add New

NOTE

icon and upload the ZIP file from your computer's file system.

For the OMS-500 in Cloud version, selected custom plug-ins can be downloaded after a plug-in is

approved and signed by Neopost, see also the Plug-ins section in OMS-500 in Cloud.
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7.4.2

Plug-in Storage

OMS-500 allows you to deploy ready-to-use plug-ins that extend selected OMS-500 functionalities. You can download
these plug-ins from System Settings after the respective plug-in options have been activated in the license.

NOTE The OMS-500 in Cloud version does not support plug-ins that require you to integrate Quadient Architect
into your solution. You thus cannot import these plug-ins or download them from the plug-in storage.

Plug-in Menu
Options Description

Filter Filters plug-ins according to selected tag(s) or other criteria (e.g. a name). To select a tag, click on the
Add

icon.

Edit Edits a plug-in's settings.
Delete Object Deletes a plug-in from the application.
Export Exports a plug-in so that it can be reused in another OMS-500 installation or as backup (see also Export).
Copy and Edit Creates a copy of a plug-in. The copy has exactly the same settings and its name is appended
with - Copy to make it unique.
Upgrade Upgrades the plug-in to the latest version. Upgrade replaces a current plug-in with a newer one without
losing the existing configuration. This icon only displays when upgrade is available.
If a new plug-in version requires some additional settings, the plug-in is automatically disabled to indicate that
a further action is needed.
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Add New Adds a new plug-in to the list. You can only add plug-ins that are allowed by the licence.
The plug-in installation starts automatically after the download. Downloaded plug-ins are disabled.
Depending on the licence, you can download the following plug-ins from plug-in storage:
● AIMS and AIMS Desktop
● Document Delivery Portal
● SMTP
● Neotouch
● Quadient Address Cleansing (Address Block Management)
● Quadient Presort
● Quadient® Multi
● PDF Timestamp Service

7.4.3

AIMS Plug-in and AIMS Desktop Plug-in

AIMS (Automated Insertion Management System) ensures that all communication pieces sent for printing and inserting
are folded and inserted into envelopes.
By deploying the AIMS plug-in, OMS-500 works in conjunction with the AIMS server, which controls the flow of
communication pieces through the inserter. The inserter uses information from barcodes placed onto processed
documents or an additional barcode (so-called AIMS desktop mark) placed on the first page of a communication piece
or an address carrier (in case you use AIMS Desktop DS75 to DS90).
Based on the information returned from AIMS, OMS-500 can identify communication pieces which have not been
processed and display a corresponding AIMS status in Control Center. Thus operators have a clear overview of
communication pieces that require them to take further actions.
The AIMS server and OMS-500 communicate by exchanging the following data files:
● Job Allocation File (JAF) – Contains information about the individual communication pieces of a production job.
This file is generated by OMS-500 and sent to the AIMS server.
● Job Reprint File (JRF) – Indicates that some communication pieces were not processed correctly. This file is
generated by the AIMS server and sent to OMS-500. Based on information from the JRF file, OMS-500 can
reprint or reassign selected communication pieces until the whole job is printed, folded and inserted.
● Job Close File (JCF) – Indicates that a production job was closed on the part of the AIMS server. If some
communication pieces of the job were not produced successfully, they can be reassigned.
● TCF – Indicates that a production job was closed on the part of OMS-500 (see also Close Manually). This file is
generated by OMS-500 and sent to the AIMS server.
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The following types of AIMS plug-in are available.
● AIMS
● AIMS Desktop DS75 to DS90

AIMS Plug-in
The AIMS plug-in is especially suited to working in conjunction with high-performance inserters designed for production.
You can only deploy this plug-in when the respective inserter optical mark schemes are NTL BCR, NTL 2DMatrix, Code
39 (H) and DataMatrix (H). These optical mark schemes can encode the IDs of each job and communication piece (Job
ID and Mailpiece ID) in the optical marks placed onto the documents.
Using this plug-in, the inserter works as follows:
1. The inserter scans the optical marks placed onto the documents and forward this information to the inserter's
firmware, which communicates with the AIMS server.
2. The AIMS plug-in returns a corresponding AIMS status for each communication piece to OMS-500 in an
AIMS-generated JRF and JCF files.
3. The communication pieces' statuses subsequently display in Production Control | Production, where operators
can manage incorrectly processed communication pieces.

AIMS Desktop DS75 to DS90 Plug-in
The AIMS Desktop DS75 to DS90 plug-in is suited to work in conjunction with compact inserters designed for the office.
You can deploy this plug-in with all types of default OMS-500 optical mark schemes, including the optical mark schemes
which cannot encode Job ID and Mailpiece ID (e.g. OMR Std) in the optical mark placed onto documents. Instead of
including them in the optical mark, the AIMS Desktop plug-in encodes Job IDs and Mailpiece IDs in an additional optical
mark of the 2D Data Matrix type (the AIMS desktop mark) and places it on the first page of a communication piece.
You can position the AIMS desktop mark in the envelope window so that it is visible to the inserter scanners (i.e. onto
the first page of a communication piece or an address carrier, if used).
Using this plug-in, the inserter works as follows:
1. After a communication piece is placed in an envelope by an inserter, a scanner placed in the inserter's envelope
exit scans the AIMS desktop mark visible in the envelope window.
2. Another application connected to the scanner forwards Job IDs and Mailpiece IDs to the inserter firmware, which
communicates with the AIMS server.
3. Further steps are identical to steps 2 and 3 of AIMS.
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General Preferences

Options Description
Name

Displays a plug-in's name. The name is predefined, but can be edited if necessary.

Description

Enter any text that helps the user identify a plug-in from others.

Tags Allows you to tag a plug-in.
Enabled Activate the plug-in so that it can be used with OMS-500. By default, all plug-ins are disabled after the
download.

Delivery

Option Description
Use dynamic envelope printer (DEP) fields (OMS Integration Configuration version 1.5.1 and later)

Transfers

user-selected document data to the AIMS server, which provides the data to a dynamic envelope printer. This is
done by mapping custom-defined attributes to the AIMS fields available in a respective production workflow (see
also AIMS Parameters).
Dynamic envelope printer fields can only work in conjunction with OMS Integration Configuration version 1.5.1 and
later. If you do not use one of these versions, uncheck the option.
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Configuring AIMS in OMS-500
To deploy and use AIMS in OMS-500:
1. Make sure that the license options include AIMS or AIMS Desktop.
2. During the installation of OMS-500 Aggregator, define the location in your computer file system where AIMS
exchanges information with OMS-500 in the form of text files (the AIMS hot folder option, refer to the
corresponding version of the OMS-500 Installation Guide).
3. Go to System Settings | Plug-ins, download and enable the AIMS or AIMS Desktop DS75 to DS90 plug-in.
4. Go to Hardware | Inserters and fill in the details in the AIMS section.
If you use the AIMS Desktop DS75 to DS90 plug-in, ensure that the generated AIMS desktop mark fits within the
envelope window. If you use an address carrier, you can display the mark after selecting the respective inserter
in Address Carriers | Optical Mark.
5. Go to Production Workflow | Output and set additional AIMS settings in the AIMS Parameters section.
6. Upload files in Control Center (see e.g. How to Upload Files).
You can check whether reprinting/reassigning communication pieces is necessary in Production Control |
Production.

7.4.4

Document Delivery Portal Plug-in

The Document Delivery Portal plug-in integrates a portal, created in the Document Delivery Portal interface, with
OMS-500.
To use a portal for production purposes:
1. Design and publish a portal in Document Delivery Portal.
2. Download and activate the plug-in.
3. Use the plug-in in an electronic output.
4. Create a production following the same principles as for electronic output.
To use the Document Delivery Portal plug-in in OMS-500, fill in the details in the following sections:
● General Preferences
● Output

General Preferences
See also General Preferences in the Neotouch plug-in.
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Output

Options Description
URL

Enter the URL of the portal, which you defined in the General section of the portal.

Login/Password

Enter the email address and password of the user with a Portal Administrator or OMS-500

Administrator user role.

7.4.5

Neotouch Plug-in

The Neotouch plug-in allows you to send output files and other electronic communications (faxes, text messages)
electronically to a Neotouch portal, from where they are delivered to your customers via a selected channel or channels.
The channels include postal mail, email, text messaging (SMS), archiving, faxing, or a fully customized process channel.
This extends the variety of available channels (text messaging, faxing) and reduces time and expenses related to printed
mail, as the output files are sorted, printed and placed in envelopes in the provider's production center.
To use the Neotouch plug-in in OMS-500, download the plug-in from System Settings and fill in the details in the
following sections:
● General Preferences
● Output
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General Preferences Section

Options Description
Name

Displays a plug-in's name. The name is predefined, but can be edited if necessary.

Description

Enter any text that helps the user identify a plug-in from others.

Tags Allows you to tag a plug-in.
Enabled Activate the plug-in so that it can be used with OMS-500. By default, all plug-ins are disabled after the
download.

Output Section

Options Description
Neotouch portal login / Password
TEST SERVER

Enters the provided user credentials for the Neotouch portal.

Tests the entered user credentials.

Process ID Enters a process ID provided by Neotouch.
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Channel Selection Section

All output files or electronic communications that you send via the Neotouch plug-in are firstly sent electronically to
the service provider's portal, irrespective of the channel selection. Then the service provider sends the communications
via a selected channel.
Options Description
Archive

Stores the output files in the Neotouch portal under a user's account for a user-defined period.

Email Sends output files as PDF attachments to emails.
Postal mail

Sends output files to a selected Neotouch production center, where they are printed, sorted and placed

in envelopes. The communication pieces are then sent via a suitable postal mail service.
SMS
Fax

Sends a user-defined text message to selected recipients.
Sends a user-defined fax message to selected recipients.

Process channel Uses a customized Neotouch channel to process output files.
For configuration, refer to Process Channel Settings.

NOTE All Channel selection options also have to be enabled in the respective communication profile in the
Electronic Output section.
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Workflow Validation Section

Workflow validation allows you to validate selected communications, before they are sent to the recipients, via your
Neotouch user account. This is especially suitable for testing whether your workflows work as expected.
Optionally, you can grant validation permissions to other Neotouch users, not only the administrator (see the options
description below).
For more information concerning individual options, refer to the provider's documentation available at
https://doc.esker.com/EskerOnDemand/cv_ly/en/Manager/StartPage.htm#

.

Options Description
Require manual validation for Sends communication pieces via a selected channel only after Neotouch users sign in
to the Neotouch portal and manually confirm that communication pieces can be sent.
The Neotouch administrator is granted validation permissions by default.
The available options are: Archive, Email, Postal mail, SMS, and Fax. By default, all options are checked.
Neotouch user email

Defines emails under which Neotouch users sign in to their account.

For the user email and the related settings, use custom-defined attributes or external attributes that use
Neotouch-specific values.
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NOTE If you leave this box empty, no users are granted validation permissions. This applies even if the rest
of the Neotouch user settings are defined.

Company account
Customer type

Defines the company ID under which the Neotouch user account is registered.

Defines the Neotouch customer type of the company account.

Neotouch country ID

Defines the Neotouch country ID.

Job Settings Section

Defines optional attributes that help Neotouch portal users identify and/or filter communication pieces according to
specific criteria.
Options Description
Document ID

Defines the attribute whose value displays in the Document ID (document identifier) column in the

Neotouch portal.
Cost center

Defines the attribute whose value displays in the Cost center column in the Neotouch portal.

Archive Settings Section

Option Description
Archivation period (years)

Allows you to select the period for which the output files are stored under your Neotouch

user account.
Archive Settings only apply if you select the Archive option in the Channel Selection section and allow archiving in
Communication Profile | Delivery.
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For more information concerning individual options, refer to the provider's documentation available at
https://doc.esker.com/EskerOnDemand/cv_ly/en/Manager/StartPage.htm#

.
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Postal Mail Settings Section

Postal Mail Settings allow you to send printing and delivery-related information to a selected Neotouch production
center. Additionally, you can set advanced notification options, including notifications via the Neotouch portal.
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Postal Mail Settings only apply if you select the Postal Mail option in the Channel Selection section and allow sending
postal mail in Communication Profile | Delivery.
For more information concerning individual options, refer to the provider's documentation available at
https://doc.esker.com/EskerOnDemand/cv_ly/en/Manager/StartPage.htm#

.

Fax Settings Section

Option Description
Insert cover page before fax attachments Inserts a cover page before fax attachments.
Fax Settings only apply if you select the Fax option in the Channel Selection section and allow the sending of faxes
in Communication Profile | Delivery.
For more information concerning individual options, refer to the provider's documentation available at
https://doc.esker.com/EskerOnDemand/cv_ly/en/Manager/StartPage.htm#

.

Process Channel Settings
Options Description
Process ID Enters a process ID provided by Neotouch.
Custom Process Parameters - Required/Optional

Define a parameter name and value that is sent for each batch to

Neotouch for processing. Parameter types are defined by the process channel settings provided by Neotouch.
● Required parameters must have a value; if the value returned for a particular job is empty, the output cannot
be sent to Neotouch and the Operator is notified in the Control Center.
● Optional parameters may return empty values.
For a list of process parameters, refer to Flexible Form Variations in the Transport variables and objects reference
section of the provider's documentation available at
https://doc.esker.com/EskerOnDemand/cv_ly/en/Manager/StartPage.htm#

.
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To add a parameter, click on the Add New

icon and select one of the following options:

● Dynamic value from Attribute – Returns a value from an attribute.
Name

Defines the name of the custom parameter, corresponding to Neotouch process channel settings.

Attribute

Selects a custom or system-defined attribute.

● Static value – Returns a user-defined value.
Name

Defines the name of the custom parameter, corresponding to Neotouch process channel settings.

Value

Enters a custom value.

Custom Attachment Parameters - Required/Optional

Define a parameter name and value that is sent for each

attachment to Neotouch for processing.
For a list of attachment parameters, refer to Attachment Variables in the Transport variables and objects reference
section of the provider's documentation, available at
https://doc.esker.com/EskerOnDemand/cv_ly/en/Manager/StartPage.htm#

.

For more information, see Custom Process Parameters - Required/Optional.

Sending Electronic Communications using the Neotouch Plug-in in OMS-500
To send communication pieces via the Neotouch plug-in:
1. Make sure that the license options include the Neotouch plug-in.
2. Download the Neotouch plug-in by clicking on the Add New

icon in System Settings | Plug-ins.

3. Enable the plug-in and fill in the required details depending on the channel or channels you want to use.
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4. Create an electronic output channel in Configuration | Output | Electronic Output.
Select the Neotouch option in the Use plug-in option drop-down menu.
5. Define the electronic communications' content and recipients in Communication Profile | Delivery | Electronic.
6. Select the appropriate output channel type in Production Workflow.
7. Upload files and run production.
This sends the produced communication pieces and/or user-defined electronic communications (e.g. text
messages) to the Neotouch portal.

7.4.6

SMTP Plug-in

The SMTP plug-in sends the processed files electronically via the SMTP server. The files are sent as attachments to an
email with user-defined content.
The SMTP plug-in offers the following benefits:
● Increases speed by defining a single content for multiple recipients.
● Minimizes errors by extracting the recipient addresses directly from the document attributes.
● Increases consistency and facilitates search by the automatic creation of file names.
To use the SMTP plug-in in OMS-500, download the plug-in from System Settings and fill in the details in the following
sections:
● General Preferences
● Output

General Preferences Section
See also the General Preferences Section in the Neotouch plug-in.
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Output Section

Options Description
SMTP Enter the name of the SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) server. Where local security measures are required,
you can enter the IP of the server.
If you include the port number in the SMTP server name (i.e. <mailserver:port>), you do not have to set the port
number in the Port edit box below.
Port

Enter the port number the application can connect to. Make sure that the port allows the connection to open.

If the port is neither indicated here nor specified in the SMTP edit box, the application automatically tries to connect
to TCP/25 (for both SSL and non-SSL settings).
The port number is optional. If the port number is entered in both the SMTP and Port edit boxes, the one entered
in the SMTP edit box is ignored.

NOTE To guarantee backward compatibility when upgrading from application version 6.0 and onwards,
the upgraded plug-in uses, by default, the port number entered in the SMTP edit box and ignores the one
in the Port edit box.

Enable SSL Use the SMTPS (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol Secure) to secure the connection to the server.
Login/Password

Enter the provided user credentials.

Test email address

Enter an email address where a message can be sent to test the settings.

SEND TEST MESSAGE

Sends a test message to a test email address to verify the connection to the SMTP server.
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TIP

To send emails using the SMTP plug-in, follow the same principles as described in the example Sending

Emails using the Neotouch Plug-in in OMS-500.

EXAMPLE

®

Send Emails Via Microsoft Office 365
®

To send emails via your Microsoft Office 365 account, you can set up a connection to the respective server via
a given port.

7.4.7

Quadient Address Cleansing Plug-in

The Quadient Address Cleansing plug-in sends addresses as defined and extracted from an attribute to a designated
server which returns the addresses in a standardized format and adds missing data.
To use the Quadient Address Cleansing plug-in in OMS-500, download the plug-in from System Settings and fill in the
details in the following sections:
● General Preferences
● Address Block Management

General Preferences Section
See also the General Preferences Section in the Neotouch plug-in.
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Address Block Management Section

Options Description
User name / Password

Enter the provided user credentials.

Notification emails Enter a valid email address to automatically send address cleansing notifications.
Attribute for result

Places the result of cleansing a particular address into a custom-defined attribute. The cleansing

result is a code (e.g. A1) that can be used to diagnose issues. For more information, refer to the cleansing service
provider.
Ignore uncleansed address

If checked, the preprocessing of an input file succeeds even if one or more addresses

have not been cleansed. By default, this option is checked.
If unchecked, the preprocessing of an input file fails if one or more addresses have not been cleansed.

How to Cleanse Addresses Using Quadient Address Cleansing in OMS-500
To cleanse addresses using the Quadient Address Cleansing plug-in:
1. Make sure that the license options include Quadient Address Cleansing.
2. Go to System Settings | Plug-ins, download and enable the Quadient Address Cleansing plug-in.
3. Go to Document Profile | Plug-in

tab and define the Quadient Address Cleansing plug-in settings in the Address

Block Management section.
4. Upload files in Control Center (see e.g. How to Upload Files).
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7.4.8

Quadient Presort Plug-in

The Sorting plug-in sorts communication pieces within a production batch according to recipient addresses. The order
in which the communication pieces appear on the output reflects the proximity of individual addressees' residence, as
the envelopes which belong to the same region are grouped together in a so-called container. Grouping envelopes
according to postal address reduces manual sorting of mail on the part of the postal service provider and reduces postal
service costs.
Quadient Presort plug-ins extract the recipient address from a zone which has been identified as the address block and
which has the Postal Address attribute assigned. If a communication piece is produced using a Quadient Presort plug-in,
a postal barcode and container number are added above the address block of the first document of a communication
piece, so that the barcode is visible to the postal service provider in the envelope window. If an address carrier is used,
a postal barcode and container number are only placed on the address carrier. In addition, Quadient Presort produces
Sorting Reports with useful details for postal service providers.
To be sorted using a Quadient Presort plug-in, a production batch has to meet the following requirements:
● An envelope must be assigned to each communication piece (see Envelope in Communication Profiles).
● An inserter must be selected in the respective production workflow (see Output in Production Workflows).
Neopost provides the following sorting plug-ins depending on the country:
● Quadient Presort UK
● Quadient Presort US – Using the Quadient Presort US plug-in, you can only sort a batch if it includes 200 or more
communication pieces valid for sorting (e.g. if a print batch includes 300 communication pieces to be inserted
into C5 and 150 communication pieces to be inserted into C6, only the ones to be inserted into C5 are sorted).
To use the Quadient Presort plug-in in OMS-500, download the plug-in from System Settings and fill in the details in
the following sections:
● General Preferences
● Batch Sorting

General Preferences Section
See also the General Preferences Section in the Neotouch plug-in.

Batch Sorting
Options Description
Server Address
Server Port

The server address that communicates with the installed plug-in.

A specific port belonging to the server address.
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Log level

Defines the level of complexity of the sorting plug-in usage information stored in the Production Log.

Barcode Position
Position type Selects one of the following barcode position types:
● Auto – Places the barcode above the address block without the option of relocating the address to
another place on the page.
● Additional offset – Places the barcode above the address block with the option of relocating the entire
postal block (barcode and address) to another place on the page. Use the Position X and Position Y
options to move the block. The relocation starts at the default position of the address block.
● Fixed position – Places the barcode in a fixed position on the page without taking into consideration the
address block. Use the Position X and Position Y options to move the barcode. The relocation starts in
the upper-left corner of the page (when Position X = 0 and Position Y = 0).
Position X Defines the object's horizontal offset in millimeters.
Position Y Defines the object's vertical offset in millimeters.
After the plug-in is installed and enabled, it is available for use in Production Workflows | Production Rules |
Use Sorting Plug-in.
The other settings (e.g. Presort Templates, Mailmark, etc.) are dictated by the information provided in the contract
with the sorting and postal service providers.

NOTE

To use Quadient Presort plug-ins, you need to have access to the respective MailRoom ToolKit Architect

(United States or United Kingdom) installed on the OMS-500 Server or another computer in your network.
In the case that a print batch includes communication pieces which have more than one type of envelope assigned
(e.g. some communication pieces are to be inserted into C5 and others into C6), only the communication pieces
with the envelope which occurs in the batch most frequently are sorted.

7.4.9

Quadient Multi Plug-in

The Quadient Multi plug-in allows you to cleanse and update United States addresses using the MultiServiceV3 service.
Address cleansing returns the addresses in a standardized format and adds missing data. If the NCOA option is selected,
the Quadient Multi plug-in can also update addresses. The service sends the addresses of the documents that you
process by OMS-500 to a designated server, which matches the addresses against a database. If a given address has
been updated or changed (e.g. if the customer relocated), it can return the updated address and place it onto the
processed documents or address carriers. The service is integrated with USPS (United States Postal Service).
The Quadient Multi plug-in generates detailed reports about the processed addresses. These reports can be downloaded
in the respective plug-in tile in Control Center | Output.
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To use the plug-in in a document profile, activate the plug-in in the Address Block Management section in Document
Profiles | Plug-ins.
To use the Quadient Multi plug-in in OMS-500, fill in the details in the following sections:
● General Preferences
● Address Block Management

General Preferences Section
See also the General Preferences Section in the Neotouch plug-in.

Address Block Management Section
Options Description

MultiServiceV3 server address

Enters the server address.

Company Settings

Company name
Job name prefix

Enters your company name.
Enters the job name prefix. This prefix identifies the job in the notification e-mail (see below).

Notification e-mail

Enters the e-mail where all notifications about the used service are sent.
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Settings for USA

User name / Password
Service

Enters the name and password of the registered user.

Selects the service that manages the address block.

The following options are available:
● NCOA – Returns a cleansed and/or updated address (if an updated address is found). For more information
see also What is NCOA at the National Change of Address website
(http://www.nationalchangeofaddress.com

).

● Address correction – Returns a cleansed address.
JavaScript address parser script

Enters a script that identifies individual lines of the address. The script is

independent of the address lines that are automatically created when an attribute is assigned the Postal Address
attribute type.
This option is mandatory if you select the NCOA option in the Service drop-down menu.
Test address Enters the address which is used for testing the script.
To test whether the script works using the test address, click on the Test Script button.
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Output Fields for USA

Output fields for the USA allow you to place the information that the service returns about the processed addresses
into an attribute. For example, the service can return information that multiple matching addresses were found for
a given address. This information can be used in OMS-500 in business rules.
Field

Selects an output field which returns information about the processed address. The available output fields

are defined by the used service.
Attribute

Selects the custom-defined attribute where the service places the information specified in the Field

drop-down menu.
Properties for USA

Property Selects a property of the cleansing action. The available properties are defined by the used service.
Value

Enters a value that specifies the property. The available values are defined by the used service.

TIP

To cleanse and update addresses using the Quadient Multi plug-in in OMS-500, follow the same

principle as described in How to Cleanse Addresses Using Quadient Adress Cleansing in OMS-500.

7.4.10

Quadient-US-Presort Plug-in

The Quadient-US-Presort plug-in allows you to correct and update United States addresses and sort them within a
production batch according to the recipients' addresses. If included in your license, the plug-in is available for download
in System Settings | Plug-ins.
Depending on the OMS-500 deployment, the following versions of the Quadient-US-Presort plug-ins are available:
● Quadient-US-Presort – Designed for both the OMS-500 Cloud and the OMS-500 on-premises versions.
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Uses a web service to process addresses.
● Quadient-US-Presort-On-Premise – Designed for the OMS-500 on premises version only.
Uses Quadient Architect®, which needs to be installed locally on the OMS-500 server.
To obtain the Architect installation, contact your local Neopost representative.
To use the Quadient-US-Presort plug-in in OMS-500, fill in the details in the following sections:
● General Preferences
● Batch Sorting
The following sections describe both the cloud and on-premises version of the plug-in. Differences are indicated where
applicable.

7.4.10.1

General Preferences Section

See also the General Preferences Section in the Neotouch plug-in.

7.4.10.2

Batch Sorting Section

General Settings

Options Description
Log level

Defines the detail level of logging.

● NONE – Does not include any information related to the processing of production batches using the NESS
Presort plug-in.
● COMPLETE – Includes information about the plug-in actions (address correction, update and sort) for each
processed batch.
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Address Correction Settings

Options Description
USPS processing option Defines the actions that the plug-in performs with an address block attribute during processing.
● CASS_IMB_ONLY – Corrects the original address by sending the address to a designated server which returns
the address in a standardized format and adds missing data.
● MOVE_ONLY – Updates the original address if a given address has been updated or changed (e.g. if the
customer moved).
● CASS_PRESORT – Corrects the original address (if necessary) and sorts the communication pieces within a
production batch. Sorting is based on the mutual proximity of an individual resident's addresses. Addresses
are sorted and grouped into containers to save postal service costs.
● MOVE_PRESORT – Updates the original address (if necessary) and sorts the communication pieces within
a production batch according to addresses.
Send/receive addresses in groups of

Defines the number of postal address block attributes that the plug-in can send

or receive to the service provider's server at once. This allows you to optimize the size of transferred data.
The default value is 500.
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Architect Settings

Architect Settings define templates and other processing information.
The on-premises plug-in version requires that Architect is either installed on the OMS-500 server, or accessible via a
TCP/IP protocol.
The cloud plug-in version uses a web service but also require an Architect product key.

NOTE

To obtain all the required Architect settings, please contact your local Neopost representative.

Options Description
Server IP or hostname

The IP or hostname of the server where Architect is installed.

This only applies to the on-premises version of the plug-in.
Server port

The port that Architect connects to.

Only applies to the on-premises version of the plug-in.
Product key The product key of the Architect installation.
Contact your local Neopost representative to provide you with the product key and the rest of the details below.
Add-on keys (one per line)

Add-on keys that have been included during the Architect installation.
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Enter one add-on key per line.
INI file content

The content of the INI file available for a respective Architect installation.

Copy and paste all file content.
DOWNLOAD TEMPLATES

Downloads templates available for the given settings.

Templates

The Templates section displays all templates that have been downloaded using the given Architect settings.

Presort Postal Reports

In the Presort postal reports section, you can select the reports to be generated together with the output. The reports
contain detailed information about the processed addresses. The reports are only available for the presort service.
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You can only select presort postal reports in the cloud plug-in version. The on-premises version uses reports defined
by the Architect settings.
In both on-premises and cloud versions, these reports are available in Control Center | Production Control | Output.
In addition, you can store the reports on a local drive when using the on-premises plug-in version (see also Report
Locations).

Address Settings

The Address Settings section defines the settings of a postal address block that is sent for correction, update, and
sorting.
Options Description
Intelligent Barcode position

The vertical position of the barcode within the envelope window.

The following options are available: TOP or BOTTOM.
Color to hide original address

The color that is used to hide the original address block.

Use an HTML color code.
The default color is white (FFFFFF).
Font size of original address

The size of the font used in the original address.

This defines the size of the area to be hidden using the color to hide the original address.
The default font size is 10 points.
Font of updated address

The font in which to render the updated address.

The default font is Arial.
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Color to render updated address text

The color in which to render the updated address text.

Use an HTML color code.
The default color is black (000000).
Font size of updated address

The size of the font in which the updated address text is rendered.

The default font size is 10 points.
Print a keyline below endorsement Prints a keyline below the endorsement so that it displays in the envelope window.

Address Parsing

To correctly recognize individual address items, the original address blocks need to be parsed accordingly before they
are sent to the address correction, update, and sorting services. Address parsing is done using JavaScript (see also
Scripting Specifics in OMS-500).
A sample address parsing script is available. It is designed to parse the mandatory address items (Business, FirstName,
AddrLine1, AddrLine2, LastAddrLine).

However, we strongly recommend you to test the default script using all types of addresses you process to verify that
they are parsed correctly. If necessary, you can modify the default script using JavaScript.
Options Description
Address parsing script The scripting editor which allows you to edit the existing address parsing script or create your
own.
A default script is available.
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Sample address

The address which is used to test the entered address parsing script.

A default sample address is available.
PARSE SAMPLE ADDRESS

Parses the sample address using the entered address parsing script.

The result of parsing displays in the green notification area in the bottom part of the screen.

General Settings

Optional attributes are custom-defined attributes which are read from documents and included in selected types of
sorting reports.

WARNING Custom-defined attributes may include sensitive data. Operators can download reports in Production
Control | Output.

Options Description
Attribute name for USER_DEFINED_<number>

The name of a custom-defined attribute as defined in Resources |

Attributes.
The name is case-sensitive.
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Address Update (MOVE) Settings

In this section, you can define settings for address updating. The settings are only used if the USPS processing option
is set to MOVE_ONLY or MOVE_PRESORT.
Options Description
Use MOVE Update address If checked, address blocks are updated and replace the original addresses. The replacement
is done during sorting.
If unchecked, updated address blocks are not used in output documents (i.e. the documents keep the original
addresses), but are available in the sorting reports that are generated during sorting.
You can use these reports to update your customer information database.
Use address correction (CASS) if processing fewer addresses than required for MOVE

If checked, address blocks

are corrected even if a production batch contains fewer addresses than required for address updating in the
Minimum number of addresses to process edit box below.
If unchecked, and the number of addresses in a production batch is lower, the production batch fails.
Minimum number of addresses to process

Defines the minimum number of addresses a production batch has to

contain to use the address updating (MOVE) service.
The default value is 100.
MOVE TEST

Tests address updating using the defined settings. The test result displays in the notification area.

Running a test saves a test report into a report location if defined (in the on-premises version). Testing uses a
sample address defined by the plug-in. The batch ID is randomly generated for testing purposes.
If testing is unsuccessful, check the Architect Settings, and run the test again.
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Presort Settings

In this section, you can authenticate your access to the presort service if you use a cloud plug-in version in the OMS-500
on-premises installation.

NOTE

To obtain user credentials, please contact your local Neopost representative.

The authentication is only required if the plug-in is deployed by the OMS-500 on-premises version. OMS-500
Cloud users have their access embedded in their subscription.

Options Description
User name / Password
TEST CREDENTIALS

The presort service user name and password.

Tests the access to the service using the entered user name and password.

Minimum number of addresses to process

The minimum number of addresses a production batch has to contain to

apply address sorting.
The default value is 1.
If a production batch contains a lower number of addresses, sorting is not applied, the production of a batch fails,
and the user is notified in Production Control.

EasyTrack Settings

Options Description
Attribute name

The name of the attribute which is passed to the EasyTrack add-on service.
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Report Locations

Options Description
Directory for CASS/MOVE/PRESORT reports The directory in the file system of the OMS-500 server where
CASS/MOVE/PRESORT reports are stored.
Storing reports on a local drive is only available for the on-premises version. In both the on-premises and the cloud
versions, reports are stored in Control Center | Production Control | Output.
Enter an absolute path to the file system. If the path is not found during the production, or the Oms500 service
does not have the Write permissions for the given directory, the reports are not generated, and the user is notified.
Report locations are optional. Leaving the text boxes empty only creates reports in Control Center.

7.4.11

PDF Timestamp Service Plug-in

The PDF Timestamp Service plug-in adds a trusted digital timestamp to output PDF documents which are digitally
signed using a certificate (see also Digital Signature). The plug-in works in conjunction with a trusted third-party Time
Stamp Authority (TSA), which verifies that a document was signed on a certain date and time (which are independent
of the OMS-500 server time settings). The plug-in is based on the PAdES (PDF Advanced Electronic Signatures) profile,
which is suitable for archiving because it allows for long-term validation. The plug-in is designed to work with a TSA
web service compliant with the IETF RFC 3161 standard and allows you to select a TSA web service which complies
with the legal regulations of your country.
You can only download the plug-in if the license includes the PDF Signature option.
To use the PDF Timestamp Service plug-in in OMS-500, fill in the details in the following sections:
● General Preferences
● PDF Timestamp Service

General Preferences Section
See also the General Preferences Section in the Neotouch plug-in.
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PDF Timestamp Service

Options Description
TSA URL Enters the Time Stamp Authority web service's URL.
Username/Password

EXAMPLE

Enters the provided user credentials.

How to add a timestamp to a digital signature

To add a timestamp to digitally signed PDF documents, you have to download the PDF Timestamp Service
plug-in and add the plug-in in the Digital Signature section of an output folder which produces PDF documents.
1. Go to System Settings | Plug-ins and download and enable the PDF Timestamp Service plug-in.
2. Enter the TSA web service URL and user credentials and save the plug-in.
3. Go to Output | Output Folder | Digital Signature and check the Use digital signature for output file
option.
4. Select Certificate in the Sign with drop down menu.
5. Check the Use plug-in to add timestamp check box. The PDF Timestamp Service plug-in is ready to use.

7.4.12

Tracked Email Plug-ins

Tracked emails allow you to monitor email delivery of an electronic output to the intended recipient. The plug-in sends
the processed files from OMS-500 electronically as email attachments via the selected 3

rd

party provider – Critsend©,

MailJet© or SendGrid©. The tracking status of the sent email is received via the plug-in and is visible in Control Center
| Communication Pieces for individual communication pieces, and in Control Center | Production for a production
batch. See also Communication Piece Tracked Email Status and Production Batch Tracked Email Status.
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To use tracked emails , you need to install one of the following plug-ins from the plug-in storage, according to the
selected provider:
● Critsend Plug-in
● MailJet Plug-in
● SendGrid Plug-in
If you use an on-premises version of OMS-500, you have a Troubleshooting option for the tracked email plug-ins.

NOTE

If you decide to export your configuration from an OMS-500 on-premises version and import it into a

Cloud version or vice versa, the tracked email plug-ins will import as disabled as they differ in both versions. You
need to download the appropriate tracked email plug-in and configure it according to the disabled version.

7.4.12.1

Critsend Plug-in

The Critsend plug-in sends the processed files electronically via the Critsend© provider. The files are sent as attachments
to an email with user-defined content.

NOTE

If you use an on-premises OMS-500 version, you must choose either the Critsend EU or Critsend US

plug-in according to your location.

You must configure the settings of your Critsend© account to enable tracked emails to work properly:
● Add and verify the sender email address or domain.
● Configure the webhooks by adding the appropriate URL's based on your location:
○ EU – https://admin.oms500.eu/api/publish/TrackedEmail/CritSendNotifications
○ US – https://admin.oms500.us/api/publish/TrackedEmail/CritSendNotifications
To use the Critsend plug-in in OMS-500, download the plug-in from System Settings and fill in the details in the following
sections:
● General Preferences
● Output
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General Preferences

Options Description
Name

Displays the plug-in's name. The name is predefined, but can be edited if necessary.

Description

Enter any text that helps the user identify the plug-in from others.

Tags Allows you to tag the plug-in.
Enabled Activate the plug-in so that it can be used with OMS-500. By default, all plug-ins are disabled after they are
downloaded.

Output

Output
Login/Password

Enter the credentials of your Critsend ©account.

Test e-mail address

Enter an email address where a message can be sent to test the settings.

SEND TEST MESSAGE

Sends a test message to a test email address to verify the connection to the Critsend© provider.
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7.4.12.2

MailJet Plug-in

The MailJet plug-in sends the processed files electronically via the MailJet© provider. The files are sent as attachments
to an email with user-defined content.

NOTE

If you use an on-premises OMS-500 version, you must choose either the MailJet EU or MailJet US plug-in

according to your location.

You must configure the settings of your MailJet© account to enable the tracked email to work properly:
● Add and verify the sender email address or domain.
● Configure the webhooks by adding the appropriate URL's based on your location:
○ EU – https://admin.oms500.eu/api/publish/TrackedEmail/MailJetNotifications
○ US –https://admin.oms500.us/api/publish/TrackedEmail/MailJetNotifications
To use the MailJet plug-in in OMS-500, download the plug-in from System Settings and fill in the details in the following
sections:
● General Preferences
● Output

General Preferences

Options Description
Name

Displays the plug-in's name. The name is predefined, but can be edited if necessary.

Description

Enter any text that helps the user identify the plug-in from others.
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Tags

Allows you to tag the plug-in.

Enabled Activate the plug-in so that it can be used with OMS-500. By default, all plug-ins are disabled after they are
downloaded.

Output

Output
API key

Enter an API key generated in your MailJet© account.

Secret key Enter a secret key generated in your MailJet© account
SEND TEST MESSAGE

7.4.12.3

Sends a test message to a test email address to verify the connection to the MailJet provider.

SendGrid Plug-in

The SendGrid plug-in sends the processed files electronically via the SendGrid© provider. The files are sent as attachments
to an email with user-defined content.

NOTE

If you use an on-premises OMS-500 version, you must choose either SendGrid EU or SendGrid US plug-in

according to your location.

You must configure the settings of your SendGrid© account to enable the tracked email to work properly:
● Add and verify the sender email address or domain.
● Configure the webhooks by adding the appropriate URL's based on your location:
○ EU – https://admin.oms500.eu/api/publish/TrackedEmail/SendGridNotifications
○ US – https://admin.oms500.us/api/publish/TrackedEmail/SendGridNotifications
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To use the SendGrid plug-in in OMS-500, download the plug-in from System Settings and fill in the details in the following
sections:
● General Preferences
● Output

General Preferences

Options Description
Name

Displays the plug-in's name. The name is predefined, but can be edited if necessary.

Description

Enter any text that helps the user identify the plug-in from others.

Tags Allows you to tag the plug-in.
Enabled Activate the plug-in so that it can be used with OMS-500. By default, all plug-ins are disabled after they are
downloaded.

Output
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Output
Secret key Enter a secret key generated in your SendGrid© account.
Test e-mail address

Enter an email address where a message can be sent to test the settings.

SEND TEST MESSAGE Sends a test message to a test email address to verify the connection to the SendGrid© provider.

7.4.12.4

Troubleshooting

Troubleshooting option is only available in on-premises OMS-500 versions.

If you want to collect logs for troubleshooting, select the Basic option from the Log level combo box. By default, None
is set, i.e. no logs are collected.

7.5

Fonts

In the Fonts section, you can add and manage fonts used in OMS-500 (e.g. to specify the font of the address in address
carriers). A default font is available.
Font Menu
Options Description

Filter Filters fonts according to the selected tag(s) or other criteria (e.g. a name). To select a tag, click on the
Add

icon.

Edit Edits a font's settings.
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Delete Object Deletes a font from the application.
Export Exports a font so that it can be reused in another OMS-500 installation or as backup (see also Export).
Upload Uploads a font file from the file system. OMS-500 supports all common types of fonts (e.g. TrueType,
OpenType).

Options Description
Name

Displays the font's name. The name is predefined (includes the font name and style) and cannot be changed.

Description

Enters any text that helps the user identify the font from others.

Tags Allows you to tag a font.

7.6

Languages

In the Languages section, you can define the languages of the processed documents so that a language is recognized
automatically during file input and each file can be treated accordingly (e.g. multi-lingual enclosures added in the
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corresponding language). Languages contain no dictionaries but are created only as objects which will be used further
in the workflow.
Language Menu
Options Description

Edit Edits a language's settings.
Delete Object Deletes a language from the application.

NOTE

If you delete the default language, the language which will be set as default is the first one from

the list of the defined languages.

Export Exports a language so that it can be reused in another OMS-500 installation or as backup (see also
Export).
Default Marks a language as default.
Add New Adds a new language to the list.
To add a language, click on the Add New

icon in an input folder's menu and fill in the required details.

Option Description
Name

Specify the name of the language you want to add.

A default language object English is pre-defined. If you want to change the default language, click on the respective
language and click on the Default

icon.
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7.7

Paper Sizes

Paper Sizes allow you to define various paper formats, both conventional (e.g. A, B or C-series formats) and user-defined
ones (including extra-size formats). You can use paper sizes to specify the settings of sheets, physical enclosures or
address carriers.
Paper Size Menu
Options Description

Filter Filters paper sizes according to selected tag(s) or other criteria (e.g. a name). To select a tag, click on the
Add

icon.

Edit Edits a paper size's settings.
Delete Object Deletes a paper size from the application.
Export Exports a paper size so that it can be reused in another OMS-500 installation or as backup (see also
Export).
Copy and Edit Creates a copy of a paper size. The copy has exactly the same settings and its name is appended
with - Copy to make it unique.
Add New Adds a new paper size to the list.
To add another paper size, click on the Add New

icon and fill in the following details:

● General Preferences
● Size
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General Preferences Section

Options Description
Name

Enter a name for this paper size.

Description

Enter any text that helps the user identify the paper size from others.

Tags Allows you to tag the paper size.

Size Section

Options Descriptions
Measurement units Select the measurement units to be used for defining the size.
The available options are: Meters (m), Centimeters (cm), Millimeters (mm), Inches (in). The default option is Millimeters
(mm).
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Width

Define the paper's width (the distance from the left edge to the right edge of the paper).
● Minimum value: 1 mm
● Maximum value. 5,000 mm
● Default value: 210 mm

Height

Define the paper's height (the distance from the top edge to the bottom edge of the paper).
● Minimum value: 1 mm
● Maximum value. 5,000 mm
● Default value: 297 mm

Predefined Paper Sizes
The following conventional paper sizes are available after the installation (width x height):
● A4 – 210 x 297 mm
● A5 – 148 x 210 mm
● A3 – 297 x 420 mm
● Letter – 216 x 279 mm
● Legal – 216 x 356 mm
● Tabloid – 279 x 432 mm
● Form A – 233 x 296 mm
● Form B – 233 x 391 mm
● Form C – 243 x 296 mm

NOTE

For the number of consumed transactions for each format see Transactions.

Transactions for producing one custom-size page are deducted based on the ratio between the surface of a
custom-size page and an A4 page (which is equal to one transaction). For example, production deducts four
transactions for one A2 page (single-sided printing), as it is 4 times bigger than an A4 sheet.
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7.8

Tags

Tagging allows you to mark configuration objects with user-defined keywords (tags). A tag reflects the intended purpose
of the object and helps you easily find similarly purposed objects by filtering.
Options Description
Name

The name of a tag.

Usage Count

The number of configuration objects which are tagged with a given tag. One configuration object can

be tagged with multiple tags.
Updated The date and time when a tag was last updated.
Tag Menu

Edit Edits a tag's settings.
Delete Deletes a tag from the list.
Add New Adds a new tag to the list.

TIP

Alternatively, you can create a new tag directly in the configured object (see also How to Use Tags).

How to Use Tags
Imagine that due to frequent legal changes, you need to be able to quickly modify all workflows that send confidential
employment-related documents to your employees.
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To have a clear overview of all objects that are part of these workflows, you can mark them with tags:
1. Go to System Settings | Tags and create two tags named "Confidential", and "Employee" by clicking on the Add
New

icon.

2. When creating workflows, tag all objects that are used in the given workflows with both tags.
For example, tag a document profile that identifies a travel expenses form by clicking on the Add

icon in

General Preferences | Tags.
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Alternatively, you can create an additional tag by typing a tag name in the Enter new tag edit box and clicking
on the Validate

icon.

3. Currently you need to modify all workflows that send documents to employees, go to the respective configuration
object overview page and filter objects according to these two tags.
For example, you can filter all production workflows.
a) Go to Configuration | Production Workflows and click on the Add

icon in the

Filter combo box.

b) Select the "Employee" and "Confidential" tags from the drop-down menu.
This lists all production workflows which are tagged with at least one of the selected tags.
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c) Modify the production workflows if necessary.
d) Filter and modify the rest of the configuration objects (e.g. input channels, document or communication
profiles) that are tagged with these two tags.
4. If you no longer need to filter the configuration objects, discard the tag selection by clicking on the Cancel
icon next to the respective tags in the

7.9

Filter drop-down menu.

Optical Mark Schemes

Optical mark schemes define the type of optical mark / barcode and code definitions available for configuring an inserter.
An optical mark scheme is an XML file which contains the definitions of all the physical properties and functions of an
optical mark / barcode.
OMS-500 also supports importing schemes from OMS-200 (see also Import Optical Mark Profiles (Inserters & Schemes)
from OMS-200).
By default, the following schemes are available:
● Code 39 (G)
● Code 39 (H)
● DataMatrix (G)
● DataMatrix (H)
● NTL 2DMatrix (2D BCR)
● NTL BCR (1D BCR)
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● OMR Adv (1-track OMR)
● OMR Std (1-track OMR)
Optical Mark Scheme Menu
Options Description

Filter Filters optical mark schemes according to selected tag(s) or other criteria. To select a tag, click on the
Add

icon.

Edit Edits the settings of an optical mark scheme.
Delete Object Deletes an optical mark scheme from the application.
Export Exports an optical mark scheme so that it can be reused in another OMS-500 installation or as backup
(see also Export).
Add New Adds a new optical mark scheme to the list.
You can only upload an XML file. To create an optical mark scheme in the XML format, users with detailed
knowledge of XML and inserter machine capabilities can refer to the respective OMS-500 Inserter Schemes
document version.
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Options Description
Name

Enter the name of an optical mark scheme.

Brand

Enter an inserter's brand.

Description

Enter any text that helps the user identify an optical mark scheme from others.

Tags Allows you to tag an optical mark scheme.
Functions

Displays inserter functions available for configuring an inserter in Hardware | Inserter.

For more detailed information concerning individual functions, see also Code Definitions.
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7.10

External Datasources

In addition to data which you can obtain directly from the documents you process (by extracting values from zones or
from an input file name), you can use data stored in an external source (a database or a CSV file). You can link the
external data you collected with the respective documents and use the data for processing (e.g. in business rules or
output file name, see also External Attributes).
External datasources connect an external source of data with the OMS-500 server's internal database so that it can
use the data for processing.
External Datasource Menu
Options Description

Filter Filters external datasources according to selected tag(s) or other criteria. To select a tag, click on the
Add

icon.

Edit Edits an external datasource's settings.
Delete Object Deletes an external datasource from the application.
Copy and Edit Creates a copy of an external datasource. The copy has exactly the same settings and its name
is appended with - Copy to make it unique.
View Dependencies Shows dependencies of an external datasource. This option displays a window showing
all items in which the selected external datasource is used.
Add New Adds a new external datasource to the list.
To create an external datasource, click on the Add New

icon in an external datasource's menu and fill in the following

details:
● General Preferences
● Remote Location
● Datasource Parameters
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General Preferences Section

Options Description
Name

Enter an external datasource's name.

Description

Enter any text that helps the user identify an external datasource from others.

Datasource type

OMS-500 supports the following types of external datasources:

● Comma separated values (.csv)
● Microsoft SQL Server
Key columns A column in a database / CSV file containing a reference value which is searched in both the database
and the documents you process. During processing, OMS-500 extracts the custom-defined attribute from a document
and, on the basis of the extracted value, makes a link to the respective column and row in the internal OMS-500
database. The value entered is case-sensitive, i.e., it matters if you type Customer ID or customer ID.
You can use multiple columns and separate them with a comma <,>. Commas are part of the searched text string.
The Key Attribute searched in the document (which is defined later in External Attributes) must thus contain
commas so that an exact match between a text string in a document and the Key Column pattern can be found
(see also the example). The order of columns is taken into account.

EXAMPLE

Search in external datasources according to a name, surname and date of birth

Imagine that you do not register customers under a customer ID. However, your database stores information
about the customers' names, surnames and dates of birth. To clearly identify a customer (e.g. if two or more
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customers have the same name), you can use three key columns in total, where the date of birth is the third
key column.
1. Enter the names of the respective CSV file columns and separate them using commas, e.g. enter
Name,Surname,Date of Birth in the Key Columns edit box.
2. When creating external attributes in External Attributes, make sure that the Key Attribute is extracted
from a document zone which contains the required values in the following form:
● The order of values corresponds to the order indicated in Key Columns defined in External
Datasources.
● The values are separated with commas.
● Commas are not followed by spaces (spaces are not trimmed).

Tags

Allows you to tag an external datasource.

Remote Location Section

Option Description
Remote Locations

Selects the remote location where the CSV file is located or the database connected.
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Datasource Parameters Section
Available Datasource Parameters depend on the Datasource type selected:
● Comma separated values (.csv)
● Microsoft SQL Server
Comma separated values (.csv)

Options Description
Source file path A path to the CSV file located in the file system of the respective client computer where a remote
location is installed. If the CSV file is located in C:\Users\, the access may be prohibited by user account rights. To
access the file, change the respective remote location's service user permissions.
Ensure that no text field in an uploaded CSV file contains <Enter> in between the text field identifiers (e.g. quotation
marks). External datasources only accept CSV files where each record occupies a single line of a CSV file.

WARNING

Avoid placing a CSV file into the given remote location's hot folders or the root directory. If the

Hot Folder Management or Contributor Management license options are enabled, the file is uploaded to the
OMS-500 server with the Failed status and is accessible for downloading in Control Center | Input.

Encoding Selects the CSV file's character encoding from the combo box. Ensures that language-specific or other
special characters are compatible with the corresponding values extracted from the input files. The default encoding
is UTF-8.
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Start import at line Starts importing the data from the line indicated in the combo box.
The default value is 1.
Column names on first line
Column separator

See also Column separator in the Input Templates section.

Text field identifier
Refresh

If checked, the first line of the database is used as column names.

A character identifying values in a CSV file (e.g. quotation marks <">).

Refreshes the CSV file and displays the file's preview. The internal OMS-500 server database is refreshed for

changes (if any) in the connected CSV file immediately after the file is modified in the file system.
Live/Local Data Preview Previews database or CSV file records. Local data preview, displays the state of the OMS-500
internal database (depends on the refresh interval).
Microsoft SQL Server

Options Description
Connection string

A connection string containing the server name, database name and user/password.

For connection string examples, see e.g.
http://www.connectionstrings.com/sql-server-native-client-11-0-oledb-provider/
Query

.

An SQL query defining which information from the database you want to process.

Refresh interval

The interval in which the internal OMS-500 server database is refreshed for changes (if any) in the

connected SQL database.
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TIP

To keep the external datasource up to date, you can also force database refreshing after production.

See also Refresh external datasource when production is finished in the Production Workflows section.

Live/Local Data Preview See also the description of this option in the Comma Separated Values (.csv) section.

TIP

To use external data in the workflow, you need to create an external attribute.

For an example refer to How to create and use external attributes.

7.11

Remote Actions

Remote actions help users to better control and track production using customizable reporting, data control and
notification settings.
For example, the CSV Data Control remote action allows you to have a clear overview of communication pieces that
are missing on the output. It generates a log file in the remote location's file system that collects information about
communication pieces whose production failed.

7.11.1

How It Works

A remote action works in conjunction with OMS-500 Aggregator Manager. It is performed by an instance of a remote
action plug-in, which is installed on and controlled by a remote location service. To gather input data from OMS-500,
input data parameters for the remote action are selectable in the OMS-500 user interface.
The remote action plug-ins include:
● CSV Data Control
● SQL Server Data Control
● SMTP Email Notification
For a remote action to work, take the following steps:
1. Create an action instance in OMS-500 Aggregator Manager:
a) Register a remote location.
Follow the steps in the Remote Locations section in OMS-500 Aggregator Manager.
b) Install a (remote action) plug-in on the remote location.
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Follow the steps in the Plug-ins section in OMS-500 Aggregator Manager.
c) Set up an plug-in action instance for the respective remote location.
Follow the steps in the Setting up Action Instances section in OMS-500 Aggregator Manager.
2. Create a remote action in the OMS-500 user interface (web client):
a) Map the action instance setup to a remote action in the OMS-500 web client in System Settings | Remote
Actions.
Follow the steps in the Mapping Action Instances to Remote Actions section below.
b) Define when the remote action is triggered in Production Workflows | Remote Actions.
Follow the steps in the Remote Actions section in Production Workflows.

7.11.2

Mapping Action Instances to Remote Actions

Remote actions in System Settings allow you to configure action instances, defined in the OMS-500 Aggregator Manager,
to work in conjunction with the OMS-500 web interface. This includes selecting plug-in input data and parameters.
You can use multiple configurations of one action instance.
Remote Action Menu
Options Description

Filter Filters remote actions according to the selected tag(s) or other criteria (e.g. a name). To select a tag, click
on the Add

icon.

Edit Edits a remote action's settings.
Delete Object Deletes a remote action from the application. You can only delete a remote action if it is not used
in a production workflow (see also Production Workflow | Remote Actions).
Export Exports a remote action so that it can be reused in another OMS-500 installation or as backup (see also
Export).
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Exporting a remote action excludes the respective remote action instance and remote location (see also Remote
Locations). Therefore, when importing a remote action to a different OMS-500 installation, you have to link the
remote action to a suitable remote action instance.
Copy and Edit Creates a copy of a remote action. The copy has exactly the same settings and its name is
appended with - Copy to make it unique.
Add New Adds a new remote action to the list. This requires the action instance to be defined beforehand in
OMS-500 Aggregator Manager (see also Creating Action Instances).
To add a remote action, click on the Add New

icon and complete the details in the following tabs:

● General Preferences
● Action Settings

General Preferences Section

Options Description
Name

Defines a remote action's name.

Description

The user enters any text to describe the remote action to distinguish it from others.

Enabled If checked, it activates the remote action so that it can be used in a production workflow (see also the Remote
Actions section in Production Workflows).
Tags

Allows you to tag the remote action.
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Remote Action Settings Section

Option Description
Action instance

Selects an action instance from the drop-down menu.

You can create and manage action instances in OMS-500 Aggregator Manager, see also Setting up Action Instances.
The rest of the action settings depend on the plug-in type used:
● CSV Data Control
Custom CSV File Settings

This section displays if the Custom CSV file settings option is enabled in the

respective action instance in OMS-500 Aggregator Manager.

Folder path

Defines the path where to create a CSV file.

You can create multiple CSV files and sort them into subfolders. To do so, click on the Add Variable
icon to select an attribute.
CSV file name Defines the name of a CSV file.
To create a file name dynamically depending on attribute values, click on the Add Variable

icon

to select an attribute.
CSV Data Control
Action settings for this plug-in type allow you to assign system or custom-defined attributes to CSV file
columns selected in the respective action instance's Columns to search for data match (see also CSV Data
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Control). Attributes of the Date/Time attribute type are converted to the yyyymmddHHMMSS format; those of
the Number/Currency type are converted based on the regional settings of the OMS-500 server.

● SQL Server Data Control
Action settings for this plug-in type allow you to assign system or custom-defined attributes to the database
fields selected in the respective action instance's columns.
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● SMTP Email Notification
Action settings for this plug-in type allow you to define the notification email sender(s), recipient(s) and
body. The email body can only be entered as plain text (no formatting applies).

After a remote action is configured in System Settings, it can be triggered in a respective production workflow (see
also Production Workflows | Remote Actions).

TIP

For the corresponding configuration of individual plug-in types in OMS-500 Aggregator Manager, refer

to Remote Action Types.
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7.12

License

In the License section, you can manage your license and view the options that are licensed based on a selected license
plan.
Licence management includes the following actions:
● Activation – Takes place after the application installation.
● Upgrade – Applicable after a license plan changes.
● Removal – Needed if you want to use the license on another computer (one license cannot be used on multiple
computers).
For more information concerning license activation and management, please refer to the Licensing section of the
respective version of the OMS-500 Installation Guide.

License Information
After you activate a license, the License Information section displays the license options activated in your license plan:
Options Description
Machine ID
Status

A unique ID number of your computer.

Validity status of the license.

Serial number A unique number identifying a customer. This number is used to activate the application on-line.
Expiry Date

The date when the license expires. To extend the license expiration, please contact your local Neopost

representative.
Transactions granted/remaining

View the number of granted and remaining transactions.
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A minimum of one transaction is counted for each processed page (single-sided printing). Printing on both sides
of a sheet doubles the number of transactions (e.g. one A4 page printed on both sides results in 2 transactions).
The number of transactions depends on the sheet format:
● A4 – 1 transaction
● A5 – 1 transaction
● A3 – 2 transactions
● Letter – 1 transaction
● Legal – 2 transactions
● Tabloid – 2 transactions
● Form A, Form B, Form C – 2 transactions
For the costs related to the use of plug-ins, refer to Plug-ins Cost Analysis.

NOTE When output files of the TNO file format are produced to an output folder and subsequently moved
to an input folder (from where they can again be sent for processing by another scenario, see also the Input
folder section), transactions are counted only once, on the final production.

WARNING

If you run out of transactions you cannot run the production.

Additional input format Lists input formats other than PDF (additional formats have to be licensed separately).
There are the following additional input formats available:
● PCL 5
● PostScript
● TNO
Additional output format Lists output formats other than PDF (additional formats have to be licensed separately).
There are the following additional output formats available:
● PCL 5
● PS
● TNO
Hot Folder Management

Manages a remote location so that files can be uploaded and collected directly into the

computer's file system.
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The number next to the option indicates how many remote locations the feature is licensed for.
Printer Management

Allows you to use multiple printers connected to a computer where OMS-500 Aggregator is

installed.
The number next to the option indicates how many remote locations the feature is licensed for.
Contributor Management

Activates a remote location root working directory to detect input files and upload them

to the OMS-500 server. Only the input file formats which are enabled in the license are processed (see also How
to Upload Files). This option must be enabled to use input print streams.
The number next to the option indicates how many remote locations the feature is licensed for.

NOTE The total number in brackets indicates the number of remote locations for which the license feature
has been enabled. The number applies to all tenants of a respective OMS-500 installation (for on-premises
versions) or customer subscription (for the cloud version), not for each tenant individually. Therefore, setting
one tenant's remote location to use all licensed features (e.g. all Hot folder management features) leaves no
corresponding license features available for the remote locations of other tenants.
This applies to the following license features: Hot folder management, Printer management, Contributor
management.

MultiTenant Management

Allows you to create multiple tenants within a single OMS-500 installation. The number

next to the option indicates the number of licensed tenants.
See also Tenancy Administration.
Automation

Automatizes production by enabling the user-defined Scheduled production start and Immediate start.

Composition Module

Displays input templates in Input and thus allows you to process data in the form of an XML file

and line data.
Electronic Enclosure

Allows you to upload and add electronic enclosures to communication pieces.

External Data Enables you to use external datasources and external attributes.
Grouping and Sorting Activates merging and sorting within a communication piece.
Maintenance

Provides support services.

Page Volume

Refers to the purchased transactions.

Transactions expire a year after the purchase. At the expiration time, the page volume is updated automatically to
the same number as the last number of transactions purchased.
PDF Signature

Allows you to add a digital signature to output PDF documents and download the PDF Timestamp

Service plug-in from System Settings | Plug-ins.
Plug-In Connector

Allows you to download and use plug-ins.
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NOTE If plug-ins get temporarily unlicensed (e.g. due to an offline license update), the plug-ins remain
enabled with a tooltip warning the user that the plug-in is not licensed. This also applies to other workflow
parts that use the respective plug-in (e.g. an inserter object using the AIMS plug-in). This ensures that the
workflow remains unchanged during the license update.

Transaction

7.13

Allows you to use the Neotouch plug-in (see also Plug-Ins Cost Analysis).

User Management and Access Rights

User access rights and permissions depend on the client type:
● OMS-500 Web Client
● OMS-500 Aggregator Manager
● OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control

7.13.1

OMS-500 Web Client

See also

OMS-500 Web Interface
Tenancy Administration

To access the OMS-500 web client, users need an OMS-500 user account provided by the application administrator.
After an account is created, users can sign in to OMS-500 using the provided credentials (email and password).
User access rights and permissions are defined by the user role or roles defined for the user account by the administrator.
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Users can manage their own access credentials in the My Profile section in the upper-right corner of the application.
This includes changing their email and password.

Accessing Multiple Tenants
If tenants are defined and one person needs to access multiple tenants, a separate user account has to be created for
each tenant. One person can be assigned different user roles for each tenant. This applies to both on-premise tenants
and cloud tenants.

7.13.1.1

User Management Tab
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The User Management tab allows the application's administrator to create, view and manage all application users within
a respective OMS-500 tenant.
This applies to both on-premise tenants and cloud tenants.
User Management Menu
Options Description

Edit Edits a user's profile.
Delete Deletes a user from the application.
Export Creates an encrypted export of a user. See also Export in System Settings. To upload the export to the
system, go to System Settings | General Settings | Import. See also Import.
Add New Adds a new user.
To add a user, click on the Add New

icon and fill in the details in the following tabs:

● User
● User Roles

User Tab

Options Description
Email A valid user email that will be used to log in to OMS-500.
Displayed Name The name to be displayed for other users.
Password / Confirm Password

A password under which the user can log in to OMS-500.

The password has to have at least 9 characters, at least one numerical digit, contain upper and lower-case letters
and a special character.
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User Roles Tab

The OMS-500 web client offers several levels of access which can be assigned to each user in various combinations to
reflect their skills and day-to-day tasks within the company.
You can assign the following user roles to a user:
● OMS-500 users
● Document Delivery Portal users
OMS-500 Users
The following user roles are available with access to the following tabs:
Accessible Tabs

Tenancy
Administrator

System Settings

Administrator

Hardware

Business

Specialist

User

Operator

Document
Administrator

(except
User
Management)

Control Center
Input
Output
Document Profiles
Communication
Profiles
Production
Workflows
Hardware
Media
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Accessible Tabs

Tenancy

Administrator

Administrator

Hardware

Business

Specialist

User

Operator

Document
Administrator

Resources
Design Components
Tenancy
Administration
OMS-500
Aggregator Manager
(Registering remote
locations)
Document Delivery
Portal

NOTE

For security reasons, only document administrators can upload files (for processing), preview files, and

collect them after production. . Operators can only manage the production (e.g. start/stop production, reassign
or reprint communication pieces, etc.).

Document Delivery Portal Users
Accessible Tabs

Portal

Client Manager

(OMS-500) Administrator

Administrator
Portals
Email Templates
User Management
Storage Cleansing
License

NOTE

Client Managers do not have full access and rights in the Portals tab. They can only preview the portal,

display its clients and their documents, and download a client report.
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7.13.1.2

OMS-500 On-Premises Specifics

OMS-500 On-Premises Default Application Users
Installing OMS-500 on-premises creates several default application users. The user roles assigned to individual default
application users can be modified by the administrator.
The following default users are available with pre-defined user roles and credentials:
● Tenancy Administrator (admin@admin.com) – Creates and administers tenants. Limited to one tenancy
administrator per OMS-500 installation.
For the default credentials see How to Create a Tenant.
● Tenant Administrator (admin@local.com) – Administers individual OMS-500 tenants. Has all user roles assigned.
For the default administrator credentials of the default application tenant, Local Installation, see the respective
version of the OMS-500 Installation Guide.
● HardwareUser (hardwareuser@local.com) – Has the Hardware User role assigned.
● BizUser (bizuser@local.com) – Has the Business User role assigned.
● Operator (operator@local.com) – Has the Operator and Document Administrator roles assigned.
● Document Administrator (docadmin@local.com) – Has the Document Administrator role assigned.

WARNING

For security reasons, all users should change their default application credentials in the My Profile

section after signing in to the application under their user account for the first time.
This also applies to the passwords of all default users. If you do not plan to use the default application users,
delete them from the application.

7.13.1.3

OMS-500 in Cloud Specifics

A company's OMS-500 in Cloud account automatically includes the company's administrator (so-called first user), who
has all user roles assigned. The company administrator receives a user account activation email.
Following the instructions in the email, the administrator:
1. Signs in to the OMS-500 in Cloud company account and sets their new password.
2. Creates tenants (if applicable).
See also How to Create a Tenant in OMS-500 in Cloud.
3. Creates all other users intended to work with the application in the User Management tab.
Each user then receives their own account activation email and can set their password after signing in for the
first time.
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TIP

If a cloud user has deleted the activation email before they first signed in to the portal, the

administrator can resend the activation email by selecting the user and clicking on the Resend Activation
Email

7.13.2

icon. This sends an activation email to the email address defined in the user's profile.

OMS-500 Aggregator Manager

OMS-500 Aggregator Manager
Remote Locations
Linking Tenants to Remote
Locations

Users who have installed OMS-500 Aggregator Manager on their computer are allowed access. Registering a remote
location is restricted to administrators, tenant administrators, or hardware specialists.
For more information on user access, see also the Securing Document Confidentiality section in the respective version
of OMS-500 Installation Guide.

7.13.3

OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control

Users who have installed OMS-500 Aggregator Manager on their computer are allowed access to OMS-500 Advanced
Printer Control.

7.13.4

Password Renewal

Set the plug-in and sender email for a password renewal requested by on-premises users. This option is only available
using the SMTP plug-in.
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Options Description
Plug-in

Select the SMTP plug-in you want to use for the password renewal.

Sender

Fill in the sender email. It is the email address from which the activation email is sent to the user, who requested

the password renewal. You should use the same email that you used as Login while configuring the SMTP plugin.
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7.14

Related Installers

The Related Installers section allows OMS-500 Cloud users to download installers of desktop applications that work in
conjunction with OMS-500. Installing these applications on a local computer ensures that you can use almost the full
range of OMS-500 on-premises version capabilities. This includes, for example, printing, uploading input files directly
from a local computer's file system using hot folder management, or sending input files for processing from third-party
applications using the input print stream, etc.
OMS-500 in Cloud allows you to download the following desktop applications:
● OMS-500 Aggregator Manager (automatically installs Advanced Printer Control).
● PS Writer Hot Folder (a virtual printer).
● OMS-500 SFTP File Server (an SFTP file server).
For more information concerning related desktop applications, see the Client section of the Solution Architecture
chapter, or read the Deployment section of the corresponding version of the OMS-500 Installation Guide.
To download the applications, follow these steps:
1. Download OMS-500 Aggregator Manager by clicking on the DOWNLOAD INSTALLER button.
2. Locate the EXE files in your computer's file system and launch the installation wizard.
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3. Follow the instructions described in the respective version of the OMS-500 Installation Guide.

TIP

You can download the OMS-500 Installation Guide in the first step of the OMS-500 Aggregator

Manager installation wizard.

4. Download PS Writer Hot Folder by clicking on the DOWNLOAD INSTALLER button and repeat steps 2 and 3.
5. Create a remote location in OMS-500 Aggregator Manager and link the PS Writer Hot Folder's Hot folder directory
to the remote location's Hot folder root directory. This links the virtual printer's output to a remote location root
directory, from where OMS-500 draws files for processing.
6. Click on the DOWNLOAD INSTALLER button and repeat steps 2 and 3 to download OMS-500 SFTP File Server.
For more information, refer to the Post-Installation Steps chapter of the respective version of OMS-500 Installation
Guide.

7.14.1

Upgrading OMS-500 Aggregator Manager in Cloud

After upgrading OMS-500 in Cloud to a new major version, a new version of OMS-500 Aggregator Manager is available
in Related Installers.
The upgraded OMS-500 in Cloud version supports the preceding major OMS-500 Aggregator Manager version. For
example, OMS-500 in Cloud version 7.1 supports OMS-500 Aggregator Manager version 7.0. However, OMS-500
Aggregator Manager 7.1 version features will not be available until after the upgrade.
To ensure that you always use the version with latest features and fixes, upgrade to a version that corresponds with
the OMS-500 in Cloud version.

NOTE

You are notified about a planned OMS-500 in Cloud upgrade in advance.

For more information, please contact your local Neopost representative.

To upgrade OMS-500 Aggregator Manager:
1. Make sure that no production is running and no input files are being uploaded.
2. Download a new installer from Related Installers | OMS-500 Aggregator Manager and locate it in your file
system.
3. Run the installer and follow the instructions described in the Upgrade section of the respective version of the
OMS-500 Installation Guide.
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TIP

You can download the OMS-500 Installation Guide in the first step of the OMS-500 Aggregator

Manager installation wizard.

4. You can start processing after the upgrade is finished.

7.15

Tenants

See also

Tenancy Administration
User Roles

The Tenants tab allows the cloud administrator to create, activate, and deactivate tenants.
To create and manage tenants in Cloud, see OMS-500 in Cloud Specifics in the Tenancy Administration chapter.

7.16

About

The About section displays application details, which are useful when upgrading or communicating with Support.

Application Info
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Options Description
Version

The version of the application installed (for on-premises installation).

EXPORT LOGS

If you encounter any issues and need to contact support, click on the button to download a file

containing the information necessary to analyze your request. For security reasons, the content of the file is not
readable as the file is encrypted.

NOTE For security reasons, exporting logs is not available in the OMS-500 in Cloud version.
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8

Control Center

8.1

Control Center Overview

8.2

Production Control

8.3

Dashboard

8.4 Remote Locations Overview

This chapter describes option by option the Control Center tab settings and explains the production process. This
includes uploading files for processing, running and managing production, and collecting files on output. Where necessary,
it references to the related OMS-500 settings.
This chapter is mainly intended for Operators.
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8.1

Control Center Overview

Control Center allows you to manage and monitor production.
Control Center includes the following tabs:
● Production Control
● Dashboard

8.2

Production Control

8.2.1

Production Control Overview

Production Control allows you to:
● Upload files for processing on input and download consolidated and produced communication pieces on output.
● Start and stop production.
If a production workflow uses the AIMS plug-in, you can monitor production and take any actions required by
the plug-in.
● Run test production to confirm that the existing configuration works as expected and can be used for production.
Sheet count, preview and other capabilities help you find out whether document enhancement, splitting or
merging is done according to the defined business rules.
● Troubleshoot and manually resubmit files that were not processed automatically (e.g. after adjusting the
configuration to accept such files).

NOTE

The Operator role is needed to access the Control Center. Operators are only allowed to start/stop

production, they are not allowed to upload or download any files or check the preview. To allow a user to
upload/download files or access the content of the files processed (preview), assign them the Document
Administrator role.

How to Manage Production
To start and manage production, follow these steps:
1. Set the environment in System Settings.
2. Create configuration objects and define the workflow using business rules in Configuration.
3. Go to Control Center | Production Control and upload input files for processing via the Input tab.
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Alternatively, use other input channels as described in How to Upload Files.
4. If the configuration is set up correctly and the layout and content of the input files correspond to the pre-defined
workflows, input files are processed automatically and output files can be collected in the respective output
channels. Counters in individual Production Control tabs help you monitor the number of communication pieces
to be processed and display scheduled production batches.
If a production workflow's production start is set to Manual then running production requires you to manually
start the production in the Production tab.
If files cannot be processed automatically, the Production Control overview page indicates the issues and allows
you to quickly access problematic files. You can adjust the workflow to process the files and resend the respective
files for processing.
See for example Unassigned documents.
You can monitor and manage production in the following tabs.
● Input
● Documents
● Communication Pieces
● Production
● Output
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8.2.2

Input

The Input tab in Production Control displays all input channels and allows you to upload input files via a selected channel,
monitor their status and reprocess them if necessary.
Options Description
Submitted Total

Displays the total number of input files currently stored in the OMS-500 internal database. This

includes files with the Failed status.
Queued Files

Displays the number of files sent for processing that are still waiting to be matched against a document

profile (see How to upload files).
Failed

Displays the number of files that were sent for processing but do not match any document profile.

TIP

To diagnose failed input files, you can visualize document profile input conditions on each input file in

Quality Tools.

8.2.2.1

Input Channel Tab

Input channels are listed in individual tabs according to the input channel type (Input Folders, Input Print Streams, Input
Templates).
Input channel tabs list the details of individual channels. They allow you to access channels, to upload files and to manage
files.
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The Input Folders tab displays all input folders and allows you to manually upload and manage input files.
Options Description
Input Folder An input folder's name.
Accepted File Types Accepted file formats defined in an input channels General Preferences section.
This option is only available if the input channel is an input folder or input template.
Description

The description defined in an input channel's General Preferences section.

Tags Displays tags assigned to the input channel.
Status

Indicates whether or not the input channel accepts input files uploaded via the channel.

The following statuses are available:
● Active – The input channel accepts input files for preprocessing.
● Paused – The input channel does not accept any input files. You cannot upload files via the application web
interface. If uploaded via a hot folder / as an input print stream, input files are ignored and stay in the
respective hot folder / hot folder root. After the input channel is reactivated, the respective files are
automatically uploaded for preprocessing.
See also Pause All / Activate All.
Submitted Files The total number of input files submitted via a given input channel. This includes files with the Failed
status.

Input Channel Details
To display input file details, click on the respective input channel. The image below displays an input folder.
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Options Description
ID

A unique number for each uploaded file. Reprocessing a file creates a new record with a new ID.

File Name
Size

An input file's name.

An input file's size.

NOTE The maximum input file size is 1GB.

Date

The date and time when an input file was uploaded.

File destination

The configuration object where the input file is forwarded to for further processing.

For example, if an input file is directly forwarded to a document profile, it displays the name of that document
profile.
Type

The type of the configuration object where the input file is forwarded to for further processing (e.g. a document

profile, input template).
If the input channel allows scripting and the Script file destination is set do Data documents, this column is empty.
Status

The processing status of an input file.

Queued

Indicates that an uploaded input file is waiting in a queue to be matched against active document profiles.

Preprocessed

Indicates that an input file has been uploaded and matches a corresponding document profile.

Individual documents created out of this input file are available in the Documents tab in Production Control.
Scripted

Indicates that an input file has been processed by a script defined in the respective input channel's

settings.
The file created as a result of the script is available in the Scripted file destination defined by the input channel.
See also the Script section in Input Folders.
Canceled
Paused
Failed

Indicates that an input file's preprocessing has been canceled.

Indicates that an input file's uploading/preprocessing has been paused.
Indicates that an input file has been uploaded to the OMS-500 server, but its processing has failed.
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The input file may not match any active document profiles, or, if a script is defined in an input channel, it has
not been executed.

TIP

If an input file upload fails due to an unrecognized document profile, you can compare the input

file with available document profile input conditions in Document Profiles | Quality Tools.

Input File Menu
SHOW FILTER / HIDE FILTER

Filters input files according to user-defined criteria (file name, size, etc.).

By default, the filter is hidden.
Upload Uploads an input file from a computer's file system. For other upload options refer to How to Upload
Files.
Reprocess Resends an input file for processing. For example, you can reprocess a file if the processing failed
and you had to modify the configuration. Reprocessing a file creates a new record with a new ID.
To reprocess multiple files at a time, select the files and run reprocessing. This triggers a confirmation dialog
showing you the number of files to be reprocessed. This number excludes input files which, at the moment you
trigger reprocessing, have the Preprocessing or Queued status (input files can only be reprocessed after they
have been uploaded to the OMS-500 server).

NOTE

Reprocessed files are not archived (see also the Archive section in Input Folders).

Download Downloads an input file into a computer's file system in the form in which it was sent for processing.
Download Report Downloads a report if the preprocessing of an input file is not successful.
For each issue, the report specifies the record number, layout, page, and content area where it occurred. The
report name is <input file name>-failure.report.txt.
Cancel Preprocessing Cancels the preprocessing of the input files with the Queued and Preprocessing status.
It requires that you confirm the cancellation in a dialog.
Canceled files are uploaded to the OMS-500 server and display in Production Control | Input with the Canceled
status and no document profile assigned. Input files with the Canceled status can be
or

downloaded,

deleted,

reprocessed.

To cancel preprocessing, click on the icon and select one of the following options:
● Cancel preprocessing of selected – Cancels preprocessing of files that you select.
● Cancel all preprocessing – Cancels preprocessing of all files that have the Queued and Preprocessing
status at the moment you confirm the cancellation dialog.
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Canceling files does not prevent other files from being uploaded. To stop both file preprocessing and uploading,
refer to

TIP

Pause All.

You can easily delete input files that get preprocessed by mistake by selecting an input file and

clicking on the Delete

icon. This deletes all documents generated from this input file further in the

workflow (including communication pieces released for production).

Pause All /

Activate All Pauses/reactivates the uploading and preprocessing of input files with the Queued

and Preprocessing status via a given channel.
A paused input channel does not allow users to upload files via both the application web interface and via a
remote location. It disables the Upload

icon and ignores files sent via the respective hot folder or input print

stream. Input files with the Paused status can be

downloaded or

deleted.

To start uploading new input files, and preprocess the paused input files, click on the Activate All

icon. This

automatically processes files that have been submitted via the hot folder / input print stream after an input
channel has been paused. Activating a paused input channel does not create duplicate communications, because
paused files have not been preprocessed.
Delete Deletes an input file.
To delete an input file, click on the icon and select one of the following options:
● Delete selected – Deletes input files selected by the user.
● Delete all – Deletes all input files in a given input channel. This includes files that you cannot see in the
currently displayed list (i.e. if the number of uploaded files overflows to another page or pages).

TIP

To precisely define which input files to delete, or to delete them on a regular basis, refer to

Production Cleansing.

NOTE After a production run using the AIMS plug-in has started, you can only delete an input
file if the AIMS Status of all communication pieces (which originated from the respective input
file) is Job Closed or Reassign.

WARNING Deleting an input file deletes all documents which originated from this file. This
includes documents in the Documents tab, documents that are part of communication pieces
(see the Communication Pieces tab) and documents which are part of communication pieces
ready for production (see the Production tab). To make sure you can access all input files that
have been uploaded to OMS-500, use the Archive option.
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Back Goes one step back in the workflow. This helps you navigate within individual input channels.

8.2.2.2

How to Upload Files

To upload a file to an input channel, you have the following options:
● Drag & Drop
● Hot Folder
● Input Print Stream

Drag & Drop
You can upload a file by dragging and dropping a file from another application (e.g. a file explorer) to the input channel.
1. Go to Production Control | Input and open a desired input channel.
2. Drag an input file from a file explorer into the open input channel tab.
3. Alternatively, click on a respective channel and click on the Upload

TIP

icon in the input channel's menu.

You can drag and drop multiple files simultaneously.

Hot Folder
You can upload files without accessing the application web interface – directly from an input folder (or a 'hot folder')
linked to a remote location.
To do that, follow these steps:
1. Install OMS-500 Aggregator Manager and add a remote location.
2. Go to Input Folders or Input Templates and link a selected input folder or input template to the remote location
(see e.g. the Remote Locations section in Input Folders).
3. Go to Document Profiles and create a document profile.
You have the following options:
● You can configure a document profile to accept files from a selected input folder linked to a remote location.
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In the Document Identification

tab, set the Input Folder or Input Template to a selected input folder /

input template linked to a remote location.

● You can configure the document profile to accept files from all input folders linked to a remote location.
In the General

tab, set the Input Channel Type in the input condition to Hot Folder.

4. Go to the file system in a computer where OMS-500 Aggregator is installed and copy the files into the respective
input folder (or the Templates folder in case of an input template file), linked to the remote location.

NOTE

Only the user who has installed a particular remote location on their computer can view where

in the file system the remote location root folder is located. To access this information, go to the OMS-500
Aggregator log file aggregatorlog.txt, which is typically located in c:\Program Files\Neopost OMS-500
Aggregator\.

The time allowed to upload a file from the hot folder to the OMS-500 server is limited to one hour. If a
file is not uploaded within one hour, the IGNORE suffix is added and the file is stored in the hot folder.
You can reupload it by deleting the IGNORE suffix.
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For more information on the exchange of files in the OMS-500 Aggregator hot folder, refer to the PS
Writer Hot Folder section of the respective version of the OMS-500 Installation Guide.

Input Print Stream
You can send the files for processing using an input print stream.
To do that, follow these steps:
1. Either install a virtual printer (PS Writer Hot Folder) and link it to a remote location's root folder, or enable LPD
input in the respective remote location (refer to Input Print Stream or to the respective version of the OMS-500
Installation Guide).
2. Go to Document Profiles and create a document profile. You have the following options:
● You can configure the document profile to accept files from a selected input print stream.
In the Document Recognition

tab, set the Input Print Stream system-defined variable to a selected input

print stream.

● You can configure the document profile to accept files from all input print streams.
In the General

tab, set the Input Channel Type in the input condition to Input Print Stream.

3. Go to the editor/viewer of your choice (e.g. MS Word) and press <Ctrl>+<P> or go to File | Print. The files will
be converted to PS and sent to OMS-500 Aggregator root folder and subsequently to OMS-500 server for
processing (for details concerning file upload refer to Hot Folder).
In the case of the LPD input, print jobs will be uploaded automatically after the remote print server sends them
to the client computer via an open port.
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8.2.3

Documents

The Documents tab in Production Control allows you to preview documents to check whether they were correctly split.
Alternatively, you can view and resubmit documents that were not assigned to any communication piece.
Options Description
Created Total Displays the total number of documents that are currently stored in the OMS-500 internal database.
A document can only be created after an uploaded input file matches one of the document profiles' input condition.
Unassigned Displays the number of currently unassigned documents.

8.2.3.1

Documents Tab

Documents include the following tabs:
● Assigned
● Unassigned

Assigned Tab
The Assigned tab lists all documents under their respective document profiles.
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Options Description
Document Profile The document profile which matched the input file after it was uploaded.
See also document profiles' input condition.
Description

The description defined in a document profile's General Preferences section.

Tags Displays tags assigned to the document profile.
Created Documents

The number of documents as split by the respective document profile's boundary recognition

rules.
You can access documents assigned to individual document profiles and view their details by clicking on the respective
document profile.

Options Description
ID

A unique number for each document.

Date

The date and time when a document was created.

Sheets

The number of sheets within a document as split by document boundaries.

Recipient

Displays the value of the first attribute with the Postal Address attribute type found in a document (see

also Attributes).
Document Menu
SHOW FILTER / HIDE FILTER

Filters documents according to user-defined criteria (recipient, attribute value, etc.).

By default, the filter is hidden.
Preview Downloads a preview of a document as processed by a respective document profile (i.e. moving/hiding
zones, adding images/overlays or rescaling are visible).
The downloaded preview does not contain optical marks.
Delete Deletes a document from the list of documents in Production Control | Documents as well as from the
respective communication pieces and production batches.
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Delete All Deletes all documents within a document profile. This includes documents that you cannot see in
the currently displayed list (if the number of documents overflows to another page or pages).

TIP

To precisely define which documents to delete, or to delete them on a regular basis, refer to

Production Cleansing.

Back Goes one step back in the workflow. This helps you navigate within individual document profiles.

Unassigned Tab
The Unassigned tab lists all documents that do not match any existing communication profile input conditions. Such
documents cannot create or be part of a communication piece.
To process unassigned documents:
1. Check why the documents did not match any communication profiles.
Click on the Preview

TIP

icon in the document's context menu.

To diagnose issues, you can visualize communication profile input conditions on a document in

Quality Tools.

2. Adjust a communication profile's input condition if necessary.
3. Resubmit the documents for processing by clicking on the Resubmit

icon.

This again compares selected documents with all of the communication profiles' input conditions.
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8.2.4

Communication Pieces

The Communication Pieces tab in Production Control allows you to preview communication pieces and track their
status. Alternatively, you can view and resubmit communication pieces that were not assigned to any production
workflow.

Options Description
Created Total The total number of communication pieces currently stored in the OMS-500 internal database. This
includes Pending and unassigned communication pieces.
Pending

The number of communication pieces waiting until the release condition is fulfilled (i.e. those having the

Pending status).
Unassigned The number of currently unassigned communication pieces.

8.2.4.1

Communication Pieces Tab

Communication Pieces include the following tabs:
● Assigned
● Unassigned
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Assigned Tab
The Assigned tab lists all defined communication profiles and the number of communication pieces belonging to
respective communication profiles.

Options Description
Communication Profile

The name of the communication profile to which a communication piece was assigned.

Tags Displays tags assigned to the communication profile.
Pending Pieces

The number of communication pieces that belong to a particular communication profile and are

waiting until the release condition (if defined) has been fulfilled.
See also the Pending status.
Released Pieces

The number of communication pieces that fulfilled the release condition (if defined) and are ready

for production.
See also the Released status.
Release Pending At

The date and time when the communication pieces assembled under a given communication

profile are released irrespective of the release condition.
The date and time displays if the Release all pending option is defined in Communication Profiles | Merging and
Sorting | Release Condition.
To display communication piece details click on the respective communication profile.
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Options Description
ID

The unique number of each communication piece.

Date

The date and time when a communication piece was created. This does not reflect subsequent operations such

as merging.
Documents
Sheets

The number of documents within a communication piece.

The number of sheets within a communication piece (including an address carrier and excluding physical

enclosure sheets or banner sheets).

NOTE Documents and electronic enclosures can be merged with existing communication pieces until the
release condition (if defined) is met. Therefore, the number of documents and sheets within a communication
piece can increase until the communication piece is released.

Transactions
Status

The number of transactions per communication piece.

The status of a communication piece processed.

A communication piece may return the following status:
● Pending – The communication piece has been recognized as belonging to a particular communication profile
but is waiting until the release condition (if defined) has been fulfilled.
● Matched repeatedly – The communication piece has been repeatedly matched.
○ As the repeatedly matched pieces have become part of other communication pieces, created by different
communication profiles, they are included in the Pending Pieces / Released Pieces counters that belong
to the respective communication profiles.
○ If a repeatedly matched communication piece is forwarded to Unassigned, it is available for download
in the form that corresponds to the settings of the last communication profile it has been processed by.
○ You can trace which documents have been included in a communication piece and display the documents'
IDs by clicking on the Details

NOTE

icon.

If repeating a communication profile match leaves the number of documents within a

communication piece unaffected, the ID of the communication piece remains the same.
The details of the respective communication profile then indicate that the communication piece
has been last processed by the communication profile that last changed the number of documents.
If the last communication profile only added electronic enclosures to a communication piece, it
does not affect the ID and that communication profile is not indicated in the details.

● Released – The communication piece has fulfilled its release condition and is ready for production.
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In case no merging or sorting has been defined, the communication piece has the Released status immediately
after the communication profile has been recognized.
● Production completed – The communication piece has been produced via a corresponding production
workflow.
● Discarded – The communication piece has been discarded (i.e. no output has been produced).
See also Production completed status.
Tracking Status

Tracking status is the status of a communication piece processed via the AIMS plug-in or one of the

Tracked Email plug-ins.
Click on the Details

icon to se the Tracking ID.

AIMS Status
The status of a particular communication piece while the AIMS plug-in processes a job where the communication
piece belongs. In addition to the AIMS statuses in Production, a communication piece can have the following status:
● Job Not Closed – The AIMS server has left the job open because other communication pieces within the job
may require further action (e.g. a reprint).
Communication Piece Tracked Email Status
The status of a particular communication piece processed by one of the Tracked Email plug-ins.

NOTE OMS-500 is not able to process the tracked email status for multiple recipients. You need to send
a communication piece for each recipient separately.
Communication piece sent via a tracked email plug-in can have the following tracking status:
● Sent – The email has been sent to a provider. This state is still active and can change.
● Delivered – The email has been delivered to the recipient's inbox. This state is still active and can change.
● Opened – The email has been opened by its recipient. This state is finished and will not change anymore.
● Failed – The email has not been delivered. This state is finished and will not change anymore.
● Bounced – The receiving server denied the email and the address the email was sent to is suppressed by the
provider. This state is finished and will not change anymore.
● Blocked – The receiving server denied the email and the address the email was sent to is not suppressed by
the provider. This state is finished and will not change anymore.
● Marked as Spam – The email has been marked as spam by an automatic spam filter. This state is finished and
will not change anymore.
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Communication Piece Menu
Options Description
SHOW FILTER / HIDE FILTER

Filters communication pieces according to user-defined criteria (AIMS status, attribute

value, etc.).
By default, the filter is hidden.
Release Selected Pending Manually releases selected communication pieces with the Pending status.
See also Release All Pending below.
Release All Pending Manually releases all communication pieces with the Pending status, no matter whether
the release condition was fulfilled or not. This prevents communication pieces being released too late, even if
the release condition cannot be fulfilled.

EXAMPLE

Imagine the release condition defines that the communication piece can only be released

when it consists of an invoice and an overview. If no overview has been generated for a particular
customer, the communication piece can be released manually, so that the customer can receive the
invoice and pay by the due date.

Preview Downloads a preview of the communication piece as processed by the respective communication
profile, i.e. merged, sorted and with enclosures.
The downloaded preview does not contain optical marks.
The preview of a communication piece may differ if you download it before and after production:
● Before production, the previewed file may not include modifications made during production. For example,
if electronic enclosures are excluded in the output folder, the preview may display electronic enclosures
even if they are not part of the produced output file. Or, the previewed file may not include an address
carrier, because it has been added to the communication piece during production.
● After production, the previewed file includes all modifications made during production (i.e. the preview
is identical to the respective output file).
Delete Deletes a selected communication piece from the list of communication pieces as well as from the
respective production batches.
Delete All Deletes all communication pieces within a communication profile. This includes communication pieces
that you cannot see in the currently displayed list (i.e. if the number of communication pieces overflows to
another page or pages).
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TIP

To precisely define which communication pieces to delete, or to delete them on a regular basis,

refer to Production Cleansing.

Back Goes one step back in the workflow. This helps you navigate within individual communication profiles.

Unassigned Tab
The Unassigned tab lists all communication pieces that do not match any existing production workflow input conditions.
Thus these communication profiles cannot be produced and require you to take action (for example, to resubmit them).
To resubmit communication pieces, follow the same principles as when resubmitting documents (refer to the Unassigned
tab section in Production Control | Documents).
When communication pieces are resubmitted, they are again compared with all production workflow input conditions.

8.2.5

Production

The Production tab allows you to manage individual production batches and track their status.

Options Description
Created Total The total number of communication pieces currently stored in the OMS-500 internal database. This
includes communication pieces that are ready for production, completed and failed (see also Status).
Pending
Failed

The number of released communication pieces currently waiting for production to start.

The number of communication pieces whose production failed.
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8.2.5.1

Production Tab

The Production tab lists all defined production workflows and the number of communication pieces assembled in
batches that were created according to respective production workflows.

Options Description
Production Workflow

The name of a production workflow to which a communication piece was assigned.

Tags Displays tags assigned to the production workflow.
Output Type

The output type as defined in the respective production workflow's Output section.

Pending Pieces
Production Start
AIMS

The number of communication pieces ready for production.
The production start type of the respective production workflow.

Displays whether or not the production workflow uses the AIMS plug-in.

Actions
Start Production Starts production.
See also Production Batch Menu.
Cancel Production Cancels all running production batches.
See also Production Batch Menu.
Deactivate Production Workflow Deactivates the production workflow so that it can no longer accept any
communication pieces. Instead, the communication pieces are listed under Unassigned in Production Control
| Communication Pieces. You can also deactivate the production workflow in Configuration | Production
Workflow | General Preferences.
Reactivate Production Workflow Reactivates the production workflow that has been deactivated. This
means that the production workflow can again accept communication pieces. You can also reactivate the
production workflow in Configuration | Production Workflow | General Preferences
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To display production batch details click on the respective production workflow.

Options Description
ID

A unique number of each production batch.

Date

The date and time when a production batch was last affected (for example completed or canceled).

Communication Pieces

The number of communication pieces within a batch.

NOTE If a new document is merged into a communication piece, the production workflow input condition
is evaluated again. Therefore, the number of communication pieces in a production batch can both increase
and decrease as the communication piece may be forwarded to a different production batch.

Documents
Sheets

The number of documents within a production batch.

The number of sheets within a production batch.

The number does not include banner sheets.
Transactions
Status

The number of transactions per production batch.

The status of a production batch.
● Ready – The production batch is ready for production.
● Optimizing – The communication pieces in the production batch are being distributed into the envelopes
based on the criteria defined in the smart envelope. This status also displays when no smart envelope is used.

NOTE

As optimizing takes place after the production start, the number of communication pieces

in a production batch with the Production Completed status can differ from the number of
communication pieces indicated in the production batch with the Ready status.

● In Production – The production is in process and has not finished yet.
● Production Completed – The production has finished.
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This status also displays when the production workflow type is Discard. To check which communication
pieces have been discarded, go to Production Control | Communication Pieces and filter the communication
pieces according to the Discarded status. You can also check the production log.
● Canceled – The production was canceled manually when running.
● Failed – The production failed.
Tracking Status

Tracking status is the status of a production batch processed via AIMS plug-in or one of the Tracked

email plug-ins.
AIMS Status
The status of a job while AIMS processes it. This status is only displayed for a production batch if the AIMS plug-in
is deployed (see also the AIMS plug-in). If an issue occurs, a detailed message displays when you hover the mouse
pointer over a production job:
● Sent to AIMS – The AIMS plug-in created a file which OMS-500 sent to the AIMS server via OMS-500
Aggregator. This file contains information about individual communication pieces of the job. It waits for a
response stating whether individual communication pieces have been folded and inserted or not.
● Reprint – The AIMS server has left the job opened and returned information about the communication pieces
of the job which requires a reprint.
To reprint the communication pieces of a production workflow with the start type set to Manual, select the
respective production batch and click on the Reprint button. Production workflows with an automated start
type (including the Conditional start type) run a reprint automatically and immediately.
● Resent to AIMS – The communication pieces which required a reprint have been sent to AIMS for reprinting.
● Reassign – The AIMS server has closed the job and returned information about the communication pieces
of the job which require reassignment.
To reassign the communication pieces, select the respective production batch and click on the Reassign
button.
● Job Closed – The AIMS server closed the job. If any communication pieces within the job require further
action, they can only be reassigned to create a new job with a unique job ID.
Production Batch Tracked Email Status
The status of a production batch processed by one of the Tracked email plug-ins. Production batches sent via a
tracked email plug-in can either be active or completed.
Active Production Batch The production batch processed via a tracked email plug-in is considered active when
at least one of the emails from the production batch is not in a finished state. It means the tracking status of
the production batch can still change.
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The active production batch can have the following tracking status:
● Processing – OMS-500 is processing the production batch.
● Sending – OMS-500 is sending the emails from the production batch to the provider.
● Sent – The provider has received all the emails from the production batch.
● Delivered – All emails from the production batch has been delivered to the recipients.
● Has Issues – At least one of the emails from the production batch has not been delivered correctly.
● Failed – At least one of the emails failed to be sent to the provider.
Completed Production Batch The production batch processed via a tracked email plug-in is considered completed
when all emails from the production batch are in a finished state. It means the tracking status of the production
batch will not change anymore.
The completed production batch can have the following tracking status:
● Finished – All delivered emails have been opened by the recipients.
● Finished with Issues – At least one of the emails from the production batch has finished with issues.
● Finished as Failed – At least one of the emails from the production batch has finished as failed.
Expired Production Batch

The production batch can have an Expired tracking status. The production batch is

considered as expired by the tracked email after being inactive for a long time.
Production Batch Menu
Options Description
SHOW FILTER / HIDE FILTER

Filters production batches according to user-defined criteria (AIMS status, date, etc.).

By default, the filter is hidden.
Start Manually starts a selected production batch. You can manually start a production batch irrespective of
the production start type.
Only one production batch can be started at a time, however, many can run simultaneously.
Cancel Production Cancels selected production batches under the respective production workflow.
Close Closes a given job and changes the status of the communication pieces that are unprocessed by the
inserter, to Reassign. Use this button to force a job to close if AIMS has not closed the job automatically.
This option is only available if a production workflow uses the AIMS plug-in.
Reassign Reassigns communication pieces, determined by the AIMS plug-in, to a new job (i.e. with a new job
ID). Applicable if a closed job contains one or more unprocessed communication pieces.
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Reprint Reprints communication pieces, determined by the AIMS plug-in, within a given job (i.e. with the same
job ID). The job is only reprinted if the operator confirms the reprint in the dialog after clicking on this button.

NOTE

If a production workflow has an automated start type (i.e. Scheduled, Immediate, Conditional)

and communication pieces require a reprint, they are immediately and automatically reprinted.

Delete Deletes selected production batches from the list.
Delete All Deletes all production batches within a production workflow (except Ready batches). This includes
production batches that you cannot see in the currently displayed list (if the number of production batches
overflows to another page or pages).

TIP

To precisely define which communication pieces to delete, or to delete them on a regular basis,

refer to Production Cleansing.

NOTE

You cannot delete a production batch which has the Ready status. If you want to delete any files

from the production batch with the Ready status, you have to delete the files in Production Control |
Input. All documents and communication pieces originating from the respective input files will be deleted.
When a production batch uses AIMS, you can only delete the batch or input files (including documents
and communication pieces generated from the input file) related to this batch when the production
batch has the Job Closed or Reassign status.

Back Goes one step back in the workflow. This helps you navigate within individual production workflows.

8.2.6

Output

The Output tab allows you to collect, store and download output files produced via all output channels. Unless output
is deleted manually, by users, or automatically, using Production Cleansing, it is stored in the OMS-500 internal database
under the respective output channel tab in Production Control | Output.
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In addition, you can store output files on a hard drive by linking an output folder to a remote location (see also the
Remote Location section in Output | Output Folder). Output is then available in both the Output tab and in the remote
location's file system.

Options Description
Stored Total The total number of produced communication pieces and print jobs currently stored in the OMS-500
internal database. If the Create one print job per communication piece option is unchecked (see Print Job Options),
one print job can contain multiple communication pieces but is only counted as one item.
Failed

8.2.6.1

The number of communication pieces that were produced, but whose delivery failed (e.g. undelivered emails).

Output Channel Tab

Output channels are listed in individual tabs according to type. Output channel tabs list the details of individual channels
and allow you to download or delete output files. To display output channel details, click on the respective output
channel.
The following output channels are available:
● Output Folders
● Printers
● Electronic Output
● Sorting Reports
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Output Folder

Options Description
Output Folder
Description

An output folder's name.

The description defined in an output folder's General Preferences section.

Tags Displays tags assigned to the output channel.
Format

The output file formats, defined in an output folder's General Preferences section.

Stored Files

The number of output files currently stored in an output folder.

Output Folder Details
Click on an output folder to display output files stored in this channel.

Options Description
ID

A unique number for each output file.

File Name

The filename as defined in the output channel.

NOTE If multiple output files with an identical filename are produced and stored in the remote location file
system, the output filenames are appended with a counter so that all produced files are stored under a
unique name (i.e. files are not overwritten by files with the same filename on the disk).

Size

The size of the file.

Date

The date and time when the output file was produced.
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Production ID

The ID of the production workflow by which the respective output file was produced.

Production Workflow

The name of the production workflow by which the output file was processed.

Output File Menu
Options Description
SHOW FILTER / HIDE FILTER

Filters output files according to user-defined criteria (date, file name, etc.).

By default, the filter is hidden.
Download Downloads the selected output files.
Delete Deletes the selected output files.
Delete All Deletes all output files from a selected output folder. This includes files that you cannot see in the
currently displayed list (if the number of output files overflows to another page or pages).

TIP

You can easily delete high volumes of output files or configure OMS-500 to delete output files

automatically after a certain period in Production Cleansing.

Back Goes one step back in the workflow. This helps you navigate within individual output channels.

Printer

Options Description
Printer

A printer's name.

Description

The description defined in a printer's General Preferences section.

Tags Displays tags assigned to the printer.
Stored Jobs The total number of print jobs currently stored under a particular printer.
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Printer Details

Options Description
ID

A unique number for each print job.

Job Name

The name of a job as defined in a respective printer (see also Print job name).

Size

The size of the print job.

Date

The date and time when the print job was produced.

Production ID

The ID of the production workflow by which the respective print job was produced.

Production Workflow The name of the production workflow by which the print job was processed.
Print Job Menu
Options Description
SHOW FILTER / HIDE FILTER

Filters print jobs according to user-defined criteria (date, job name, etc.).

By default, the filter is hidden.
Download Downloads a produced print job.
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Reprint Opens the Reprint dialog, where you can select specific pages of a print job and reprint them. Reprinting
selected pages only saves paper and ink when issues occur during the print (e.g. a paper jam or an ink shortage).

Options Description
Page

Navigates through individual pages of the print job.

Thumbnails Displays thumbnails of the individual pages of a print job. When the output is rendered on
a sheet which has the Print on both sides option activated, thumbnails help you determine the front
(page 1) and the back (page 2) of the sheet.
Drag and Drop Moves a displayed page within the document preview window-pane.
Zoom Out Zooms out from the file.
Zoom In Zooms in on the file.
Actual Size Displays the actual page size.
Fit Width Fits the page width to the size of the preview area.
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Fit Page Fits the whole page to the size of the preview area.
Reprint Options
Pages

Selects which pages of the print job should be reprinted.
● All – Reprints all the pages of the print job.
● Current page – Reprints the page which is currently being viewed in the right window-pane. This
option is only available if a document is rendered on a sheet which has the Print on both sides
option deactivated.
● Page range – Reprints a selected page range. When a document is rendered on a sheet which
has the Print on both sides option activated, you can only reprint a page range which starts on
the front and ends on the back of a sheet.

Reprint Reprints selected pages.

NOTE

No transactions are counted for reprint.

Generate Spoolfile Generates a spoolfile of the selected print job. Spool files are print jobs defined by the printer
format (e.g. PCL6).
Click on this icon to download a spool file to a selected location in the file system. The spoolfile has the
Spoolfile-<printJobName> name pattern.

Spoolfiles are designed specifically for support purposes. If you experience print issues, generate a spoolfile of
the respective print job and send it to OMS-500 Support for analysis.
No transactions are counted for spoolfiles.

NOTE

Spool files include the entire document's content and meta data dictated by the printer driver.

Spool files are not encrypted.

Delete Deletes a selected print job.
Delete All Deletes all print jobs within a printer. This includes print jobs that you cannot see in the currently
displayed list (i.e. if the number of print jobs overflows to another page or pages).

TIP To precisely define which print jobs to delete, or to delete them on a regular basis, refer to Production
Cleansing.
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Back Goes one step back in the workflow. This helps you navigate within individual printers.

Electronic Output Channels

Options Description
Name

An electronic output channel's name.

Description

The description defined in an electronic output channel's General Preferences section.

Tags Displays tags assigned to the electronic output channel.
Stored Emails The total number of sent electronic communications currently stored in an electronic output channel.
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Output Channel Details

Options Description
Recipient

The address of a recipient as defined in the respective Communication Profile (see Define email content).

Communication Piece ID
Status

A unique number for each electronic communication.

Electronic communications may return the following statuses:
● Sent – A communication piece was sent to a defined recipient. The Sent status does not confirm the validity
of the email address or the receipt of the email on the part of recipient mail box.
● Failed – A communication piece was not sent to a defined recipient (e.g. the email content was not defined
in Communication Profile, or the value of the Recipient attribute extracted from a document was read
incorrectly because the value did not fit into the zone).

TIP

If an email fails to be delivered, even after checking the input files, go to System Settings |

Plug-ins and check the credentials entered for the respective plug-in.

Production ID

The ID of the production batch which produced an electronic communication.

Production Workflow The name of the production workflow which produced an electronic communication.
Date

The date and time when an electronic communication was sent.
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Details Displays electronic communication's details.
For more details concerning the plug-in configuration, refer to Neotouch or SMTP. For other details (e.g. Subject)
refer to Define email content.
Download Attachment Downloads individual attachments and save them to your hard drive.
Electronic Communication Menu
Options Description
SHOW FILTER / HIDE FILTER

Filters electronic communications according to user-defined criteria (date, status, etc.).

By default, the filter is hidden.
Download Downloads selected electronic communications.
Resubmit Resubmits (resends) selected electronic communications.

NOTE

Resubmit only sends the produced output again, it does not create a new production. Therefore,

resubmit does not take into account changes in configuration made in between the time of production
and resubmit (except for the changes in the plug-in settings). Resubmit also results in transactions, see
also Plug-Ins Cost Analysis.

Delete Deletes selected electronic communications.
Delete All Deletes all electronic communications within a respective channel. This includes electronic
communications you cannot see in the currently displayed list (i.e. if the number of electronic communications
overflows to another page or pages).

TIP

To precisely define which electronic communications to delete, or to delete them on a regular basis,

refer to Production Cleansing.

Back Goes one step back in the workflow. This helps you navigate within individual electronic output channels.

Sorting Reports
The Sorting Reports tab stores all reports that are generated after a batch of communication pieces is produced using
a Quadient Presort plug-in (see also Sorting). Generated reports contain information about each produced batch useful
to your postal service provider.
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All reports are accessible for download under a respective sorting plug-in. in Control Center | Output.

The file name of each report contains:
● The type of the report
● A unique production batch ID

NOTE

To sort communication pieces and generate corresponding reports, a production batch has to

meet certain requirements (see Quadient Presort).
When using the Quadient US Presort plug-in, the Manifest report is only generated for each production
batch where the weight of communication pieces is not identical. Manifests are generated in addition to
qualification reports, a single production batch can thus generate two reports.

8.3
8.3.1

Dashboard
Dashboard Overview

Dashboards display a pending production run's timetable, production statistics and license statistics and allow you to
monitor costs and easily locate issues.
Dashboards include the following tiles:
● Submitted Input Files
● System Health
● Transactions Volume Analysis
● Production Log
● Output Type Usage
● Pending Production
● Plug-in Usage Analysis
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TIP

You can keep Control Center uncluttered by removing unused items using Production Cleansing.

NOTE

All statistics, dates and times displayed in Control Center reflect the date and time settings of the user's

browser.

Submitted Input Files Tile

Options Description
This Week

Displays the total number of files submitted to OMS-500 from the beginning of the current week up to

now.
For example, if the current date and time set in the user's browser is Wednesday, January 3, 2:30 pm, it displays
files submitted from Monday, January 1, 0:00 to Wednesday, January 3, 2.30 pm.
Last Week

Displays the total number of files submitted to OMS-500 from Monday to Sunday of last week.

For example, if the current date is Monday January 8, it displays the total number of files submitted from Monday,
January 1, 0:00 to Sunday, January 7, 11:59 pm.

System Health Tile

The System Health tile displays system-related issues.
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Typically this includes the following:
● Disk space is running low.
● The number or available transactions is running low.
● The license is missing required features, etc.
If issues occur, the Dashboard tab displays in red and the System Health tile lists individual issues.
Clicking on an issue redirects you to the application location where the issue has occurred.

To easily monitor common production-related issues (e.g. a failed input file or production batch) go to the Production
Control overview page.

Transactions Volume Analysis Tile
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Options Description
Spent This Week

The number of transactions spent since the beginning of the current week.

Spent Last Week

The number of transactions spent last week.

<X> out of <Y> The number of remaining transactions out of the total transactions that were licensed.

Production Log Tile

The Production Log tile displays recent production-related events.
For more detailed information concerning production and configuration, you can download the production log in the
form of a CSV file from System Settings.

Output Type Usage Tile
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The Output Type Usage tile displays all output types (folder, printer, electronic output channels) that were used for
production.

Pending Production Tile

The Pending Production tile provides an overview of all defined production workflows and upcoming production runs.
Options Description
Manual Start The total number of communication pieces waiting for an operator to manually start production.
Automatic Start The total number of communication pieces waiting for production to be automatically triggered (i.e.
communication pieces assigned to production workflows that have Immediate, Scheduled or Conditional production
start).
Production Workflow All defined production workflows.
Release Type
Release Info

The production start type of a respective production workflow.
Displays the upcoming scheduled production or production start condition, depending on the production

start type.
Pending Production

The total number of communication pieces within a respective production workflow waiting for

production.

Plug-in Usage Analysis Tile
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The Plug-Ins Usage Analysis section includes tiles with all plug-ins deployed in OMS-500.
Each plug-in tile displays the number of used transactions for the given period, as defined by the service provider:
● Neotouch – One transaction per recipient.

NOTE

Resubmissions also count as transactions, see also Electronic Output Channels.

● SMTP – One transaction per message.
As the number of transactions is not subject to payment for the SMTP plug-in, the number of transactions is for
reference purpose only.
● Quadient Presort – One transaction per successfully sorted communication piece.
● Quadient Address Cleansing – One transaction per address. The statistics are divided according to the country.

8.4

Remote Locations Overview

8.4.1

Remote Locations Overview

In this section

See also

OMS-500 Commands

OMS-500 Aggregator Manager

Remote Location Status

Remote Locations

Remote Locations Overview displays the actions currently being performed by each remote location, and their status.
Individual actions are sent as commands from OMS-500 to the respective remote location's service. A remote location
can only perform one command at a time, the rest of the commands wait in a queue to be processed.
The actions include downloading files from hot folders, refreshing external datasources, performing remote actions,
etc. (see OMS-500 Commands).
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Remote Locations Overview helps to:
● Easily monitor the traffic for each remote location without needing access to the remote location in the file
system.
● Accelerate troubleshooting as it provides you real-time processing data related to remote locations.
● Visualize queueing actions to better estimate the time left to finish respective actions.
The main screen lists all remote locations defined for a particular OMS-500 tenant.
To see which configuration objects or other settings are linked to a remote location, click on the Details

icon on the

left side of the remote location's name.

Options Description
Name

The name of the remote location.

Description

The description of the remote location.

Tags The tags assigned to the remote location.
Aggregator Version

The version of OMS-500 Aggregator Manager.

For version compatibility, refer to the respective version of OMS-500 Release Notes.
Last Connection

The date and time the remote location last connected to receive commands from OMS-500.

The remote location status refreshes 3 seconds after users navigate to the detail tab.
Alternatively, users can manually refresh the status by clicking on the REFESH button.
You can view command queues and other details by clicking on the Remote Location Detail

icon.
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8.4.1.1

Remote Location Detail

● OMS-500 Commands
● Remote Location Status

OMS-500 Commands

The OMS-500 Commands section lists all commands that the OMS-500 application has sent to a respective remote
location.
The list only displays commands that are currently being queued/executed in that remote location. Once executed,
commands disappear from the list.
OMS-500 commands are divided into groups, depending on the type:
Options Description
External Datasources
Delete external datasource Counts commands to delete an external datasources object. Deleting an external
datasource object from the application sends information about the deletion to the respective remote location.
One delete request counts as one command.
Preview external datasources Counts commands to preview an external datasource. The command is sent after
a user makes preview-related changes to an external datasource object (e.g. changes the column separator)
and clicks on the REFRESH button.
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See also the Datasource Parameters section in External Datasources.
One request to preview an external datasource object counts as one command.
Update external datasources Counts commands to update an external datasource configuration. The command
is sent after a user has made preview-related changes to an external datasources object (e.g. changes the
column separator) and saved the object.
One request to update an external datasource object counts as one command.
Refresh external datasources Counts commands to refresh an external datasource. This command is sent after
the Refresh external datasource after production has finished type of remote action is triggered by a production
workflow.
One request for refreshing counts as one command.
AIMS
Download AIMS data files

Counts commands to download AIMS metadata files sent from OMS-500 to the remote

location (i.e. JAF and TCF files).
Downloading a metadata file counts as one command.
For more information about AIMS metadata files, see the AIMS and AIMS Desktop plug-ins.
Update AIMS settings

Counts commands to send the AIMS settings, updated by the user in the OMS-500 web

interface, to the remote location.
See also Plug-ins | AIMS Plug-in or Inserters | AIMS.
Saving updated AIMS settings counts as one command.
Production
Download output files

Counts commands to download an output file.

Download an output file counts as one command.
Perform remote actions

Counts commands to perform a remote action.

Executing one remote action counts as one command (e.g. creating one log file after each communication
piece has been created).
Print jobs Counts commands to print a job using a printer device linked to that remote location.
See also Printers | Printer Options.
One print job counts as one command.
Refresh printer list Counts commands to refresh a list of printer devices available for a given remote location.
See also Refresh in Printers | Printer Options.
One request for refreshing a printer device counts as one command.
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Remote Location Status
Remote location status displays the actions being executed by the remote location and/or waiting in a queue, divided
into groups based on the channels linked to a selected remote location, and related settings (AIMS status, remote
actions).
Counters are reset each time a remote location's service is restarted.
The remote location status refreshes when the user navigates to the detail tab. To obtain the most recent information,
you can manually refresh the status by clicking on the Refresh

icon to the right of the remote location status tabs.

The Remote Location Status has the following tabs:
● Input Folders, Input Templates, Input Print Streams (see Input Channels)
● TCP/IP Print
● Output Folders
● Print Jobs
● AIMS
● Action Instances

Input Channels Tabs

This tab displays all input folders, input templates, or input print streams linked to a remote location.
The following descriptions apply to the input channel tabs available for each remote location (input folders, input
templates, input print streams). Where necessary, counters are applicable to selected input channels only.
Options Description
Input Folder / Input Template / Input Print Stream The name of an input channel linked to a remote location.
Queued Files

The number of queued input files to be uploaded to the application.

This counter includes a production trigger file (if defined, see also Allow triggered production start).
For an input print stream, this counter is the sum of the LPD Files and Virtual Printer Files counters.
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Approximate Time Left

The time left to upload all input files to the input folder.

This counter takes into account all other actions being executed/queued by that remote location (not only uploading
the input files).
LPD Files

The number of print jobs sent from a remote LPD server.

See also LPD (Line Printer Daemon) input.
Virtual Printer Files

The number of print jobs sent from a PS Writer Hot Folder virtual printer. The number excludes

metadata files (those with the OK, FAIL, FAIL.IGNORE or IGNORE extension.
See also PS Writer Hot Folder (a virtual PS driver).
Ignored Files The number of files that have been ignored during the upload. These files have the FAIL.IGNORE or
IGNORE extension.
Folder Path

The path to the input folder in the file system.

The path is defined during the remote location installation (see also the Remote Locations section in the OMS-500
Aggregator Manager chapter), or manually changed by the user (see also Remap folders location in the same
chapter).

TCP/IP Print Tab

The TCP/IP tab only displays content if a remote location enables LPD or TCP/IP Print. This is defined by the user during
the remote location installation.
See also the Enable LPD or Enable TCP/IP Printer options in the Remote Locations section of the OMS-500 Aggregator
Manager chapter.
Options Description
Queue Name

The name of an LPD queue. If multiple LPD queues are defined, they are separated by a comma (,).

By default, the name is set to OMS.
Port

The port open on the client computer to receive files from the remote print server.

Queued Files

The number of queued files to be uploaded to the remote location.
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This number corresponds to the LPD Files counter in the respective input print stream tab.

Output Folders Tab

The Output Folders tab displays all output folders linked to a remote location.
Options Description
Output Folder
Files Count

The name of the output folder linked to a remote location.

The number of files stored in the output folder in the file system.

Refreshing a remote location's service leaves the file count unaffected (i.e. it displays the number of files stored in
the output folder).
Folder Path

The path to the output folder in the file system.

The path is defined during the remote location installation (see also the Remote Locations section in the OMS-500
Aggregator Manager chapter), or manually changed by the user (see also Remap folders location in the same
chapter).

Print Jobs Tab

The Print Jobs tab displays all printer devices linked to a remote location.
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Options Description
Device Name The name of the printer device that is linked to a remote location.
See also the Printer Options section in Printers.
Last Print Job The date and time of the last print job using the given printer device.
Last Job Name

The name of the last job printed out using the given printer device.

See also the Print job name option in the Print Job Options section in Printers.

AIMS Tab

The AIMS tab displays content if AIMS is defined for a remote location during the installation (see also the Remote
Locations section in the OMS-500 Aggregator Manager chapter).
Options Description
Communication Type

The direction of communication between the OMS-500 server and AIMS.

● Import (JAF, TCF) – Indicates that AIMS metadata files are being sent from the OMS-500 server to AIMS.
To exchange metadata files with AIMS, OMS-500 uses the AIMS hot folder, defined during the remote
location installation (see also the Remote Locations section in the OMS-500 Aggregator Manager chapter).
● Export (JCF, JRF) – Indicates that AIMS metadata files are being sent from AIMS to the OMS-500 server.
To exchange metadata files with AIMS, OMS-500 uses the AIMS export hot folder.
For more information about AIMS metadata files, see the AIMS and AIMS Desktop plug-ins.
Files Count

The number of metadata files being exchanged between OMS-500 and remote location in the respective

folder.
Folder Path

The path to the AIMS hot folder or AIMS export hot folder (defined optionally for AIMS export files) where

the files are exchanged.
See also the Remote Locations section in the OMS-500 Aggregator Manager chapter.
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Action Instances Tab

The Action Instances tab displays all action instances defined for a remote location.
Options Description
Name

The name of the action instance defined for a remote location.

See also the Setting Up Action Instances section in the OMS-500 Aggregator Manager chapter.
Last Used

The date and time an action instance was last used by a remote action which uses this action instance.

For example, it is updated when a CSV log file is created after a production batch is finished (see also the Remote
Actions section in Production Workflows).
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9.1

What is Document Delivery Portal

In this section:

How It Works
Access and Licensing
How to Configure Document
Delivery Portal

9.1.1

How It Works

Document Delivery Portal is an optional, electronic output channel.
It allows you to create a branded online document storage, a so-called inbox, where your clients can view, download,
and store their electronic documents. Clients can access their inbox from both desktop and mobile devices.
Unlike a standard email inbox, from where a client can both receive and respond to your communications, in this inbox
the client can only view and download attachments that you electronically sent to them.
Document Delivery Portal comprises of two parts:
Document Delivery Portal This is the administration interface.
It allows OMS-500 users (or Document Delivery Portal users) to:
● Define the portal branding (colors, logos, etc.)
● Design email templates
● Manage clients (recipients of emails)
● Define the email provider settings
● Create and manage other Document Delivery Portal users
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● Manage the license

Client inbox This is the client interface accessed by the recipients of your documents (clients).
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It allows clients to:
● View and download documents you sent to them via this channel.
● Invite other clients to access their inbox.

Delivering communications to clients via the Document Delivery Portal channel works as follows:
1. OMS-500 creates a communication piece that includes documents for a respective customer.
2. A communication piece contains the recipient's (client's) email address (typically in an attribute or external
attribute).
3. When a communication piece with a certain email address is produced for the first time, the Document Delivery
Portal creates a personal online inbox for that email address.
An activation email is also sent to this address.
4. The client signs in to the inbox and defines a password.
5. From this inbox, the client can access, view, and download all communication pieces that you sent to their email
address using the Document Delivery Portal channel.
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Optionally, the client can receive a notification email that a new document is available in their inbox, and open
the inbox directly by clicking on a link.

9.1.2

Access and Licensing

The portal is available on both OMS-500 on-premises and the cloud version.
Both Document Delivery Portal and the client inbox parts are stored in the cloud. For OMS-500 on-premises versions,
you must have an OMS-500 cloud subscription created only for the sake of accessing Document Delivery Portal.
In both the on-premises and cloud OMS-500 versions, Document Delivery Portal is deployed as a plug-in and requires
that you activate a special license (in addition to your OMS-500 license).

NOTE

9.1.3

To obtain a Document Delivery Portal license, contact your local Neopost representative.

How to Configure Document Delivery Portal

This section outlines how to configure Document Delivery Portal.
Configuration involves:
● Document Delivery Portal steps for the OMS-500 administrator and/or Document Delivery Portal user.
● OMS-500 steps for the OMS-500 administrator or another OMS-500 user with the required permissions.
For more information and details concerning individual options, refer to the detailed description in the Portals and Email
Templates sections.
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9.1.3.1

Document Delivery Portal Steps

1. As an OMS-500 administrator, ensure that you have an active Document Delivery Portal license.
a) Switch to the Document Delivery Portal option in the upper-right corner of OMS-500.

b) In Document Delivery Portal, go to Administration | License and check if the license is active.
If license issues occur, contact your local Neopost representative.

2. Create a user who can access Document Delivery Portal and create a portal.
The credentials of this user are also used later for the Document Delivery Portal plug-in (see step 1 in OMS-500
steps).
a) In Document Delivery Portal, go to Administration | User Management.
b) Click on the Add

icon to create a user.

Assign the Portal Administrator role to the user.
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3. Create a draft of a portal as the OMS-500 administrator or Portal Administrator.
Go to Portal Management | Portals and click on the Add

icon.

4. This displays the Portal Editor.
Among other settings in Portal Editor, described in detail in the Portals section, define:
a) The URL where to publish a portal in General | Name.

b) The email service provider in Email Templates | SMTP Server.
Provide the Login/Password details.
c) The email from which the documents are sent in Email Templates | Sender.
There can only be one email sender per portal.

TIP

To save your settings, click on the SAVE AS DRAFT button in the application's upper-right

corner.

5. Create email templates in the Email Templates section.
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These are notification emails that clients receive in their email inbox after you have sent them a new communication
via the Document Delivery Portal.
If no email templates have been defined yet, click on the MANAGE

link in the Email Templates section to

define them.

6. After you have configured the portal and email templates, click on the BROWSER PREVIEW

icon to check

the portal's appearance.
7.
Click on the PUBLISH

button in the upper-right application corner to publish the portal.
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9.1.3.2

OMS-500 Steps

1. As the OMS-500 Administrator, go to System Settings | Plug-ins and download the Document Delivery Portal
plug-in.
a) Enable the plug-in and enter the URL of the newly created portal in the URL edit box in the Output section.
b) Enter the email and password of the Portal Administrator in the Login and Password edit boxes in the Output
section.

2. Go to Output | Electronic Outputs to create an electronic output channel.
In the Use plug-in drop-down menu, select the Document Delivery Portal plug-in.
3. Set up the rest of the configuration (an input channel, document profile, enclosures, etc.).
4. Ensure that one of the attributes (either a custom-defined or external attribute) contains an email address of
each client.
You can use this attribute to define recipients of communications.
5. Go to Communication Profiles and set the Delivery type in the Delivery section to Electronic.
a) In the Document Delivery Portal section, check the Define Document Delivery portal settings check box.
b) Insert an attribute that contains email addresses of your clients in the Recipient edit box.
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c) Define the subject of the email in the Subject edit box.

6. Go to Production Workflows and select the electronic output channel you defined in step 2.
a) Select the Electronic output channel in the Type drop-down menu in the Output section.
b) In the Electronic output drop-down menu, select the electronic output channel that uses the Document
Delivery Portal plug-in.
7. Upload input files and run the production.
a) Produced communication pieces display in the respective electronic output channel in Production Control
| Output.

b) A personal inbox is created for each email address that a communication is sent to.
For further steps, see Inbox Steps.

NOTE

An inbox is created for an email address the first time a communication for the respective

recipient is generated.
The given recipient can access any further communications you send them via the same inbox.
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9.1.3.3

Inbox Steps

Clients can access the documents you sent them via the Document Delivery Portal channel as follows:
1. The client receives an activation email at the respective address.

2. The client clicks on the link to sign up, and define their password.
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3. After they sign up, they can view and download the communication you sent to them.

9.2
9.2.1

Portal Management
Portals

In the Portals section, you can design a branded document delivery portal and manage its clients.
You can only design one portal per tenant.
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Portal Menu
Options Description

Clients Displays clients for whom an inbox has already been created.
For more information, see Client Management.
Browser Preview Previews the portal in a new browser tab.
You can only run the preview on a desktop device.
Edit Opens the portal editor where you can edit a portal's settings.
Delete Object Deletes a portal from the application.
Add New Adds a new portal to the application.
You can only create one portal per tenant.

9.2.1.1

Client Management

The Client Management section is available after you select a portal and click on the Clients

icon.

It displays all clients for whom a personal inbox has been created. It allows you to monitor and track whether a client
has signed in to the portal and viewed/downloaded your documents.
The inbox only displays the original recipients of each communication that has been sent by the Document Delivery
Portal channel. This means that each email address on the list is also searchable in the respective electronic output
channel in Control Center | Output. Shared users only display in the respective client's inbox.

Client Management Menu
Options Description

Display Documents Displays clients' documents and provides details concerning each document.
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Documents are subject to storage cleansing. Storage cleansing deletes documents both in the clients' inbox
and here in the Client Management section.

Download Report Downloads a CSV file that contains client information available for each client in the Client
Management tab. This allows you to store this information in a table.
Delete Deletes a client from the application.
Clients can only be deleted by a Portal Administrator (see also User Roles).

WARNING

Deleting a client deletes the respective client's inbox and all documents without notifying

the client.
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9.2.1.2

Portal Editor

Portal editor allows business users to design and edit a document delivery portal using company branding (logos,
colors) and customizable email templates.

You can design a portal in the following sections of the portal editor:
● General Section
● Portal Branding Section
● Footer Section
● Email Templates Section
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General Section

Options Description
Name
URL

Define the name of the portal.
Define the URL where to locate clients' inboxes.

Once the portal is published, you cannot change the URL.
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Portal Branding Section

Options Description
Portal logo Upload an image to be used as the portal logo.
The image is placed in the upper-left corner of the portal.
The recommended image resolution for an optimal image preview is 40 x 24 px.
Sign in logo

Upload an image to be used as the logo on the sign-in page to the portal (for desktop devices).

The recommended image resolution for an optimal image preview is 390 x 290 px.
Mobile logo

Upload an image to be used as the logo on the sign-in page to the portal (for mobile devices).

The recommended image resolution for an optimal image preview is 40 x 24 px.
Banner image

Upload an image displayed as a banner in the upper part of the portal (for desktop devices).
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The recommended image resolution for an optimal image preview is 988 x 202 px.
Use the ON/OFF switch to display or hide the banner image.
Welcome text (optional)

Upload an image to be used as the portal logo.

The image is placed in the upper-left corner of the portal.
Colors

Define the colors of the portal. You can either enter a hexadecimal color code, or select a color from the palette.

Primary

Defines the color of the header.

Secondary

Defines the color of action buttons, borders, highlighting, etc.

Footer Section

Options Description
Enable footer

Define whether or not to display the portal footer.

If enabled, the footer only displays in the desktop portal version.
Content style

Define the type of the footer.

Image Use an image as the footer.
Footer image

Upload an image to display as the footer.

The recommended image resolution for an optimal image preview is 988 x 70 px.
Text

Define text to display as the footer.
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For options description, see How to Create Email.

Options Description
Colors

Define the color of the background and footer text. You can either enter a hexadecimal color code, or

select a color from the palette.
Column <number>

You can divide the footer text into multiple columns and apply different formatting to

each column.
Click on the Add

icon to add a column.
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Email Templates Section
This section defines:
● Technical parameters of your email service provider.
● Email templates that your clients receive in their email box as notifications.

Options Description
SMTP server Enter the name of the SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) server. Where local security measures are
required, you can enter the IP address of the server.
Port

Enter the port number the application can connect to. Make sure that the port allows the connection to open.

Enable SSL Use the SMTPS (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol Secure) to secure the connection to the server.
Irrespective of the settings here, you can only disable SSL if your email service provider allows it.
Login/Password
Sender

Enter the credentials to authenticate access to the email service provider.

Define the email address of the sender.
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All notification emails are sent from this address.
Test email address

Define the email address where to send a test message. This verifies the entered SMTP server and

login/password.
If you do not receive the test message, or the test message is not in your spam folder, redo the settings.
Templates

Selects an email template that clients receive in their email inbox.

To create an email template, do one of the following:
● Click on the

MANAGE button and select the desired template.

● Create a template in Portal Management | Email Templates.

9.2.2

Email Templates

In the Email Templates section, you can customize notification emails that clients receive after you send them a
communication via the Document Delivery Portal channel.
Clients receive the following email types:
Activation

Sent when a first communication is sent to a given email address via the Document Delivery Portal channel.

An inbox is created for the respective client who can click on the activation link in the email, define their password,
and sign in to the portal.
Notification Sent when any communication (including the first one) is sent to an email address.
The client can click on the button to sign in to the inbox and view/download the communication.
Reset Password

Sent when a client requests a password change.
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The client can click on the button that redirects them to change their password.
Invitation

Sent when a client sends an invitation to another user to allow access to the inbox.

The invited client can click on the button to sign in to the inbox using their own password.

NOTE

Each portal can only use one email template for each email template type. For example, if you define

multiple activation email templates, you can only use one activation email template at a time.

Email Template Menu
Options Description

Edit Opens the email template editor where you can edit an email template's settings.
Delete Object Deletes an email template from the application.
Add New Adds a new email template.

9.2.2.1

Email Template Editor

All email template types share the same default settings. You can customize each email template type to fit its purpose
and save it for immediate or future use.
Fixed Email Sections
The following sections are fixed in an email template:
● Subject – Depends on the email template type.
● Salutation – Uses the recipient email.

TIP

Recipients can change the salutation by editing their name in their inbox user profile.
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Customizable Email Sections
You can customize the following sections of an email in the email template editor:

1. Header
2. Message text
3. Button text
4. Signature text
5. Footer
You can customize an email template in the following sections of the email template editor:
● General Section
● Header Section
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● Body Section
● Footer Section

9.2.2.2

General Section

Options Description
Name

Define the name of the email template.

9.2.2.3

Header Section

Options Description
Logo

Upload a logo to display in the email header (see also number <1> in Customizable Email Sections).

The recommended logo resolution for an optimal image preview is 650 x 134 px.
Horizontal alignment Aligns the email logo horizontally (Left, Center, Right).
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9.2.2.4

Body Section

Options Description
Message text

Define the text to display in the email (see also number <2> in Customizable Email Sections).

For options description, see How to Create Email.
Button text

Define the text to display on the button (see also number <3> in Customizable Email Sections).

All letters are displayed as upper-case.
Color

Define the background color of the button.

You can either enter a hexadecimal color code, or select a color from the palette.
Signature text

Define the text of the signature (see also number <4> in Customizable Email Sections).
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For options description, see also How to Create Email.
If necessary, you can insert an image in the Footer.

9.2.2.5

Footer Section

Options Description
Enable footer Define whether or not to display the portal footer (see also number <5> in Customizable Email Section).
If enabled, the footer only displays in the desktop portal version.
Content style
Image

Define the type of the footer.

Use an image as the footer.

Footer image

Upload an image to display as the footer.

The recommended image resolution for an optimal image preview is 650 x 129 px.
Text

Define text to display as the footer.
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Footer text

Define the text of the footer.

For options description, see How to Create Email.

9.3
9.3.1

Administration
User Management

See also:

User Roles
User Management Tab

In addition to OMS-500 users, the OMS-500 Administrator can assign user roles that grant users access to Document
Delivery Portal.
The User Management tab in Document Delivery Portal is shared with the one in OMS-500.
However, in Document Delivery Portal, the tab only displays users that have one of the Document Delivery Portal user
roles assigned. In OMS-500, the User Management tab displays all users.
For more information concerning user management, refer to User Management Tab and User Roles.

9.3.2

Storage Cleansing

Storage cleansing allows you to remotely delete documents from clients' inboxes. You can either define regular intervals
in which the system automatically deletes documents, or manually delete them in a few steps. Selected documents are
deleted from all clients' inboxes.
Regular document cleansing saves storage space, which is bound to your Document Delivery Portal license.
After it deletes documents from client's inboxes, you can no longer view the deleted documents in Portals | Client
Management. However, documents are displayed in the respective electronic output channel in Production Control |
Output. Alternatively, to have an overview of the sent documents, you can create custom log files using remote actions,
or refer to the production log (if enabled).
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Storage cleansing can delete individual attachments within a communication (i.e. within one row in the client's inbox).
Depending on whether you want to delete the documents on a regular basis or not, you can use the following methods:
● Automatic Cleansing
● Manual Cleansing

NOTE

Documents are cleansed from clients' inboxes without notifying clients in advance. After the selected

documents are cleansed, clients can no longer access them in their inbox.
If you plan to regularly run storage cleansing, we recommend that you encourage clients to download and save
their documents, or notify them that the documents are only stored for a limited period.
For example, you can mention the document storage period in the notification email message text.

Automatic Cleansing
Automatic Cleansing deletes documents with an earlier delivery date than that defined by a user.
The delivery date is indicated in the Date column of the respective document in the Output tab in Control Center.
Automated cleansing is triggered every hour.

Options Description
Enable automatic cleansing
Documents to cleanse

Activates automatic cleansing.

Defines which documents to delete from the clients' inboxes:

● All – All documents delivered to the inbox within the specified time period.
● Opened/Downloaded – Documents that have been opened and/or downloaded by the client in their inbox.
For a document to be deleted, all documents of a given communication must have been either opened, or
downloaded by the client.
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EXAMPLE

A communication includes 3 documents (attachments).

○ After 1 document has been opened and 2 documents have been downloaded by the client, all
documents of a communication can be deleted.
○ After 1 document has been opened and 1 document has been downloaded, the 2 documents can
be deleted and the remaining one is preserved in the inbox.

Cleanse documents older than

Indicates the number of days (including the item's delivery date) during which the

selected documents are preserved in clients' inboxes.
When a document is older than the indicated number of days, storage cleansing automatically deletes it from a
client's inbox.

Manual Cleansing

Manual Cleansing deletes selected documents delivered within a specified time span. Documents are only deleted after
you manually trigger the cleansing.
You can run manual cleansing even if automatic cleansing is set.
Options Description
Documents to cleanse

Defines which documents to delete from clients' inboxes.

See also Automatic Cleansing.
Cleanse documents delivered from/To

Enters a time span (in days). All documents delivered within this period are

selected for cleansing.
Click on the Calendar

icon to select the dates.

Alternatively, click on the Select Predefined

icon to select one of the predefined periods. The following options

are available: Older than 7 days, Older than 14 days, Older than 1 month, Older than 2 months, Older than 3 months,
Older than 1 year, All up to now.
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NOTE Cleansing includes the documents which were delivered on the dates entered in the Cleanse
documents created from/To combo boxes. If the Cleanse documents created from combo box is empty,
storage cleansing deletes all documents including those delivered on the date indicated in the To combo
box.

CLEANSE Cleanses (deletes) the selected documents from clients' inboxes.
This also deletes the selected documents from Portals | Client Managment.
To cleanse documents, confirm the selection in the Confirmation dialog. It displays how many documents will be
deleted.

9.3.3

License

To use Document Delivery Portal for production purposes, you need to purchase and activate a separate Document
Delivery Portal license. This applies to both OMS-500 on-premises and the cloud version.
To obtain a license, contact your local Neopost representative.
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OMS-500 Aggregator Manager

10.1

Remote Locations

10.2

Print Queues Location

10.3

Plug-ins
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OMS-500 Aggregator Manager is a client part of OMS-500 and allows you to create and manage remote locations on
the OMS-500 server or client computer. It is a desktop application that also automatically installs OMS-500 Advanced
Printer Control.
For the installation, please refer to the respective version of the OMS-500 Installation Guide.
The OMS-500 Aggregator Manager user interface allows you to configure:
● Remote locations
● Print queues location
● (Remote actions) plug-ins

10.1

Remote Locations

See also

Remote Locations in System
Settings
Remote Locations Overview
Input Print Streams
LPD (Line Printer Daemon) Input

To be able to use a remote location in OMS-500, you have to first install it as a service via the OMS-500 Aggregator
Manager interface. This automatically creates a remote location object in the OMS-500 web interface in System Settings
| Remote Locations, which you can use for further configuration.
After you have installed OMS-500 Aggregator Manager, no remote location is available.
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To create a remote location:
1. Launch OMS-500 Aggregator Manager and click on the

Add Remote Location button in the Remote Location

tab.

2. This displays the New Remote Location tab.
Fill in the required details in the Remote Location Settings tab.

NOTE

Before you confirm the settings by clicking OK, fill in the details for all the available tabs. Once

you create a remote location, you can only edit the input/output channel folder locations (see also Remap
folders locations).
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Options Description
OMS-500 server URL Enters the address of the OMS-500 server (the default address is http://localhost:690/local/
where localhost is the server name).
To create a remote location that will only be available for a certain tenant, enter the URL address of the
respective tenant.
User name / Password

Enters the credentials of an OMS-500 server or tenant administrator. For the default

Cloud Administrator credentials, see the respective version of the OMS-500 Installation Guide.
Hot folder root Selects a folder which is a working directory of the remote location where input or output
folders and the input print stream are mapped (see also Input Channels section in the Remote Locations
section).
Select a folder where all planned users have permission to modify, read and write files. To select a hot folder
located on the network, specify the whole path (e.g. \\servername\Users\dir).
You can change the paths to individual input and output folders even after the remote location is installed
(see also Remap folders locations).
Unsupported files folder

Selects a folder collecting input files that have an unsupported file extension. The

supported file extensions are defined in the Upload only specified supported file types filter in Input Folders
| Remote Locations or Input Templates | Remote Locations. Select an existing folder or enter a path to
create a new one.
By default, the folder is located in the hot folder root. If you need to change the location after the remote
location has been created, you can do so in the remote location's Properties.

TIP

You can check all input files that were uploaded to the respective hot folder in the OMS-500

Aggregator Manager log file, aggregatorlog.txt.

NOTE The Unsupported files folder is optional. If the path is left empty and the Upload only specified
supported file types option is checked, the files that do not have specified file extensions are
automatically deleted.
If the Unsupported files folder is deleted from the file system, but is still defined in the remote location,
it is automatically recreated at the same location after input files, with an unsupported file extension,
are found in the hot folder.

Remote location name

Specifies the remote location's name. This name displays in the System Settings |

Remote Location of the OMS-500 application and creates part of the remote location service name (i.e.
Oms500Aggregator_<remote-location-name>).

Use AIMS

Uses a remote location to connect with the AIMS plug-in.
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AIMS hot folder Selects a hot folder which serves for exchanging files between the OMS-500 server and the
AIMS server. The communication in this folder is bidirectional, i.e. both the AIMS and OMS-500 server can
send and receive files using this folder. The AIMS hot folder must differ from the Hot folder root.
For each job, the following types of files are generated:
● JAF – A Job Allocation File is generated by the OMS-500 server when a job is sent to AIMS. It contains
information about each communication piece.
● TCF – This file is generated by the OMS-500 server when a job is manually closed on the part of OMS-500.
● JRF – A Job Reprint File is generated by the AIMS server. It informs the OMS-500 server whether
respective communication pieces have been inserted or not.
● JCF – A Job Complete File is generated by the AIMS server. It informs the OMS-500 server that the AIMS
server has closed the job and provides information about the status of respective communication pieces.
AIMS export hot folder

Selects a separate hot folder which the AIMS server uses to send JRF and JCF files to

the OMS-500 server. Defining this folder is optional (all file types can be exchanged using only the AIMS hot
folder). The AIMS export hot folder must differ from the Hot folder root.
By default, this option is disabled. To enable it, check the Use a separate AIMS export hot folder check box.
Use a separate AIMS export hot folder

Allows you to use a separate AIMS export hot folder.

By default, this option is unchecked, which means that all files are exchanged via the AIMS hot folder.
3. Go to the LPD Settings tab and fill in the required details.

Options Description
Enable LPD input Receives print job files to be forwarded to the OMS-500 server and accepts confirmation
files sent from the OMS-500 server. If checked, the remote location creates an LPD folder in its root working
directory. The LPD folder receives print jobs submitted via an open port to the client computer using an
LPD/LPR protocol. The print jobs are subsequently uploaded from the LPD folder to the OMS-500 server
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as input print streams. After the upload, the OMS-500 server sends a confirmation file to the LPD folder,
where the file suffix indicates the upload result. LPD input only accepts licensed input file formats and requires
an active Contributor Management license option.
Queue name

Enters the name of the printer queue. The queue name is used as part of the name of an input

file coming from the respective LPD. The queue name is case-sensitive. Multiple remote locations can
have an identical queue name.
Add Adds a new queue to transfer files.
This allows you to send print jobs from multiple applications to the same remote location.
Remove
Port

Removes a queue from the list.

Enters the port number which is open on the client computer to receive print jobs from the remote

print server. The default port is 515. Multiple remote locations cannot share one port number.
4. Go to the TCP/IP Printer tab and fill in the required details.

Options Description
Enable TCP/IP Printer

Forwards raw print data to the OMS-500 server.

If checked, the remote location creates a DirectPrint folder in its root working directory. The DirectPrint
folder receives print data submitted via an open port to the client computer. The print jobs are subsequently
uploaded from the folder to the OMS-500 server as input print streams.
Direct print input only accepts licensed input file formats and requires an active Contributor Management
license option.
Port

Enters the port number which is open on the client's computer to receive print data from the remote

computer. The default port is 9100.
Multiple remote locations cannot share one port number.
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5. Go to the Proxy Settings tab and fill in the required details:

Options Description
Use system proxy settings

Uses the system settings of your computer.

Use custom proxy settings

If selected, additional options to specify your own proxy server settings become

available
Proxy address Specifies the address of your proxy server.
Port

Enters the proxy server's port number.

User name / Password

Enters user credentials needed for logging to the proxy server.

6. The newly created remote location displays in OMS-500 Aggregator Manager.
Right-click on a remote location to display the context menu.
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Options Description

Delete Removes the remote location from OMS-500 Aggregator Manager. After the removal, the remote
location still displays in the OMS-500 web interface. To completely remove the remote location, follow
the instructions in the Uninstallation section of the respective version of the OMS-500 Installation Guide.
Settings

Displays the remote location properties defined while creating the remote location.
You can edit a selected remote location's settings (e.g. hot folder root or LPD settings).

NOTE Changing a remote location details restarts the respective remote location's service.

Remap folders locations Remaps the current location of input/output channel folders within the file
system to a different location. This allows you to change the default folder locations defined during the
remote location installation.
The newly selected location can either be within the same computer, or within another computer in the
network. The user who controls the given remote location service needs permission to access and modify
the files. Each folder can be mapped to a different location.
To select a location, click on the Browse

icon and select a folder from the file system or network.
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NOTE
● Changing the folder location of an input print stream requires you to change the folder where
the PS Writer Hot Folder sends the input files.
For details, refer to the PS Writer Hot Folder Set Up in the Post-Installation Steps section of
the respective version of OMS-500 Installation Guide.
● Remapping an output folder leaves the already produced output files in the original location;
it does not move them to the new one.
● Remapping a folder restarts the remote location.

Configure Action Instances Configures action instances to use remote actions.
For more information, refer to Creating Action Instances.
Export Remote Location Exports a remote location so that you can reuse the existing settings or import
the remote location into another OMS-500 Aggregator Manager installation. Alternatively, the exported
file can be used as a backup.
To import an exported remote location:
a) Click on the Import Remote Location

button in the Remote Locations tab of OMS-500 Aggregator

Manager.
b) Enter valid user credentials of the administrator of the OMS-500 installation that the remote location
is being imported to.
c) If the hot folder root is already used by another remote location, edit the hot folder root of the
imported remote location (multiple remote locations cannot share one hot folder root directory).
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d) If necessary, edit the rest of the remote location's settings.
e) Click on the Import

button.

This registers the remote location with the updated settings.
All links to existing configuration objects (input folders, etc.) and related action instances are preserved.

NOTE The exported file is encrypted. However, the exported remote location can be used by
any other OMS-500 installation with a valid license.

7. Log in to OMS-500 as a Customer System Administrator / Cloud Administrator / Tenant Administrator and go
to System Settings | Remote Locations to view the remote location.

10.2

Print Queues Location

See also

OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control

The print queues location allows OMS-500 Aggregator Manager to work in conjunction with OMS-500 Advanced Printer
Control.
For more information on the print queues location, refer to How to Set up Printing in the OMS-500 Advanced Printer
Control section.

10.3

Plug-ins

See also

Remote Actions

In the Plug-ins tab, you can install remote action plug-ins, which are prerequisites to setting up action instances to be
mapped to remote actions.
The following remote action plug-ins are available: CSV Data Control, SQL Server Data Control, SMTP Email Notification
(see also Remote Action Types later in this section).
Alternatively, users can create their own custom remote action plug-ins (for details, contact your local representative).
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Remote action plug-ins are distributed on demand. To obtain a plug-in, please contact your local Neopost representative.
To use remote actions, your license has to include at least one remote location. Remote action plug-ins have to include
a valid Neopost digital signature (unless your license has the DEV feature activated).
To install a remote action plug-in on a remote location:
1. Unless registered, register a remote location.
Follow the steps in the Remote Locations section above.
2. Install a remote action plug-in.
a) Go to the Plug-ins tab of OMS-500 Aggregator Manager and click on the Add Plug-in

icon.

b) Upload a provided plug-in ZIP file in the Plug-in ZIP file combo-box.
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c) Enter the plug-in name in the Plug-in name edit box. The rest of the details are displayed as defined by the
plug-in configuration.
d) To create action instances, necessary to use remote actions, follow the steps in the Setting up Action Instances
below.

10.3.1

Setting up Action Instances

To set up an action instance, follow these steps:
1. Configure an action instance for the newly installed remote action plug-in.
a) Go to the Remote Locations tab, select a remote location and click on the Configure Action Instances
button.

b) This opens the Action Plug-in Instance for Remote Location <remote-location-name> window.
To create an action instance, click on the Add button.

c) In the Select Plug-in window, select the uploaded plug-in in the Plug-in drop-down menu.
This opens an action instance configuration window.
d) Action instance configuration depends on the remote action type. For more information on configuration,
refer to Remote Action Types.
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e) The newly created action instance is now available under the respective remote location.

f) After an action instance has been set up, map the configuration to remote actions in OMS-500.
Follow the steps in Remote Actions.
g)
NOTE

You can create multiple action instances for one remote location, using either the same or a

different plug-in.
To prevent configuration loss, save the action instance immediately after it has been added, by clicking
on OK in the Action Plug-in Instance for Remote Location <remote-location-name> window. All
changes to configuration automatically restart the respective remote location's service.

10.3.1.1

Remote Action Types

Remote actions' capabilities depend on the type of remote action plug-in used.
The following remote action plug-ins are available:
● CSV Data Control
● SQL Server Data Control
● SMTP Email Notification

CSV Data Control
The CSV Data Control remote action generates a CSV file and populates it with data from production. These data come
from user-selected, custom or system-defined attributes of individual communication pieces. The generated file, located
in the computer's file system, can serve as a log collecting production data. You can use these data to detect configuration
or production issues or create detailed statistics.
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The following tabs are available after you upload the CSV Data Control plug-in into the Plug-ins tab and click on
Configure Action Instances in the Remote Locations tab:
● General Preferences
● CSV Settings

General Preferences Tab

Options Description
Plug-in type Displays the plug-in type.
Plug-in name

Displays the name of the plug-in defined in the Plug-ins tab.

Action instance name

Enters the action instance name, which also displays in OMS-500 in System Settings | Remote

Actions | Action Settings | General Preferences.
Description

The user enters any text to describe the action instance to distinguish it from others.
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CSV Settings Tab

Options Description
Custom CSV file settings

Checking this option allows OMS-500 web interface users to define their own CSV file name

and folder where it is stored.
See also Custom CSV File Settings in System Settings | Remote Actions.
CSV file to collect data

Defines a relative or absolute path in the computer's file system where a CSV file is generated

after a remote action is triggered. The path includes the CSV file name and extension.
Enter a path that allows a given remote location service's user rights and permissions to access and modify files.
Save As Saves the path so that the CSV file can be created in the given location after a remote action is triggered.
CSV file to recognize the header

Selects a CSV file that is used to recognize the header of the file to be produced

(i.e. the CSV file to collect data). Typically, the CSV file contains column names used in further configuration
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Enter a path that allows a given remote location service's user rights and permissions to access and modify files.

EXAMPLE

This CSV file includes names of custom and system-defined attributes that are captured from

transactional documents during production. You can use a file that includes more attributes that you need
for an action instance currently being configured. Further, in its configuration, you can select which of these
attributes you want to use by a particular action instance, and you can further narrow the selection down
while setting up a remote action in System Settings | Remote Actions (see also Creating Remote Actions).

NOTE The maximum number of columns for the processed CSV file is 1,000.

Column name on first line
Encoding

If checked, the first line of the file is used as column names.

Selects the character encoding type in which the sample file is encoded. The default encoding is utf-8.

Column separator See also Column separator in the Input Templates section.
Text field identifier

A character identifying values in a CSV file (e.g. quotation marks <">).

Validate Sample File Parses the CSV file to recognize header so that individual columns and their names are recognized.
Command

Runs a remote action after it is triggered, using the settings in Production Workflows | Remote Actions.
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The following commands are available:
Append

After a remote action is triggered, it creates a record (a row) in the CSV file for each processed communication
piece or production run (depending on the settings in Production Workflow | Remote Actions) and populates
individual record columns with values captured from the given communication piece's attributes.
This allows you to create customizable log files and easily create statistics or detect issues.
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Update

After a remote action is triggered, it updates a value in a selected column or columns in a CSV file with a value
captured from a processed document. To ensure that a value is updated for a corresponding record, updating
is done on the basis of data match between a unique value captured from a processed document (typically
the customer ID) and a corresponding value stored in the CSV file.
Updating a CSV file that stores customer data, helps you track production, keep the customer data up to date
or stay informed about the latest transactions with customers.
Options Description
Search for data match in columns Identifies a row in the CSV file where to update a respective column or
columns. It defines a column or columns in the CSV file where to search for data match between selected
attribute or attributes' values captured from a processed document and values found in the respective
column or columns of the CSV file.
If you select multiple columns, data must be matched in all the selected columns. For example, if you select
Customer ID and Document Title, the row can only be identified if a match is found in both the customer
IDs and document titles from the document and CSV file.
Update columns

Identifies a column or columns in the CSV file where to update values. Values are updated

if data is matched between a value captured from a document and selected Columns for row identification.
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Remove

Removes a record (a row) from the CSV file if a data match is found between the value of a respective attribute
or attributes captured from a processed document and a corresponding value in the selected column or columns
of the CSV file.
Removing records from a CSV file allows you to keep the file uncluttered. For example, you can delete all rows
representing communication pieces that have already been produced to have a clear overview of communications
waiting to be processed.
Option Description
Search for data match in columns Selects columns where to search for a data match. If you select multiple
columns, a data match must be found in all the selected columns. If a data match is found, the respective
row is deleted from the CSV file.
Leaving all the columns unchecked, removes no rows.

SQL Server Data Control
The SQL Server Data Control remote action allows you to control data stored in an external SQL Server database. This
includes adding/updating/deleting database records, or performing selected procedures in the database after individual
production runs. This helps you to keep the SQL Server database up to date.
The following tabs are available after you upload the SQL Server Data Control plug-in into the Plug-ins tab and click
on Configure Action Instances in the Remote Locations tab.
● General Preferences
● Settings
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General Preferences Tab

Options Description
Plug-in type Displays the plug-in type.
Plug-in name

Displays the name of the plug-in defined in the Plug-ins tab.

Action instance name

Enters the action instance name, which also displays in OMS-500 in System Settings | Remote

Actions | Action Settings | General Preferences.
Description

The user enters any text to describe the action instance to distinguish it from others.
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Settings Tab

Options Description
Connection string

Allow users to enter a connection string for a given SQL Server database. The connection string

contains the server name, database name and other optional settings (e.g. connection timeout).
For connection string examples, see also
http://www.connectionstrings.com/sql-server-native-client-11-0-oledb-provider/
User ID / Password

.

Enter the user ID and password to connect to the database.

The entered text is masked so that the user credentials do not display as plain text.

NOTE
● When using SQL security, a user ID and password are mandatory.
● When using integrated security, a user ID and password must be left empty.
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To use integrated security, specify one of the following parameters in the connection string:
○ Integrated Security=true
○ Integrated Security=SSPI (for both SQLClient and OleDB providers).

Query timeout (seconds)

Defines a timeout during which the action instance waits for a response from the SQL Server

database.
Command

Runs a remote action after it is triggered, using the settings in Production Workflows | Remote Actions.

The following commands are available:
Insert

After a remote action is triggered, it inserts a record into the database for each processed communication piece
or production run (depending on the settings in Production Workflow | Remote Actions) and populates
individual record columns with values captured from the given communication piece's attributes.
Select the desired table from the SQL Table drop-down menu and check the columns where you want to insert
new records.
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Update

After a remote action is triggered, it updates a value in a selected column or columns in a database with a value
captured from a processed document. To update a database, select the desired table from the SQL Table
drop-down menu and follow the same principles outlined in the Update section in the CSV Data Control remote
action.
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Delete

Deletes a record from the database if a data match is found between the value of a respective attribute or
attributes captured from a processed document and a corresponding value in the selected column or columns
of the database.
Deleting records from a database allows you to keep the database uncluttered, or remove duplicate records.
Option Description
Search for data match in columns Selects columns where to search for a data match. If you select multiple
columns, a data match must be found in all the selected columns. If a data match is found, the respective
record is deleted from the database.

NOTE

Leaving all the columns unchecked, removes all rows from the selected SQL table.
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Execute

Executes a procedure defined in the respective SQL Server database using the parameters selected in the Store
procedure parameters section.
You can associate document attributes with the procedure parameters in System Settings | Remote Actions
| Action Settings. Based on the procedure settings, the procedure can change data in multiple SQL tables at
once, thus you do not have to create a remote action for each SQL table.

SMTP Email Notification
The SMTP Email Notification remote action sends a notification email to a user or users after a certain action occurs
(e.g. production fails).
The following tabs are available after you upload the SMTP Email Notification plug-in into the Plug-ins tab and click on
Configure Action Instances in the Remote Locations tab.
● General Preferences
● Settings
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General Preferences Tab

Options Description
Action type Displays the remote action type.
Plug-in

Displays the name of the plug-in defined in the Plug-ins tab.

Action instance name

Enters the action instance name, which also displays in OMS-500 in System Settings | Remote

Actions | Action Settings | General Preferences.
Description

The user enters any text to describe the action instance to distinguish it from others.

Settings Tab
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Options Description
SMTP Enters the name of the SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) server.
Enable SSL Uses the SMTPS (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol Secure) to secure the connection to the server.
Login/Password

Enters the provided user credentials.

Test email address

Enters an email address where a message can be sent to test the settings.

Send Test Message

Sends a message to the entered test email address.

NOTE

The SMTP Email Notification plug-in is designed to only send notification emails. To send emails for

production purposes, use the plug-in from the plug-in storage (see the SMTP plug-in in the Plug-ins section).

10.3.1.2

Managing Remote Action Plug-ins and Instances

Managing Remote Action Plug-ins
You can manage remote action plug-ins in the Plug-ins tab of OMS-500 Aggregator Manager.

Options Description

Add Plug-in Allows you to upload a plug-in to the application. To upload a plug-in, navigate to the plug-in's ZIP
package located in your computer's file system.
Update Plug-in Allows you to update the current plug-in version, by uploading an updated plug-in package (in
the form of a ZIP file). You cannot upload a different plug-in type.
To obtain an updated plug-in version, contact your local Neopost representative.
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NOTE

An updated plug-in may include new options that require you to specify additional settings in

the respective action instances in OMS-500 Aggregator Manager and in remote actions in OMS-500
(see also Creating Remote Actions).

Delete Plug-in Deletes a plug-in from OMS-500 Aggregator Manager. You can only delete a plug-in if it is not
used by an action instance.

Managing Remote Action Instances
You can manage action instances after right-clicking on a remote location and clicking on the Configure Action Instances
button in the Remote Locations tab of OMS-500 Aggregator Manager.
This opens the Action instances window for a particular remote location.

Options Description
Add Adds an action instance to the list of action instances available for a given remote location. To add an action
instance, you first have to upload a plug-in (see also Creating Action Instances).
You can create multiple action instances for one plug-in.
Edit Allows you to make changes to the existing action instance configuration.
Clone

Creates a copy of a remote action and appends it with - copy to give it a unique name.

Remove

Removes an action instance from the list of action instances available for a given remote location.

An action instance can only be removed if it is not selected in System Settings | Remote Actions.
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OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control prints output files using customizable printer settings, either automatically or via
print queues.
It is a desktop application which works in conjunction with OMS-500 and OMS-500 Aggregator Manager. It automatically
installs with OMS-500 Aggregator Manager, thus allowing you to manage printing from the OMS-500 server or from
a client computer.
Printing via OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control, you can:
● Use the full range of a printer device's capabilities by customizing print preferences.
● Print output files automatically or according to a schedule.
● Print output files manually via user-controlled print queues.

11.1

How it Works

Processing output via OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control works as follows:
1. OMS-500 produces output using a production workflow with the Folder output type (i.e. an output folder). No
output is physically printed at this stage, OMS-500 only creates output files of the PDF or TNO format and sends
them to the output folder. The output folder is linked to a remote location created in OMS-500 Aggregator
Manager. Therefore, the output files are available in the remote location's file system in the respective output
folder.
2. OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control allows users to manage the printing of files located in the remote location's
output folder.
Output files can be printed:
● Automatically – After output files appear in an output folder, they are sent for printing either immediately,
or wait for a print run which starts according to a user-defined schedule.
See also How to Set up Automatic Printing from a Folder.
● Manually – After output files appear in an output folder, they are forwarded to a print queue that can be
managed by users (who can start, pause or resume printing) via the OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control
user interface.
See also How to Set up Manual Printing via Print Queues.
In both cases, OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control allows users to print files using a selected printer device and
set its print preferences.
License Requirements
To manage printing via OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control, you have to enable the Hot folder management feature in
the license.
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11.2

How to Set up Printing

To print output files via OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control, follow these steps:
1. Create a folder in your computer's file system from where OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control can draw files for
printing.
Typically this would be an output folder linked to a remote location, where OMS-500 collects produced output
files.
a) Install OMS-500 Aggregator Manager and create a remote location.
b) Log in to OMS-500 and enable the Hot folder management license option in the respective remote location
in System Settings | Remote Locations | Features.
c) Create an output folder in Configuration | Output | Output folders.
d) Set the output file format to PDF or TNO in Output folder | General Preferences | Format.

TIP

To speed up processing, select the TNO file format (the internal OMS-500 format into which all

files are converted during processing). This reduces the time needed to produce output files and
creates smaller spool files.

e) Link the output folder to a remote location in the Remote Locations section.
f) In the same section, check the Include printer info for desktop print check box.
This sends print-related information defined in OMS-500 (e.g. printer trays) to the output folder, where it
can be read by a respective printer.
2. Create another folder in the computer file system where OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control can store print
queues.
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Perform this step even if you do not plan to print files manually via print queues, as the application also saves
its log file in this folder. You can only open and configure the application user interface after you define this
folder.
a) Launch OMS-500 Aggregator Manager and in the Print Queues Location tab, click on the Set Print Queues
Location button.

b) Select a folder in the Print Queues Destination Folder section. To manage printing, select a folder where all
planned users have permission to modify, read and write files. Avoid using the remote location's working
directory as the folder's location, as the folder might get cluttered as a result of heavy traffic.

3. Depending on how you want to control the printing process, follow further steps described in the sections below:
● How to Set up Automatic Printing from a Folder
● How to Set up Manual Printing via Print Queues

How to Set up Automatic Printing from a Folder
OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control allows you to send files for printing automatically after they appear in an output
folder. Files are sent for print either immediately, or according to user-defined schedules. By default, it detects and
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displays all output folders which are linked to a remote location. You can define automatic printing individually for
selected output folders linked to a remote location.
To set an output folder to send files directly for printing, follow these steps:
1. Follow the steps described in How to Set up Printing.
2. Launch OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control by clicking on the OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control

icon

created on your desktop.
The Print Settings tab displays all output folders linked to a remote location. At this point, the Print Type column
displays Not set, indicating that the output folder permanently stores all output files sent from OMS-500.

3. Right-click on the output folder from where you want to automatically send output files for printing and select
Edit Print Settings. Alternatively, click on the output folder and click on the

Edit Print Settings in the Print

Settings tab.
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The Folder Print Settings dialog opens.

Options Description
Print files from folder

Identifies the type of printing.

Do not print Does not forward output files anywhere but stores them on a hard drive. Select this option if
you want to disable printing (see also How to Disable Printing).
This is the default option.
Print automatically from the folder

Forwards output files to a selected printer either immediately, or

according to a schedule. This is done by the respective remote location's service (e.g.
Oms500Aggregator_<remote-location-name>).
Print manually from queue

Forwards output files to a selected print queue.

See also How to Set up Manual Printing via Print Queues.
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Automatic Print Start Defines when to start automatic printing, after output files are placed in the respective
output folder.
● Immediate – Starts printing the moment output files are placed in the output folder.
● Scheduled – Starts printing at a scheduled time. The print schedule settings respect the date and time
settings of the local computer where OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control is installed.
To schedule printing, click on the Schedule Settings button.
This opens the Automatic Print Schedule Settings window.
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Options Description
Recurrence Starts print runs at regular intervals.
Daily

Starts print runs at defined daily intervals.

Start Time

Selects the time when print runs start.

Repetition
Enable repetition
Repeat every
Until
Weekly

If checked, print runs start at regular intervals.

Defines the interval in which a print run can start.

Defines the latest time when a print run can start.

Starts print runs on a selected day or days of the week.

Start Day Selects the day or days of the week when print runs start. By default, all options are
unchecked.
Start Time

Selects the time when print runs start.

Repetition

See also Repetition.

Monthly Starts print runs on a selected day or days of the month.
Start Day Selects the day or days of the week when print runs start. By default, the first Monday
of the month is selected.

Printer

Start Time

Selects the time when print runs start.

Repetition

See also Repetition.

Selects a printer device from the drop-down menu.

Click on the Printer Settings button to set advanced print settings. This opens the respective printer device's
Printing Preferences dialog in Control Panel | Devices and Printers.
Printer Format

Select the format in which output files are produced.

Windows Driver (GDI)

See also the Format option in Printers | General Preferences.

Windows Driver (GDI - Bitmap)
Actions after Printing

See also the Format option in Printers | General Preferences.

Identifies which action is performed after an output file, produced by OMS-500 and

collected in an output folder, is forwarded for printing.
Delete files

Automatically deletes files from an output folder.

Archive files Automatically forwards files to a selected folder, where they can be stored.
See also How to Archive Files.
4. Select the Print automatically from the folder option in the Print files from folder section.
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5. Define whether print runs start immediately or according to a schedule.
See also Automatic Print Start.
6. In the Printer section of the dialog, select the printer device and set your print preferences by clicking on the
Printer Settings... button.
This displays the print preferences available in Control Panel | Devices and Printers | Printing Preferences.
7. Configure the rest of the settings and click on OK.
8. Run production in OMS-500 using a production workflow that produces output files to the selected output folder.
The produced output files are sent from the output folder directly for printing using the selected printer device.
This happens at the moment the files appear in this output folder. Therefore, printing output files requires no
action on the part of users.
Change Print Settings for Automatic Printing from Folder
If necessary, you can change the printer – or its settings – to which you want to send output files. Alternatively, you
can disable automatic printing or change it to manual printing via print queues. To change the settings of an output
folder:
1. Go to the Print Settings tab and select an output folder.
2. Click on the

Edit Print Settings button and edit the settings.

How to Set up Manual Printing via Print Queues
OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control allows you to send output files for printing via a print queue, which can be managed
and monitored via the application's user interface. Unlike files which are sent for printing directly from an output folder
(see also How to Set up Automatic Printing from a Folder), output files are sent from an output folder to a print queue,
which is mapped to that output folder. Output files then assemble in the print queue until you manually start printing.
Similarly to automatic printing, you can individually define manual printing via a print queue for each output folder
linked to a remote location.
To set an output folder to send files for printing via a print queue, follow these steps:
1. Follow the steps described in How to Set up Printing.
2. Launch OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control by clicking on the OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control

icon

created on your desktop.
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The Print Settings tab displays all output folders linked to a remote location. At this point, the Print Type column
displays Not set, which indicates that the output folder permanently stores all output files sent from OMS-500.

3. To map a selected output folder to a print queue, you need to create that queue. Typically, no print queue is
defined when first configuring OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control.
To create a print queue:
a) Go to the Print Queues tab and click on the

New Queue button.
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The Print Queue Settings dialog opens:

Options Description
Name

Sets the name of a print queue.

Linked Output Folders

Allows you to select output folders, linked to a remote location, from where a print

queue can draw files. You can select multiple output folders.
Printer

See also Printer in the Folder Print Settings dialog in How to Set up Automatic Printing from a

Folder.
Printer Format See also Printer Format in the Folder Print Settings dialog in How to Set up Automatic
Printing from a Folder.
Actions after Print See also Actions after Print in the Folder Print Settings dialog in How to Set up Automatic
Printing from a Folder.
b) Enter the queue's name and select the output folder which you want to map to the print queue in the Linked
Output Folders section.
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c) In the Printer section of the dialog, select the printer device and set your print preferences by clicking on
the Printer Settings... button. This displays the print preferences available in Control Panel | Devices and
Printers | Printing Preferences.
d) Configure the rest of the settings in the dialog.
This creates a queue under the defined name in the Print Queues Location folder which you defined in
OMS-500 Aggregator | Print Queues Location | Set Print Queue Location (see also step 2 in How to Set
up Printing).

TIP

If some print queues are already defined, you can map an output folder to a print queue by

right-clicking on the output folder and selecting
output folder and click on the

Edit Print Settings. Alternatively, click on the

Edit Print Settings in the Print Settings tab.

Then select the Print manually from queue option in the Print files from folder section and select one
of the available print queues in the Queue drop-down menu.

After an output file appears in a defined output folder, it is automatically sent to this print queue, here it is assembled
with other output files until you manually start printing (see also How it Works).
To manage production refer to How to Manage Printing via Print Queues.

11.3

How to Manage Print Queues

OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control allows you to manage printing via the application's user interface.
To manage printing via print queues, follow these steps:
1. Follow the steps described in How to Set up Manual Printing via Print Queues.
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This creates print queues and links them to a selected output folder or folders linked to a remote location.
2. Log in to OMS-500 and create a production workflow that forwards produced output files to the selected output
folder or folders.
See also How it Works or the Output section in Production Workflows.
3. Upload input files and run production in Production Control | Production.
This forwards output files to the selected output folders and subsequently to the linked print queues. Output
files wait and assemble in the print queues until you start production.
4. Launch OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control and navigate to the Print Queues tab.
It displays the existing print queues and the number of output files in each print queue. As the files start assembling
at the moment you launch the application, obtaining up-to-date numbers may take some time.
You can manage printing of the whole print queue or of individual output files (referred to as jobs) within that
print queue. Right-clicking on a print queue displays individual output files assembled in each print queue.
To manage print queues, see the options description in the Print Queues tab and the Output File tab.

Print Queues Tab

Options Description

Print All Files Prints all files assembled in a print queue up to the present moment. Output files that are forwarded
to the print queue after you click on this button wait in the queue until you start a new print run.
Cancel Print Stops printing immediately after you click on this button. If you only selected output files that were
assembled in that print queue, they are deselected. The output file that was currently being printed may not be
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printed out completely. After canceling the print run, this output file and the rest of the files that were assembled
in the printed queue wait for a future print run in the respective print queue with the Available for print status.
If you start printing the selected print queue again, it sends the files whose printing was canceled and also the
output files that had newly assembled in that print queue for printing. This includes the output file which was
currently being printed when the print was canceled. The new print run may thus create a duplicate
communication.
If you want to stop printing and then print exactly the same output files which were originally sent for printing,
pause and resume printing.
Pause Print /

Resume Print Pauses printing after an output file that is currently being printed is printed out.

If you only selected some of the output files that were assembled in that print queue for printing, they remain
selected. If you resume printing by clicking on the

Resume Print button, the same output files, which were

selected for the original print run and had not yet been printed out (i.e. those having the Pending print status),
are printed. No duplicate communications are thus printed.
The output files that had newly assembled in that print queue after the printing was paused are not printed in
this run and have the Available for print status. These output files wait for printing within a new print run (see
also Print All Files).

TIP

Pause and resume printing if you want to preserve the list of the output files that you manually

selected for printing.

New Queue Opens the Print Queue Settings dialog, where you can create a new print queue.
To create a print queue, also see step 3 in How to Set up Manual Printing via Print Queues.
Print Settings Opens the Print Queue Settings dialog, where you can edit print queue settings.
To edit a print queue, follow the same principle as for creating a print queue (see also step 3 in How to Set up
Manual Printing via Print Queues).
Delete Queue Deletes a print queue from the application and from the Print Queue Location folder defined in
step 2 in How to Set up Printing. Deleting a print queue also deletes all output files assembled in that print queue,
irrespective of their status.
To access deleted output files, see also How to Archive Files.
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Output File (Print Job) Tab
Double-clicking on a print queue opens further options available for a selected output file or files.

Print Prints selected output files. To select multiple output files, press the <Ctrl> key and click on the selected
output files.
Change Queue Changes a print queue that will print selected output files. Changing a print queue moves the
selected output files to the selected print queue.
In the dialog that opens, select a print queue from the Queue drop-down menu in the Change Queue dialog. If
no print queue is available, you need to create one (see also How to Set up Manual Printing via Print Queues).
Delete File Deletes a selected output file or files from a respective print queue.
To access deleted output files, see also How to Archive Files Processed by OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control.
Cancel Print Job Stops printing a selected file or files immediately after you click on this button and deselects
the output files.
See also Cancel Print.
Pause Print Job /

Resume Print Job See also Pause Print / Resume Print.

Print Settings See also Print Settings.
You can only change the print settings of a whole print queue, not of an output file.
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11.4

How to Archive Files

After output files, produced by OMS-500, are forwarded from selected output folders to a printer (in the case of
automatic printing) or to a print queue, they are automatically deleted from those output folders. However, you can
download the output files from the respective output folder in Production Control | Output.
Alternatively, you can configure OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control to store output files on a hard drive.
Defining archive settings depends on the type of print:
● Archive files printed automatically from a folder
● Archive files printed manually via print queues

Archive Files Printed Automatically from a Folder
To archive files that are printed automatically from a folder, follow these steps:
1. Launch OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control and go to the Print Settings tab.
2. Select the output folder from which you automatically send output files for printing and click on the

Edit Print

Settings button.
This displays the Folder Print Settings dialog.
3. Select the Archive files option in the Actions after Print section.
4. In the Archive folder section, select the folder where you want to store output files.
After the output files are forwarded for printing, they are automatically sent to this folder, where they are stored.
For Folder Print Settings details, also refer to How to Set up Automatic Printing from a Folder.

Archive Files Printed Manually via Print Queues
To archive files that are printed manually via print queues, follow these steps:
1. Launch OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control and go to the Print Queues tab.
2. Select a print queue and click on the

Print Settings button.

This displays the Print Queue Settings dialog.
3. Select the Archive files option in the Actions after Print section.
4. In the Archive folder section, select the folder where you want to store output files.
After output files are forwarded to a print queue, they are automatically sent to this folder, where they are stored.
For Print Queue Settings details, refer also to How to Set up Manual Printing via Print Queues.
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11.5

How to Disable Printing

If you no longer want to print output files from a selected output folder, you can disable printing for the output folder.
To do that, follow these steps:
1. Go to the Print Settings tab and select the output folder for which you want to disable printing.
2. Click on the

Edit Print Settings button and in the Print files from folder section, select Do not print.

This stops the output folder sending output files, collected from OMS-500, to a printer or a print queue. Instead,
it stores output files on a hard drive.
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12.1

Business Rules

This chapter provides an introduction to business rules and how you can use them to maximize the flexibility of processing.
You will learn:
● What the business rules are and where to find the interface for creating them (see Business Rules Introduction).
● Which options you can use in business rules and how you can combine them to create valid rules (see How to
Create Business Rules).
● What the function of individual business rule elements is and where they are used in the workflow (see the
Business Rules Overview).
Business rules are provided by the Web Rule business rule engine (see the official Code Effects Software

website

for documentation and live demos).

12.1.1

Business Rules Introduction

OMS-500 enables you to create a wide range of scenarios to process various types of input files via multiple channels
(see Process Overview). You can customize OMS-500 so that each document reaches the correct customer in the
correct form and time. You can do that by creating complex processing scenarios using business rules.
A business rule is a user-defined action or condition which determines what a particular part of the application should
do and under which conditions. Each business rule has its own function within the application and is available for use
in the corresponding part of the workflow.

12.1.1.1

Rule Editor

To create business rules, use a so-called rule editor, which is present in corresponding parts of the workflow. The rule
editor is a simple and easy-to-use interface which was designed specifically for the needs of non-technical users.
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The rule editor can have the following forms:
● Either as a separate section, e.g. the Input Condition section in Document Profiles | General.

● Or as an expandable menu after switching the toggle key to the CONDITIONAL position, e.g. in Communication
Profiles | Enclosures.

The rule editor has the following parts:
● Rule editor area – Enters the rule by selecting from available options or typing values directly into the area.
The range of available options depends on the place in the application where a business rule is used.
●
●

Clear – Deletes the rule so that you can start creating a new rule.
Validate – Checks whether the rule which you have entered has a valid structure. If the structure is not valid,
it helps you locate the reason and enter a valid rule (see step 5 of the Evaluation Type Business Rule Example
of Use).

NOTE

The validation only confirms the validity of the structure of the rule, not the logic or applicability

of the given rule to a particular workflow.

Learn how to create business rules in How To Create Business Rules.
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12.1.2

How to Create Business Rules

Creating business rules requires no specialized knowledge because the rule editor has a context-sensitive menu which
guides you and offers you all the options which are available for a particular step in the corresponding part of the
workflow. A complete business rule has a structure similar to an ordinary sentence.
Depending on the basic structure of the rule, there are two types of business rules:
● Evaluation business rules
● Execution business rules

TIP

12.1.2.1

See also the official Code Effects Software

website for documentation and live demos.

Evaluation Type Business Rules

An evaluation type business rule is a condition under which a certain action can happen. The action is determined by
the part of the workflow where the rule editor is present, so you only create a condition under which the action can
happen. A typical evaluation type rule is an input condition, which determines which objects can be accepted by a
particular part of the workflow (see Evaluation Type Business Rule Example of Use).
An evaluation type business rule always starts with Check if, which introduces a condition or conditions entered by
the user using the available options.

The conditions are then evaluated and only the objects which fulfil the condition are further processed.
In addition, you can create more complex business rules using the following options:
And Adds another condition or conditions to be evaluated. When multiple conditions are connected using and, all
these conditions have to be valid (i.e. result true) for the file, document or communication piece (depending on the
rule) to be processed in the desired way.
See step 3 of Evaluation Type Business Rule Example of Use.
Or

Adds another condition or conditions to be evaluated. When multiple conditions are connected using or, one or
more of the conditions can be valid for the file, document or communication piece (depending on the rule) to be
processed in the desired way.
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See the example in Input Folder.
Parentheses <()>

Prioritize complex conditions and thus prevent using ambiguous business rules. Used especially to

prioritize among conditions connected with and/or.

EXAMPLE

You want to create a document profile which accepts files fulfilling both of the following

conditions:
● The uploaded file has the Inv*.pdf file name pattern.
● The file is uploaded either from a hot folder or from an input folder called PDF Documents.
If you create a rule without parentheses, the rule is not valid because the relationship between multiple
conditions is not clear.

Parentheses indicate that the relationship between the first condition and the two conditions entered in
between the parentheses as a whole is and, whereas the relationship between the two conditions in between
the parentheses is or.
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The following evaluation type business rules are available:
● In an input template:
○ Begin/End condition
● In a document profile:
○ Document profile input condition (see also the Evaluation Type Busines Rule Example of Use)
○ Document enhancement conditions
● In a communication profile:
○ Communication profile input condition
○ Release Condition
○ Enclosure Rule
○ Envelope Rule
○ Address Carrier Rule
● In a production workflow:
○ Production workflow input condition
○ Production start condition
○ Conditional Functions
○ Document Functions

Evaluation Type Business Rule Example of Use
This example gives you a step-by-step guide to creating a document profile input condition. Suppose you want to
create a document profile called Invoice which accepts and further processes all customer invoices. For example, you
produce customer invoices by printing them in the PDF format into a folder in your computer file system using your
enterprise software application (e.g. SAP).
Look at the documents and identify what distinguishes your invoices from the other transactional documents. You may
find out that your documents contain information about the document type (see the zone number 2 at the screenshot).
Therefore, in the document profile input condition for the document profile Invoice, you can create a rule which consists
of the following two conditions:
● A certain zone in a document must contain the word Invoice.
● A document must come from a hot folder (see Remote Location) where the enterprise business application saves
the PDF files.
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On the basis of the two conditions, the business rule should have the following structure:

To define the business rule, follow these steps:
1. Go to Document Profiles and in the General

tab, go to the Input Condition section.

2. Click into the rule editor area. Check if is displayed automatically together with the available options.

TIP

If you cannot see a list of options, press the <Space> key.

3. As the first condition, set that the document profile Invoice should accept all documents where the zone number
2 contains the word Invoice:
a) Go to the rule editor and click on Zone. The rule editor adds the available options and offers the numbers of
zones as you have defined them in the Attribute Mapping

tab.

Select Zone 1 because in this example, the document type attribute is extracted from this zone.
b) Within the selected zone, the rule editor can extract and read not only complete words, but also their parts.
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In this case you do not need to specify the place within the zone where the word is found, so select contains
from the context menu.

c) To enter the word Invoice, select Enter a string.
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d) The rule editor displays quotation marks <"">.

Type the word Invoice in between the quotation marks.

NOTE

The rule editor ignores capital letters. Therefore, there is no difference when you type invoice

or INVOICE.

4. To add another condition, you have to use and to indicate that both conditions entered should be valid at the
same time for a file to be accepted by a particular document profile (i.e. a file must contain the word Invoice in
the zone 2 and at the same time, the file must come from a hot folder).
Press the <Space> key and select and.
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5. To set the input condition so that the document profile accepts files which come from the hot folder, set the
Input Channel Type to Hot Folder:

a) Go to the rule editor and click on Input Channel Type.

b) As the files should only come from a hot folder, select is.

c) Select Hot Folder.
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NOTE

If the Input Channel Type is set to Hot Folder, the document profile is set to accept files

coming from all input folders linked to a remote location (see Hot Folder).

6. Click on the Validate button to confirm whether the rule is correct from the viewpoint of structure.

If the structure is correct, the Status OK

icon is displayed.

If the structure is incorrect, the Warning

icon is displayed. Hover the mouse pointer over the highlighted area

for a suggestion to make the rule valid.

Correct the rule according to the suggestions until the validation is successful.

NOTE

The validation only confirms the validity of the structure of the rule, not the logic or applicability

of the given rule to a particular workflow.

If you need to delete the whole of your entered condition and start from the beginning, click on the Clear button.

12.1.2.2

Execution Type Business Rules

An execution type business rule defines both an action and a condition under which the action can happen. The range
of available actions depends on the part of the workflow where the rule editor is present. A typical execution type rule
is the Document Boundaries rule, which splits incoming files into documents for individual customers (see Execution
Type Business Rule Example of Use).
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An execution type business rule always includes:
If

Introduces a condition under which the action can happen.

Then

Introduces an action to be performed with the given part of the workflow if a condition is fulfilled.

In addition, you can create complex business rules using the following options:
Else if Introduces another condition to be evaluated. This condition is only evaluated if a preceding condition (introduced
by if) is not true for a particular file, document or communication piece (depending on the rule).
The condition also needs to be complemented by then to indicate the action to be performed.

Else

Introduces an action which is to be performed if none of the conditions is fulfilled.

Else is mandatory is the following business rules:

● Language
● Country Identification
See the Example in Country Identification.
And
Or

See And.
See Or.

Parentheses <()>

See Parentheses.
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The following execution type business rules are available:
● In a document profile:
○ Document Boundaries
○ Sheet selection
○ Language
○ Country Identification
○ Attribute
● In a production workflow:
○ Conditional Functions
○ Document functions

Execution Type Business Rule Example of Use
This example of use gives a step-by-step guide to creating a Document Boundaries rule. Suppose you have a single
PDF file with all invoices for all customers for a given month. The file also contains multiple-page invoices. At the bottom
of each page, the invoices have the number of the page which represents the order of the page within one invoice.

You can use the page number to indicate where the document begins so that the input file can be split according to
individual invoices. Using a business rule you can define that a new document can begin when the number of the page
is 1.
The rule should include the following elements:
● Page Number
● Zone – the zone drawn around the number of the page in the sample file.
● Begin Document
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To define the business rule, follow these steps:
1. Go to Document Profiles and in the General

tab, go to the Document Boundaries section.

Click into the rule editor area.

If is displayed automatically together with the list of options available.
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TIP

If you cannot see a list, press the <Space> key.

2. Select Page Number. The rule editor adds the selected option and offers the numbers of zones as you have defined
them in the Zone Management

tab.

Select 4 because in this example, the page number is extracted from this zone.
3. A new document should begin every time the page number is exactly 1.
Select is equal to.
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4. To type the number into the rule editor, select Enter a number.

The rule editor displays brackets <[]>.

Type the number 1 in between the brackets.

5. After you have defined the condition, you need to define the type of action to perform when the condition is
fulfilled.
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Press the <Space> key and select then.

6. The page number 1 should always indicate the beginning of a document.
Select Begin Document.

7. Follow step 5 of Evaluation Type Business Rule Example of Use.

12.1.3

Business Rules Overview

This section describes individual business rule options which you can use to create business rules (see How to Create
Business Rules) in particular parts of the workflow.
Depending on the location in OMS-500 you can create the following business rules:
● Input template business rules
● Document profile business rules
● Communication profile business rules
● Production workflow business rules
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12.1.3.1

Input Template Business Rules

In input templates, you can use the following business rules:
● Begin/End condition

Begin/End Condition
In the Begin/End condition in Input Templates | Record Definition, you can use the following rule-specific options:
Carriage Return

Performs a selected action if the carriage return character is found. Carriage return is a non-printable

character used as a command e.g. for line printers.
Column by Zone

Performs a selected action if a user-defined value is found in all lines of the file. The location and

number of columns where the value is searched for is delimited by the width of a zone. You can draw the zone in
the sample file using the mouse pointer.

EXAMPLE

The beginning/end of a record is searched in all lines of an input file, in the position which starts

with the character 'Y' and ends with a colon ':'. This position is relative to the left edge of the page. Therefore,
the search is done within a column of a length of 10 characters in the defined relative position within the
whole input file.

Concat

See also Concat.
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CR+LF

Performs a selected action if the carriage return and line feed character is found. This non-printable character

is a line printer command signifying the end of a line in Windows.
Escape

Performs a selected action if the escape character is found.

Form Feed

Performs a selected action if the form feed character is found. Form feed is a non-printable character

which represents the end of a line.
From ASCII

Enters any printable or non-printable character using the coding based on ASCII. A selected action is

performed if the character is found.
For ASCII characters, see also the ASCII table available at http://www.asciitable.com/
Line Feed

.

Performs a selected action if the line feed character is found. Line feed is a non-printable character used

to end a line in Linux-based systems.
Record Length

Ends the record after a user-defined number of rows is found.

Regex Zone Line See also Regex Zone. The condition is checked separately for each line of a zone.
Regex Zone Line Group
Space

See also Regex Zone Group. The condition is checked separately for each line of a zone.

Performs a selected action if the space character is found.

Split Zone Line

See also Split Zone. The condition is checked separately for each line of the zone.

Substring Zone Line

See also Substring Zone. The condition is checked separately for each line of the zone.

Tab Performs a selected action if the tab character is found.

12.1.3.2

Document Profile Business Rules

In a document profile, you can use the following options to create business rules:
● Document profile enhanced search options – Applicable in most document profile business rules
● Rule-specific options in the following business rules:
○ Document profile input condition
○ Document boundaries
○ Language
○ Sheet selection
○ Attribute
○ Document enhancement conditions
○ Country identification
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Document Profile Enhanced Search Options
Enhanced search options allow you to specify individual elements for use within a business rule and thus create highly
selective business rules.
In a document profile, you can use enhanced search options to:
● Parse numeric values in a zone so that the value in the zone can be calculated, compared to a value or a date,
etc.
● Define a specific part of a string to be considered for processing.
In a document profile, the string can be searched within:
○ Zone
○ Input file name
In a document profile, you can use the following enhanced search options:
AddSpace

Is applicable when you search for a sequence of characters within a zone which starts with a space. This

element is used because <Space> cannot be entered at the beginning of the sequence of characters in between
the quotation marks <"">.

EXAMPLE

This document profile input condition accepts all files where zone 1 contains the sequence of

characters <Space>+<1>.

Concat

Concatenates (links in a chain) two strings (excluding strings extracted from a zone).

Concat Zone

Concatenates (links in a chain) a string with a zone on the first or last page of a document.

Concat Zone on Page

Concatenates (links in a chain) a string with a zone on any page of a document. Insert the

number of the selected page in squared brackets <[]>.
Concat Zone
Page Count

Concatenates (links in a chain) a string with a zone.
Counts the total number of pages in a document.
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Parse Date

Parses the content of a zone containing a date on the first or last page of a document so that the date

can be used in corresponding business rules, e.g. in the Date Attribute Range Expired option in the release condition.
Enables you to use dates accordingly in files where:
● The date/time format differs from that defined in Region (see also attribute type in the Attribute section).
● A date contains alphabetic values (see Full name of the month example) or leading zeroes (29/5 vs. 29/05).
● When different format conventions are used (see Different formats example) to avoid ambiguity.
To parse a date:
1. Draw a zone around a date.
2. Go to Zone Management | Attributes, navigate to the corresponding attribute with the Date/time type and
click on the Rule button.
3. In the rule editor, enter a rule using the Parse Date function (see the examples).
4. In between the quotation marks <"">, enter the exact format of the date as present in the input file using
date and time format strings. As the separator character, indicate the same character as used in the date in
the input file.

TIP

For date and time format strings, refer for example to Custom Date and Time Format Strings

available at Microsoft Developer Network.

NOTE If a date in the input file contains a slash </> and the Culture/format settings do not recognize
a slash as the separator character (e.g. German (Germany)), the date can only be parsed if the slash
</> is preceded with a backslash <\> as the escape character (see Different formats example). The
same applies to a colon <:> when used as a separator in the indication of time.
For more information, refer for example to Using the Escape Character

available at Microsoft

Developer Network.

EXAMPLE

Different formats

To use a date which uses the English (United States) format while the Culture/format in Region is set to
German (Germany), you need to parse the date to:
● Avoid a mismatch between the parts of dates representing months and days of the month
● Resolve the difference between separator characters (the date in the input file uses a slash </>, while
Culture/format settings only recognize a period <.>
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To parse the date:
1. Draw a zone around a date and assign to it an attribute with the Date/time type.
2. Set the attribute value to Parse Date and in between the quotation marks <"">, include a backslash
<\> in front of the separator character.

EXAMPLE

Full name of the month

You can parse a date which contains alphabetic values using the MMMM string.

Click on the Refresh button and check how the value was extracted in the DocumentProperties

tab.
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The content of the zone was parsed as a date. The format in the Document Attributes section reflects the
Culture/format settings defined in Region.

Parse Date on Page

Parses the content of a zone containing a date on any page of a document. Insert the number of

the selected page in squared brackets <[]>. See also Parse Date.
Parse Number

Parses the content of a zone into a number on the first or last page of a document so that the value

can be used to calculate or compare (e.g. is greater than).

EXAMPLE

Use a number in a condition

You can divide your customers into groups based on how much they spend on your products or services
and address each group selectively by using different enclosures.
To do that, you can create a custom-defined attribute called VIP Club and base this attribute on the total
amount in the invoice (see zone 3 below).

Although you base the attribute on a zone which contains a numeric value, the attribute type is set to Text,
so that the attribute can have one of the following alphabetic values:
● None – If the total amount is less than 100.
● Silver – If the total amount is less than 300 but greater than 100.
● Gold – If the total amount is greater than or equal to 300.
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Enter the following rule using the Parse Number option for zone 3 as a condition.

To add a specific enclosure for each group, go to Communication Profiles | Enclosures and select the
enclosure on the basis of an enclosure rule (see Enclosures).

Parse Number on Page

Parses the content of a zone into a number on any page of a document. Insert the number of

the selected page in squared brackets <[]>. See also Parse Number.
Regex

Uses regular expressions to define the pattern of the value searched within an input file name. The values

represented by the regular expression are then considered for processing.

TIP For more information concerning regular expressions, refer for example to Regular Expression Language
– Quick Reference

on the Microsoft Developer Network website.
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EXAMPLE

You process invoices and want to extract a custom-defined attribute called Order Number. Each

invoice has a file name pattern Invoice-yyyy-MM-dd-OrderNumber-CountryCode.pdf, where the OrderNumber
has 8 digits and is delimited by hyphens <->.
To extract exactly these 8 digits, you can use the following rule, where the regular expression in the brackets
indicates that these 8 digits are to be used as the custom-defined attribute called Order Number.

Click on Refresh and check how the value was extracted in the Document Properties

Regex Group

tab.

See Regex.

In addition to Regex, it defines a so-called group within the pattern and the order in which this group appears in
the file name. A group is delimited by parentheses <()> and the value in brackets <[]> indicates the order of the
group within the string. The group which appears in the given order is then used for processing. The whole pattern
delimited by quotation marks <""> is also considered as a group and always has the value [1].
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TIP To display brackets <[]>, place the mouse cursor behind the closing quotation mark and hit the <Space>
key.

EXAMPLE

You process files with a file name pattern yyyy-MM-dd-InvoiceNumber.pdf, where the Invoice

Number always has 7 digits, and want to extract a custom-defined attribute called Invoice Number.

You can extract the value by entering the following business rule. The value under the (\d{7}) string is
extracted as an attribute.

Regex Zone

Uses regular expressions to define the pattern of the value searched within an indicated zone on the first

or last page of a document. The values represented by the regular expression are then used for processing (e.g.
used as an attribute).
See also Regex.

EXAMPLE
You want to extract a custom-defined attribute called Customer ID. Each document contains a zone with
a customer number, which has exactly 8 characters.
To make sure you extract the custom-defined attribute Customer ID from the correct zone, you can set a
condition that the numerical characters in the zone can be identified as Customer ID only if a zone contains
a corresponding string.
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Note that although Customer ID is a number, the attribute type is set to Text so that the content of the zone
can be treated as a string and a specific number of characters can be identified.

Regex Zone on Page

Uses regular expressions to define the pattern of the value searched within an indicated zone

on any page of a document. Insert the number of the selected page in squared brackets <[]>. See also Regex Zone.
Regex Zone Group

Uses regular expressions to define the pattern of the value searched within an indicated zone (see

also Regex Zone) on the first or last page of a document. It also defines a so-called group within the pattern and
the order in which this group appears in the zone (see also Regex Group).
Regex Zone Group on Page

Uses regular expressions to define the pattern of the value searched within an indicated

zone (see also Regex Zone) on any page of a document. Insert the number of the selected page in squared brackets
<[]>. See also Regex Zone Group.
Split

Splits the file name into multiple parts according to a separator character or characters entered in between the

quotation marks <"">. The selected part of the file name (as split using the separator characters) which comes in
the order indicated in brackets <[]> is used for processing (e.g. used as an attribute, see the example).

TIP To display brackets <[]>, place the mouse cursor behind the closing quotation mark and hit the <Space>
key.

As a separator character, you can use any characters including the following ones:
● \n – A new line
● \t – A tab
● \s – A space

NOTE

If you press <Space> in between other separator characters in the quotation marks <"">, it

also counts as a separator character.
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EXAMPLE

You process invoices with the file name pattern yyyy-MM-dd-DocumentTitle.pdf, where the

Document Title is e.g. invoice, reminder, or overview. To extract the attribute called Document Title, enter

the following rule, using a hyphen <->, and a period <.>, which indicates that you do not want to include a
file extension in the attribute.

Split Zone Splits the content of a zone into multiple parts according to a separator character or characters entered
in between the quotation marks <""> on the first or last page of a document.
See also Split.

EXAMPLE

To create an attribute called Payment terms, you can use Split Zone to indicate that only you

want to use the numerical part of the zone, which is delimited using a space character. As the space character
is the only separator, use the expression \s.

Split Zone on Page Splits the content of a zone into multiple parts according to a separator character or characters
entered in between the quotation marks <""> on any page of a document. Insert the number of the selected page
in squared brackets <[]>. See also Split Zone.
Substring

Extracts a part of a string (a so-called substring) from a document file name using two values indicated in

brackets <[]>.
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The first value is the starting position of a substring within the string (counted from the first character of the string).
The second value is the number of characters to be included in the substring from the starting position onwards
(including the character in the starting position).

TIP To display brackets <[]>, place the mouse cursor behind the closing quotation mark and hit the <Space>
key.

EXAMPLE

Process documents which have the file name pattern:

● Either yyyyMMddCustomerID.pdf
● Or yyyy-MM-dd-CustomerID.pdf
In both cases, Customer ID always has 8 digits.
Within each file name pattern, Customer ID has a different position. You can extract Customer ID using the
following combination of rules. The value is then extracted from the corresponding substring depending on
the input file name.

Substring Zone

Extracts part of a string (a so-called substring) from a selected zone using two values indicated in

brackets <[]> on the first or last page of a document.
See also Substring.
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EXAMPLE You can define a custom-defined attribute called Currency on the basis of a currency abbreviation
in the document using the following rule.

Click on the Refresh button and check the extracted value in the Data

tab in the Document Attributes

section.

Substring Zone on Page

Extracts part of a string (a so-called substring) from a selected zone using two values

indicated in brackets <[]> on any page of a document. Insert the number of the selected page in squared brackets
<[]>. See also Substring Zone.

Document Profile Input Condition
Document profile input condition is an evaluation type business rule.

TIP

To create a document profile input condition, see also Evaluation Type Business Rule Example of Use.
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You can create the document profile input condition using the following options:
File Name

Checks the names of input files and their extensions (without the path) for the given value. You can either

extract the value from a zone or type numbers, words, or parts of words directly into the rule editor.

TIP

For more precise identification, you can also use Regex.

EXAMPLE

This document profile accepts files which contain the sequence of characters Invoice.

NOTE The rule editor ignores capital letters. Therefore, there is no difference when you type invoice or
INVOICE for example.
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File Name Pattern

Checks the names of input files and their extensions (without the path) for the given pattern. In

addition, you can also use advanced search using the following characters:
● Question mark <?> – Stands for one or zero characters. For example if you type invoice? into the rule editor,
the document profile accepts file names containing the character sequences invoice or invoices.

● Asterisk <*> – Stands for any number of characters. For example if you type inv*.pdf into the rule editor, the
document profile accepts files with the name invoice-cust123456-032013.pdf.

NOTE

The rule editor ignores capital letters. Therefore, there is no difference between typing invoice

or INVOICE.

Input Channel Type

Lists the types of input channels from where the files can be submitted and checks whether a

file is submitted via the selected channel.
The following channels are available:
● Drag & Drop – Accepts files submitted manually via Control Center
● Hot Folder – Accepts files submitted via Hot Folder (an input folder linked to a remote location)
● Input Print Stream – accepts files submitted via an Input Print Stream.
Input Folder

Lists the names of all defined input folders from where the document profile can accept files and checks

whether a file is submitted via the selected folder.
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You can also use or to set the document profile to accept files from multiple input folders.

Input Print Stream Lists names of all defined input print streams and checks whether a file is submitted via the selected
input print stream. See also Input Print Stream.

NOTE The input condition does not work if there is no input print stream defined. If Input Print Stream
is followed by Undefined, go to Hardware & Channels and define at least one input print stream.

Input Name

Lists the names of all defined input folders, input print streams, and input templates, and checks if the

file is submitted via one of the selected.
See also Input Folder, Input Print Stream and Input Template.

Input Template

Lists the names of all defined input templates and checks whether a file is submitted via the selected

input template.
Original File Name Applicable to input files that have been merged before the upload to the server using the Input
File Merge option.
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Checks the names of individual, original input files and if the name or a part matches, the respective input file is
recognized as belonging to the respective document profile.
Zone

Extracts the content of the given zone (see Zone Management) and checks whether the content of the zone in

individual documents submitted contains the values indicated. The treatment of the content depends on the attribute
type defined for the given zone.
To see how you can use zone content in a business rule, refer to the Evaluation Type Business Rule Example of Use.

NOTE For a document profile input condition, you can only use zones extracted from the first page of the
document. The rule editor ignores capital letters. Therefore, there is no difference between typing invoice
or INVOICE.

Document Boundaries
Document Boundaries is an execution type business rule.
You can create the Document Boundaries rule using the following options:
Document Page Counter

Splits the files into documents according to the numerical value indicated in the brackets

<[]>. This value is the number of pages of each document. Document Page Counter is suitable for input files where
documents have a fixed number of pages.

EXAMPLE The input file contains multiple invoices. Each invoice has exactly 1 page and creates an individual
document. To split the input file into a document per page, enter the following business rule, where you
type 1 in between the parentheses.

TIP

Click on the Refresh button and check how the document was split by clicking on the

Thumbnails

tab in the left window-pane.

File Page Counter

Counts the number of pages from the beginning of the input file. When the page counter reaches

the number which you indicate in the brackets <[]>, it splits the input file.
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EXAMPLE

The input files have 3 or more pages and you want to split them into two documents, where

the first 2 pages should create one document, and the rest of the pages the other document. The following
rule always creates a separate document out of the first 2 pages of the file, the rest of the pages of the file
create another document (the second document can then have a variable number of pages depending on
the length of the input file).

Original File Name See also Original File Name.
Original File Name Changed

Applicable to input files that have been merged before the upload to the server using

the Input File Merge option.
Checks original input file names. If an input file name differs, you can define that a next page is the first page of a
new document, or the last page of the existing document.
Page N of M Is applicable to a zone which contains two numerical values, where the first one is the current page (N)
and the other is the total number of pages within a document (M). You can set the page where the number N is
equal to the number M in a document (e.g. Page 9 of 9) is the last one of the document.
The two values can be divided by another character (e.g. slash </>) or a word (e.g. Page 1 of 9).

EXAMPLE

The page where the number N is equal to M is considered the last one of the document (in this

case, the page with the page counter set to 2 of 2). The resulting document has 2 pages. In case a one page
invoice is processed (which may not have a page counter), you can add another condition using Unknown.
A one-page invoice without the counter is then split to contain one page only.
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Page Number Zone

Is applicable to a zone which refers to the number of pages within the document. Unlike Page N

of M, the zone has to contain one numerical value only corresponding to the current page (page N).
See the Execution Type Business Rule Example of Use.
Zone

See Zone.

Zone on Page Extracts the content of the given zone and checks whether the content of the zone in individual
documents submitted contains the values indicated. You can choose on which page of the document you want to
apply this rule by inserting the number of the selected page in squared brackets <[]>. See also Zone.
Zone Content Changed

Extracts the content of the given zone and compares it with the content of the zone extracted

from the preceding page. When the content of the two zones differ, you can set the beginning or end of a document.

EXAMPLE

Customer number or ID is unique to each document. The change in the value signalizes the

beginning of a new document for another customer.

As the document boundaries rule is an execution type business rule, you need to use one of the following actions:
Begin Document The page for which the condition is valid starts a new document and is the first page of that document.
End Document

The page for which the condition is valid ends an existing document and is the last page of that

document.
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EXAMPLE

The input file is split according to Document Page Counter where the value is set to 5.

The final number of pages within a document depends on the action:
● Begin Document – Each document has 4 pages
● End Document – Each document has 5 pages

Sheet Selection
Sheet Selection is an execution type business rule.
To create the Sheet Selection business rule use the same options as for Document Boundaries (except for File Page
Counter).

TIP

You can also use custom-defined attributes selected for mapping in the given document profile.

Attribute
Attribute rule is an execution type business rule.
To create the Attribute rule (see Rule), you can use the following options:
Add Space

See Add Space.

Attribute Value

Sets the value of an attribute of the Text attribute type to a user-defined value. The attribute value

can be fixed (e.g. Enter a string) or variable. Variable values can be extracted from an input file name (using e.g.
Substring) or a zone (using e.g. Regex Zone).
Attribute Value from String

Sets the value of a Number / Currency attribute type to a user-defined value. This value

can be fixed (e.g. Enter a string) or variable. Applicable if you only want to capture part of the found numerical
value as an attribute, or if an attribute contains alphanumerical values (e.g. a number and currency symbol) and
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you want to use the number in the attribute for mathematical operations. Using this option, the attribute value is
treated as a string, so that individual characters can be manipulated using e.g. regular expressions. The resulting
numerical value is then captured and saved as an attribute with the Number / Currency attribute type and is available
for mathematical operations.

EXAMPLE

How to trim currency symbols from numbers

Imagine that you want to use a zone which contains both an amount and a currency symbol for mathematical
operations. You can extract the numerical value from the zone using the Attribute Value from String rule
editor option and apply a regular expression using Regex Zone.

File Name
Zone

See File Name.

See Zone.

Language
Language is an execution type business rule.
You can create a Language business rule using the following options:
Zone

See Zone.

First Page

Extracts the value of the zone from the first page of the document.

Last Page

Extracts the value of the zone from the last page of the document.
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As the Language business rule is an execution type business rule, you need to use one of the following actions:
Set Language Lists the languages defined in Languages and sets the selected language as the language of the
document.
Set Default Language

TIP

Sets the default language as the language of the document (see Languages).

If the rule editor does not offer any languages, you have to define them in Languages.

NOTE

To avoid processing the documents with an unrecognized language, define the rule so that it always

contains else.

EXAMPLE

You process invoices in English, French and German. Each document contains a zone describing

the type of document (see zone 2).
You can set the language of the document depending on a specific word which appears in this zone. If none of
the specified words appears, you can set the default language.

Document Enhancement Conditions
Document enhancement conditions are evaluation type business rules that apply a selected enhancement to a document.
This includes applying overlays, additional text, hiding, or scaling/moving the content.
For the options, see enhanced search options.
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Country Identification
Country Identification is an execution type business rule.
To create the Country Identification business rule, you can use the same options as for Language.
Define the country of the document using the following actions:
Set Country

Sets the country from the list of countries available as the country of the addressee. The list of available

countries depends on the Address Management Plug-in employed.

NOTE To avoid processing the documents with an unrecognized country, define the rule so that it always
contains else.

EXAMPLE

12.1.3.3

You can set a country rule on the basis of the country line in the address of the sender.

Communication Profile Business Rules

In a communication profile you can use the following options to create business rules:
● Communication profile enhanced search options – Applicable in most communication profile business rules
● Rule-specific options in the following business rules:
○ Communication profile input condition
○ Release condition
○ Enclosure rule
○ Envelope rule
○ Address carrier rule

Communication Profile Enhanced Search Options
Enhanced search options allow you to specify individual elements to use within a business rule and thus create highly
selective business rules.
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In a communication profile, enhanced search options allow you to define a specific part of a custom-defined attribute
to be considered for processing (see also Attribute).
In a communication profile, you can use the following enhanced search options:
● Concat
● Regex
● Regex Group
● Split
● Substring

NOTE

Unlike in a document profile, where the options apply to the file name, the enhanced search

options in a communication profile only apply to a custom-defined attribute with the attribute type set
to Text (see Attribute).

EXAMPLE

Split an attribute in an input condition

You can define a communication profile so that it only accepts documents with the document profile Invoice
and the destination country USA.
You can base the communication profile input condition on a destination country in a recipient address. To
differentiate between a destination country and a country as part of the name of the company, you can set that
within the custom-defined attribute called Address Block (assigned to zone 5 in a document profile Invoice),
the input condition can only search the pattern USA which is on the fifth line of the attribute.

To create the rule, go to Communication Profile | Input Condition and enter the following rule using the Split
option.
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As a separator character, enter \n representing a new line, into brackets <[]>, enter 5 to indicate that you want
to extract the value from line 5.

Communication Profile Input Condition
Communication profile input condition is an evaluation type business rule.
You can create a communication profile input condition using the following options:
Creation Date

See Creation Date.

Document Profile Lists the names of defined document profiles. Checks whether the selected document profile was
recognized for input files processed.

EXAMPLE

Document Type

You can use or to accept files which match multiple document profiles.

Lists the names of defined document types. Checks whether the selected document type was

recognized.
Language

Lists languages defined in Languages. Checks whether the selected language was recognized.

Total Sheets

Compares the total number of sheets within a document (does not include enclosures) with the value

indicated in parentheses <()>. The total number of sheets in a document is calculated on the basis of the selected
sheets in Document profile | Document Enhancement | Sheets.

Release Condition
Release condition is an evaluation type business rule.
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You can create the release condition using the following options:
Add Days

Defines the number of days to be considered with respect to a defined date (e.g. Creation Date).

EXAMPLE

The following business rule defines that a communication piece can be released 3 days after

the creation date.

Creation Date

See Creation Date.

Creation Date Period Expired

Compares the value of the Creation Date attribute with one of the following options

which you can select from the parentheses <()>:
Same Day

A communication piece is released immediately after the midnight of the day when the communication

piece was created.

EXAMPLE A communication piece is created at 7:00 on January 5. The communication piece is released
at 0:00 on January 6.

Same Week

A communication piece is released after the midnight of the first day of the following calendar week.
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EXAMPLE

A communication piece is created on Thursday, January 9. The communication piece is

released on Monday, January 13 at 0:00.

Same Month

A communication piece is released after the midnight of the first day of the following month.

EXAMPLE

A communication piece is created on January 14. The communication piece is released on

February 1 at 0:00.

Creation Date Range Expired

Releases a communication piece after a given number of days which follow after the

creation date. Enter the number of days in between the brackets <[]>.

EXAMPLE

A communication piece is created on January 14 at 18:00. The communication piece is released

on January 17 at 18:00.
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Date Attribute Period Expired

Compares the value of an attribute which has the Date/Time attribute type assigned

with one of the following options which you can select from the parentheses <()>:
Same Day A communication piece is released immediately after the midnight of the day which is extracted from
the selected zone.

EXAMPLE

You can release invoices according to the date which is indicated on the invoice:

1. Create a zone around the date and assign to it an attribute with the Date/Time attribute type
(see zone 1 which is assigned to the Document Date attribute).

2. Set the release condition so that the communication profile releases communication pieces after
the midnight of the date which is extracted from the zone.

This communication piece is released on December 19 at 0:00.
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Same Week

A communication piece is released immediately after the midnight of the first day of the following

calendar week.
Same Month

A communication piece is released immediately after the midnight of the first day of the following

month.

TIP

See the principle also in the examples for Creation Date Period Expired.

NOTE If an input file includes dates in a format which differs from that defined in Region, parse the
date so that the system can treat the content of the attribute accordingly (see Parse Date).

Date Attribute Range Expired

Releases a communication piece after a given number of days which follow after the

date which is extracted from the selected zone. Enter the number of days in between the brackets <[]>.

NOTE If an input file includes dates in a format which differs from that defined in Region, parse the date
so that the system can treat the content of the attribute accordingly (see Parse Date).
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EXAMPLE

You can release invoices according to the date when the invoice was created:

1. Create a zone around the date and assign to it an attribute with the Date/Time attribute type (see
zone 1 which is assigned to the Document Date attribute).

2. Set the release condition so that the invoice is sent 3 days after the date in the selected zone.

This invoice is released on December 21 at 0:00.

NOTE When the exact time is not a part of the attribute, the corresponding communication piece is released
immediately after the midnight of the day indicated in the brackets (see the example).

Document Profile See Document Profile.
Total Documents

See Total Documents.
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In addition, you can also use custom-defined attributes (see Attributes).

NOTE

Communication pieces are released according to the settings defined in Default production time zone

in System Settings | Region.
The value of the attribute which is considered comes from the corresponding attribute in the first document
within a communication piece where the attribute is found (even if the attribute found has no value).

Enclosure Rule
Enclosure rule is an evaluation type business rule.
You can create the enclosure rule using the following options:
Creation Date

See Creation Date.

Document Profile See Document Profile.
Sum Counts the sum of the given attribute for all documents within a communication piece. If an attribute in a particular
document does not contain a numerical value, the value of the attribute in that particular document is replaced by
0.

EXAMPLE

You can send special promotional enclosures to significant customers by adding the enclosures

to invoices only if the total amount due exceeds a certain limit.

NOTE This attribute can only be used with the custom-defined attributes which have the Number/Currency
attribute type.
To ensure that the numerical values within the attributes are treated accordingly, define the attribute using
the Attribute rule Parse Number.
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Total Documents
Total Sheets

See Total Documents.

See Total Sheets.

In addition, you can also use custom-defined attributes (see Attributes).

NOTE

The value of the attribute which is considered comes from the corresponding attribute in the first

document within a communication piece where the attribute is found (even if the attribute found has no value).

Envelope Rule
Envelope rule is an evaluation type business rule.
You can create the envelope rule using the same options as for the Enclosure rule.

NOTE

For creating the envelope rule, the Sum attribute is unavailable.

EXAMPLE

You can use the C6/C5 envelope to insert communication pieces where the number of sheets is up

to 5 using Total Sheets.

Address Carrier Rule
Address carrier rule is an evaluation type business rule.
You can create the envelope rule using the same options as for the Enclosure rule.

NOTE

For creating the address carrier rule, the Sum attribute is unavailable.
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12.1.3.4

Production Workflow Business Rules

In Production Workflows you can create the following business rules:
● Production workflow input condition
● Conditional functions
● Document functions
● Production start condition

Production Workflow Input Condition
Production workflow input condition is an evaluation type business rule.
You can create the production workflow input condition using the following options:
Communication Profile

Lists the names of all defined communication profiles. Checks if the given communication

profile is recognized.
Creation Date

See Creation Date.

Delivery Type

See Delivery Type.

Envelope

Lists all defined simple envelopes or smart envelopes. Checks if the given envelope is assigned and can be

found in the compared communication pieces (to assign an envelope to a communication piece see also How to
Insert Communication Pieces into Envelopes).
Priority See Priority.
Total Documents
Total Sheets
Weight

See Total Documents.

See Total Sheets.

See Weight.

Conditional Functions
Conditional function, available when you select an inserter in Production Workflows | Output, is an execution type
business rule.
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You can create conditional functions using the following options:
Average

Counts the arithmetic mean of the given attribute in all documents within the communication piece. If an

attribute in a particular document does not contain a numerical value, the value of the attribute in that particular
document is replaced by 0.

NOTE This attribute can only be used with the custom-defined attributes which have the Number/Currency
attribute type.
To ensure that the numerical values within the attributes are treated accordingly, define the attribute using
the Attribute rule Parse Number.

Communication Profile

See Communication Profile.

Creation Date

See Creation Date.

Delivery Type

See Delivery Type.

Document Profile See Document Profile.
Envelope

See Envelope.

Maximum Finds the maximum value of the given attribute in all documents within a communication piece. If an attribute
in a particular document does not contain a numerical value, the value of the attribute in that particular document
is replaced by 0.

NOTE This option can only be used with the custom-defined attributes which have the Number/Currency
attribute type.
To ensure that the numerical values within the attributes are treated accordingly, define the attribute using
the Attribute rule Parse Number.

Minimum

Finds the minimum value of the given attribute in all documents within a communication piece. If an attribute

in a particular document does not contain a numerical value, the value of the attribute in that particular document
is replaced by 0.

NOTE This attribute can only be used with the custom-defined attributes which have the Number/Currency
attribute type.
To ensure that the numerical values within the attributes are treated accordingly, define the attribute using
the Attribute rule Parse Number.

Priority See Priority.
Sum

See Sum.
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Thickness

Thickness of a communication piece, i.e. the thickness of all the sheets including enclosures and an envelope

(if they are part of the communication piece). Fold type is taken into account.
Total Documents
Total Sheets
Weight

See Total Documents.

See Total Sheets.

See Weight

Define the action to be performed using the following actions:
Trigger Function

EXAMPLE

Performs the action under the condition indicated in the rule.

This conditional function triggers the Divert 1 function when the total number of sheets in a

communication piece is greater than or equal to 5.

The functions are triggered depending on the settings in Hardware & Channels | Inserter.
For individual conditional functions, refer to the corresponding code definition.

Document Functions
Document function, available when you select an inserter in Production Workflows | Output, is an execution type
business rule.
You can create document functions using the following options:
Attribute Value Changed

Executes a document function on the first sheet of paper where the attribute value changes.

This option is suitable, e.g., for the Divert or Ink Mark functions.
Insert the attribute in between the parentheses.
Attribute Value Will Change

Executes a document function on the sheet of paper which immediately precedes the

sheet of paper where the attribute value changes. This option is suitable, e.g. for the Forced Fold function.
Insert the attribute in between the parentheses.

Production Start Condition
A production workflow input condition, available if you select the Conditional option in Production Workflows |
Production Start, is an evaluation type business rule.
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You can create a production start condition using the following options:
Last Day Of The Month
Total Documents
Total Pages

Checks if the OMS-500 server system date is the last day of the current month.

Compares the total number of documents within a production batch with a given value.

Compares the total number of pages within a production batch with a given value.

Total Communication Pieces

Compares the total number of communication pieces within a production batch with a

given value.
Total Sheets

Compares the total number of sheets of all communication pieces within a production batch with a given

value.

12.2

System-defined Attributes

A system-defined attribute is a property of a communication piece which is calculated by the system.
System-defined attributes can be used to:
● Sort production batches (see Sorting).
● Define names of output files (see Output File Options) or email attachment names.
● Define selected business rules.
All system-defined attributes are created automatically and cannot be edited by the user.
The following system-defined attributes are available:
AIMS ID

Unique number of an AIMS plug-in defined by the system.

AIMS Job ID

Unique number of a job defined by the AIMS plugin.

AIMS Mail Piece ID

Status of a job while AIMS processes it. See also AIMS Status.

AIMS Status
Break Mark

Unique number of a mail piece defined by theAIMS plugin.

A Boolean attribute indicating whether or not a communication piece is the last one of a postal mail

container.
Applicable when a sorting plug-in is deployed.
Bundle ID

A number of a postal mail container.

Applicable when a sorting plug-in is deployed.
Communication Piece File Name
Communication Piece ID

Job name or Output file name related to a communication piece.

Unique number of a communication piece defined by the system.
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Communication Piece Number Serial number of a communication piece from the total of all the communication pieces.
Communication Profile Name Communication profile name as defined in Communication Profile | General Preferences
| Name.
Container File Name
Container Number
Creation Date

Container file name as generated while using the Quadient Presort plug-in.

Serial number of a container from the total of all the containers.

Indicates the date and time when an input file was uploaded to the OMS-500 server and a document

profile recognized (i.e. the date when the first document of a communication piece is created).
The value is not updated when an additional document is merged into the communication piece (see also Merging).
For the purpose of sorting, the Ascending order ensures that communication pieces with an earlier Creation Date
are produced first.
Delivery Type

Checks if the delivery type of a communication piece is set to one of the selected values:

● Physical
● Electronic
For the purpose of sorting, the Ascending order ensures that communication pieces with the Delivery type set to
Physical are produced first.
Document ID

Unique number of a document defined by the system.

Document Profile Name
Email Send Details

Document profile name as defined in Document Profiles | General Preferences | Name.

Details of an email produced by the system as defined in Communication Profile | Delivery | Email.

The details displayed are Recipient, CC, BCC, and Subject.
Enclosures Added

Number of enclosures added to a communication piece.

Envelope ID Unique number of an envelope defined by the system.
Envelope Name The envelope name as defined by the user in Media | Simple Envelopes or Smart Envelopes | General
Properties.
For the purpose of sorting, the Ascending order ensures that communication pieces where the assigned simple
envelope or smart envelope comes earlier in alphabetical order are produced first.
Envelope Number
Envelope Size

Serial number of an envelope from the total of all the envelopes.

The envelope size as selected by the user in Media | Envelopes | Envelopes Options (e.g. C5).

For the purpose of sorting, the Ascending order ensures that communication pieces with a smaller envelope are
produced first.
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File Counter

Appends the file name with a number indicating the order of an output file within a production batch

(taking into account batch sorting). The counter restarts with each production batch; the first output file within a
batch has the value 1.
If this attribute creates a part of a variable input pattern (e.g. output file name, attachment name, output companion
file, or output subfolder), the file counter includes leading zeroes (e.g. 000001). This ensures that, if sorted
alphabetically in the file system, the output files or folders are sorted correctly. If used as a numerical value, typically
by the SQL Data Control remote action plug-in, leading zeroes are excluded.
Input File Names Name of the original input files as uploaded to the system.
Input Names

Names of the Input Folders / Input Print Streams / Input Templates as defined in Configuration | Input

| General Preferences | Name of the respective input item.
Number of Pages

The number of pages in a communication piece. Depends on the settings of a particular sheet.

See also how to assign sheets to a document profile in Sheets.
For the purpose of sorting, the Ascending order ensures that communication pieces with fewer pages are produced
first.
Output File Name

Name of the output file.

Output Name

Name of the Output Folder / Printer or Plug-in.

Print Batch ID

Unique number of a print batch defined by the system.

PrintOnBothSides Used to define an output file name in Output File Options or an attachment name in an email output
channel.
Appends the file name with single sided or both sided.
Both sided applies if at least one sheet in the respective communication piece has the Print on both sides option
activated.
Print or Send Time The exact time when a communication piece or print batch was printed or sent.
Priority Checks if the priority of a communication piece is set to one of the selected values: Low, Medium, High, Urgent.
For the purpose of sorting, the Ascending order ensures that communication pieces are produced in the following
order: Low, Medium, High, Urgent.
Production Workflow Name Production workflow name as defined by the user in Production Workflow | General
Preferences | Name.
Run Production Username
Sorting Break Mark

The name of the user who started the production.

Defines whether or not a communication piece in a production batch, which is being sorted,

belongs to the same container as the preceding communication pieces. This attribute is of the Boolean type. If a
communication piece belongs to a different container than the preceding ones (which is recognized by a sorting
plug-in), the Sorting Break Mark's value is true.
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This attribute is only available if a sorting plug-in is defined.
Sorting Parameters
Sorting Result

Sorting parameters returned from the sorting plug-in while running production.

Returns a string from a postal address attribute parsed by a sorting plug-in (e.g. a ZIP code). This value

can be used in output file names or when defining output sub-folders.
Sorting Type

Type of sorting. It can either be OMS-500 Native Sorting defined in Production Workflow | Batch

Sorting, or the name of a sorting plug-in defined in System Settings | Plug-Ins.
Thickness

Thickness of a communication piece, i.e. thickness of all the sheets including enclosures and the envelope.

For the purpose of sorting, the Ascending order ensures that thinner communication pieces are produced first.

NOTE If no inserter is selected in Production Workflows | Output, the thickness of a communication piece
is not calculated (it is zero).

Total Communication Pieces in Batch

The number of communication pieces in one production batch.

Total Communication Pieces in Container
Total Documents

The number of communication pieces in one container.

The total number of documents within a communication piece.

See also Merging.
For the purpose of sorting, the Ascending order ensures that communication pieces with fewer documents are
produced first.
Total Envelopes The number of used envelopes.
Total Pages in Batch

The number of pages in one batch.

Total Pages in Container

The number of pages in one container.

Total Sheets The number of sheets within a communication piece. Includes physical and electronic enclosures.
See also how to assign sheets to a document profile in Sheets.
For the purpose of sorting, the Ascending order ensures that communication pieces with fewer sheets are produced
first.
Volume Used
Weight

Number of transactions deducted from the total number of transactions.

Weight of a communication piece, i.e. weight of all the sheets including enclosures and the envelope (if

assigned, see How to Insert Communication Pieces into Envelopes).
For the purpose of sorting, the Ascending order ensures that communication pieces with lower weight are produced
first.
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12.3

Dynamic Text Formatting

You can format data directly in your input data file (XML, CSV, line data) uploaded to OMS-500 and processed via input
template.
To apply the formatting, activate option in the selected content area of an input template. See also Content Area Section.
If not activated, the markup elements are displayed as text.

12.3.1

Syntax

The formatting of the input data is defined by a markup language similar to HTML or XML. Elements are enclosed in
angle brackets <b>.
In case a data file with invalid markup fails in production, download a report to find the record causing the error. The
report is available in Control Center | Input | Download Report. See also Download Report.

EXAMPLE

Example: text defined as

Hello <b>world</b>!

will be printed as
Hello world!

NOTE
● Markup elements and attribute names are case sensitive and use lower case letters.
● Boolean parameters can have the following values: 0, 1, F, T, FALSE, TRUE, N, Y, NO, YES. They are
not case sensitive.
● For XML data input, the dynamic text tags should be HTML-encoded, otherwise the XML file will be invalid.
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12.3.2

Available Markup Elements

The available markup elements are:
● <p> – Paragraph
● <t> – Text style
● <font> – Font
<p> – Paragraph This element starts a new paragraph.
The available attributes are:
Attribute name

Type

Default value

alignment

keyword

left

Function
Text alignment (optional). The permitted values are:
left, right, center, justifyleft, justifyright, justifycenter,
and justifyblock.

leftindent

double with

0.00mm

unit
rightindent

double with

Determines the space on the left side of the paragraph.
This setting applies to all lines of the paragraph.

0.00mm

unit

Determines the space on the right side of the
paragraph. This setting applies to all lines of the
paragraph.

first→

double with

lineleftindent

unit

spacebeforeon→

bool

0.00mm

Determines the space on the left side of the first line
of the paragraph.

no

Determines if the value set by spacebefore will be
applied when the current paragraph is the first

first

paragraph in a content area.
When set to NO, the paragraph always starts at the
top of the content area regardless of the setting made
by spacebefore. When YES is set, the value set by
spacebefore is always applied.
spacebefore

double with

0.00mm

Sets the vertical space before the paragraph.

0.00mm

Sets the vertical space after the paragraph.

unit
spaceafter

double with
unit

linespacingtype

keyword

additional

Sets the space between the lines of the text. Permitted
values are: additional, atleast, exact, and multipleof.

linespacing

double with
unit

0.00mm

Sets the line spacing (see the linespacingtype
parameter above).
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Attribute name

Type

Default value

ignoreemptylines

bool

no

defaulttab

double with

12.50mm

Function
Determines whether empty lines will be printed or not.
Sets the default distance between tabs.

unit
<t> – Text style This element applies a text style on the text content.
The available attributes are:
Attribute name

Type

Default value

affectsupersub→

bool

yes

Function
If set to YES, superscript/subscript will be struck
through independently from the remaining text. If set

scriptstrikethrough

to NO, superscript/subscript will be will be struck
through as if it was normal text.
affectsupersub→

bool

yes

If set to YES, superscript/subscript will be underlined
independently from the remaining text. If set to NO,

scriptunderline

superscript/subscript will be will be underlined as if it
was normal text.
baselineshift

double with

0.00mm

unit

Determines the space between the characters and the
baseline.

bold

bool

no

If set to YES, the text will be bold.

color

RGB

black

Enters the fill color for glyphs.

fontlocation

location

empty

Location of the font file.

fontsize

double with

10.0pt

Set the size of the font you wish to use, e.g. 12.0pt.

unit
horizontalscale

percent

100

Horizontally scales the text by the specified percentage,
e.g. <t horizontalscale=150>Text.

intercharspacing

double with

0.00mm

Determines the space between individual characters.

unit
italic

bool

no

If set to YES, the text will be italicized.

kerning

bool

no

If set to YES, kerning is applied to the text style.

smallcap

bool

no

If set to YES, the text will be written in small caps. Small
caps means that lowercase letters are capitalized but
are slightly smaller than uppercase letters.

smallcapsize

percent

70%

strikethrough

bool

no

Sets the small cap size.
If set to YES, the text will be struck through.
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Attribute name

Type

Default value

Function

strikethroughoff→

percent

23.60%

percent

7.30%

subscript

bool

no

subscriptoffset

percent

33.00%

superscript

bool

no

superscriptoff→

percent

33.00%

Sets the superscript offset from the baseline.

percent

58.00%

Sets the size of the superscript/subscript.

underline

bool

no

underlineoffset

percent

10.60%

Sets the underline offset from the baseline.

underlinewidth

percent

7.30%

Sets the underline width.

urltarget

string

empty

Sets a URL link which will be active in the output files

Sets the strikethrough offset from the baseline.

set
strikethrough→

Sets the strikethrough width.

width

If set to YES, the text will be written as subscript.
Sets the subscript offset from the baseline.
If set to YES, the text will be written as superscript.

set
supersub→
scriptsize

If set to YES, the text will be underlined.

in PDF or TNO format.

NOTE

Links to Internet resources must begin

with the http:// or https:// prefix, otherwise the
link may not work.

<font> – Format

Controls which font will be used for the text content.

Attribute name

Type

Default value

Function

fontlocation

location

empty

Location of the font file.

size

double with

10.0pt

The size of the font you wish to use, e.g. 12.0pt.

black

The fill color for glyphs.

unit
color

RGB
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12.4

Input File Scripting Reference

In this section:

Script Editor
OMS-500 Specific Objects and
Methods
Text Files (TXT) Processing
Comma Separated Values (CSV)
Processing
Extensible Markup Language (XML)
File Processing
Helper Objects

12.4.1

Script Editor

The script editor helps to enter and edit scripts to modify input data in the Script section of an input folder or input
print stream.
Its features include:
● Code completion functionality
● Intelligent text highlighting and indentation
● Script syntax validation
The programming language is JavaScript. The script editor provides all standard JavaScript options which are marked
by the respective JavaScript standard (e.g. the ecma5 standard).
In addition to standard JavaScript options, you can use objects and methods specific for OMS-500. These objects and
methods are designed to enhance and customize data files, typically used as a data source for input templates (CSV,
XML or TXT data files).
This section lists OMS-500-specific objects and methods that you can use for input file scripting. The code completion
feature marks them as oms500, and the context-sensitive help briefly describes each object or method.
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TIP

For further reference on standard JavaScript options, see the JavaScript tutorial and reference available

at https://www.w3schools.com/js/

12.4.2
12.4.2.1

.

OMS-500 Specific Objects and Methods
Text Files (TXT) Processing

Text file processing objects and methods help you customize your TXT input data.
You can process customized text files on input using the Line data option in Input Templates.

Objects
● textReader
● textWriter

textReader Object
Reads data from an input text file.
Available Methods
setEncoding(encoding: encoding)

Sets an input file's encoding.

Call this method before the data is read from a file.
The result of calling returns the textReader value.
For the list of available encoding values, refer to the encoding object.
isEndOfStream()

Indicates whether the current stream position is at the end of the stream.

Returns a Boolean value (true/false).
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readLine()

Reads a line from an input file.

Returns a string.
read(length: number)

Reads a string of a specified length (i.e. the number of characters) from an input file.

Returns a string.

textWriter Object
Writes data to a scripted file.
Available Methods
setEncoding(encoding: encoding)

Sets a scripted file's encoding.

Call this method before the data is written to a scripted file.
The result of the calling returns the textWriter value.
writeLine(line: string)

Writes a line to the scripted file.

This method returns no value.
write(text: string)

Writes text to the scripted file.

This method returns no value.
setFileExtension(extension: string)

Sets the scripted file's file extension.

This method returns no value.

TXT Files Script Examples
Make Lines Lower Case
The following script makes all lines lower case and counts the number of rows in the scripted file.

let rows = 0;
while(!textReader.isEndOfStream()) {
let line = textReader.readLine();
let transformedLine = line.toLowerCase();
textWriter.writeLine(transformedLine);
rows++;
}
textWriter.writeLine('rows: ' + rows);

Change File Encoding
The following script reads an input file in the ASCII encoding and writes the scripted file in the UTF-8 encoding.
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textReader.setEncoding(encoding.ascii());
textWriter.setEncoding(encoding.utf8());
while (!textReader.isEndOfStream()) {
let line = textReader.readLine();
textWriter.writeLine(transformedLine);
}

12.4.2.2

Comma Separated Values (CSV) Processing

CSV file processing objects and methods help you customize your input data of the CSV format.
You can process customized CSV files on input using the CSV data option in Input Templates.

Objects
● csvReader
● csvWriter

csvReader Object
Reads data from an input CSV data file.
Available Methods
setEncoding(encoding: encoding)

Sets a file's encoding.

Call this method before the data is read from an input data file.
The result of the calling returns the csvReader value.
setSeparator(separator: string)

Sets a column separator.

Call this method before the data is read from an input data file.
The default value is a comma <,>.
isEndOfStream()

Indicates whether the current stream position is at the end of the stream.

Returns a Boolean value (true/false).
readHeader()

Reads the header line from the stream. This sets column names and makes data accessible.

Returns a Boolean value: true if the header has been read, otherwise it returns false.
readLine()

Reads the next file from the stream.

Returns a Boolean value: true if a line has been read, false when there is no line to read.
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get(column: number|string)

Gets a value from the current row and column, specified by its index or name.

To reference a column name, you have to define columns' names. To do so, you need to first call the readHeader
method of the csvReader object.
Returns a string.
set(column: number|string, value: string)

Sets a value in the current row and column, specified by its index or

name.
To reference a column name, you have to define columns' names. To do so, you need to first call the readHeader
method of the csvReader object.
This method returns no value.
addLine()

Adds a new empty line to the reader.

Returns a Boolean value (true/false).
addColumn(value: string, columnName: string)

Adds a new value at the end of the current line.

The column name is optional.
This method returns no value.
removeColumn(column: number|string)

Removes a value from the current row and column, specified by its index or

name.
This method returns no value.
lineLength()

Returns the number of columns of the current line.

csvWriter Object
Writes data to the resulting data file.
Available Methods
setEncoding(encoding: encoding)

Sets a file encoding.

Call this method before the data are written to a resulting file.
The result of the calling returns the csvWriter value.
setSeparator(separator: string)

Sets a column separator.

Call this method before the data are written to a resulting file.
The result of calling returns the csvWriter value.
The default value is a comma <,>.
writeLine(csvReader: csvReader)

Writes a current line from the csvReader object to the resulting data file.
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This method returns no value.

CSV File Processing Examples
Access a Column by its Index
The following script makes the text in the fifth column of a CSV file lower case.
Access the column by its index. Columns are indexed from 0.

csvReader.readHeader();
csvWriter.writeLine(csvReader);
while(!csvReader.isEndOfStream()) {
csvReader.readLine();
let address = csvReader.get(4);
csvReader.set(4, address.toLowerCase());
csvWriter.writeLine(csvReader);
}

Access a Column by its Name
The following script makes the 'Address' column lower case.
Access the column by its name.

csvReader.readHeader(); // This call is mandatory to access a column by its name.
csvWriter.writeLine(csvReader);
while (!csvReader.isEndOfStream()) {
csvReader.readLine();
let address = csvReader.get('Address');
csvReader.set('Address', address.toLowerCase());
csvWriter.writeLine(csvReader);
}

Remove a Column from a File
The following script removes a column from a file.

csvReader.readHeader();
csvReader.removeColumn('Password');
csvWriter.writeLine(csvReader);
while (!csvReader.isEndOfStream()) {
csvReader.readLine();
csvReader.removeColumn('Password');
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csvWriter.writeLine(csvReader);
}

Add a Column to a File
The following script adds a new column to a file.

csvReader.readHeader();
csvReader.addColumn('Phone');
csvWriter.writeLine(csvReader);
while (!csvReader.isEndOfStream()) {
csvReader.readLine();
csvReader.addColumn('Phone', '+420000111333');
csvWriter.writeLine(csvReader);
}

Add a New Line to a File
The following script adds a new line to a file.

csvReader.addLine();
csvReader.addColumn('Name', 'John Doe');
csvReader.addColumn('Phone', '+420000111333');
csvWriter.writeLine(csvReader);

csvReader.addLine();
csvReader.addColumn('Name', 'Jane Doe');
csvReader.addColumn('Phone', '+420333444555');
csvWriter.writeLine(csvReader);

12.4.2.3

Extensible Markup Language (XML) File Processing

XML file processing objects and methods help you customize your XML input data.
You can process customized XML files on input using the XML data option in Input Templates.

Objects
● xmlReader
● xmlWriter
● xmlNodeType
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xmlReader Object
Represents a reader that provides forward-only access to XML data.
Available Methods
read()

Reads the following node of the XML structure from the stream.

Returns a Boolean value: true if a node has been read, false when there is no node to read.
readElementContent()

Reads a current XML element and returns its content as a string object.

This only applies to an element with text content (tree leaves), not for an element with an element content.
getName()

Gets the name of the current node.

Returns a string.
getValue()

Gets the text value of the current node.

Returns a string.
getNamespaceUri()

Gets the namespace URI, as defined in the W3C namespace specification, of the node on which

the reader is positioned.
Returns a string.
getPrefix()

Gets the namespace prefix associated with the current node.

Returns a string.
getAttribute(name: string)

Gets the value of the attribute of a specified name.

Returns a string.
getAttributeCount()

Gets the number of attributes of the current node.

Returns a number.
moveToAttribute(index: number)

Moves to the attribute with the specified index.

This method returns no value.
isNodeType(nodeType: number)

Specifies whether a current node has a selected nodeType parameter.

For the nodeType parameter value, see the xmlNodeType helper object.
Returns a Boolean value: true if the current node has the selected nodeType parameter, false when the the parameter
differs.
isEndOfStream()

Indicates whether the reader is positioned at the end of the stream.

Returns a Boolean value (true/false).
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skip()

Skips the current node and all its children.

This method returns no value.
Advances the xmlReader object to the next matching

readToDescendant(name: string, namespaceUri: string)

descendant element.
The namespaceURI parameter is mandatory only if XML elements use it.
Returns a Boolean value (true/false).
readToFollowing(name: string, namespaceUri: string)

Reads the file until the named element is found.

The namespaceURI parameter is mandatory only if XML elements use it.
Returns a Boolean value (true/false).
readToNextSibling(name: string, namespaceUri: string)

Advances the xmlReader object to the next matching

sibling element.
Returns a Boolean value (true/false).

xmlWriter Object
Represents a writer that provides a forward-only way to generate files that contain XML data.
Available Methods
setEncoding(encoding: encoding)

Sets a file encoding.

Call this method before the data is read from a file.
The result of the calling returns the xmlWriter value.
setIndent(indent: bool)

Indicates whether to indent elements.

Call this method before the data are read from a file.
The result of the calling returns the xmlWriter value.
The default value is true.
writeAttribute(name: string, value: string, namespaceUri: string, prefix: string)

Writes an attribute with

a specified value.
The namespaceUri and prefix parameters are optional.
This method returns no value.
writeCData(text: string)

Writes a specified text in the <![CDATA[...]]> section. This prevents characters inside

the section to be interpreted as markup.
This method returns no value.
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writeComment(text: string)

Writes text into a comment <!--...--> element.

This method returns no value.
writeElement(name: string, value: string, namespaceUri: string, prefix: string)

Writes an element containing

a string value.
The namespaceUri and prefix parameters are optional.
This method returns no value.
Closes open elements or attributes..

writeEndDocument()

This method returns no value.
writeEndElement()

Closes an element.

This method returns no value.
writeStartDocument()

Writes an XML declaration.

This method returns no value.
writeStartElement(name: string, namespaceUri: string, prefix: string)

Writes a specified start tag.

The namespaceUri and prefix parameters are optional.
This method returns no value.
writeContent(text: string)

Writes a single string value.

This method returns no value.

xmlNodeType Object
Specifies the type of an XML node. It is used as enumeration.
Available Methods
none()

Returned by the xmlReader object if the Read method has not been called.

Returns a number.
element()

An element (e.g. <item>).

Returns a number.
attribute()

An attribute (e.g. id='123').

Returns a number.
text()

Text content of a node.

Returns a number.
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CDATA()

A CDATA section (e.g. <![CDATA[my escaped text]]>).

Returns a number.
A reference to an entity (e.g. &num;).

entityReference()

Returns a number.
entity()

An entity declaration (e.g. <!ENTITY...>).

Returns a number.
processingInstruction()

A processing instruction (e.g. <?pi test?>).

Returns a number.
comment()

A comment (e.g. <!--my comment-->).

Returns a number.
document()

A document object which, as the root of the document tree, provides access to the entire XML document.

Returns a number.
documentType()

A document type declaration, (e.g. <!DOCTYPE>).

Returns a number.
documentFragment()

A document fragment.

Returns a number.
notation()

A notation in a document type declaration (e.g. < !NOTATION...>).

Returns a number.
whitespace()

A white space between markup.

Returns a number.
significantWhitespace()

A white space between markup in a mixed content model, or a white space within the

xml:space=\"preserve\" scope.

Returns a number.
endElement()

An end of an element tag (e.g. </item>).

Returns a number.
endEntity()

Returned when the xmlReader gets to the end of the entity replacement.

Returns a number.
xmlDeclaration()

An XML declaration (e.g. <?xml version='1.0'?>).
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Returns a number.

XML File Processing Examples
Sample XML File
The examples below apply to the following XML sample file:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<bookstore>
<book genre="autobiography" publicationdate="1981-03-22" ISBN="1-861003-11-0">
<title>The Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin</title>
<author>
<first-name>Benjamin</first-name>
<last-name>Franklin</last-name>
</author>
<price>8.99</price>
</book>
<book genre="novel" publicationdate="1967-11-17" ISBN="0-201-63361-2">
<title>The Confidence Man</title>
<author>
<first-name>Herman</first-name>
<last-name>Melville</last-name>
</author>
<price>11.99</price>
</book>
</bookstore>

Copy File to Output
The following script copies an input XML data file with no modification to output.

xmlWriter.writeStartDocument();
while (xmlReader.read()) {
if (xmlReader.isNodeType(xmlNodeType.element())) {
xmlWriter.writeStartElement(xmlReader.getName());
for (let i = 0; i < xmlReader.getAttributeCount(); i++) {
xmlReader.moveToAttribute(i);
xmlWriter.writeAttribute(xmlReader.getName(), xmlReader.getValue());
}
}
else if (xmlReader.isNodeType(xmlNodeType.endElement())) {
xmlWriter.writeEndElement();
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}
else if (xmlReader.isNodeType(xmlNodeType.text())) {
xmlWriter.writeContent(xmlReader.getValue());
}
}
xmlWriter.writeEndDocument();

Copy File with NamespaceUri Parameters to Output
The following script copies an input XML data file containing the namespaceUri parameter with no modification to
output.

xmlWriter.writeStartDocument();
while (xmlReader.read()) {
if (xmlReader.isNodeType(xmlNodeType.element())) {
xmlWriter.writeStartElement(xmlReader.getName(), xmlReader.getNamespaceUri(), xmlReader.get→
Prefix());
for (let i = 0; i < xmlReader.getAttributeCount(); i++) {
xmlReader.moveToAttribute(i);
xmlWriter.writeAttribute(xmlReader.getName(), xmlReader.getValue(), xmlReader.get→
NamespaceUri(), xmlReader.getPrefix());
}
}
else if (xmlReader.isNodeType(xmlNodeType.endElement())) {
xmlWriter.writeEndElement();
}
else if (xmlReader.isNodeType(xmlNodeType.text())) {
xmlWriter.writeContent(xmlReader.getValue());
}
}
xmlWriter.writeEndDocument();

Create a Flattened XML File
The following script creates a new XML file and flattens its structure.

xmlWriter.writeStartDocument();
xmlWriter.writeStartElement('books');
while (xmlReader.readToFollowing('book')) {
xmlReader.readToDescendant('title');
let title = xmlReader.readElementContent();
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xmlWriter.writeElement('book', title);
}
xmlWriter.writeEndDocument();

The script uses the sample XML file to create the following XML file:

<? xml version = "1.0" encoding = "utf-8"?>
<books>
<book>The Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin</book>
<book>The Confidence Man</book>
</books>

Convert Attributes into Elements
The following script creates a new XML file and converts its attributes into elements:

xmlWriter.writeStartDocument();
while (xmlReader.read()) {
if (xmlReader.isNodeType(xmlNodeType.element())) {
xmlWriter.writeStartElement(xmlReader.getName());
for (let i = 0; i < xmlReader.getAttributeCount(); i++) {
xmlReader.moveToAttribute(i);
xmlWriter.writeElement(xmlReader.getName(), xmlReader.getValue());
}
}
else if (xmlReader.isNodeType(xmlNodeType.endElement())) {
xmlWriter.writeEndElement();
}
else if (xmlReader.isNodeType(xmlNodeType.text())) {
xmlWriter.writeContent(xmlReader.getValue());
}
}
xmlWriter.writeEndDocument();

The script uses the sample XML file to create the following XML file:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<bookstore>
<book>
<genre>autobiography</genre>
<publicationdate>1981-03-22</publicationdate>
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<ISBN>1-861003-11-0</ISBN>
<title>The Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin</title>
<author>
<first-name>Benjamin</first-name>
<last-name>Franklin</last-name>
</author>
<price>8.99</price>
</book>
<book>
<genre>novel</genre>
<publicationdate>1967-11-17</publicationdate>
<ISBN>0-201-63361-2</ISBN>
<title>The Confidence Man</title>
<author>
<first-name>Herman</first-name>
<last-name>Melville</last-name>
</author>
<price>11.99</price>
</book>
</bookstore>

Create a File with Filtered Elements
The following script creates a new XML file containing elements filtered according to a selected value (e.g. a list of
books whose 'genre' is 'novel').

xmlWriter.writeStartDocument();
xmlWriter.writeStartElement('books');
while (xmlReader.readToFollowing('book')) {
if (xmlReader.getAttribute('genre') !== 'novel') {
xmlReader.skip();
continue;
}
xmlReader.readToDescendant('title');
let title = xmlReader.readElementContent();
xmlReader.readToNextSibling('author');
xmlReader.readToDescendant('first-name');
let firstName = xmlReader.readElementContent();
xmlReader.readToNextSibling('last-name');
let lastName = xmlReader.readElementContent();

xmlWriter.writeStartElement('book');
xmlWriter.writeAttribute('genre', 'novel');
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xmlWriter.writeElement('title', title);
xmlWriter.writeElement('author', firstName + ' ' + lastName);
xmlWriter.writeEndElement();
}
xmlWriter.writeEndDocument();

The script uses the sample XML file to create the following XML file.

<? xml version = "1.0" encoding = "utf-8"?>
<books>
<book genre="novel">
<title>The Confidence Man</title>
<author>Herman Melville</author>
</book>
</books>

Convert a CSV File to XML
The following script converts an input data file of the CSV format into a file of the XML format:

let header = csvReader.readHeader();
xmlWriter.writeStartDocument();
xmlWriter.writeStartElement('Customers');
while(!csvReader.isEndOfStream()) {
let line = csvReader.readLine();
xmlWriter.writeStartElement('Customer');
xmlWriter.writeElement('CustomerId', line.get('CUSTOMERID'));
xmlWriter.writeStartElement('Name');
xmlWriter.writeElement('FirstName', line.get('FIRSTNAME'));
xmlWriter.writeElement('LastName', line.get('LASTNAME'));
xmlWriter.writeEndElement();
xmlWriter.writeStartElement('Address');
xmlWriter.writeElement('Street', line.get('STREET'));
xmlWriter.writeElement('City', line.get('CITY'));
xmlWriter.writeElement('Country', line.get('COUNTRY'));
xmlWriter.writeEndElement();
xmlWriter.writeElement('Mobile', line.get('MOBILE'));
xmlWriter.writeEndElement();
}
xmlWriter.writeEndDocument();

The input CSV data file has the following structure:
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CUSTOMERID, FIRSTNAME, LASTNAME, STREET, CITY, COUNTRY, MOBILE
3414, Johannes, Planck, Kopernikstrasse 54, Kiel, D, 60504030201
3415, Elizabeth, Miles, Watson Street, Liverpool, E, 60504030202
3416, Anne, Bolliger, Route 66, Davos, U, 60504030203

The resulting XML file has the following structure:

<?xml version= "1.0" encoding= "utf-8" ?>
<Customers>
<Customer>
<CustomerId>3414</CustomerId>
<Name>
<FirstName>Johannes</FirstName>
<LastName>Planck</LastName>
</Name>
<Address>
<Street>Kopernikstrasse 54</Street>
<City>Kiel</City>
<Country>D</Country>
</Address>
<Mobile>60504030201</Mobile>
</Customer>
<Customer>
<CustomerId>3415</CustomerId>
<Name>
<FirstName>Elizabeth</FirstName>
<LastName>Miles</LastName>
</Name>
<Address>
<Street>Watson Street</Street>
<City>Liverpool</City>
<Country>E</Country>
</Address>
<Mobile>60504030202</Mobile>
</Customer>
<Customer>
<CustomerId>3416</CustomerId>
<Name>
<FirstName>Anne</FirstName>
<LastName>Bolliger</LastName>
</Name>
<Address>
<Street>Route 66</Street>
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<City>Davos</City>
<Country>U</Country>
</Address>
<Mobile>60504030203</Mobile>
</Customer>
</Customers>

12.4.2.4

Creating (Empty) Data Documents

The following object and methods help you create empty data documents out of a data file.
Use the documentWriter object when creating data documents to append communications with external data (see the
Data documents option in Scripted file destination).

documentWriter Object
Creates documents that contain attributes.
Available Methods
createDocument()

Creates an empty document.

createTextAttribute(string name, string value)

Creates a new text attribute and includes it in the current

document.
createNumberAttribute(string name, number value)

Creates a new number attribute and includes it in the current

document.
createDateTimeAttribute(string name, string value)

Creates a new date/time attribute and includes it in the

current document.
createPostalAddressAttribute(string name, string value)

Creates a new postal address attribute and includes

it in the current document.
createBooleanAttribute(string name, boolean value)

Creates a new Boolean attribute and includes it in the current

document.
createPostalAddressLineAttribute(string name, string value)

Creates a new postal address line attribute and

includes it in the current document.

Data Documents Example
For an example, see Use Scripting to Append Documents with External Data.
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12.4.2.5

Helper Objects

You can use helper objects in scripts irrespective of the data file format.
● encoding
● documentWriter

encoding Object
Returns all available encodings. It is used as enumeration.
Available Methods
ascii()

Gets the ASCII encoding.

utf7()

Gets the UTF-7 encoding.

utf8()

Gets the UTF-8 encoding.

utf32()

Gets the UTF-32 encoding.

unicode()

Gets the Unicode (UTF-16) encoding.

bigEndianUnicode()

Gets the Unicode big-endian (UTF-16) encoding.

Helper Objects Example
For an example, see Change File Encoding.
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Glossary
Attribute

A data container which stores variable data either extracted from document zones defined by the user

(custom-defined attributes) or data generated by the system (system-defined attributes). Each attribute has a data
type (e.g. Text, Date/Time) to indicate how the values extracted should be treated. Attributes are used in business
rules and can serve as placeholders for defining file naming conventions or customized email content.
Business rule

A condition or a command which determines what a particular part of OMS-500 should do and under

which conditions. Using business rules you can create a wide range of processing scenarios. To define a business
rule you can combine both predefined options and your own objects, attributes and other settings. Business rules
are entered in the business rule editor which offers all available options.
Channel

A generic term for the ways to receive input files and collect processed files on output.

Communication piece

One or more documents which belong to the same recipient and are inserted into one envelope

(or sent in one email). Includes enclosures.
Communication profile

A combination of rules according to which documents and enclosures are put together to

create a communication piece.
Document

A communication with a defined beginning and end which is intended for one recipient, e.g. one invoice

for one customer with ten pages on six sheets. One or more documents for a single recipient can then create a
communication piece.
Document profile

A combination of rules according to which an input file is split into documents and the documents

are subsequently processed (layout and/or content modified, etc.). A document profile is related to one particular
type of document, e.g. a patient invoice, physician invoice, lab report.
Enclosure

A part of a communication piece which has the same content for multiple recipients and no address (e.g.

a promotional leaflet, terms and conditions).
Hot folder A folder which sends a file to OMS-500 for processing immediately after the file appears in the folder. To
submit a file in this way, use input folders linked to a remote location or input print streams.
Input print stream An input channel which forwards input files to OMS-500 from third-party applications. A third-party
application (e.g. Microsoft Word) prints the input files into the PS format and sends them to a remote location
(which is linked to the input print stream) using PS Writer Hot Folder. When the remote location detects PS files,
it immediately sends them to OMS-500 for processing.
Inserter A machine which groups printed documents into communication pieces, folds them and inserts them into
envelopes. Inserters read optical marks or barcodes which are printed on each sheet and perform all operations on
the basis of the encoded information (inserting, diverting incomplete documents for manual handling, etc.).
Medium

A generic term for an object on which the output can be rendered.

Merging

A process of putting two or more documents together to create a communication piece (e.g. an invoice and

an overview which belong to one customer according to the documents' customer ID).
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Mixed input file

An input file where each document can belong to a different document profile. E.g. a single input file

contains invoices and postal orders.
OMS-500 Aggregator Manager

A client-side interface of OMS-500 in addition to the application's web interface. It

registers a remote location and enables you to upload and download files from computers other than where
OMS-500 server is installed and send input print streams. To use OMS-500 Aggregator, you need to run a separate
installer.
Page

Can be printed on the front or back side of a sheet. Every generated page is counted, regardless of how it is

printed (single-sided, double sided or several pages onto one side of the sheet).
Production

A process of producing communication pieces using a selected channel (e.g. printing or sending e-mails).

Production batch

A collection of communication pieces to be produced at one time within one production workflow.

Production workflow

A combination of rules according to which selected communication pieces are produced.

PS Writer Hot Folder

A virtual printer which forwards files from third-party applications (e.g. Microsoft Word) to

OMS-500 for processing. After you print files in a text editor using PS Writer Hot Folder as the printer, it converts
files into PostScript and sends them to a linked remote location, where the files create an input print stream. To
use PS Writer Hot Folder, you need to run a separate installer.
Remote location

A system of input and output folders located in a computer file system which communicate with

the OMS-500 server. Using these folders you can upload files to OMS-500 directly from your computer file system
and subsequently archive them on output. Remote locations also accept input print streams from third-party
applications and send them to OMS-500 for processing. You can only use remote locations if you install OMS-500
Aggregator either on the OMS-500 server computer or other client computers.
Resource
Sheet

A generic term for an object which can be part of the output (an enclosures, overlays, envelope, etc.).

A sheet of paper with a front and a back side.

Sorting A process of ordering communication pieces within a print batch according to the defined criteria (e.g. recipient
address, envelope size, etc.).
TNO

An internal format into which OMS-500 converts all files irrespective of the input file format. This format is native

to Inspire Designer.
Transaction

A unit counted for each processed page (single-sided printing). The number of transactions is determined

by the license.
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A
about,

backup, 366

458

action instances,

(See also export)

550

(See also remote actions)

banner sheets

address carriers

~ define,

~ add to communication piece,
~ assign to envelopes,
~ define,

215

319

~ suppress empty lines,

300

Boolean,

303

border styles,

349

~ define position within communication piece, 306

~ apply to content area,

~ place optical marks,

~ apply to table borders,

~ place overlays,

315, 326

313, 325

~ split documents,
194

~ format address lines,
~ ignore uncleansed,

~ line breaks,
312

400

business rules,
315

~ remove unwanted characters,

318

663

~ ~ example,

312

~ ~ example,

~ deploy a plug-in,
~ exchange files,

calculated data fields,

384

~ examples,

234

~ addresses,

37, 60

~ remove,

~ download related installers,

70

~ output in subfolders on hard drive,
~ output on FTP/SFTP server,
~ create,

315, 663
162

~ custom-defined,

315

~ define using rules,
~ external,

620

332

~ system-defined,

636

233

Cloud

52

~ ~ input templates,

399

clipped content

~ input files in output folder

attributes,

101

cleansing

259, 582

~ ~ input folder,

91

~ use in layout selection,

375

~ input API URL,

90

(See also scripting)

API
~ API keys,

596

C
542

543

~ set parameters,

594

386

277

~ define exchange folder,

587

589

~ execution type,

~ (DEP) dynamic envelope printer,

archive,

124

~ evaluation type,

AIMS
~ configure inserters,

159

124

~ page breaks,

~ postal address attribute type,
~ suppress empty lines,

130

breaks

399

~ cleansing set up,

116

boundary recognition

addresses
~ cleansing plug-in,

324

102, 318

259

256

~ licensing,

13

~ remote locations,
~ specifics,

12

~ tenants,

458

~ users,

456

13

code definition,
colors,

14, 456

268

347

~ apply color background to addresses ,
~ apply to additional text,

196

179, 309, 324
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~ fill content area,
~ fill table cells,

~ in Cloud,

116

12

~ on-premises,

130

communication pieces,

design components,

663

communication profiles,

10

200, 663

digital signature,

346

250

~ timestamp, 250

configuration
~ export,

366

~ timestamp service plug-in,

~ import,

363

~ use certificate,

container number,
content areas,
~ create,

250

discard

238

~ production,

108

~ copy and paste,

235

document boundaries,

109

159

(See also split)

108

~ set rule,

~ lock position, 109

617

document profile

~ overflow, 112
control center

~ use input template as sample,

~ delete unused items,

document profiles,

357

71

663

documents, 663

CSV
~ create from document data,
~ customize production log,
~ use as datasource,

253
551

434

~ use as input data,

E
electronic output,

66

262

~ define channel,

262

D

~ define content,

218

data

~ Neotouch,

~ digitally sign attachments,
609

~ resubmit,

~ repeat,

99

~ select for production,

~ use CSV data,

332

~ SMTP,

~ view, 198

emails,

data fields

491

117

397

397

~ production notification,

~ nesting

~ set up and send,

~ ~ flattening,

135

~ suppress in add text,
434
434

~ SQL Server,

563

216

empty lines

database

438

179, 309

~ suppress in address carrier,

312

~ suppress in banner sheets,

324

enclosures

date

~ add to communication piece,

~ convert format,

604

~ draw from local drive/URL,

~ convert from string by script,
~ define format,

90

356

~ extract from document,

~ electronic,

604

~ physical,
~ set rule,

~ unused items,

357

DEP (dynamic envelope printer),
11

329

330, 345

342

~ ~ define inserter feeder,

delete

212-213

326

~ multi-language,

~ define format for data display, 319

deployment,

235

(See also electronic output)

~ insert into layout,

~ external,

264

388

~ extract,

~ CSV,

415

345

631

encrypt
234

~ PDF,

249

~ set password,

232
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enhanced search
~ set rule,
envelopes,

~ use in condition,

603, 623

input print streams, 663

291, 298

~ define,

~ add to communication piece,
~ assign address carrier,

input templates,

300
296

632

~ split communication piece to multiple,
export,

53

~ use in condition,

214

~ assign inserter's envelope selection,
~ set rule,

468

298

~ CSV,

470

59

66

~ licensing,

61

~ line data,

65

~ link to remote location,

366

external datasources,

~ tables,

434

70

126

~ XML, 65

F

inserter,

~ code definition,

fax, 226, 390, 395

~ ~ input folders,

~ trigger document functions,

70

~ store unsupported files,

234
234

inserters, 663

542

135

L

422

~ embed,

languages,

249

~ include original,

423

~ assign to document,

249

~ replace on output,
FTP/SFTP,

633

~ trigger conditional functions,

51

~ ~ input templates,

279

~ set conditional function,

~ input files by extension

fonts,

268

~ configuration sheet,

filter

flatten,

265

~ set rule,

52

layer,

259

168

621

154

layouts

H

~ apply multiple,

help,

license,

20

hot folders,

445

line data,

663

98

65, 72

~ data fields
~ ~ nesting,

I

80

~ use as input data,

images,

338

lines,

(See also overlays)
111

logout

363

~ automatic,

~ optical mark profile from OMS-200,
input,

463, 468
158

~ production log,

~ format overview, 35

551

LPD,

368

53

~ enable in remote location,

543

72

M

~ mixed input files
~ ~ input templates,
input folders,

logs
~ export for support, 459

(See also mixed input files)
~ line data,

366

368

~ customized production CSV,

(See also upload)
input files,

351

(See also border styles)

~ insert in input template,
import,

65

36

66

machine ID,

445
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mail merge,
merging,

138

P

204, 663

padding

(See also release condition)
mixed input files,

~ borders in tables,

664

~ input print streams,

56-57

~ modify document profile,
~ modify input folder,

~ scale,

158

191

page numbering

39

~ page number,

N

~ total pages,
pages,

Neotouch,

388
80

425

~ change,

17

~ change on-premises,
563

~ policy,

number
~ parse,

PCL 5,

39

PCL 6,

282

17

~ unsupported transformations,

OMS-500 Advanced Printer Control,
OMS-500 Aggregator Manager,

567

11, 539, 664

~ remove clipped content,
plug-ins,

431

~ place in envelope window,
~ place on sheet side,

315, 326

382

~ in Cloud,

13

ports

233

~ direct print,

output, 484
~ download processed files, 484

~ LPD,

~ move output back to input,

~ proxy,

545

~ SMTP,

398

output companion file,

261

253

~ select for production,

544

~ on input,

232

39

~ on output,

output folders

248

preview

256

~ data,

105

198

~ document,

105

~ specify for content area,
~ specify for page,

544

PostScript

output folder, 246

~ example,

233

249

~ custom, 382

optical marks

~ subfolder,

282

PDF
~ specify subset,

(See also remote locations)
optical mark schemes,

overlays,

15

19

~ retrieve in Cloud,
606

O

overflow,

124, 179

password

notification
~ emails,

124, 179

664

paper sizes,

nesting
~ line data variables,

352

page

112

~ disable,

338

~ place on sheet back side,
340

583

~ forward information to Advanced Printer Control, 255

175

~ place on address carriers,
~ set multi-language,

192

print

105

~ assign to document,

472, 478

~ optical mark / barcode,

313, 325

~ from third-party software,

290

~ locally,

53

11

~ remotely,

11

~ set up via Advanced Printer Control,
~ ~ automatic,

569

570
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~ ~ print queues,
print queues,

575

related installers,

575

~ manage,

release

578

~ release all at,

~ print queues location,

211

569

~ release for production,

285

~ repeat communication profile match,

printer

~ ~ release condition,

~ change access rights,
~ define,

456

279

206
206

release condition

~ select for production,

235

~ set rule,

~ speed up black and white print,
~ update settings manually,
~ use native driver,
~ use virtual,

286

282

286

625

remote actions
~ action instances,

550

~ CSV Data Control,

285

~ set up plug-in,

priority

551

548

~ SMTP email notification,

~ production batch order,

212

processing

563

~ SQL Server Data Control,

557

remote location

~ multiple times (repeated),

261

production, 480

~ register,

377

remote locations,

664

~ discard,

235

~ create subfolders on output,

~ monitor,

368

~ link to folder,

~ schedule,

240

~ set time zone,
~ trigger,

241

40, 240

58

~ locate path to hard drive,

542

540

~ use in Cloud,

664

production workflows,

228, 664

456

remove
~ clipped content,

proxy
~ register remote locations,
PS Writer Hot Folder,
~ use in Cloud,

545

53, 664

256

50

~ link to input print stream,
~ register,

production batches,

233

~ empty lines from addresses,

312

~ empty lines from banner sheet,

324

repeat

456

~ records by,

R

99

repeating
~ in tables,

records
~ identify in CSV,

reprint,

67

~ identify in XML files,

98

~ ignore unmatched,
~ repeat data by,

66

99

489

rule editor,

356

S

~ imperial units,

356

sample file,
356

~ production time zone,

356

~ in filename, 607-608
~ in number,

620

609-610

334

238

585

154

scripting, 86
~ application specifics,
~ calculated fields,

regular expression
~ in external attribute,

135

~ use sorting plug-in,

regional settings,

~ measurement units,

131

~ table rows,

66

~ identify in line data,

~ in zone,

207

88

90

~ calculating new data fields,

87

~ modify existing data fields,

86

serial number,
sheets,

445

664
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~ assign to address carrier,

306, 322

~ assign to document pages,

160

~ count in communication piece,
~ define,

476

third-party software

~ select paper source,

199

~ company time zone,
~ for production,

291

~ split job by paper source,

284

timeout,
TNO,

14
17
15

241

368
248

tracked email

390

~ plug-ins,

SMTP

416

transactions,

~ notification emails,
sorting,

356

39, 664

~ on output,

~ on-premises,

542

time zone

425

~ preview by document,

~ in Cloud,

177

~ map to hard drive,

~ paper sizes,

SMS,

~ add to document,

288

signing in,

text

563

445, 664

troubleshooting,

664

459

~ export logs for support,

459

~ output files into subfolders, 256
~ plug-in,

401

~ reports,

493

U

~ within communication piece,

204

~ within production
~ ~ native,

upload,

237

~ input file,

(See also document boundaries)
251

~ ~ by paper source change,

284

SQL Server
557
438

SSL
398

~ input print streams, 470
53

user roles,
users,

451

448

~ roles,

451

~ trace activity,

~ output on FTP/SFTP server,

259

variable length
~ overflow,

T

version,
126

~ alternate row formatting,
~ repeat data,

131

137

105

458

X
XML
~ use as input data,

tags, 428

XSD,

tenants
~ in Cloud,

368

V

store

tables,

65

65

(See also XML)

458

~ on-premises,

53

468

~ access rights, 451

~ use as external datasource,
~ email,

~ hot folders,
~ LPD,

~ print job, 283

~ manage stored data,

468

~ from third-party software,

159

~ output file,

53

~ drag & drop,

263

471
479

468

~ direct print,

split
~ email attachment,

~ communication profile,
~ production workflow,

236

~ ~ use plug-ins,

unassigned

21
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Z
zone,

162

~ hide content,

187

~ scale/move content,

189

~ set as dynamic, 169
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